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General Notes.

With this, the hrst publication of our Journal, the Soiit i Austrc-
han Field Naturalists have realised a desire long present am ng the

members. The Club has now been established for 36 years, and tie

necessity has been felt for some means of expressing the voice and
opinions of the Club, and, more particularly, for publishing such

matters of natural science as have been specially investigated or

recorded by members. There are many potential workers in the CI :1)

whose efforts have not so far been recorded because of the lack of

such a publication as this. Such members are specialh^ referred lo

two papers in this issue: that by Mr. Edquist is a good example of

the simple record of a new and interesting observation, while Mr.
Elston's note is the type of systematic locality work that might be

done with insects, plants, seaweeds, shells, fossils, &c. Such work is

most valuable, and should later lead to an increase in the numbers
of those who are qualified to contribute worthy articles to the Journal

of our parent body—the Royal Society of South Australia.

A suggestion has been made by Mr, D. J, Macnamara for an

extension of 'the Club's activities to the country centres. This m'ght
be done, as proposed, by means of an organised series of lectures.

Certainly the matter is worth considering, for we are aware of nume-
rous enthusiastic Field Naturalists throughout this State in our

country districts. It should be possible, now that we have our

Journal, to arrange conditions for country members that would be

mutually advantageous to the Club and to the individual Natura-
lists concerned.

The Native Fauna and Flora Protection Committee presented a

hue record of achievement in their last report; this will be published

in our next issue.
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The death of Mrs. R. F. Mellor is recorded with great regret.

Mrs. Mellor was an enthusiastic Naturalist, a memher of our Com-
mittee for many 3'ears, and an ardent participator in our field excur-

sions. Her interest lay especially with the question of protecting

our native fauna and flora. Her cheerful and willing personality will

be missed in our outdoor rambles.

We note that the X'ictorian Naturalists pay regular visits to

their great national park on Wilson's Promontory, spending a week
or more in camp there. It should not be long before such an ex-

cursion is arranged by our Club for a visit to Flinders Chase, K.I.,

for the purpose of conducting scientific observations as well as for

a healthy holiday. We look to Capt. White in this matter.

The closin g evening meetings of the present year have been

marked by a series of interesting lantern and episcope lecturettes

—

three or more members taking part on each evening. Their success has

been marked, and in their continuance next year it is hoped that more
of the 3^ounger members of the Club will take part.

We would again emphasize that what is wanted for our journal

is 16 pages per issue of good original Nature notes or s^^stematic re-

cording work, material not sufficiently ambitious to qualify for pre-

sentation to the Royal Society, but still of definite scientific value.

Every article submitted will receive sympathetic consideration. Ad-
dress to the Editor, 43 Alexandra Avenue, Rose Park.

*
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OUR BEGINNINGS.

By W. H. Selway.

The first public meeting in connection with the promotion

of the South AustraHan Field Naturalists was held in the

Banqueting Room of the Adelaide Town Hall on the even-

ing of Wednesday, November 7, 1883, on which occasion the

late Dr. H. T. Whittell, then President of the Royal Society,

occupied the chair. He said that for some time there had been

a desire to take up the study of natural history from a more

elementary standpoint than that pursued by the Royal

Society, and the establishment of this Section was the out-

come of that wish. The opening lecture was intended mainly

for members of the various Young Men's Societies in and

around Adelaide, wdio had been specially invited to be pre-

sent. It may here be mentioned, by way of parenthesis, that

at that date,' and for many years afterwards, but perhaps

especially in the "eighties," literary, or, as they were some-

times called, ''Young Men's Socie'ties," were a prominent

feature of the educational life of Adelaide.

On the evening mentioned, the late Professor Tate

delivered a very interesting lecture, and explained that that

meeting was intended to inaugurate a system of instruction

new^ to this country, and one wdiich did not interfere with

existing institutions, viz., the outdoor study of natural his-

tory. The Professor remarked that he had founded one of

the most flourishing Field Clubs in the United Kingdom,
established at Belfast in 1863. He referred also to Mr. \V.

E. Pickles, who was the prime mover in the attempt to found

a Field Club in Adelaide, and who h^d been a member of one

of the largest Field Clubs in England. (The name is not

stated, but the writer believes it wrs Manchester.) They also

would have the help of the Rev. (now Professor) W. How-
chin, a member of the Tyneside Club, which club had brought
out so many distinguished naturalists. The Royal Society

did not seek pecuniary profit hf its patronage, but offered to

the members of the Section \arious privileges which as an

independent Society they could not hope to secure. The
Professor went on to explain that the object of the Section

was the practical study of natural history, as an intellectual

recreation, by means of excursions and by evening meetings.

Lest it might be thought that the excursions and meet-
ings were intended only for students, the Professor was care-

ful to explain that it was by no means desired to exclude from
the ranks of the Section those who might seek in the excur-
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sions solely pleasant companionship and agreeable change,
and he gallantly added that ladies were especially welcome,
a remark which was loudly applauded. It is interesting to

note that the Professor's idea in regard to evening meetings
was that the lectures should be conversational rather than of

the customary formal character, and should deal with sub-
jects alike entertaining and instructive, and that a prominent
feature would be the use of the microscope. A separate
Microscopical Section was afterwards established, but did

not survive for a great while.

The "Register," which gave an excellent report of this

inaugural lecture—and to which I am largely indebted for

many of the facts here recounted—added that Air. W. H.
Selway, Junr., proposed a vote of thanks to the Professor.

Mr. Pickels, on whom so much of the inaugural work of the

Section depended, and who was a most energetic, genial, and
enthusiastic secretary, remained in office only from November,
1883, to May, 1885, when business called him to Melbourne.
Professor Tate remained in ofifice for two years as Chairman,
but rendered much assistance for many years subsequently.

The First General Meeting of the Section was held in

the vSouth Australian Institute on Tuesday, November 13,

1883. Professor Tate presided, and the following were elected

as the first officers of the Section :—Chairman : Professor
Ralph Tate, F.G.S., F.L.S. ; Vice-Chairmen : Mr. H. T. Whit-
tell, M.D., Rev. W. Howchin, F.G.S. ; Committee: Mr. W. L.

Cleland, ]\I.B., Mr. W. Haacke, Ph.D., Mr. J. G. O. Tepper,
F.L.S., Mr. A. Molineux, Mr. W. H. Selway, junr., Mr. Geo.
Collis, junr., Mr. H. Dean, and Mr. G. F. Hussey ; Hon. Sec-
rctarv: Mr. \V. F. Pickels, F.R.M.S.

NOTES ON THE VITALITY OF THE
SOURSOP (Oxalis cernua).

By A. G. Edquist.

With a view to outlining notes of lessons on the soursop,

which in autumn and winter makes fields and neglected

gardens brilliant with living gold, a number of bulbs were
grow^n in observation boxes.

In the spring of 1915, when the maturation of the plants

was complete, several of the bulbs were taken from the

observation box, placed in a tobacco tin, and put away in a

cupboard.
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lii May, 1916, when the tin was opened, it was found

that the bulbs had begun to develop thread-like underground

stems, from the nodes of which tiny bulbils appeared. Be-

cause of this development these bulbs were not replanted in

the observation boxes, but kept in the closed tobacco tin.

The thin white stems developed and retained their freshness

until they were from S to 7 inches in length. With the return

of spring, the tender underground stems died off, but the old

bulbs remained alive. They were returned to the tin and

replaced in the cupboard. In May, 1917, it was discovered

that the bulbs had again begun to develop thin stems and
adventitious bulbils. With the advent of spring these tender

threadlike processes perished, and t^iQ bulbs lay dormant
until the autumn of 1918, when a third lot of thin white stems
and bulbils were produced. This time the stems were much
shorter, being from one to three inches in length.

[Note—The bulbs
show the remains
of three successive
outgrowths, num-
bered 1, 2, and 3.

Each growth repre-

sents one year, and
the figures indicate

the order in which
they were produced.
The small projec-
tions along the
stems represent the
bulbils forming at

the nodes. In each
case part of the first

year's growth has
been broken oft'.]

An examination of the bulbs proved that several had
died, while two or three still showed signs of vitality. These
were left in the tin and returned to the cupboard. This year
(1919) it was found that three had still survived and had' put
forth tiny stems almost one inch in length. Wliether these
bulbs will retain their vitality for another year remains to be
seen.

This great vitality of the bulb of Oxalis cernua enables
this plant to perennate successfully in districts subject to
very long periods of drought, and also aids materially in its

rapid distribution throughout Australia.
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FLINDERS CHASE.

By S. A. White, C.M.B.O.U.

At last a splendid heritage has . been secured fur this

State in the creation of this great fauna and flora reserve on

kangaroo Island. The people of South Australia at the pre-

sent time do not, perhaps, realize the importance of "Fhnders

Chase," but as the years creep on it will be seen that this

reserve v/ill become more and more ''a thing of beauty and a

joy for ever." Not only so, but it will be realized that

"Flinders Chase" is one of the finest assets that the State

possesses.

In Australia there
are to be found
plants and animals
which flourished

elsewhere in an ear-

lier period of the

earth's development,
but in the other parts

^ Maupertius

Scale. ,

I I I I ! I

mi las

- L iqh t

h

ouse^^^

of the globe the re-

lentless march of

time and civilization

has completely elim-
inated them. There
is no doubt that in

the future, as in the

past, science will l)e

looking to this coun-
try for solutions of

biological problems.

Vv'ith the advance of civilization, our wonderful native birds

and beasts will assuredly share the fate of numerous species

in other parts of the world, and will become extinct. With
proper management. Flinders Chase will prove a fitting place

to preserve these fast-disappearing forms.

We must also remember that Kangaroo Island has a

geological, zoological, and botanical history of its own, quite

important enough to justify its reservation for present and
future srenerations. The Chase is most wonderfullv suitable

f(!r a National Reserve, on account of its isolation from the

mainland, and the absence of the most injurious pests, especi-

ally the fox and rabbit. This gives it a great advantage over

manv similar reserves in the Commonwealth.
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Furtlicr, I'^Iinders Chase will be an invaluable asset as

a health and holiday resort, a sanatorium for invalids, and a

boon to children, the temperature during the heat-waves
being greatly below that of Adelaide. No one who has seen
its magnificent coastal scenery can deny its attractions as a

holiday resort. The climate is as near the ideal as is possible

to find anywhere in the world.

The Board of Governors of the Chase should now be

elected, and a vigorous policy of management and develop-

ment initiated, for if South Australia wishes to escape the

condemnation of the scientific world, we must not allow one
of our many interesting and unique forms of fauna and flora

to become extinct.

Entomology of Quorn
By Albert H. Elston

The Flinders Range is a happy hunting ground, not only

for the entomologist, but also for other naturalists, and many
interesting and new species have been recorded from this part of

South Australia.

In November. 1918, I visited Quorn, which is situated at the

foot of these hills, and spent two weeks collecting in that locality,

the result of which was over two hundred different species of

Coleoptera, several of which were new to science ; among the

latter, DictJiusa iiisignita is by far the most interesting, the male

\mng distinguished from all previously described species by the

extraordinary fasciculated processes on the rostrum and metas-

ternum. A small shrub-like acacia produced many species of

Chrysomelidae and Buprestidae, and a number of flower-fre-

quenting beetles were taken from the melaleuca. Several

interesting beetles were also taken at night with the aid of a lamp

;

among them v.ere two specimens of Arthroptenis articitJaris. The
insects of this family. Paussidae. have the peculiar habit of eject-

ing from their posterior, with a slight explosive sound, a liquid

which volatizes in the form of smoke. This they do when
pursued by their enemies or when grasped with a pair of forceps.

I append herewith a list of species taken by me on this trip

which I have been able, through the kindness of Mr. A. M. Lea.
to identify, although there are still others awaiting identification.
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CARAIUDAE.

—

Jlctroma benefica, >Jewm. ; Scopodes sigillaiui

Germ.; Adclotopiis crebcrritnus, Blackb. ; Apotonius aitstralis, Castn.;

Clcvina felix, Sloane : Ilypharpax dcyrollei, Castn. ; H. vilis, Black'.).

:

H. parvus, Chaud. ; Thcnarotcs australis, Blackb.; T. tasmanicus, Bale..;

Notophilus lactus, Blackb.; A^. graciHs. Blackb.; Rhytisternus miser,

Chand. ; Simodonius fortnumi, Castn.; Tachys fUndersi, Blackb.; T.

atricc/s, Macl. ; Benibidium jacksuniense, Guer.
I )\ TjSCIDAE.—Nectcrosoma penicillafum, Clark; Platymcies de-

ceuipunctatus, Fabr.
YixDROVUXlAADKE. — Hydrobius assimilis, Hope; Philhydrus

andersnni, Blackb.: Ccrcyon quisquilium, Linn.

ST aPH VLINIDAE.

—

Ouacdius nificolUs, Grav. ; I.eptacinus socius,

Fol. ; Scopacus obscuripennis, Blackb.; O.vytelus sculptus, Grav.; Tro-

gophloeus bilineatus, Steph.

PSELAPHiDAE.

—

Ctcnisophus kreusleri, King; Tyraphus rugicollis,

Rafifr. ; Mesoplaius conspiciiiis, King.

PAUSSiDAE.—Wr///ro/'f<?;'//.y arlicularis, Elston.

SILPHIDAE.—C7?c/r^'a adelaidae, Blackb.

PHALACRIDAE.

—

Fhalacrus corruscans, Payk. ; Phalacrinus aus-

tralis, Blackb. ; Litochnis consors, Blackb. ; L. manilatus, Blackb.

NITIDULIDAE.

—

Thalycrodcs australis, Germ.
LATHRIDIDAE.

—

Cor'ticaria adelaidae, Blackb.; C. liudensis, Blackb.

DERMESTIDAE.

—

Cryptcrhopalum confertum, Reitt. ; Dermestes
cadaverinus. Fabr.; Aullircnv.s varius, Fabr.; Trogoderma antipodum,
Blackb.

UETEROCERIDAE.—Hctcroccrus flindersi, Blackb.

SCARABAEIDAE.

—

Ataenius souiconiutus, Macl.; Liparetrus pici-

pennis. Genu.; L. uiclaleucae. Lea; Aittouiolus deprcssus, Blanch.
BUPRE.STIDAE.

—

Melobasis sexplagiata. Lap. et Gory; M. incon-

stans, Blackb. ; M. sordida, Blackb. ; M. rotundicoUis, Blackb. ; M. speciosa,

Blackb.; M. nobilita.a. Thorns.; M. viridis, Saund. ; M. rotundicoUis,

Blackb.; Stigniodcra a.ricoUis, Saund.: S. parallela, Saund.; Cisseis

roscocuprca. Hoj e.

ELATERIDAE.—Laro» larial His. Cand.
DASCILLIDAE.—Cv/-'//o;/ fcncstratus, Blackb.

MAE\COE>ERM\E>A¥^.—Mctriorrhyuchus rhipidius, W. S. Macl.;

Lcius nodicornij, B'ackb.

BOSTRVCHIDAE. — Boslrychus jesuita. Fabr.: Xylopsocus bis-

finosus, Macl.
TENEBRIONIDAE.

—

Ccstrinus avcrsus, Pasc. : Hcterochira austra'is,

Boisd. ; Chalcoptcrus polychrotnus, Pasc.

CISTELIDAE.

—

Apellatus lateralis, Pasc; AUecula carbon-aria. Germ.
MELANDRYIDAE.—5"fra/>/m laticollis. Champ.

ANTHICIDAE.

—

fonuiconius quadrimaculatus, King; Anthicus wol-
lastoni. King; A. beuibidioides, Laf. ; A. inglorius. Lea; A. unifasciatus.
King; A. nitidissitnus, King; A. hesperi. King.

MORDEEUDAE.~M ordella cara. Blackb.; M. exilis. Germ., var.,

obscurior, Blackb.

CANTHARIDAE.—Zo;/i7/.? lutea, Macl.

CIRCLTLIONIDAE.

—

Prosayleus dispar, Germ.; Polyphrades nitidi-

labris. Germ.; Lepiops regularis. Lea; Cubicorrhynchus calcaratus. Macl.;
Bryachus squauiicoUis, Pasc: Storeus lifhostroius. Lea: Cyttalia erichsoni,

Pasc: Thechia pygmea, Pasc; Synibothinus squalidus, Blackb.; Belns
sutnralis, Boisd.: B. angustulus, Germ.: B. villosus, Lea; B. filiformis.

Germ.; B. bison, Blackb.; B. anguincus, Pasc; Auletes imitator. Lea;
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)>iagdalis rufimanus, Lea; Elleschus castelnaui. Lea; EUcschodes incon-
stans. Lea: Laemosaccus instabilis. Lea; Haplonyx myrrhatus, Pasc. ; H.
se.vvittatus, Chev. ; H. (Aollcs) irifasciatus, Lea; H. (Aolles) orbiculatus,
Lea; Diethusa insigniia, Elstoii ; Melantarius pccloralis, Lea; M. tris-

tis (?), Lea.
BRUCHIDAE.—/?r//r/juj- Ivndhurstcusis, Blackb. ; B. oodnadattae

Blackb.
CERAMBYCIDAE.—6>/i?7//.y microps. Blackb.; Peinpsaiuacra dis-

pcrsa. Newra.
CHRYSOMYlATiKE.—Ditrop idus sobrinus. Lea; D. jacobi, Baly;

D. intonsus, Lea; D. gymnopicrus. Lea; D. canescens, Chap.; D. coucolor,
Saund. ; D. cuneatus. Chap. ; D. pubicollis. Chap. ; Cryptoccphalus complus,
Lea; Loxopleurus atcr, Saund.; Toniyris laefa, Blackb.; lidusa pulchra,
Elston : E. diversicolUs, Blackb. ; E. piiberula, Bohem. ; Calomela ioptera,
Baly; Paropsis suturalis, Germ.; P. atoinaria, Marsh.; P. aeneipcnnis.
Chap. ; Lougitarsus victorienJis, Blackb. ; Plectroscclis quadraticoUis,
Blackb.; Monolepta divisa, Blackb.; M. nigricornis, Blackb.; M. incon-
spicua, Blackb.

COCCINELIDAE.

—

Bucolus fourneti. Muls. ; Scyiinius notcsccns,
Blackb. ;

6^. flavifrons, Blackb. ;
5". ourugineus, Blackb. : .b\ mcyricki,

Blackb.; Rhizobius pulcher, Blackb.; R. umbratus, Blackb.; R. noctu-
abundus, Lea.

THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE STUDY OF NATURE.
(By Wm. Ham.)

We are only very dimly becoming aware of the enormous impor-
tance of the study of Nature, even when regarded merely from the
materialistic and monetary point of view. The study of entomolcgy
for example, is usually regarded by the man in the street as a harm-
less t3'pe of lunacy. Yet the mighty Panama Canal, rightly regarded
as one of th.e greatest triumphs of man's intellect, imagination, and
technical skill, owes its successful completion to the laborious and
obscure studies of a number of students of Nature, who spent much
of their leisure in studying the development and life habits of mem-
bers of the insect world.

Major Ronald Ross, of the Indian Army, after long and patient
search, was at last rewarded in 1897 by the discovery in the dissected
stomach of an anopheles mosquito, of the malaria parasite, which
had been previously observed in human blood by the French doctor
Laverau, as far back as 1880. During the greater part of those 17
years many scores of students had patiently experimented and ob-
served many species of insects with a view of discovering in what
way the malaria could be spread. After Major Ross's discovery, he
himself spent two whole years in working out the life history of the
particular mosquito which he had found to act as host to this
dangerous parasite.

The Canal death rate under the French regime had been enor-
mous. Two-thirds of the working force were always in the hospitals.
The very rneasures which were adopted to prevent the spread of the
disease assisted in rendering it more deadly. Following upon the
discoveries of Major Ross and the patient investigation of an army
of Nature students, the United States officials were able to check it

at its source, and to so improve the conditions that the canal zone
became a sanitarium rather than the lazar house it had previously
been.
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The layman may hear httle or nothing of these studies, but it

was through such observations and discoveries that the foundation

was laid, not only for the completion of the Panama Canal, but for

the yet unaccomplished health conquest of the tropics—a conquest

which will do more than anything else to restore economic stability

to the world. It may not be an impossible dream to look forward

to Nature Study as a most valuable agent in assisting to lead us

out of the labyrinthine mazes of the present social and industrial

conditions of the world.
To come nearer home, everyone knows of the flood of criticism

poured upon the management of the "Wheat Scheme." Great losses

there have undoubtedly been. Yet even here Nature Study has saved
millions of bushels of v.heat frorn the ravages of the weevil. Their
damages have been checked, if not prevented, through the knowledge
of such workers as our Government Entomologist, Mr. Lea. Had the

Nature student been listened to in the beginning there is no doubt
that the amount of wheat saved from destruction would have been
enormously greater. There is no one thing in Nature of which the

importance to man is fully known. This is especially true of Aus-
tralia, where Nature has been studied for such a very short period,

and where plants and animals, known for ages in other countries,

show such unexpected responses to their new environment when in-

troduced here.

It is to the study of Nature that we must look for the solution
of the many troubles that confront us. the pest pear, the rabbit, the
codlin moth, the rusts of wheat, weevils, and the numerous diseases
of plants and live stock, to say nothing of those of human kind.
In other countries it is reckoned that an average of over 10 per
cent, is lost from every crop through the ravages of insect pests
alone. Just one other instance may l>e quoted of an oft-told but
wonderful story of the successful study of an insect pest. When the
San Jose scale (Iceraya purchasi) invaded the orange groves of
California, it brought down the yield from 8,000 to 600 carloads in

a season. The life history of the parasite w-as worked out by Nature
students, and one of them, a Mr. A. Koebele, was sent round the
world to find an effective enemy of the scale. In Australia he found
our brilliant red ladybird, and specimens were sent to California.
From their_ knov.'ledge of the habits of the ladybird, the authorities
in California were able to breed it and supply it to the orangeries.
The result was that the pest was completely held in check, and
almost disappeared, so that now a supply of ladybirds is bred in
special glasshouses ready for dispatch to any orangery found to be
infected with the dreaded scale.

Annual Report for the Year Ending September 30, 1919.

EVENING MEETINGS.
The Annual Meeting was held on the 17th September, 1918, and an

adjourned meeting on 1st Octo1)er, when the Chairman (Mr. W. J. Kim-
ber) delivered the annual address, entitled. "Attractions of Port Wil-
lunga to the Nature-Study Student." The lecturer took his hearers on an
imaginary trip to Port Willunga, first visiting the reefs, which contain
the most varied forms of marine life that can be found on any beach in
South Australia. The shells found in the various depths of water were
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referred to; crabs, starfish, sea-anemones, sea-urchins, sea-horses, and
sea-dragons were mentioned and described. In addition to all these an
itninense variety of seaweeds, sponges, pol3"zoa, corallines, etc.. are to

be found. Mr. Kimber spoke of ccean camouflage, and remarked that

many of the tiny creatures covered themselves in such a way as to defy

detection. The lecturer then drew attention to the cliffs, where fossil

shells were to be found in the Tertiary rocks. Altogether Mr. Kimber
had found 400 distinct species of shells on the Port Willunga beach.

Octol)er 15th, 1918.—The evening was devf-ted to exhibits, and the

following members brought specimens :—Miss Hunter exhibited twelve

species of shells, a v/hale's tooth, and native cloth made from bark, from
Fiji. Miss Faeshe. a F^ijian shell and a basket from New Hebrides. Mrs.

Harris. Australian rubies from South Australia. Aliss Taylor, a Goodeni-

aceous plant from Noarlunga. Mr. Elston, fruit of Lambertia formosa.
Mr. E. H. Ising, fresh flowers from Moolooloo, Flinders Range ; speci-

mens of flannel flower {Actinotis helianthus), per Mr. McGrath. from
Sydney ; and Aarious flowers from Mount Lofty.

November 19th, 1918.—^A special meeting was held, when several

members, who were invited to stay at Mr. J. W. Lindo's Sheep and
Cattle Station, Moolooloo, Minders Range (October. 1918). gave a

descriptive account of the country they stayed in, and showed views
taken and specimens collected. Mr. E. L. Savage, by means of many
phonographs, shown through the episcope, gave a very good idea of the

Flinders Range scenery. The scenery was of surprising beauty. The
creek beds, which were miostly dry, were used as tracks for vehicles, and
led in and around the mountains. The rugged, picturesque gorges and
the i)ark-like effect of the native pine {CalUstris robusfa) were glorious

sights. The views from the peak of Mount Patawurtie were well worth
the strenuous climb. Mr. A. M. Lea, F.E.S., showed the insects collected

liy Mr. E. T. Savage during the trip, consisting of the following:

—

206 species of Coleoptera ; 11 species of Orthoptera : 3 species of Hymen-
optera; 25 species of Hemiptera. The collection was mostly of small

insects. probal)ly several thousands. Among them were six specimens of

a very curious ant, and a most interesting" aphis-like insect from a white
ant's nest, belonging to the genus Tcrniitathis. hitherto known onJy from
South America and Queensland. Three species (four specimens) were
taken of the genus Articcrus, from nests of ants; these little reddish
l)ectles have apparently only one joint to each antt-nna ; on the upper
surface of the abdomen they have small tufts of hairs, which exude an
aromatic substance that is greatly relished liy the ants. A beautiful
bright green froghopper was collected, also numerous specimen,s of a
little beetle of the genus Lains, remarkable for the distorted antennae
in the male. The bulk of the specimens consisted of leaf-eating species,

amongst which pumpkin-bettles (Monolepia) and hopping beetles (Arsi-
poda) were especially numerous. Several of the specimens found are
new to science.

Mr. Frank Angel spoke on the butterflies, moths, birds, and mam-
mals. The only snake taken (De}iisonia suta) is very rare, this being
the third specimen known in South Australia. Fifteen species of lizards

an.d thirteen species of butterflies were also taken. The great majority
of butterflies are to be found within fifty miles of the coast, and only a
i-^ery small percentage of the species occur in the far interior. The
geographical distribution is very interesting. The character of the ruling
vegetation chiefly affects the occurrence of the various species.
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Tlie birds noted were as follow :—The Emu, Broiizewing and Crested

Pigeon, Peaceful and Diamond Dove, Landrail, Native Hen. Blackfronted

Dottrel, Blackbreasted and Stone Plover, Strawnecked and White Ibis,

Black Duck, Brown Hawk. Kestrel, Wedgetail Eagle. Whitefronied and

Pacific Heron, little black and white Cormorant, Bare-eyed and Rose-

breasted Cockatoo, Ringnecked, Many-coloured, and Shell Parrot, Bee-

eater. Pallid Cuckoo, Welcome Swallow, Fairy Martin. Redcapped,

Hooded, Scarlet-breasted and Scrub Robin, W^agtail, White-browed Bal)-

bler, Tchitawheeler, Chat, Yellow-rumped Tit, Brown Tit Warbler, Purple-

backed Wren, White-browed and Sordid Wood Swallow, Magpie Lark,

Black-backed and White-backed Magpie (the latter at Orroroo), Crested

Bellbird, White-plumed Honeyeater, Honeyeater (yellow throat). Yellow-

throated Miner, Australian Pipit and Australian Raven.

During the trip Mr. E. H. Jsing collected al>out 300 botanical speci-

mens. One has proved to be new to science in the Order Goodeniaceae.

It is a varnished Goodenia (G. veniicosa. Black), and it was found on
Mount Patawurtie (3.600 ft.). A small mallee (Eucalyptus inorrisii.

Baker) was found at the same place, which is the first record for South
Australia. One other plant (Goodenia iiicholsoni, F.v. M.) was found
for the first time in this State, although it had been recorded previously

from the Northern Territory. There was a wealth of flowers in bloom
at the time of the visit, ranging from tiny Composites, about one inch

high, to Eucalyptus rostrata and the Naitive Pine, from 20 to* 50 feet high.

The Acacias were a feature of the flora in this district; many were in

flower and in fruit. One interesting fact was that the flowers found on
Mount Patawurtie were not seen elsewhere on the station. The flowers

grew on the northern aspect of the mount, which was very rocky and on
a slope of about 30 degrees; the southern side was a broken, jagged
precipice about 1,100 feet higher than the surrounding country. Three
species of Orchids were collected, all in the genus Pterostylis. One
specimen only was found of Pterostylis rnutica, R.Br., on Mount Pata-

wurtie, which is the furthest norh record for this plant. P. rufa, R.Br.,

and P. Mitch elli were also collected.

April 15th, 1919.—The Director of the Botanic Gardens, Adelaide
(Mr. J. F. Bailey), gave an instructive lecture on Palms and Cycads.

Mr. Bailey dealt with their ornamental and useful qualities. In referring

to the economic uses of Palms, Mr. Bailey said in some places they sup-

plied most of the needs of the natives, such as food, utensils, oil, mats,

and even fishhooks. The natives in South Africa converted the pith of a

Cycad into a kind of sago or arrowroot. A very fine series of lantern

slides added greatly to the instruction of the evening. At this meeting
farewell was said to Mr. Sidney Angel, a member of long standing, who
was leaving for the eastern States. He said that his study of Lepidoptera
would be continued wherever he went. Regret was expressed at his

departure.

May 20th, 1919.—A lecture entitled "Climatic Control of Civilization''

was given by Dr. C. Fenner, F.G.S. The lecturer pointed out the

resemblance between the multiplication of the most elementary of organ-
isms, such as bacteria, and the spread and increase of mankind over
the globe. The bacteria flourished according to the warmth, moisture,

and amount of nutriment available, and, on the whole, mankind was
equally dependent upon the same factors. South Australia was dealt

with, and various charts showing the geology, topography, rainfall, tem-
perature, and evaporation, with the supplies of mineral, coal, and timber,

ending with a map illustrating the exact distribution of our population

as determined bv the foregoing factors.
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June 17th, 1919.—A lecture was given by Sir William Sowden on
"Travel Chat." Sir William was one of a party of Australian journalists

invited by the British Government to tour England and the western
battle front in France, to see what England had done and was doing in

the war. The party was shown everything they wanted to see, and were
amazed at England's stupendous war efforts. France was visited and
the soldiers were seen under actual lighting conditions. Sir William
showed a great number of very tine lantern and episcope views in

illustration of his remarks.

July 15th, 1919.—The Government Astronomer, Mr. G. F. Dodwell,
B.A., lectured to the members on "The Earth as an Abode of Life
in relation to the Solar System and the Stellar Universe.'" The age and
origin of the earth were discussed. Plant, animal, and human life was
touched upon, and in conclusion the lecturer dealt in a practical way with
the conditions necessary for man to make the best use of his environment.

August 22nd, 1919.—Mr. E. Ashby gave a delightful lecture on
"American Birds at Home." Lantern and episcope views of American
scenes, flowers, butterflies and trees were shown, and a chatty account
given of them all. Having personally visited the country recently, the
lecturer was able to give exceptionally interesting information in regard
to the views.

September 2nd, 1919.—Capt. S. A. W^hite, C.M.B.O.U., R.A.O.U.,
lectured on "The Old Dutch Houses at the Cape." Capt. White dealt
with his subject from the time the flrst settlers landed at the Cape, in

1652, under Van Reibek, The many episcope views shown brought out
the various architectural points very clearly, and illustrated the unique
character of these buildings. Many of the houses are still preserved,
although several centuries old. A very fine description of the country
was also given.

At this meeting a motion was carried that the section publish a
journal, to be called "The South Australian Naturalist."

EXCURSIONS.

September 21, 1918.—A trip was taken by motor to Teatree Gully
under the leadership of Capt. S. A. White. The subject was Ornithology,
and a very profi'table afternoon was spent.

September 28th, 1918.—An excursion from Blackwood to Eden was in

charge of Mr. A. G. Edquist, who aroused much interest in the physi-

ography, geology, and plant life of the district.

October 5th, 1918.—Mr. W. H. Selway led a party of members on a

trip, Aldgate to Bridgewater, and the native flowers were seen at .their

best. The scrub south of the main road was investigated by the party.

October 9th, 1918.—An all-day outing was made to Cherry Gardens,
when Mr. W. Ham took charge, and was greatly helped by Miss C.

Naughton, until recently in charge of the public school there. In the
course of the day the botanists were pleased to meet two zealous col-

lectors of orchids in Mr. and Mrs. T. Jacobs, whose daughter discovered
an orchid (Pterostylis vcrenae, Rogers) new to science, in this district.

The entomologists collected various species of insects.

October 19th, 1918.—Mr. H. W. Andrew took a party of members to

Paradise and spoke on the introduced plants met with. The party pro-
ceeded via Darley Road through several orangeries along the Torrens,
by kind permission of the owners, and returned by way of the Paradise
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bridge, traversing ground which had not been previously covered by the

members. Hoary cress, charlock, turnip w^eed, soursop, couch and nut

grass, fumitory, rough poppy, and many other annual and perennial

weeds v.-ere seen and discussed.

October 26th, 1918.—An excursion was made to Messrs. Pitman

Bros.' orchard, at Gilles Plains. The leaders were Mr. W. J. Kimber,

who spoke on Fruit Culture, and Mr. A. G. Edquist, on Physiography.

A very prolitable afternoon was spent. Note was made of havoc caused

to peach trees by the black aphis {Mysus cerasi). This aphis is found

occasionally on trees in winter. The eggs are laid on rough bark and

hatch in early spring, increasing amazingly unless destroyed by spraying

trees with red oil or tobacco wash.

November 30th. 1918.—An excursion to Marino was led by the

President, Mr. W. J. Kimber. He spoke on shells and marine life. The
marvellous forms, their methods of living, and the manner in which

the various fish get their food and digest it, formed the subject of some
of the leader's most interesting remarks. About a dozen botanical speci-

mens were collected by Mr. E. H. I sing, and exhibited to the members.

January 18th, 1919.—A most interesting dredging excursion was held

in the North Arm, Port River; leader, Mr. W. J. Kimber. Among the

many interesting specimens brought up by the dredge was a small octopus,

a triton with a hermit crab, and a camoufiaged crab hidden by the

sponge held on its back by two modified claws. Mr. W. Ham spoke on
the star-fiashes which were dredged up.

February 8th, 1919.—A visit was paid to the Blackwood Experimental

Orchard, when Mr. G. Quinn, the Government Fruit Expert, assisted

by the Blackvvood manager, Mr. R. Fowler, conducted the party through

the garden. The method of propagating the different fruits was shown,
and interesting manurial, cultural, and stock tests were pointed out, and
the results clearly seen. Mr. Quinn was heartily thanked for the pleasure

he had given the members during the afternoon.

March 15th, 1919.—A second dredging excursion was held, and the

Port River v.as the scene of operations. Mr. E. R. Waite, Director of

the Museum, was the leader. He spoke of the fishing frog and the pipe-

fish, which has protecting scales. A peculiar property of this species is

the brood pouch of the male, into which the ova are injected and are

there hatched. Among other catches were Pecten bifrous, the ancient

scallop shell ; sea cucumbers and trepang. Mr. Matthews gave an interest-

ing chat on the Ascidians, which appear to be a connecting link between
vertebrates and invertebrates,

April 5th. 1919,—A trip was made to Mrs, Caley Smith's nursery, at

Aldgate. Dahlias were at their best, and some glorious blooms were
admired by the members.

Easter, 1919.—A small party, under the leadership of Mr. E. H.
Lock, spent the Easter vacation in camp at New Era, a Murray settle-

ment a few miles above Morgan. Interesting excursions were made
therefrom by land and water, and the plants, insects, fish, fossils, and
land forms provided varied interests for the excursionists.

April 26th. 1919.—A most enjoyable afternoon was spent in Mr. T. C.

Wollaston's garden, at Bridgewater. The owner, an enthusiastic natural-

ist and landscape gardener, has with eminent success undertaken the

cultivation of the native flora, and has shown that even these delicate

plants readily respond to loving and intelligent attention. Mr. Wollaston
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has successfully grown the Waratah. the scented Boronia, several Acacias.

Eucalypti, and many other specimens of the native flora. The leader,

Mr. E. H. Lock, very heartily thanked Mr. Wollaston for his kindness
in showing his garden.

May 12th. 1919.—Prof. W. Howchin. F.G.S., led a large party down

the Sturt River from Eden. Geology formed the suhject for the day's

outing, and the professor pointed out that the glacial till to be seen not

far from the railway station afforded one of the oldest evidences of ice

action on our planet. The discovery of this profoundly interesting

glacial deposit w^as made by Professor Howchin himself, a fact wdiich

made the leaders' remarks all the more interesting to the excursionists.

May 24th, 1919.—Morialta Gorge was visited ; the leader was Dr. C.

Fenner, F.G.S.. w'ho handed the members plans of the reserve. Beautiful

views were obtained from Blackboy Lookout. The nature of the rocks

was shown and their past history explained. The great earth movements,
well exemplified in the valley, were shown in the crumpled rocks, and
the great fault-block movements, whereby the present aspect of highland
and plain was determined. The subsequent wearing action of the small
stream in carving out the valley was explained as the party proceeded up
the gorge.

June 3rd. 1919.—A charabanc excursion was made to Port Noarlunga,
under the joint leadership of Dr. C. Fenner, F.G.S., and Mr. W. J.

Kimber. The former remarked that the rocks were packed with fossils.

The presence of so many fossils and casts high up the cliffs of creatures
only found in shallow water, pointed to the fact of the slow but con-
tinuous rising of the land. The locality is a classic one in Australian
geology. Mr. Kimber discoursed on fossils, the chambered nautilus, lamp-
shells, black mussels, littoral molluscs, and cuttlefish.

June 23rd, 1919.—A party of members went by road to Mount Plea-
sant, when Mr. W. Ham acted as leader and interested the members in

the geology and physiography of the district. Reaching Mount Pleasant,

the party partook of lunch, after which the leader gave a short address
on the physiographical features of the region. By means of maps handed
to each of the party he descril)ed the course of the River Torrens. rising

about three miles north of the township and flowing to Birdwood. In
this part of its course both road and railway take advantage of the easy
grade worked out by the river. Thence to Gumeracha the road follows
down the river, but at Gumeracha the river turns and cuts through the

ranges, forming a gorge so wild, steep, and narrow that it has not yet

had a road formed right through it. By means of the map the wdiole

course of the river was traced, and the history of the river was deduced
from its physiography. The speaker also referred to the River Onka-
paringa as exhibiting somewhat similar features. The mineral resources
of the district were also referred to, and some account was given of the

many gold mines started. In the afternoon the party visited the old

workings of the Golden Stope Mine and Golden Stope West, both of
which have been w^orked with some success at various times.

July 12th. 1919.—The visit paid to the Museum proved to be most
interesting, and the Director (Mr. E. R. Waite, F.L.S.), was heartily

thanked for providing such an instructive afternoon. The chief item
of interest was the exhi1)iiion of the enormous bones of the huge blue

whale, recently stranded near Streaky Bay. This stupendous creature
is the largest whale preserved in any Museum, and measures 87 ft. 4 ins.

long. Mr. Waite also drew attention to some aboriginal skulls and Papuan
tree houses, with their quaint and cleverly executed carvings. The coin

room was also visited.
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July 26th, 1919.—A delightful afternoon was spent at the Botanic

Garden! when Mr. J. F. Baile.v (the Director) spoke on Australian trees

?nd shrubs growing there. Mr. Bailey mentioned over 60 species of the

indigenous flora, and gave valuable information about each of them.

Some of the Queensland timbers, such as Hoop Pine, were seen and
admired. Many Acacias. Eucalypts, and species of Ficus (Moreton Bay
Fig. etc.), were noted. The wheel of fire tree (Sfetwcorpus sinuofus) was
much admired, with its brilliant and curious red blossoms. The new
shadehouse. with its fine ferns, etc., is the outcome of Mr. Bailey's ideas,

and should be a handsome place in a year or two.

August 9th, 1919.—Slape's Gully was the scene of a trip by the

members, when Mr. W. H. Selway led in the interests of Botany. Two
distinct types of plants were noticeable at certain places on the Greenhill

road, and these served as indicators of the underlying rock formations.

Many native plants were recognised, but not many were in flower. A
.species of Spiridiiiin made a fine show on the steep hillside, and grew in

large patches. The locality is a good one for wild flowers, but should
be visited later in the season.

August 23rd, 1919.—Mr. E. H. Ising had charge of a party which
went to Henley Beach south, to study the "Dune Flora." The property
known as "New Jerusalem" was first visited, and the birds and plants

noted. It has been leased by Mr. E. H. Lock, who, it is understood,
intends to make it a sanctuary for birds and native flowers. The leader

then took the party to the dunes, and after securing a number of

plants read a paper on "Dune Flora," pointing out the (1) coastal sec-

tions, including the foreshore, the outer and inner dunes; (2) typical dune
flora; (3) conditions governing their growth, including soil and climate;

and (4) plant adaptations to environment. A number of flowers were
identified. Spinifex hirsutits and Leucopogon richei were particularly

mentioned.

September 6th. 1919.—Mr. Edquist led the party through some excel-

lent scrub at Blackwood, and many native flowers were in bloom, includ-

ing the orchids, Diuris pedunciilata, D. palachila, Glossodia major, Cala-
denia dcfoniiis, and C. patersoni; Davicsia iilicina was also very fine,

showing gradations of colour in the brick-red flowers. Some of the party
saw Mr. Ashby's humming birds and the native flowers which he is

preserving in his garden.

Librarian's Report (Miss I. M. Roberts) :—The number of books
circulated during the present year is not so large as formerly, but the

reason may be due to the lower attendance at meetings caused by the
diminished tram service. The library is in need of new books. Sug-
gestions from members will be welcomed, while contributions in books or
money will be yet more thankfully received. Thanks are due to Mr.
Kimber for kindly donating "The Geology of South Australia" (How-
chin).

W. J. KIMBER. Chairman.

E. H. ISING, Secretary.
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GENERAL NOTES.

Mr. M. Symonds Clark.—On the occasion of Mr. Clark

reaching his 81st birthday, the Secretary conveyed to him the

hearty good Avishes of the Field Natnralists, and referred to the

many years of loving- and suceessfnl work given by that gentle-

man to matters connected Avith the care of the native fanna and
flora. In reply, Mr. Clark wrote:—"I am indeed pleased to

know that Flinders Chase is now secnred as a reserve, bnt [

understand that the area is only about half of that we had asked

for. The question of the protection of our native birds Avas

forced upon my notice by the introduction of a ncAv Game Bill

about 1873. The then existing Act extended i)rotection to

rabbits and s])an'ows, together Avith game birds generally,

indigenous and imported, and (1 think) deer and hares. Be-

lieving that by far the greater number of birds Avere more
useful than harmful, I thought it Avould be a good plan to

protect during a close season all excepting those acknoAvledged

to be harmful, so I drafted a schedule for the ucav Act, includ-

ing 'all birds indigenous to Australia,' excepting certain birds

and groups of birds, Avhicli Avere named—about a dozen names.

The Bill Avas passed in, 1 think, 1874, Avitli this particular

amendment of mine practically intact. I had i)ressed my vicAvs

upon several members of both Houses of Parliament, and
Messrs. Ayers ( afterAvards Sir Henry) and Morgan (afterAvards

Sir AVilliam) Avere mainly instrumental in introducing my
amendments. About fifteen years later, the late Mr. A. F. Robin
introduced the question to the Field Naturalists. With him as

the first secretary, the Fauna and Flora Protection Committee
Avas established. He and I, Avith much stimulation and help

from Mr. Samuel Dixon, carried on the Avork of the Committee.

This included the steps necessary for obtaining the reserve of

the National Park. After this AA^as accomplished, Mr. Eobin's

health gave Avay, and he asked me to take his place for a time.

He Avas never Avell enough to resume the Avork, and I remained
secretary until 1913, AA'hen I also had to resign.''
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Ants' Cows.—The note that ants cb'aiii food from material

passing from the bodies of certain other insects must be at

least 200 years old, for Linnaeus records that the ants went up
the trees to ''milk their cows, the aphides."' It was long main-

tained that the material eaten by the ants consisted of juices

given out through the two cerci that project from the body of

the aphids, but this is now known to be incorrect. Some
observers deny that the ant makes any attempt to coax the

insects to provide food. However, Mr. Elston has spent some
pleasant summer hours carefully noting the behaviour of the

sugar ants and froghoppers in this regard, and his observations

will be found on another page.

Forthcomirxg Lectures.—The following evening lectures

are set down for the coming three months. These will com-
mence at 8 p.m. in the Lecture-room of the Listitute Building,

North Terrace, and will in all cases be illustrated by lantern

slides and episcope views. On March 16. there will be three

twenty-minute lecturettes: A. G. Edquist, ''The Nature and
Forination of Fossil Remains''; A. H. Elston, F.E.S. (Injuri-

ous Insects), P. Runge (Interesting Minerals). On April 20,

Cai)tain S. A. AVhite, C.xM.B.O.U., will lecture on "A Trij) to the

Bunya Mountains, Queensland."' On May 18, Mr. Edwin
Ashby will give a further lectiu-c on "American Birds at

Home."' At all evening lectures mend^ers are invited

to bring exhibits, and to baud same to the Secretary, with a

note recording features of interest. Such notes will subse-

quently be recorded in "The Naturalist.''

Fifty Years Ago.—The following is reprinted by "The
Register'" from a -January issue of 1870:—"Mr. Riddoch, M.P.,

has sent to the south-east the first lot of pheasants which the

district has had, and the hoi)e is expressed by a local paper that,

like the English sparroAvs at Mount Gambler, they may take
kindly to the soil and climate, and increase abundantly."'

Broken Hill.—Reference was made in our last issue to the

desire for aji extension of the Field Naturalists' work into the

country districts, and arrangements have been approved by the

Committee for the giving of lectures and addresses by members
in country centres. Nuriootpa will possibly be the first i)lace

visited. At the last meeting of the Committee, requests Vv'ere

brought forward for assistance in forming a Field Naturalists'

Club at Broken Hill. There are several enthusiastic naturalists

there, specialists in various departments of field work, and
there should be no difficulty in forming the club. Naturally,

every assistance and encouragement is being given towards this

object.
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Flinders Chase.—The Board that is to control this National

Reserve held its first meeting* on February 4. The chairman is

the Hon. John LeAvis, M.P., who, with Mr. Laffer, ]\I.P., was
nominated bj^ the Government. The University representatives

on the Board are Professor T. G. B. Osborn and Mr. ITug-h

Corbin, while the Royal Society's nominees are Captain S. A.

White and Mr. Samuel Dixon. The Hon. John Lewis has

invited the members of the Board to accompany him on a visit

to the Chase, and this is being arranged for an early date.

The Year's Programme.—The new ])rogTamme of excur-

sions and lectures has been x)repared, and provides for a very
full year of activities on the part of club members. Among the

items i)rovided for are a two-days' Avild flower show in the

spring, and an excursion to Flinders Chase, Kangaroo Island,

in the next Christmas vacation.

OUR BEGINNINGS.—THE FIRST WHOLE-DAY
EXCURSION.

By W. H. Selway.

The first excursion lield by the Section was to National
Park (then known as Government Farm) on Saturday after-

noon, November 2J, 1883, and the first holiday excursion was to

Hallett's Cove on January 1, 1884. It was to this locality that
Professor Tate pictured an imaginary excursion in his inaugural
address on November 7, 1883. It was probably the largest

attended outing in the history of the Section, over 100 ])ersons

being present, about 90 of Avhom were conveyed in three coaches
to their destinatioji. At this time the '*drag" or charabanc
had not been developed in Adelaide, but the old mail coaches
which were then used were very comfortable, and afforded an
excellent means of seeing the country, with their seats rising

one above the other. The only drawback was the inside, where
the rumbling of the wheels was rather too manifest.

The Secretary in those days (Mr. W. E. Pickels) was a very
methodical man, and each applicant was allotted a particular
seat, usually in order of priority of application. A ticket was
given to each passenger, showing his or her seat on the coach.
The Secretary drew a rough plan of each coach, showing to

whom each seat was apportioned. Of course, when there were
three coaches to look after he had to get assistance, and I

remember that Mr. Geo. Collis (the first treasurer of the
Section) and the writer gave help in alloting passengers their

seats. One invariable adjunct to the Secretary's equipment
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iu those days was a bugie, which was useful not oul}^ iu warning
vehicular traffic of our approach, but in keeping the members
together when in the field.

At this date Hallett's Cove was known, other than by name,

to comparatively few people in Adelaide. Until Professor Tate

revealed its interesting geological features hardly any one

thought of going to this out-of-the-way spot. Before the

formation of the Section the professor used to take his Univer-

sity students there, and one of these, probably to show his

admiration for their mentor, carved the initials of the professor

(R.T.) on the rock surface v^4lich reveals such a fine exposition

of glacial action. The professor, instead of being pleased,

seemed to regard this (and rightly so) as an act of vandalism.

In the early days of the colony (as it then was called) there

Avas a mine called the Worthing Mine in the vicinity of the

cove, with which venture Captain Hallett was connected, and
it was after him that the little bay derived its name. The
deserted miners' huts were noticed just previous to reaching

the destination.

The party lunched in the shade of the high, rocky walls

which form the gorge through which Field's River runs to the

sea. Tea was made from the river's Avater, which, at this time

of the year, was rather brackish, and the decoction Avas not

too palatable.

Professor Tate led the party along the beach to Black
Point, calling attention en route to conglomerates of an early

age, and the still more ancient pebbles included therein. The
purplish slates forming "Black Point" Avere passed, then over

the grey sandstone of horizontal stratification until the famous
"Tate" rock was reached. Here, on this hot January day, Avas

unfolded (for the first time to most of the party) the interesting

and even thrilling story of one of Australia's ice ages. Others
of a geological bent Avere in the gathering, and a lively discus-

sion took place, some adA^ocating glacier ice and others icebergs

as the agent in causing the i:)henomena. Many of the party
Avould gladl}^ haA^e Avelcomed a temporary return of the glacial

conditions on this hot day.

Although it has often been suggested, it is believed that no

action has been taken to preserve this interesting rock, and
since this excursion Avas held much damage to its surface has

been done by specimen hunters.

The escarpment \Adiich SAA^eeps in curvilinear form betAveen

the two headlands AA'as next visited, consisting chiefly of red

and gray sands and clays horizontally bedded. In these beds

many fossils Avere found, and the professor mentioned that he
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had collected 50 or 60 different kinds, most of them of extinct

species. He hoped that the members would at some future

time trace with him these beds to Aldinga Bay, where fossils

were more numerous and in better preservation. Beneath
them would be seen an older series, which were referred at

that time to the Eocene epoch.

It was too late in tlie season for many flowers, but in the

early spring a considerable number are to be met with here.

Tavo species of Goodenia (G. amplexaus and G. albiflora),

Mj^oporum parvifolium, and the poisonous Eujihorbia eremo-

phila were seen on this occasion. The party concluded their

memorable day (after tea) by being taken, under tlie professor's

guidance, up the gorge of Field's River, where he pointed out

the rocky walls of massive limestone, which (more esi)ecially

where slaty bands were interstratified) were seen to be
crumpled in a most intricate manner.

Hallett's Cove has been visited by the Section many times

since the occasion here referred to, but never, perhaps, with
so large, so enthusiastic, nor so distinguished a company.

A PLEA FOR SHELL-COLLECTING.

By W. J. Kimber.

For mau}^ years the study of Conchology has given me a

great deal of pleasure. I have collected shells on many beaches
in South Australia, and have found in them much of absorbing-

interest. If our members would but take a deeper interest in

shells and the wonderful creatures which make them, a visit

to the seaside would be much more profitable and enjoyable
than it often is.

Making a collection of shells has advantages which the

student of many other branches of natural history must admit.
They are not attacked by "moth and rust" ; the form and colour
are permanent, and require very little attention. Think of the
worries of the botanist : how soon his beautiful plants and
flowers wither and die. The worried look of the entomologist
shov\'s that he is in constant dread that his most precious speci-

mens will be attacked and destroyed by other insects, and great
care has to be taken and expensive cabinets provided.

AYhat a difference there is between the living bird and the
stuffed one, however skilfully mounted ! The work of getting
the bird and preserving its skin is great, and subsecpient insect

pests are troublesome. A collection of minerals entails much
labour, and is a weighty affair in more ways than one. The
couchologist has few worries after he has collected his shells.
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The prinL'ij)al difficulties are as to the best means of naming
and displaying his treasures. The literature is expensive and
not ahvays reliable ; but the same can be said of all branches of

natural liistory. There is a great field for the collector of shells,

as over 20,000 recent species have been named and described.

Nearly 1,000 have been recorded for South Australia by Sir

J. 0. Verco, to whom we are deeply indebted for the splendid

work done by him in discovering and describing many new
species. The collection in the Museum greatly assists in getting

the correct names of specimens. Between Marino and the

Outer Harbour several hundred sjiecies can be collected, and
the beaches at Port AVillunga, Norinanville, .Middleton. Port
Lincoln, and Edithburg have furnished many rare and beautiful

shells.

I would be ver}^ pleased to assist members who desire to

extend their knowledge in this direction, and would be able to

direct their search on various beaches knovrn to me. In tlie

earliest ages of the world molluscs abounded, and their shells

are found embedded in all kinds of rock; these are of dee])

interest and value to the geologist. Tlie collecting and record-

ing of these ancient specimens would afford members op])or-

tunity to do original work of great value, and there are rich

deposits of fossils bearing rocks in many parts of this State

awaiting such Avorkers.

THIRTIETH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIVE FAUNA
AND FLORA PROTECTION COMMITTEE.

Four Committee meetiiigs were held during the year, and
the attendance on the vxiiole was good. Many important mat-
ters have received the attention of the Committee during the

year. An event took place which is one of the most important
since the Committee Avas formed—viz., the constituting of

Flinders Chase.

Flinders Chase (Kangaroo Island Reserve).—Early in the

year tlic Chairman, accompanied by Mr. G. R. Latfer, M.P., a

representative for the district (the Hon. A. H. Peake, Premier,
was prevented from going at the last moment), visited Kan-
garoo Island. The whole question was personally put forward
at a meeting of the Kingscote District Council. After a pro-

tracted discussion, it Avas agreed that local opposition to the

j^roposal should cease, and that the Council Avere Avilling to haA^e

the boundaries of the reserve fixed from Cape Forbni, on the

north coast, running south to Rocky River Freehold, folloAving
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the Freehold south, tlien west to the coast. On retiirniug" to

the city, this action was followed up by the Chairman having
re])eated interviews Avith the Hon. Premier and Attorney-
General to ensure having the reserve properly constituted under
Act of Parliament. Subsequently a promise was given by mem-
bers of the Ministry that the Flinders Chase Reservation Bill

would be introduced early in the middle session. This promise
has been carried out, and the P>i]l iias now passed both Houses,
practi(^ally witliout any alteration. Thus after twelve years'

hard struggle the Chase lias been constituted. The area

—

a])out 200 sciuare miles— is not large enough, but the Aet pro-

vides for extension.

The Ga-me Bill.—Tiie Game ]>ill was drafted with a view to

securing the better protection of wild animals and birds, which
lapsed in tlie first session of Parliament, v.as restored early in

the second session, as })romised, and, after being miicli muti-
lated, has now become law, altiiough several strong measures
were lost; still it is a vast imj)rovement on tlu' old Act, and we
must ho]"»e for amendments in the future.

Seals.—As a result ot ])ersistent representations made to

lh<' Hon. Attoriiey-Geiieial. the Chairman reported that both
Gu.iis liad been closed against the slaughter of these animals.

All waters and islands within a line drawn from Cape Borda to

Ca]ie Catastrophe, and from Ca})e Willoughby to Victor Har-
bour, inchuling the Images, are now a sanctnary for seals.

Infringements of Animal Protection Laws,—The wrongful
caj^ture of seagulls neai- Gliniclg and slaughter of kangaroos
were discussed, and action deemed appropriate by the Com-
mittee Avas taken. The Coorong Islands were visited by the

Chairman, in company with Mr. G. R. Lalier, M.P., Chairman of

( ommittees, and the Chief Insi>eetor of Fisheries, and a number
of notice boards re absolute i)rotection of birds placed thereon.

Destruction of Native Flora.—The Local Government De-

partment was connnunicated Vv ith respecting the indiscriminati?

destruction of native flora on jfublie highways in certain dis-

tricts.

Conclusion.—Personal efforts juit forth by the Chairman
towards finalising the reservation of Flinders Chase and the

gazetting of both Gulfs as sanctuaries for seals were endorsed

by the Committee, and congratulations were unanimously ex-

tended to him. A letter of thanks vras forwarded to the Press,

expressing appreciation for prominence given to flora and fauna

protection questions.

S. A. WHITE, Chairman.
H. ^Y. ANDREW. Hon. Secretary.
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PETRIFIED REMAINS OF TREES.

By A. G. Edquist.

The red sands which extend from Plym]iton to the Grange
Pinery are the remains of a line of old sand dunes. These red

dunes were once white in colour, and appeared like the present

dune-formation bordering the sea.

The Red Colour.—The red colour of the older dunes is due
to a film of iron oxide which surrounds each grain of sand.

Since their formation by the action of sea and water they have
drifted inland for a considerable distance, and in their advance
have completely covered and masked a stiJl older formation of

dune sandstone, lu one small area behind the Fulham rifle

range these older de])osits have been uncovered by the action of

the wind.
An Ancient Flora.—At one time these last-mentioned sands,

now consolidated, presented an a])i)eai'ance similar to the

younger red sands that overlie them, and they were clothed

with trees and herbage. Of the nature of the trees it is difficult

to speak with certainty, but it cannot be gainsaid that trees did
grow there, for we may still see in situ the petrified stumps and
roots, telling their story with such dumb eloquence that no
doubt can exist in the minds of those who Avill pause and
consider.

From Wood to Stone.—These ancient stumps and roots are

no longer of wood, but of carbonate of lime, or limestone, the

original wood having been completely replaced or calcified by
calcium carbonate. Whence came the carbonate of lime? Sea
sand is usually a mixture of quartz grains and finely broken
shell grit, which consists almost wholly of this lime carbonate.
Percolating rainwater dissolves the limestone and holds it in

solution. In dry weather the mineralised water rises to the

surface, and, on evaporating, leaves the lime behind, at or near
the surface of the ground.

Travertine and Root-Moulds.—As this process is repeated
year after year, the accumulation of limestone increases until a

thick crust of white limestone, or travertine, appears, as we
see it in malice country. The formation of this limestone does
iiot xorevent the growth of trees, for so long as the vegetation
remains alive the limestone does not form a continuous sheet

nor encrust the roots. The expansion of the growing roots

cracks the limestone, and the C02 breathed out by the roots

produces carbonic acid, which dissolves the rocks immediately
in contact. Should the trees die, the mechanical action of the
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roots ceases to operate, and Avith the cessation of respiration

the production of carbonic acid stops. A crust of limestone at

once forms about the roots, and produces the root-moulds so

commonly found in the white dunes along- the shore. The trees

Avhich gveyv in the ancient red sands were evidently smothered
]^v nn ii-.vfi«inn nf flip vnimo-pr «iAnd duiips. The strouo' sea

CalciHed trunks of trees in the old red sand dunes at Fulhani. In the

central foreground is a Idackfellow 's chipping stone used in the making
of spear heads.

1 ^~ici Lc iiyj y\

This operation may be witnessed during the spring and early

summer months on Eucalyptus saplings and on gum trees that

have been cut down and sprouted again. Pick out a tree that

is swarming v.^ith ants, and you will probably find a number of

the froghopper larvos feeding upon it ; they Avill very seldom be

found alone, but in the company of one or more ants, who are

busily at work milking, in their ovrn way, their "cows,"
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roots ceases to operate, and with the cessation of respiration

the production of carbonic acid stops. A crust of limestone at

once forms about the roots, and produces the root-moulds so

commonly found in the white dunes along- the shore. The trees

which gvevv in the ancient red sands were evidently smothered
by an invasion of the younger sand dunes. The strong- sea

breezes and j^revailing winds of summer caused the^loose rock
to drift inland, and in time to destroy the trees. As the buried

stems and roots decay, each tiny particle of wood is replaced

by a particle of limestone. 80 slowly and uniformly is the

])rocess of substitution carried on that tlie radial structure or

grain of the wood is scarcely modified and still appears a well-

marked feature of the petriiied remains, or "fossil wood."
The FincJ Phase.—Until recently the stumps were for the

most ])art standing erect just where they grew, but the hand of

time and of the unappreciative rabbiter has overturned most
of them, and the time is not far distant when the weathering
action of wind and rain will have reduced the last remnants to

dust.

Work Still to be Done.—It may be possible for a field

naturalist, Avith a knoA\ledge of our timbers, to identify the

genus of the trees of whicli these fossils are the remains. They
may represent the native ])ine (Callitris), or the sheaoak (Casu-

arina), for both these trees grow at the present time in the

locality, in sands which must eventually take on the appearance
of this older rock.

NOTE ON ANTS AND FROGHOPPERS.

By Albert H. Slston, F.E.S.

Ants are, perhaps, the most interesting of all insects, and
much has been written about their habits and social life, and of

the inquilines that inhabit their nests. J. H. Fabre. in his

"Social Life of the Insect \Yorld," writes of ants and other

insects that obtain the sap from the hole made in the tree by
the rostrum of the Cigale (Cicada), and I shall now briefly

relate hovr ants feed, indirectly, upon the sap of the tree.

This operation may be witnessed during the spring and early

summer months on Eucalyptus saplings and on gum trees that

have been cut down and sprouted again. Pick out a tree that

is swarming vrith ants, and you will probably find a number of

the froghopper larva? feeding upon it ; they will very seldom be

found alone, but in the company of one or more ants, vrho are

busily at work milking, in their ovrn way, their "cows,"
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Durino' my visit to the Murray River last November, par-

ticular attention was paid to the ants and their method of ex-

tracting food from creatures that are totally different from
them, both in form and liabit. The larvie of the red and black

froghoi)])er (Eurymela rubrovittata) was very plentiful, and
afforded good subject matter for my observations. A sugar
ant (Camponotus sp.) would, with its long antennae, rapidly

jrlroke the sides and back of the troghopper, until it discharged
from its posterior a thick yellowish fluid, which was greedily

consumed by the ant. The froghopper, while it is being milked
by its hungry friends, is all the while feeding from the tree on
which it is found, its long beak being placed at righ angles to

its body, and embedded into the stem or base of the leaf upon
which it is clinging. These creatures seem to give up a con-

siderable quantity of this liquid : one was under observation for

some considerable time, and when an ant had its appetite

aj)|)eased another would immediately take its ])lace, and at one
time there were three greedily drinking up the fluid discharged

by the frogliopper.

The ants are certainly the masters of these homopterous
insects, who, so long as they perform their duty by sup])lying

food, are treated kindly by the ants; but if they refuse their

masters a])pear to have a way of making them obey. Here is

f.ne instance which came under observation : An ant approached
a froghopi)er, which, after being stroked in the usual way,
refused to discharge its fluid. This apparently annoyed the

ant, Aviiich l)egan ni})ping it with its strong mandibles, and the

froghopper, resenting this treatment, kicked out at the ant,

much in the same way as a cow kicks, but the ant continued its

{Muiishment until the froghopper began to discharge food for

its tormentor.

PLANTS AT HOME—THE MONARTO DISTRICT.

By Ernest H. Ising.

Tlie study of plants growing in tlieir natural habitat, together Avith the

vaiions factors concerned in tlieir life history, is termed ''Ecology.'' The
Avord is derived from the Greek: , meaning a house, and .

meaning discourse—i.e., the study of a plant 's surroundings and environ-

ment. The factors conceriied ar^" many, and may b: briefly summarised as

follovi':—
], Geographical distribution.

1. On plains, including the coast.

2. In mountain ranges, having

—

(a) Good rainfall, such as Mount Lofty Eange.
(b) Poor rainfall, such as Flinders Eange.

3. Open grassland (steppe).

4. Desert areas.
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II. Climatic conditions.

1. Eainfall, etc.

2. Evaporation and "wind.

3. Temperature.
4. Soil permeability or power of retaining moisture in tlie soil.

III. Environment. A. Geographic.
1. Situation or position (coast, plain, hilltop, gullv, river or bank,

etc.).

B. Edaphic (soil).

1. Soil composition (sand, loam, clay, slate, quartz, limestone,
saline, etc.).

C. Botanic.
1. Open formation, "where more than one species of plant grows.
2. Closed formation, "wliere one species predominates and excludes

all others.

Monarto South raihvay station is situated <Sr) miles east from Adelaide
on the interstate line, and is 10 miles "west of the River Murray at ^Murray
Bridge.

According to Tate's ''Flora" (Fl. Extr. S.A., p. 204). Monarto is in

the "M" District, comprising the plain of the lower ]\[urray River, which
is defined on the west by the Adelaide chain (the ^Lount Lofty Range), and
exteiuls north-east to the Barrier Range. It is included in the Ereniian or

desert region; but it is not typical desert, as its average annual rainfall of

14 inches is higher than the other districts (F. C. W. & S.) of that part of
the State, Avhich only average 4 to •") inches per year. The following table
will illustrate this; Stirling West (Mount Lofty Ranges) is included for
comparison :

—
Average

for 10 vrs.
I^ocality 1906 to 1915

Stirling West 46.99
Monarto ... 14.39

Oodnadatta 4.71
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to keep land fit for agricultural purposes. One tree noted had a part of the

stem three feet above ground, swollen similar to the base stock, and from it

two stems issued. Is it a freak of Nature or some extra provision to ensure

the life of the tree in case of accidents?

1. Eucalyptus gracilis, F.M. (No. 934), is a very small

Mallee, which does not form the swollen base above ground. It

is a shrub of from 8 to 10 feet high. The stems arise in

a clump, so characteristic of this section of the genus. The bark

on the stems is brown, and peels off in long strips. This species grows

in the higher situations in reddish sand and limestone. The fruit Avas tiny^

being about one-eighth of an inch long and the same across. The leaves were

very much dotted with oil cells. Two small greenhood orchids (PterostyUs

nwtica, K.Br., and P. cycnocephaJa) and the adder's tongue {Opldoglossum

rulgatum, Linne) grew alongside this Mallee, which Avas not in flower.

2. What is called the Tall Mallee (No. 965) (E. dumosa, A. Cunn.)

grows in clumps 20 to 25 feet high, and develops a dense umbrella-shaped

crown. The stems are mid-grey in colour, and the bark peels off in long

ribbons. The fruit is of the small variety, being less than half an inch long ;

^

lie lid on the buds is of a squat nature. The soil is Avliite sand, and grooving

at the base of a clump of this Mallee Avas the purple lily, Dianctla revoJufa,

E, Br. Also close by Avas a Gum (Eucalyptus fasciculosa, F. M.) and shrubs

of Melaleuca and Acacia, but groAAing in limestone—red-sand composition.

These tAvo associations are AA'orthy of note:—
I. Limestone and red-sand groAving Gum (not Mallee). shrubs of

Melaleuca, Dodonaea, Acacia spinescens, Benth., and other plants,

such as Xerotes, sp., and orchids (Diuris palustris, Lind., Caladcnia

deformis, E. Br., C. filamentosa, E. Br.), etc.

II. Pure white sandy soil, in AAhich the Mallees predominate, Avith occa-

sional plants of Brachyloma ericoidcs, Sander, Acacia spinescens,

DianeUa levoluta, etc.

It is iiiterosting to find these plants ahvays in the one type of soil

associated Avith certain plants only. While the Mallee slums the limestone,

the pink gum {E. fasciculosa) iuA'ariably groAvs on the limestone ridges.

In addition to the suitability of the soil, there is the factor of light that aids

the plant in the selection of a home. The limestone country is one of open

spaces and intense light ; the Mallee scrub is usually dense and has less

iilumination and fcAver plants intermixed AA-ith it. Plants associated Avith

the Mallee are different from the limestone type.

3. A smaller Mallee, groAving in the typical clumps from 8 to 10 feet

high, and Avith fruits quarter of an inch long, is another form of Eucalyptus

dumosa, A. Cunn. (No. 963). The buds and fruit of this variety are

small, being about a quarter of an inch long and of the same width. The
lid, or operculum, is rather flat, or squat, and is longitudinally ribbed. The
leaves are wider than other specimens haA-ing similar buds and fruits. Hoav-

eA'er, most likely they are the same species, as the genus is knoAvu for the

remarkable A-ariatiou in all its parts, as obserA-ed by Australia's leading

authority on the Eucalypts, Mr. J. H. Maiden, Director of the Botanic

Gardens, Sydney.

Where this Mallee grows there appears to be a slight oA'erlapping. The

Mallee has iuA-aded the limestone red-sand area, and the Pink Gum has

entered the Mallee reserve. This is generally the case AA'here tAvo types of

country meet. Associated Avith this Mallee are species of Xerotes, Caladcnia

fdamentosa, E. Br., Bursaria spinosa, Car., and Melaleuca parviflora, Lind.

4. The Giant Mallee (Euccdyptus incrassata, Labill.), No. 935, in this

district grows from 12 to 15 feet high. The stems spring from one spot
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iu the groLiudj and tliey spread out umbrella shape. The brauchlets are red
and the fruits are large, being- from half to three-quarters of au inch long,

rough aud ribbed. This soil is pure Avliite saiid, and very few plants grow
in the spaces between the clumps. There are, however, a feAv plants Avliich

associate themselves with this bailee, and one is the native currant {Acro-
tridie depressa, E. Br.), which was grooving at its base. Here and there
were to be seen specimens of Acacia spinescens. An eriea-like heath {Brac-
liyJomacricoides, Sond.j is quite at home in this soil, and grew close to the
above Mallee shrubs.

5. The oil Mallee {E. oleosa, F. M.), No. 937, is frequently met with
in this country. The specific name means oily, ancl refers to the oil found
in the leaves. Many oil vessels are noticeable when the leaves are held up
to the light. One colony of this species was 10 to 12 yards in diameter and
about 12 feet high; its soil was practically a pure sand. On either side of
this clump was growing the Pink Gum, on Avnicii grew several clusters of
Mistletoe {Loranthus pcndulus, Sieberj. This parasite was not at all

plentiful in this district; this was the only specimen seen. The ubiquitous
rush plants {Xerutes, sp.) accompanied the taller neighbours.

6. Although not a Mallee, the Gum {E. leucoxylon, var. macrocarpa,
J. E. Br.j, No. 962, grew in the mallee-clumj) form. It grows larger than
the true Mallees, being 20 to oO feet high, with some of the trunks 12 inches
in diameter. Perhaps this is accounted for by the fact that it is 10 be found
in the fiats between hill slopes, where it would get the most moisture. Its
stems sjjread out considerably; some were only 20 to 30 degrees from the
horizontal. The bark is very ragged and i^eels off in strips. The specimen
noted was in fiower, the red blossoms making a fine sight. Its associates
were Melaleuca parviflora, Lind., Quondang, and low shrubby Dodunaca
species.

7. The Pink Gum (Eucalyptus fasciculosa, 1\ M.), No. 916, has a
smooth bark, very light grey to nearly white. The trunks grow to about
10 inches in diameter on an average, and the timber, when freshly cut, is

jjink or red. One tree noticed had branches spread out unusually wide and
pendulous. This was probably accounted for by the mass of fiower buds
and fruits on the branches. A branch half an inch in diameter would
support a cluster of fiowers and seed vessels about 18 in. in dia,meter. From
this one small branch hundreds of branchlets were produced, each bearing
dense panicles of buds, fiowers, and fruits.

Acacia calamifolia, Sweet, A. spinescens, Benth., Melaleuca acuminata,
F. M., Dodonaea, and Xcrotes were all growing in the red sand and lime-

stone on rising ground. One scene showed how well the Dodonaea, Alclalcuca
(jlomcrata, F. M., blended with the Pink Gum and the limestone.

Xcrotes, sp., on this soil forms a low, rounded bush, with its sharp,
double-pointed leaves Avoven into a dense, intricate mass. It is a veritable
"liedge-hog" plant. Nature provides this protection, and the floAvers are
AA'ell doAvn iiL the bush, Avheie animals cannot get at them. The scent, hoAv-

CA'er, is very strong, and insects Avould readily find the buslies and ensure
pollination of the fioAvers.

One species of natiA-e cherry (Exocarpus spartea, R. Br.j formed a tree

about 15 feet high. The loAvest lateral branches are horizontal, Avhile the
highest are fairly erect, but the terminal branchlets in each case are pendant.
Alongside this Avas the oily Mallee, about 10 feet high, and a tall shrub of
Prostantliera Beliriana, Schlect., Avith it delicate pink fioAvers—a beautiful
sight. Teatree and reed-leaved Avattle Avere also groAving in the same ?andy
soil. Along a limestone ridge I counted over 50 specimens of a spider orchid
(Caladenia filamentosa) in 20 yards. Many other plants Avere noted that
do not call for special mention in this paper.
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THE MURRAY TRIP.—EASTER, 1919.

Last Easter a number of members of the Field Naturalists'

Club, under the leadership of Mr. E. H. Lock, spent a pleasant

vacation camping out on the banks of the Murray River, east-

wai'd of the river port of Morgan, where our great river takes

its f/ariously sudden turn southward to the sea. There was
abundant matter for interest for the naturalists in birds, fish,

insects, plants, and fossils. Li riddition, there was the ever-

present beauty of the river, with the wondrous variety of form
and colour in its brown and yellow limestone cliffs, and the

characteristic beauty of broad red-gum flats and placid billa-

bongs. Above the cliffs, and coming right to their edges, was
the Avide expanse of the Mallee, with its fauna and flora totally

distinct from those of the flats. Unfortunately, the river was
low, and in certain parts of the river shoals Avere many. Fre-
quently, on our motor-boat trips, the more aquatic members of

the party w^ere forced to strip, and so push the boat to deep
water and satiety.

Our headquarters were at New Era, the site of one of the

many efforts at Communistic settlements made along the banks
of the Lower Murray. Now, excei)ting for some stone build-

ings, cemented channels, etc., nothing but the significant name
of this settlement remains to tell us of the high hopes of the

early settlers. The work is not lost, however, but has been
taken up and extended; the adjoining settlement of Cadell
shows considerable promise of becoming an important centre.

It is with Cadell, and particularly with the rock section show^n
at the rear of the pumping-station there, that these notes par-

ticularly deal. The river cliff has been cut away to make room
for the pumping plant, and the cliff' face now visible in the cut

J
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is shown diagrammatically in the aeeompanying' sketeh. The

rocks here provide us with three separate and distinct chapters

of past history, from tertiary (Janjukian) time right up to the

present day.
' These three chapters of earth history are not

lengthy chapters, '"as the earth views time." Also, they are

comparatively late chapters in the long story.

Chapter A—The Time of the Great Murray Gulf.—Taking
the earliest chapter first, we shall deal with the beds marked A
in the sketch. These horizontally bedded layers of rock form
part of the thick and widespread yellow limestones that are

found throughout nearly the whole course of the Lower ^lurray.

These beds are well shown in the cliffs that run almost without

a break on both sides of the river—either rising abruptly from
the water's edge, or else bounding the river flats a mile or so

back from the main stream. A close examination shows that

some of the layers are packed Avith the relics of once-living

animals. We found some of these layers, well known to palae-

ontologists, up to a foot or more in thickness, and consisting of

a packed mass of oyster shells, cemented together by clay and
lime carbonate; whereas most of the more beatitifuUy-shaped

shells of other species have dissolved away, leaving only tlie

casts or impressions, the oyster shells are completely preserved.

Among other fossils collected froui these beds are sharks"

teeth, lish relics, crabs, corals, sea-urchins, sea-worms, and
abiuidant types of shell-fish. The imiform level bedding of these

limestones is evidence of their having been de})Osited tnider

Welter. The nature of the fossils shows that the water was salt,

for all the animals represented are sea-dwellers. The Avide ex-

tent of (piite similar continuous beds shoAvs that the Murray
cliff's are portion of a rock deposit laid doAvn in a great gulf

that extended from the Moimt Lofty Ranges eastAvards to the

\'ictorian Grampians, and as far back almost as Broken II il!

and AlburA' . This one-time sea is knoAvn as the
'

' I\Iurray Gulf.

The exact species found tell us the "date" Avhen this great gulf

Avas in existence, but such date cannot be giA^en in terms of

years. It Avas, hoAve\^er, long, long antecedent to the appear-

ance of man on the earth. This, then, is the first chapter of our
cliff' story, and a Avonderful ehapter it is.

Chapter B—A Bend of the Ancient Murray.—Just as

novelists may alloAv a period of time to elapse betAveen Iavo

successiA^e chapters, so here Ave have a long break in the story.

The line separating the beds A and B is no less eloquent than
the fossil-bearing rocks themseh^es, for it tells of a long period
of time, during Avhich the sea receded, the limestone deposits
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rose to form dry land, and a great river found its way across the

new land surface, carving awaj^ portion of the limestone beds
to form the valley wall represented by this line.

The beds marked B are not so clearly ''bedded" as those

first dealt with, but there is evidence that they were laid down
under water. They consist of fine sands and occasional gravelly

beds, all brown Avith iron. Fossils are found in them, but
these (mainly fragile shells) are all remains of fresh-water
molluscs. Although these sands are 50 to 60 feet above the

present river level, the evidence is clear that they were de-

posited by this same Kiver Murray. Fed with waters drawn
from the great highland belt, that extends from Southern
Queensland to the Victorian Grampians, the river carved out
the sloping valley face that is partly preserved in the line

separating the beds A and B (see sketch). Then the course of

the stream was changed, the carving-out energies were directed

towards another portion of the valley -wall, and river silt was
slowly deposited at the place we are discussing.

Chapter C.—Let us now read the last chapter of this clift:

story. Overlying the beds A and B, there is a small deposit of

roughly-bedded, dark-coloured sands, marked C in the sketch.

They are somewhat insignificant, and from the point of view
of the geologist should doubtless be quite ignored. Still, their

story is there for the reading. These sands are (luite loose and
uncompacted, with some signs of irregular bedding. They
have been carried down by a small intermittent stream, Avith

some assistance from the winds. There is fossil evidence here
also, if one may be forgiven for slightly straining the generally

accepted meaning of the word fossil. Well embeddecl in the
sand, just above their base, was found—a piece of horse-dung.
Evidence here also of the existence of man, if such were neces-

sary, insofar as machine-cut chaff testifies to his handiwork.
The sands have been Avashed doAvn from the higher bank, pre-

vious to the excavation for the pumj^ing plant, but subsequent
to the appearance of men and horses on this portion of the
river bank. In a few years all trace of this last deposit may be
gone. Still, to a party of naturalists regarding only the clift*-

face, and seeking there for signs and tokens to tell the age of

each deposit, it was of some interest to find the story carried up
to a point where Ave may speak in terms of years.

SloAAdy acting through tens of thousands of years, the forces
of Nature built up those great limestone clifi:'s, AAiiose faces Avill

still be braving the elements for uncounted years to come. But
the rapid Avork of the small runnel, carrying doAA^n the topmost
bed of sand, must be quickly noted ere it is gone again for
ever.— (Adapted from an article in "The Australasian.")
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GENERAL NOTES.

Wild Flower Show.—In connection with the Wild Flower
Show to be held by the Section in October next, the following

snb-committee has been appointed: Dr. Fenner, Messrs. A. G.

Edcpiist, J. F. Bailey, W. H. Selway, E. II. Ising, and Misses E.

Ireland and I. Roberts. This show, if as snccessfnl as similar

exhibitions tliat are held annually in the eastern States, should

arouse much enthusiasm. There will be exhibits of our native

vrild floAvers from all parts of this State, as well as from New
South Wales, Victoria, and Western Australia. A proportion

of the space vrill also be given to natural history objects other

than wild flowers. The proceeds of the exhibition will be

devoted to the Field Naturalists' Library and Magazine Fund.

Exciirsicii, March 20.—A dredging trip was taken in the

North Arm, Port River, inider the leadership of Mr. E. R.

Waite, F.L.S., Director of the Museum. The intention was to

collect specimens which were to be shown at the Peace Exhi-

bition, but unfortunately the dredge net was devoid of live

material at every lift.

Excursion, March 27.—A party went to Belair, under the

leadershi}) of Mr. A. E. Ridley, to study Bees. Mr. Ridley
opened some hives and explained the system prevailing within.

He described the wax exudations, comb building, and cell for-

mation. The life history of the bees proved a fascinating

subject, and the members were very interested in seeing the

bees at work. The sting of the bee was examined closely, and
its extremely fine, sharp, barbed point was marvelled at. The
honey and pollen gatherers, nurse, housemaid, and guard bees,

with their social system, Avere referred to. This was Mr.
Ridley's first outing Avith the club, and further similar excur-

sions are looked forAvard to.

Excursion, April 17.—Mr. W. Ham, F.R.E.S., gave an inter-

esting outline of the physiography of the Seacliff district. He
pointed out Marino Point, Avhere the oldest rocks (of Cambrian
age) came doAAm to the sea. Adjoining Avere South Australia's

youngest series of rocks (knoAA^n as Tertiary). At this place
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the sand along the beach is coarser than that at Brighton, and
the Brighton sand is coarser than that at Glenelg, and so on

along the coast to 8t. Kilda, where the mud flats consist of very

fine material. The theory is held that as the rock is worn
down at Marino the finer sand grains are carried further than

the larger, which are found nearer to the point of disintegra-

tion. The sands along the coast vary in the size of the grains,

and the shapes and colours also are different at various places.

The coast from Marion to Dry Creek is about 12 feet higher

than it used to be. The old coast line, consisting of red sand
dunes, can easily be traced along the back of Brighton to

Fulliam and to Dry Creek. The present sand dunes along our
littoral are of pure white sand. The rocks at Seacliff are cut off

vertically by the sea action, leaving a shelving floor at sea-level

at this place. These rocks are gradually broken up as deep
v/ater is reached, where the sea-floor is of a sandy nature. The
vegetation of the area was dealt w^ith by Mr. E. H. Ising.

The valuable native sand-binder (Spinifex hirsutus), with its

long, creeping underground stems, w^as pointed out. Two
species of Myoporum were met with ; one known as Boobialla

(M. insulare), a shrub of 6 feet, and the other one (M. humile)

is the dwarf member of the family, being a low-spreading shrub
of less than a foot high. The plants near the top of the cliff

were of stunted form ; the higher shrubs were wind blown, w^ith

the trunks bent over by the strength of the prevailing winds.

Not many plants were in flower, but all seen during the ramble
were of interest.

Excursion, May 10.—The members of tlie Section on the

accession holiday went to Basket Range, via Norton's Summit.
The party much enjoyed the beautiful scenery, enhanced just

now by the wealth of autumn tints, of which the most noticeable

were the rich red leaves of the cherry trees. A convenient
shelter was found at the Basket Range school-house. A ramble
on I'oad and hillside followed. Not many wild flowers Avere in

evidence, but the native heath (Epacris impressa, Labill), in

red, pink and white varieties, was flowering. One orchid in

flower is not frequently met with, that is Eriochilus autumnalis,
R.Br., which only blooms at this time of the year. Mr. W. H.
Selway, the leader for the day, gave an address on autumn
botany, native and introduced. He explained the causes of the
autumn coloration and gave a short outline of the life history
of a leaf.

Exhibits.—The following exhibits were shown by Mr. E.
H. Ising on April 20:— (1) TJie castor-oil plant (Ricinis com-
munis), flowers and fruit; from Islington. (2) Native thyme
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('Teucriiim raceinosiim. R. Br.), in flower and growing- near
Islington ; a perennial herb with a thick rootstock. (3) Warilda
or bald acacia (A. retinodes, Sehlec), a summer flowering-

wattle, in bloom at ]\Iount Lofty during the flrst three months
of the year.

CoRgratulations.—The congratulations of the club are ex-

tended to Mr. W. Ham on being elected a Fellow of the Royal
Economics Society, and to ]\Ir. A. H. Elston on his election to

the Fellowship of the Entomological Society of London.

Lecture Notes.—The first evening meeting was held on
March 16, when three twenty-minute lecturettes were given :

—

(1) Mr. A. H. Elston, F.E.S., spoke on "Some Injurious In-

sects.'' The lecturer dealt v\'ith the following insects: The
scale insect (which attacked citrus trees and fruits) and its

parasites; the ladybird beetle; the green peach aphis and its

parasites; the apple beetle; the white ants (Termes australis)
;

and the vineyard })est (Phylloxera), both the aerial and sub-
terranean forms. Mr. Elston gave very interesting and valu-

able particulars of these insects, and showed many lantern views
describing them. (2) Mr. A. G. Edquist's lecturette was
entitled "The Nature and Formation of Fossil Remains.'' Vari-
ous fossils were shown, and their origin, composition, etc., were
explained, after which they were passed around for inspection.

The fossils were as follow: Kauri gum (N.Z.) ; shells from the
Murray Gulf: cast of a shell ; tooth of a blue shark; Fossil chara
plant; volcanic ash with imprint of eucalyptus leaf, etc.; car-

bonised wood, petrified wood, and calcified wood. (8) Mr. W.
Ham showed a beautiful series of natural colour photographs
of many Australian cabinet timbers from Mr. R. T. Baker's
book, "The Cabinet Timbers of Australia."' Mr. J. F. Bailey
gave descriptive accounts of several of the timbers shown.

Lectures.—The following are the forthcoming lectures of
the club:—May 25, 1920, Mr. Edwin Ashby, C.M.B.O.U., on
"American Birds at Home." (Please note the alteration of
date.) June 15, 1920, Mr. AValter Gill, Conservator of Forests,
on "Forest Scenes.'' July 20, 1920, Mr. J. F. Bailey, Director
Botanic Garden, on "Australian Trees"; and Mr. W. J. Kimber
on "Bivalve Molluscs.'' August 17, 1920, Mr. H. M. Hale,
Museum Pliotographer, on "Protective Colouring of Fishes."
August 3L 1920, Dr. R. H. Pulleine on 'Tasmanian Scenes

''

Exhibits will be vrelcomed at all the meetings, and notes of
same should be handed to the Secretary.

Broken Kill.—Our naturalist friends at Broken BiU were
successful in furmijig a Barrier Field Naturalists' Club, and up
to the end of ^aareh last sixty members had been enrolled.
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Two leeturc evenings and fonr excursions had been arranged
for March and Ajn-il. Mr. E. C. Andrews, B.A., F.G.8., lec-

liired on "The South Sea Islands/' and Dr. MacGillivray on
"Sea Birds."

A Trip to the Bunya Bunya Mountains, Queensland.—Cap-
tain White lectured on this subject to a large and appreciative

audience in the Lecture Room, Institute Building, North Ter-

race, on Tuesday evening, April 20. The excursion was
arranged by the Royal Australian Ornithological I.^nion, and
40 members from various States attended. At one of Brisbane's

reservoirs a bird was observed running over the water-lily

leaves on which it builds its nest. Stradbrook Island, which
lies opposite the coast by Brisbane, was also visited. Orchids,

screw pines and grass trees formed a section of the native

vegetation, while the indigenous birds seen were fruit pigeons
and sanguineous honey-eaters. A journey of 180 miles brought
the party to the Bunya Mountains. The climb to the top of the

mountain is very steep, so much so that only pack horses could
be used for conveying all the camping outfit. Most of the

members walked the whole distance ; the rough, shingly nature
of the ground made this a very tedious and tiring journey. The
country was remarkable for the alternate belts of dry, open
eucalyptus formations and the tropical sections. The tropi(;al

belts were very dense and were alive wdth native birds of all

sorts. The Bunya Pine, Araucaria Bidwilli (from which the

mountains get their name), grows to 150 feet high, and to^vering

high above the other trees give the hills a wonderful effect of

scenic beauty. The branches are almost horizontal and the

cones grow to about 10 inches in diameter. Long ago the

natives made annual trips to these mountains from long dis-

tances (some of them) to enjoy their yearly feast of bunya nut
and to hold a round of corroborees. The natives would climb
the trees by cutting out notches in the trunks, and large trees

were seen with evidences of the aboriginals" ingenuity with
their stone axes. Among the most interesting notes made by
the lecturer were those referring to the rifle bird, v\iiich is one
of the most vronderful and beautiful of the birds of paradise.

He described the beautiful colours which the bird would parade.
After a period of so strutting about he (for this is the male
bird exhibiting^ his fine feathers, presumably in the hope of

attracting and captivating a vriie) would fly on to a horizontal
branch and there go through various splendid antics, again
displaying his briliiant plumage. Dancing, side-stepping r,nd

rustling his wings were his main attractions apart from the
colour scheme. The rustling of vrings, which was done at vrill,

produced a sound as of rustling silk. When the bird flies the
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niovemeiit is quite silent. Other birds mentioned wei'v- tlie

satin bower bird, crimson parrot, rose-breasted robin, silver

blue Avren, etc. Tlie lecture v\"as illustrated by a beautiful set

of views shown through the episcope.

THE FOUNDER OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BOTANY,
ROBERT BROWN.

By B. S. Roach.

Readers of "The South Australian Naturalist'' may be
interested in perusing a brief account dealing with men who
have taken a prominent part in Avorking out the Botany of

South Australia. We shall begin with Robert Brown, who was
not only the first botanist to visit our shores, but who bears one
of the most illustrious names in the long annals of that im-

portant science. The great Humboldt referred to him as

"Botanicorum facile princeps"; the greater Darv\dn spoke of

him in similar terms; Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, unquestion-
ably the greatest botanist of the Victorian era, and the personal
friend and wise counsellor of Darwin, in a reference to the
work of Brown on the ''Investigator," stated that "the botani-
cal results [are] incomparably greater, not merely than those
of any previous voyage, but than those of all similar voyages
put together." The reading of such unqualified eulogies—and
there are many similar ones from eminent men of other nations
—should fill us with pride to learn that such a man was
destined to be the first to draw aside the veil hiding the won-
ders of South Australian Botany from the world of men; nor
does it need a vigorous stretch of the imagination to look upon
Robert Brown as the tutelary genius of our own Field
Naturalists' Club.

Brown was a Scot, the son of an Episcopalian clergyman,
and was born at Montrose on December 21, 1773. He began
his schooling at the Montrose Academy, one of the most re-

nowned burgh schools in Scotland. Among his fellow-pupils
were James Mill and David Hume. Mill afterwards had a

distinguished career as a philosophical writer, though probably
his most important contribution to the world was his son, John
Stuart Mill, the greatest exponent of Political Economy pro-
duced by Britain in the last century. Hume became a well-
known mfmber of the House of Commons, where he had an
eventful career as an exponent of what in his day were radical
views in politics.
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From Montrose Academy, Brown went for three years to

Marisclial College, Aberdeen, and in 1790 to Edinburgh Univer-

sity, with the intention of qualifying for a medical career. He
nev^er graduated, however, but at both seats of learning showed
an intense love for tlie study of Botany. At the age of 22 he

entered the army as an assistant surgeon, and was sent with

his regiment to Ireland. There his botanical papers brought
him under the notice of Sir Joseph Banks. This was a most
happy conjunction of the two stars in the British botanical

firmament, and was the main factor in deciding that Brown's
stibseqtient career should be devoted solely to the pursuit of

Botany. Banks was then at the summit of his fame: he was
the President of tlie Royal Societ}', a position he filled for over

forty years ; he vras wealthy, and, as a scientific adviser, had
tmbottnded influence with the British Government. Thirty years

previottsly he had accompanied Captain Cook in the ''Endeav-
our" on the memorable voyage that had restilted in the dis-

covery and subsequent colonisation of the east coast of Aus-
tralia. The centenary of Banks' death will occur on Jtuie 19

next, when we may well give a thought to the man who has
been styled "Tlie Father of Attstralia."

In the year 1800 the Government had decided to complete
the coastal survey of New Holland, as the western part of

Australia was then called. At the instigation of Banks, the
Admiralty appointed Brown the naturalist on board the "In-
vestigator,"' which, under the command of Flinders, another
protege of Banks", had been fitted otit for the voyage. Brown's
.':alary was fixed at £400 per annttm. The full complement of
the ship was 88, and all the principal officers were young men.
Flinders was 27, Brown 28, Westall (the landscape painter) 20,

and John Franklin, after wards Sir John, of Arctic fame and
tragedy, was a midshipman of 14.

The "Investigator"" left England in July, 1801, and by
December G was off Cape Leetiwin. On January 28, 1801, she
was in Fovrler's Bay, the farthest easterly point which Nuyts,
the Dtttch navigator, had reached in 1627, and the real work of
discovery began. On January 29, Brown landed at' Fowler's
Bay to make vrhat was in every probability the first field

nattiralist excursion in the territory of this State. On his
rettirn to the ship he expressed disappointment at the scanti-
ness of his specimens. Several other landings were made for
botanical purposes during subsequent days, and on February
24 the curving shores of Port Lincoln were revealed to the
mariners. Dtiring the seven days spent in that charming bay
Brovai had ample opportunity to study the flora. On March 10
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tlie slii|) was near the head of S])encer's Gulf, and early that

moi'iiing Brov,ii, Bauer. AVestal], and several of the crew landed

and set off to trami) to a noble-lookino- mountain off the eastern

side of the C4ulf .
,
The had a hot vralk of fifteen miles before

they came to the base of the mountain, and then a toilsome

ascent to the summit, which was not reached until 5 p.m. They

had now scaled the mountain mass which Flinders named Mount
Brown. It is 3.200 ft. in heig-ht, and therefore makes a noble

monument to the great man whose name it commemorates.

Brown and his fellow-excursionists were unable to find water

on the -mount as they had anticipated, and had to spend a

thirsty night on their elevated sleeping-place. The view they

gained over an extensive area of the interior was not, however,

''Made green with the running of rivers.

And gracious with temperate air,

but gave every indication, later to be confirmed by resolute

explorers, that to the north and east lay a country, niggardly

supplied with moisture, and without that fertility that pours

treasures into the lap of the botanical collector. Next day they

made the descent, finding water, to their great relief, about

half-v\'ay down tlie mount, and reaching the ship late, and
weary, in the evening. The next' im]K)rtant episode we need

dvreli on was the meeting with the French navigator, Baudin,

on his ship, the "Le Geographe," in Encounter Bay. Flinders

boarded the French ship and took with him Brown, who spoke

French fluently, as interpreter. The voyage, so memorable to

South Australia, finished at Sydney on May 9, 1802.

The "Investigator" started from Sydney on her second

voyage on July 22 following. The ship was steered along the

Queensland coast, entered the Gulf of Carpentaria, which was
carefully explored, and then reached Timor. Here her timbers

were found to be unsound. Flinders decided to return to

Sydney, via West and South Australia, but kept so far away
from our coast that it was not sighted. At Sydney, Brown and
Flinders parted. The latter left to return to England, which
he reached seven years later, after undergoing vicissitudes and
trials that broke down the body though it did not subdue the

indomitable spirit of that great man.

Brown remained in Australia for more than two years after

Flinders' departure, during which time he made important
botanical surveys in New South AYales, along the banks of the

Hunter and on the Blue Mountains. He paid a brief visit to

the settlement that Collins tried to plant on the shores of Port
Phillip, where Sorrento novr is, and when the settlers were
removed to the banks of the River Derwent, on the site of what
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was to be the city of Hobart, Brown accompanied them. He
twice ascended Mount Wellington, and visited the north coast

to collect in the vicinity of what is now Lannceston. Brown
arrived in England on October 13, 1805, after a "tedious and
uncomfortable voyage" of nearly five months.

During the next five years he was employed by the Admir-
alty, under the supervision of the all-powerful Banks, in

arranging and describing over 4,000 plants, many of them new
to science, which he had collected in every State of the Common-
wealth. In 1810 Avas published his most important book.

''Prodromus Florae Novas Holland^e,'' which Sir Joseph Hooker
characterised as ''one that marks an epoch in the history of

botanical science.''

Brown now entered the service of Sir Jose])h Banks as his

librarian, and retained that position until Banks died in 1820.

It was then found that he had bequeathed Brown an annuity of

£200 a year, the use of his library, herbarium, and scientific col-

lection, and, after the death of Lady Banks, Brown was to have
the lease of Sir Joseph 's town house in Soho Square, London.

During the remainder of Brown's long life he became an
important official in the Botanical Department of the British

Museum. In 1828 he directed attention to the phenomenon
knoAvn to microscopists as "Brownian" movements. It is exhi-

bited in plants, and likewise in a drop of water containing

minute particles. Water containing gamboge in solution and
viewed with a quarter-inch objective, or higher power, enables

this curious molecular bombardment to be seen.

In the interesting autobiographical chapter contained in

''The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, '^ there is a passage
vxiiich we shall quote, for it admirablj^ sums up the idiosyn-

crasies of Brown in his old age as seen by the then younger
naturalist. Darwin says:

—"I saw a great deal of Robt. Brown
. . . . He seemed to me to be chiefly remarkable for the

minuteness of his observations and their perfect accuracy. His
knowledge was extraordinarily great, and much died Avith him.
owing to his excessive fear of ever making a mistake. He
poured out his knowledge to me in the most unreserved manner,
yet was strangely jealous on some points. I called on him two
or three times before the voyage of the 'Beagle,' and on one
occasion he asked me to look through a microscope and describe
what I saw. This I did, and believe now that it was the mar-
vellous currents of protoplasm in some vegetable eell. I then
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asked him Avhat I had seen; but he answered me, 'That is my
little secret.' He was capable of the most generous actions.

\Yhen old, much out of health, and quite unfit for any exertion,

he daily visited (so Hooker told me) an old man-servant, who
lived at a distance (and whom he supported), and read aloud
to him. This is enough to make up for any degree of scientific

penuriousness or jealousy."

Brown died in 1858, and was buried in Kensal Green Ceme-
tery, London. He had lived a lonely life, uncheered "by the
happy fireside clime of weans or wife," but he had won the

admiration and homage of learned societies in all parts of the

world. During his lifetime they had loaded him with honours.
He was made an F.R.S. in 1811, a D.C.L. had come from Oxford,
France had made him a foreign Associate of the Institute of

France ; the rare distinction, for a foreigner, the Prussian order
"Pour le Merite," was conferred; he was granted by the
British Government an annual pension of £200 ; and there were
other marks of distinction. At his death eminent scientists

recounted in many languages his intellectual triumphs. He
had bequeathed to the world more than many emperors and
statesmen, and more than he had left had died with him from
his extreme diffidence to publish his discoveries. To South Aus-
tralians his memory should be especially precious : in the pris-

tine vigour of his early manhood he had stood on the deck of

the ship whose keel had been the first to ruffle the waters bath-
ing our shores, and his had been the first eyes to read the
volume of our Botany.

Authorities.—The succinct account of Brown contained in

"An Introduction to South Australian Orchids," by Dr. R. S.

Rogers, M.A.—a book that should be in the library of every
field naturalist—is a model of condensed biography. J. H.
Maiden, F.R.S., the clever and painstaking Sydney botanist, in

his book, "Sir Joseph Banks,'" has portrayed Brown and other
Avorthies whom all good Australians should honour. The ac-

count of Brown in "The Dictionary of National Biography" is

authoritative and valuable.
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THE PRIMITIVE FLORA OF ADELAIDE.

By J. M. Black.

There appear to be no records by the early colonists con-

cerning the flora in and around the capital of South Australia.
There was no Robert Brown or Labiliardiere among the passen-
gers of H.M.S. "Buffalo/" or of the other ships which arrived
here in 1836. One of the plates in George French Angas's
"South Australia Illustrated, "published in London in 1847,
depicts some of the native floAvers, but the first botanical work
done in the settled districts after 1S'S6 is that of Dr. F. Mueller
(later Baron von Mueller) between 1847 and 1852. Captain
Sturt had previously collected about 100 specimens in his great
expedition into the interior in 1844-6, and the specimens were
dealt with by Robert Brown in an appendix to Sturt 's narra-
tive.

The surveyors of Adelaide have left us scarcely any account
of its vegetation. Colonel Light, speaking of his journey, in

December, 1836, from Holdfast Bay to the chosen site,, merely
says:

—"Having traversed over nearly six miles of beautiful

flat, I arrived at the river (Torrens), and saw from this a

continuation of the same plain for at least six miles more, to the

foot of the hills under Mount Lofty." Mr. (afterwards Sir)

George Kingston, who was in charge of the survey work, says

there was "an abundant supply of fresh water in the river,

and the locality was moderately well wooded at an elevation

of 100 to 150 ft. above the river and the plains on the west.''

\\e shall, therefore, have to look at the book of Nature
in order to get some idea of the original flora of Adelaide.

The locality was "moderately well wooded,'' and there can be

little doubt that awaj^ from the river the trees were principally

Peppermint Gum (Eucalyptus odorata), especially on the lime-

stone land. There may have been here and there some speci-

mens of Red Gum (E. rostrata), or Blue Gum (E. leucoxylon).

In sinking foundations for buildings in the city and for deep
drainage very large butts of trees have sometimes been dis-

covered, but Pep})ermint, especially when many-stemmed, is

often much swollen at the base of the trunk. Along the flats

of the Torrens, and near the stream, the Red Gum must have
predominated. Although the Botanic Park has been almost
entirely replanted, and principally with exotic trees, a few
giant Red Gums still remain, looking venerable among the

younger trees, although sometimes scarred by fire and with
many dead branches near the summit. The land on the north
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side of the river, probably the portion between the Torrens

Lake and tlie Children's Hospital, was called by the natives

''Karra-wirra/' or "'Red Gum scrub." No doubt along the

stream there were shrubs, such as the pretty white-flowered

Bursaria spinosa. or ''Native Box." which still survives along
creeks near Burnside. The park lands have been so thoroughly
replanted with foreign or Australian trees that it is only by
means of analogy that the original vegetation can be guessed at.

Among lowly growths one sometimes still meets on the

park lands a few specimens of the pretty Liliaceous plant,

Arthropodium strictum, and that sturdy Composite, Vittadinia

australis, with its purple flowerheads.

Along the banks of the Torrens and in the Avater grow in

places dense masses of the tall Bulrush or Reedmace (Typha
angustifolia), with its long, velvety spikes, and here and there

are found two or three native species of Rush (the stout-

stemmed Juncus pallidus and the slender J. pauciflorus and J.

polyanthemus). From the bottom of the stream grov\'s the

Curly Pondweed (Potamogeton erispus), and when the surface
is reached in summer it becomes a nuisance to rowers and
swimmers, and has to be cleared away. In the shallow water
along the banks there grows in places the Cotula coronopifolia,

Avhich in winter and spring makes a gay show with its bright
yellow, button-like flowerheads. Tavo tiny plants—Crassula
macrantha and C. colorata—may still be found, although rarely,

near the river. The fleshy stems often turn bright red. Of
native grasses Avhich persist, the Speargrass, which waves its

light panicles in the wind on the north park lands—Stipa
scabra—is perhaps the most conspicuous. The saltbush, known
as Atriplex Muelleri. can still be seen Avithin the city bounds,
and also Enchylaena tomentosa. Avith its bright red and yelloAv

berries.

It must be remembered that these, and a fcAv others, AAhich
I have no doubt oA^erlooked, are mere remnants. The primitve
flora of Adelaide has been almost entirely displaced by outsid-
ers:—from the lofty European Pines, Moreton Bay Figs, Silky
Oaks, AYeeping WilloAvs, Elms, Poplars, European Oaks, etc..

doAA'u to the grasses and Aveeds introduced from many parts of
the Avorld, and far too numerous to mention here.

About a mile beyond the Enfield terminus, and someAvhat
to the east of the main road, is a small block of four or five

acres, Avhich by some happy chance has been fenced in and
alloAved to remain in its natural condition. It is probably
unique on the Adelaide plains, and to find the native flora in

such an untouched state one Avould have to travel eastAvard up
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to the remote gullies of the Mount Lofty Range, or westward
down to the sandhills close to the sea. A few weeds have crept

in, and some exotic Pines have been planted in one corner, but
otherwise we probably see the native vegetation here much as

when Governor Hindmarsh and Colonel Light landed on the

shores of the new colony. Here we find, in addition to Eucalyp-
tus odorata, E. oleosa, the Murray Pine (Callitris robusta), and
such beautiful and truly Australian plants as Leptorhynchus
pulchellus. Podolepis canescens, Velleia paradoxa, Helichrysum
leucopsidium. and Comesperma volubile. All these doubtless

beautified the scrub lands of Adelaide in the early days. Among
the shrubs in this little enclosure are Exocarpos spartea (one
of the "Native Cherries"). Acacia obliqua (still so common
about the foothills), and Myoporum deserti. All botanists who
see the spot cannot help feeling a desire that the Government
would purchase it and keep it quite untouched as a small speci-

men of the primitive vegetation of the Adelaide plains. At
any rate, a census should be made of all the plants now growing
there.

ON THE BANKS OF THE MURRAY.

By E. La V. Savage.

My annual vacation was overdue, and, feeling run down,
I packed my bag with but bare necessities. I carried no collect-

ing a])paratus, with the exception of three small tubes which
would slip into my pocket.

Usually when I go into the country I carry a sweep-net,
white umbrella, and small net, besides about fifty tubes and a
killing bottle. This time I was going for a rest, and, besides, I

didn't have the energy to chase butterflies or beat bushes and
trees for beetles. I made for a spot on the banks of the
Murray, and enjoyed a perfect rest. 1 would lie or sit on the
bank, under the shade of one of the fine old gums which line
the border of the water, where I could watch the birds and
other living things which frequent those parts.

One morning I was up on the bank at 4 a.m., and saw the
first rays of the sun breaking through the dark clouds. It was
a glorious daybreak, and at that moment it seemed as though
Nature had sounded the reveille for all living things to awake.
The kookaburras lauglied, the magpies warbled from the tree
tops, and all the other birds joined in a grand chorus of praise.
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The fish frolicked in the water, and in every direction there wSvS

floi)i)ing and sjilashijigr as they jumped through the surface of

the water. The waterfowl came out of the reeds, and were
about looking for the early worm, while a school of Avild duck
swam around some distance away. On the opposite bank of

the river thre^ shags were lifting up their gruff voices, hagglino-

at each other.

While I sat watching and listening to the music of the

wilds, a louder splash than usual drew my attention, and, turn-

ing, I saw a grey bird (which I afterAvards learned was a

"tern") rising from the water, carrying a small fish. I watched
him as he continued on his way dovrn the river, flying fairly

liigh, and without any warning he dropped with a terrific splash

into the water, only to rise again and continue on his way.
Several of these birds were noted.

Looking down near the edge, I could see numerous small

silvery fish darting about, and invariably swimming upstream.

These small atherines are carnivorous, and I threw in a small

bait. They darted to it with a smart, sprightly movement from
all directions, and I savr the gleam of silver in the morning
light as they turned in the water. One movement of my foot,

and they were gone, but others sooii found the morsel, which
very soon disappeared.

I sat there for three hours, and began to feel that it was
time to look after the inner man. On my way up the cliff I

saw that a colony of fairy martins' bottle-shaped mud nests had
been broken down and destroyed. I concluded that schoolboys

had wrought this havoc, but a naturalist friend of mine—a bird

man—assured me that such was not the case, as sparrows make
raids on these picturescpie little nests and do the damage.

During the days T varied my movements. Sometimes I

would be found on the river; at others watching the fruit-

})ickers in the orchards near by : or helping at the drying trays.

I had not been here more than a day or two when beetles- and
other insects were brought to me by those in the orchards who
happened u])on them during my stay. I had more large malice
longicorns (L. Cnemophlites, Blackmani) brought me during
those few days than I had collected in all my life. These large

brown beetles seemed to be fairly plentiful there at the time,

and one could find them in the irrigating channels, where they
had fallen and drowned.

Following along one of these channels one morning, I

noticed several small fish SAvimming about, and as the Avater

was drained off' they were left struggling in the mud. I

rescued tAvo babv cod about three inches in length, and started
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a small aquarium at the house. This I planted Avith water

weed, and introduced my fish, but they had evidently had too

rough a passage through the large centrifugal pump, and thence

along four miles of channel, only to be deposited in the mud
on a day of 105 degrees in the shade. My stock were both dead
next morning.

It was nearing full moon, and my evenings were mostly

spent on the bank at the water's edge, on a sandspit, Avith Mr.

G. E. :Archer Russell and his wife, both of whom are keen
naturalists, and are camped on the Murray, studying natural

history. Here we sat and watched the moonbeams play on the

rip})les of the water, and admired the tall gum trees silhouetted

against the clear sky, while overhead birds of all descriptions

would wing their way homewards. A couple of pelicans, a

black swan or two, the wild duck, terns, and many others, in-

cluding the turtle dove and crested pigeon, all passed; then,

later on, the dark flash of the noiseless flying owl.

I learnt much from these ardent naturalists. In the light

of the moon we could see the insects running on the white sand,

and quite a number of bombardier beetles went into my tube.

As I picked them up, a pungent, acrid substance, which vola-

tilises on coming into contact with the air, was emitted from
their hinder extremities, accompanied b}^ a slight report. Over-
head we could hear the katydids chirping as they flew, and the
crickets filling the night with music. Towards midnight w^e

moved off to bed, the mosquitoes humming a lullaby.

SOME AUSTRALIAN EPIPHYTICAL ORCHIDS.
By J. F. Bailey.

Orchids are represented by about 300 species in the Aus-
tralian flora, about a third of which are epiphytical. Most
of the latter are found in the northern parts, about a third

extending to New South Wales and several to Victoria and
Tasmania, while one only (Cymbidium canaliculatum) is re-

corded for this State.

Although an extensive order, very fcAv, comparatively
speaking, of its members have any economic value. Vanilla
is a notable exception. In Australia, so far as observations go,

the only species used by the natives are : Dendrobium bigibbum,
the cortex of which is intertwined into belts and used for orna-

menting weapons. The pseudobulbs (or stems, as we shall call

them in these remarks) of some Cj^mbidiums are chewed in

cases of dysentery, and also furnish a substance resembling
arrowroot and for which it is a substitute. Stems of several

Dendrobiums are also used for food in some districts.
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From a horticultural point of vieAv. our species cannot be

compared with the Cattleyas, Laelias, Odontoglossums, and
Oncidiuffis of tropical America ; the Phalaenopsis, Aerides, and
Vandas of India and Malaya ; and the Angraecums of Africa,

and some of the Dendrobes of India.

Although generally speaking the plants are not particular

as to their hosts, several have been noticed as partial in their

choice ; for instance, Dendrobium canaliculatum and D. lingui-

forme to the common Tea Tree (Melaleuca leucadendron), D.
aemulum to the Brisbane Box (Tristania conferta), D. mono-
phyllum to large-growing species of Ficus. The late Mr. R. D.
Fitzgerald, a great authority on Australian orchids, refers to

quite a number of species as being partial to Myrtles, Figs.

Sassafras, and Casuarinas (Shea Oaks).

The following are a few of the indigenous ei)iphytical

orchids which have been noticed in cultivation in various public

or private gardens in Australia :—Dendrobium undulatum pro-

duces stems several meet in length, it is found on rocks and
trees in the northern part of Queensland ; the brownish, waved
flowers are produced in quantity on long racemes. Dendrobium
speciosum is a species with short thick stems and is usually

found growing on rocks, hence in New South Wales it is called

the '^rock lily." There are several vareities; Hillii or Tar-beri

of the Brisbane aborigines produces long stems and flowering

racemes two feet or more long. The colour of the flower varies

from almost white to shades of yellow. The variety nitidum is

found in North Queensland and has shorter racemes and smaller

flowers than those of the normal form.

D. teretifolium or Pencil Orchid is a graceful species vdiose

stems in the early spring are covered with racemes of beautiful

white flowers. It is found all along the Queensland coast line.

D. canaliculatum usually makes it home on the Tea trees and is

known in North Queensland by the name of Onion Orchid. The
colouring of the flower is exquisite, the white petals and sepals

being tipped with yellow, while the lip is a rich mauve. The
Tongue Orchid (D. linguiforme) forms masses on rocks and Tea
trees. It is most floriferous and is one of the easiest to cultivate.

D. cucumerinum is a quaint looking species with leaves re-

sembling gherkins, hence the name. It is fairly common on
trees growing on ranges in South Queensland and New South
Wales. The flowers are yellowish-white streaked with reddish

purple.

D. bigibbum and its superb varieties flower in the autumn
and are well known to orchid growers all the world over. The
ttjour of tht blossom is usually of a mauve shade, but a pure
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white variety has been occasionally met with. A plant will

remain in bloojn for several months if water is withheld from
the flowers. D. Kingiannm is a prolific grower usually found
on rocks and trees on the mountain tops in South Queensland
and Northern New South Wales. The flowers vary in colour

from reddish purple to almost white, and have a heliotrope-like

fragrance. D. falcorostrum was discovered by the late R. D.
Fitzgerald on trees at Mt. Banda, Macleay River, New South
Wales, and he states that the v\diite flowers expand in October
and exhale a sweet i)erfume \evy distinct from that of any other

native Dendrobium. The sides of the lip are festooned so as to

form a lobe near the point, the whole resembling the bill of a

falcon, hence the name which ]\Ir. Fitzgerald bestowed upon the

species.

Dendrobium mono])hyllurii forms close masses on the

fig trees in the Queensland scrubs. The racemes of flowers have
the habit of the Lily of the Valley, but the flowers are yellow.

It is rather difficult to cultivate, and even on wild plants many
dead stems are usually seen. Several of the exotic Cymbidiums
furnisli showy flowers, but those in the Australian flora are

rather small and of a dull colour. They are usually met with
on dead or dying trees (Eucalypts and Tristanias for prefer-

ence), and will send their roots down the hollow trunks as far

as 12 or more feet. The flowers of most of the Bulbophyllums,
aiul even the whole plant of some, are insignificant, but those of

B. Bailej'i, a common j^lant of the North Queensland scrubs, are

quite worthy of notice, being of fair size, white with the outside
.sj)otted purple.

The genus Sarcochilus is well represented in the Australian
floi-a and sui:)])lies several interesting species, and it is surpris-

ing how some exist when seen, as they often are, hanging b}'

])erhaps one or two thread-like roots to the twigs of small trees

and swayed about by the wind. S. Hillii, the flowers of which
are white and sweet scented, or S. olivaceus, are good examples.
S. Fitzgerald i is abundant on rocks on Tambourine Mountain,
in Southern Queensland, and is very shov.y, the fairly large
flowers being snowy white, spotted with rich lake or maroon,
and are borne in gi-eat profusion. S. Hartmanni is a somewhat
similar ])lant, with the flowers spotted with red. It was at one
time conimon on the ranges about Toowoomba, South Queens-
land, but oAving to raids upon the plants by orchid-growers it is

nov\' rarely seen. S. falcatus and its variety montanus are not
gregarious like the two foregoing species. The flowers of the
normal form are white, while the purple stripes on the sepals
and i)etals and the red stripes and spots on the lip give the
variety an additional charm.
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I

GENERAL NOTES.

Wild Flower Show.—The date of the show of native wild

flowers has been fixed for October 8 and 9, and arrangements
for same are already well in hand. The committee meetings

in connection with this fixture have been marked by much
enthusiasm, and sub-committees have been appointed to deal

with the following sections: (a) Scientific classification and
display of wild flowers; (b) massed effect and general display;

(c) decorated tables and general decorations; (d) other

States' exhibits; (e) paintings of wild flowers competition; (f)

pond life; (g) native birds; (h) insects)
;

(i) native fishes; (j)

shells and fossils; (k) microscopic section; (1) poster compe-
tition; (m) advertising. It has been decided to request His
Excellency the Governor to officially open the exhibition.

Badge.—The question of adopting a badge has lately been
considered by the committee. From various suggestions a

design submitted by the chairman was tentatively chose a. This
consisted of an enamelled badge in blue, white, and gold,

showing an orchid (Glossodia major), with the necessary
initial letters of the club. Enquiries by Mr. Ising showed that
this badge could not be produced at less than half-a-crown
each, and the matter has been postponed for further con-
sideration.

Obituary.—We record with regret the death of Mr. M.
Symonds Clark. Mr. Clark first commenced his active interest
in the Avork of preserving our native fauna and flora nearly
fifty years ago. He was one of the founders of the Native
Flora and Fauna Protection Committee, of which he was sec-
retary for many years. Among the important matters with
which he was closely associated was the founding of our
National Park at Belair.

The Year's Work.—The present volume marks the close
of the first year's publication of ''The South Australian
Naturalist." It is to be hoped that the club will soon be in a
position to enlarge this little journal, and so extend its sphere
of usefulness. The year's excursions have proved attractive
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and valuable. The public lectures arranged by the committee
have been fairly well attended, and opportunity has been given
to all nature lovers in this city to learn more of the features,

animate and inanimate, of forest, field, and seashore. Thus by
means of the printed and spoken word, this club endeavours
to foster the love and study of nature, and to attract all those

so inclined. Much has been said during the year of the found-
ing of a League of Nature Lovers. If by such a league a

greater number could be brought under the charm of natural

history lore, this body would be welcomed. Meanwhile, those

who have advocated the formation of the League are cordially

invited to join us in our lectures and excursions.

Broken Hill.—Note was made in our February number of

assistance and suggestions given by our club towards the

founding of a Field Naturalists' Club at Broken Hill. Members
will be pleased to learn that such a club is now well estab-

lished, and their first syllabus is to hand, showing an interest-

ing series of lectures and excursions. Their Wild Flower Show
is to be held on September 25.

Honorary Member.—At a recent meeting of our com-
mittee Mr. T. P. Bellchambers was unanimously elected an
honorary member of the South Australian Field Naturalists,

as a mark of the club's appreciation of the fine work done by
that gentleman towards a better appreciation of and care for
our native animals and plants, in his popular articles and
other publications. Two other well-known nature lovers, Mr.
and Mrs. G. E. Archer Russell, have also lately joined our club,

and we look forward to their participation in our activities.

Excursion, May 22.—The annual visit to Morialta Gorge
was held in delightful weather, and a goodly number of mem-
bers was present, under the leadership of Dr. Fenner. The
party first rested at the "Blackboy Lookout" to admire the
fine view of the plains and the sea. Here the leader dealt with
the general facts of the building of the Mount Lofty Ranges,
the carving out of the river valleys by running water, and the
spreading out of the material from these valleys to form the
Adelaide plains. The distinctly different scenery and vegeta-
tion found where the quartzite rocks occur, as compared with
the slates and limestones, was noted. A small gully on the right
side of the Gorge was explored geologically and botanically,
and a pleasant afternoon's work concluded with a visit to the
Falls.
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Excupsion, June 7.—On June 7 a party of Field Naturalists

motored to Montacute. Mr. W. Ham, F.R.E.S., took the mem-
bers to the top of Breakneck Hill, and pointed out the many
valleys which had been carved out by the various creeks. The

old land surface, or peneplain, was observed, clearly defined by

the level tops of the various ranges in sight. The most inter-

esting feature of the district is that of an enormous landslip.

A ridge fully half a mile long has slumped towards the valley

below; the break is easily seen, for the scar has not yet healed

over. Some very good examples of rock-folding and puckers

were seen along the road cuttings at the top of the hill, and
some big cracks, the result of the slip so long ago, were also

pointed out. It was in this district that gold was first dis-

covered and mined in Australia. This occurred in 1849,

whereas in New South AVales and Victoria gold was first

found in 1851. The botany was dealt with by Mr. E. H. Ising.

Four species of gums were noted: the red gum (Eucalyptus
rostrata), manna gum (E. viminalis), stringybark (E. obliqua),

and blue gum (E. leucoxylon), this latter species being the
only one in flower. The only other native plants in flower were
''Five-corners" red (Styphelia Sonderi), the cranberry (S.

humifusa), and the Hidden-anthers (Cryptandra tomentosa).
The best growth of Eucalypts was notecl on the rounded hills

where the soil was deep, and also in the valley bottoms. On
the rocky, precipitous slopes the sheoaks grew best, often
jutting out from the rock face itself. The leader mentioned
the difference between the young and old eucalyptus leaves,
pointing out the difference in size, shape, arrangement, surface,
consistency, and position.

Excursion, June 28.—A party of Field Naturalists made
the_ journey to Hallett's Cove. The geological interest was
maintained by Mr. B. S. Roach, who guided the members along
the cliffs, where the extremely contorted nature of the rock
strata was observed. The chief feature, however, was the now
famous glacial pavement on the cliff rocks. Long ages have
passed since the glacier moved over this area on its way
northward. The glaciers left their mark by grooving the rocks
over which they slowly travelled. These grooves or striae were
first noted by Tate, and one fine example, known as Tate's
Rock, is of world-wide fame. Another proof of past ice action
is in the masses of moraine material, containing great
boulders of strange granite, which could only have been
transported to their present site by a glacier.

'

This glacia-
tion is believed to date from Permo-carboniferous time, as
contrasted with the much more ancient (Cambrian) glaciation
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noted on a previous excursion in the neighbouring ranges.

The native trees and plants in this neighbourhood were^ very

scanty, cultivated areas having taken the place of the original

vegetation. As leader of the Botanical Section, Mr. E. H.

Ising pointed out a colony of Aster (Olearia sp.) growing along

the top of the cliff, and another patch of grass tussocks on the

southern slope at the mouth of Field's River. A few sheoaks

(Casuarina sp.) and peppermints (Eucalyptus odorata) Avere

found in a protected area. In one cultivated paddock of two

or three acres about twenty original teatrees (Melaleuca parvi-

flora) were still growing.

Excursion, July 10.—A visit was paid to the Botanic Gar-

dens. Owing to the very wet weather only a few members

attended, and the original intention of studying Australian

trees was abandoned. Instead, the members were conducted by

Mr. J. F. Bailey (Director of the Gardens) over a number of

glasshouses not available to the general public. The party had

the opportunity of seeing a large variety of maidenhair ferns

(of which there are over sixty species), from the largest to the

smallest, a considerable number being raised at the Gardens,

some new varieties resulting. Some very rare and interesting

plants were brought under the notice of the members. In one

instance some beautiful leaves of jewelled appearance belonged
to a plant which had to be protected by a glass cover within

a glass-house, so delicate was its nature. The method of raising

the new plants of the Victoria Regia lily was shown, its first

appearance resembling a threadlike structure. Some useful

hints were given as to the best methods of striking cuttings,

as well as of rearing ferns from the spores. Begonia, orchids,

and many rare and beautiful plants were shown, and a visit

paid to the Victoria Regia House.

Excursion, July 24.—A good number of members visited

the Museum, where they were received by Mr. Edgar R. Waite,
F.L.S., the Museum Director. Mr. Waite first directed atten-

tion to the remarkable animal, the axolotl, an amphibious form
that becomes sexually mature while still in the "tadpole"
stage of its existence. From the original pair brought to the
Museum by Mr. Waite a good number of offspring have been
reared, but of the third generation there are only three, all

of which are albinos. The newer cases of Australian mammals,
in their natural settings, were next inspected, attention being
specially given to the bats and the flying fox, which latter

animal has put in a somewhat unexpected appearance in this

State—at Loxton and Williamstown. The Director next
showed some of the birds and animals that had been recently
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mounted, but not yet placed on exhibition, most of them in

preparation for the projected ''Antarctic" case. The remain-

der of the afternoon was spent among the ethnological exhibits

in the Stirling Gallery, where Mr. Waite, in a chatty and

informative manner, introduced the party to the whole round

of interesting material there shown.
Lecture, May 25.—Mr. E. Ashby lectured on "American

Birds at Home." He described a summer afternoon's walk in

the woods at Baltimore, and with wonderful mimicry gave the

calls of some of the birds. Unlike the Australian cuckoo, he

said, the American species lay their eggs in their own nests

and rear their own young. There are many species of sparrows,

and all are good whistlers. The crow's chief call is not "caa-

caa," but a coughing note, and the oven bird, in a rising

crescendo, calls "Teacher, teacher, teacher." The parson bird

has a habit of repeating itself. The large variety of humming
birds displayed was a feature of the evening. By means of

the rexophone, bird songs were produced. One record was
made by the bird itself—a nightingale.

Lecture, June 15.—Mr. Walter Gill, F.L.S., Conservator
of Forests, lectured on "Forest Scenes." Mr. Gill illustrated

his lecture by a magnificent set of lantern slides of forest views
in this and other States, all of which were taken by himself.

Of Western Australian trees he showed Karri (Eucalyptus
diversifolia), Tuart (E. gomphocephala), and Wandoo (E.

redunca). The two latter were used largely for railway truck
construction, the cost of repairs for which only amounted to

10s. per annum, as compared with £3 7s. 6d. for steel trucks.
Both are being successfully grown in this State. The W.A.'
Red Gum (E. calophylla) is a brown timber, and is usually
indicative of good agricultural land. Jarrah was also shown
(E. marginata), but this timber is not a success grown here.
The giant tree of Tasmania (E. regnans), known as the Swamp
Gum, was shown. This is a handsome tree, and the views were
much admired; their value may be judged from the fact that
20,000 palings were cut from one tree. Scenes along the Huon
River showed how the timber grew right down to the
water's edge. Russell Park, of 25,000 acres, has recently been
made a National Park, and is practically unexplored. Some
very fine timber, specimens of Blackwood (Acacia melanoxy-
lon). Manna Gum (E. viminalis), Beech (Fagus Cunning-
hami). Swamp Gum and Stringybark (E. obliqua), with the
tree fern (Dicksonia antarctica), were shown. South Australian
scenes showed the Red Gum (E. rostrata) 120 feet high at
Wirrabara. In the north this gum always accompanies the
creeks, and is never found away from them. Big trees of the
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Box Gum (E. hemiphloia), Blue Gum (E. leucoxylon), and

Pink Gum (E. fasciculosa), also growing in the Wirrabara

Forest Reserve, were portrayed. The latter tree has very hard

and strong timber, but is slow in coming to large dimensions.

The Sugar Gum (E. corynocalyx) is a most useful timber, and
it grows almost anywhere. It is not so particular as to situa-

tion and soils as other gums. The Native Pine (Callitris

robusta) was depicted near Quorn; and the White Gum or

Candlebark (E. rubida) grew at Balhannah in damp situa-

tions. The two Stringybarks (E. obliqua and capitellata)

showed the ill effects of fires, and Mr. Gill showed a plan of

Mount Burr Forest Reserve with the system of fire-breaks. The
Remarkable Pine (Pinus insignis), as grown at Wirrabara,
were seen about thirty years old, and Mr. Gill emphasized the
high commercial value of this wonderful pine, remarking that
nowhere else in the world does it grow so rapidly and so well
as in our northern plantations.

Lectures, July 20.—Mr. J. F. Bailey lectured on ''Aus-
tralian Trees," and Mr. W. J. Kimber followed with ''Bivalve
Molluscs." Mr. Bailey's lecture was illustrated by a fine set of
lantern slides, representing magnificent specimens of trees or
tree groups from all parts of Australia. The lecturer dealt
Willi his subject from the aesthetical and sentimental side, and
also gave valuable information regarding the practical value
or market peculiarities of the various timber trees. The
lecture was listened to with keen interest. Mr. Kimber in his

lecture first dealt with the systematic position and anatomical
characteristics of the bivalves, and then showed a number of

curious .and beautiful specimens from his collection. Of special

interest were the specimens shown of the wood-boring mol-
luscans (teredo) and their work, and of the rock-boring
pholads. The edible oysters and pearl oysters were dealt with
in detail, as were a number of species chiefly interesting for

the beauty of form and coloration of their shells. At the close

of the lectures several botanical exhibits were placed before

the members.
Forthcoming Lectures.—On August 17 Mr. H. W. Hale

will lecture on "Defensive Devices of Fishes." On August 31
Dr. R. H. Pulleine will lecture on "Tasmanian Scenes." The
annual meeting, with exhibits and review of the year's work,
will be held on September 21. The officers for the forthcoming
year wdll be elected at this meeting. On October 5 a series of
three illustrated lecturettes will be given: "Bees" (Mr. A. E.
Ridley), "Brazil" (Mr. W. Champion Hackett), and "Botanical
Notes" (Mr. J. M. Black). On November 19 Dr. Angas John-
son will lecture on "Microbes—the Smallest of Plants."
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OUR BEGINNINGS.—THE FIRST EXCURSION.

By W. H. Selway.

In the Feburary number of ^'The South Australian
Naturalist" I gave some particulars of the first whole-day
excursion, namely, that to Hallett's Cove on January 1, 1884,

but as then mentioned, the first of all the excursions held by
our club was one to the National Park (then known as ''Gov-
ernment Farm") on November 24, 1883. Professor Ralph
Tate, F.G.S., was the scientific leader, and Mr. W. Cook, the
then keeper of the Farm, guided the party in their ramble. It

was appropriate, perhaps, that the first scientific instruction

in the field should be of a geological nature, as the chairman
of the Section then occupied the position of Chair of Geology
at the University of Adelaide. It was in a railway cutting not
far from the bridge over which vehicular traffic now enters the
Park, that the first address was given by Professor Tate, who
pointed out that the sides of the cutting indicated the nature
of the soil to be talcose slates in a state of decomposition. In
the next cutting they would find the debris of talcose slates,

angular gravel, and sandy beds, with underlying clays. Judg-
ing from the lithological evidences, he considered these beds
(which are always gold-bearing) as being of lacustrine or

fluviatile origin, and coeval with the miocenes of the Gawler
district.

The Professor, who was equally at home either in the

realms of botany or geology, then dwelt on the vegetation of

the district, pointing out that different Eucalypts occupied
different zones. The elevation there was just on the verge of

the upper limit of the peppermint and the lowest limit of the
white gum. The characteristics of healthy groiuid were indi-

cated by the many kinds of proteaceous shrubs.

One of the chief botanical features of the Farm was the

number of orchids to be seen there. On this occasion it was too

late in the season for them to be in flower, but the report
states that "judging from the withered specimens the Pro-
fessor considered they abounded here." He pointed out, it is

stated, a very rare one, Diuris sulphurea, which "until last

year was never known westw^ard of the south-eastern district."

Personally, I never remember seeing this one in the National
Park, and my impression used to be that the Clarendon dis-

trict was the nearest to Adelaide for this particular orchid.

Whether a withered specimen was wrongly named I cannot
say, and whether other collectors have found D. sulphurea in

this locality I do not know. The interesting orchid, Pterostylis
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barbata, with its curious device for entrapping insects tempor-
arily, covering them with pollen, and so fertilising the flowers
of their species, was pointed out and its mechanism explained.

It was mentioned that owing to want of time the party
was not able to reach the altitudinal zone where the semi-
arborescent ferns existed. I think this must refer to Osmunda
barbara, which, I remember, used to grow in Waterfall Gully
(Burnside), but is now, I think, extinct there.

On returning to town the party went to Beach's to tea,

after which the Professor addressed the members. He thought
this sitting down for tea together was a satisfactory way of
making members better acquainted with each other. He re-

ferred to the way the afternoon had been spent—by various
members in various ways—but by all in intellectual recrea-
tion, and thought this was a much better way of spending the
time than by remaining all day in a hot and dusty town. He
had met about fifteen ardent students of natural history during
the afternoon, and expressed his and their willingness to

impart any information in their power.
At this first excursion was inaugurated the practice of

travelling second class on the train, partly to study economy,
partly that no one should ever feel deterred from going on
the f^^'ound of expense, and further to show that no matter
what their social position might be outside, all the members
were on the same footing when they went out together.

It is, perhaps, owing in no small measure to this plan that
the excursions of the Section have alv»^ays been noted for their

sociability, and for the pleasant interchange of opinion on
matters scientific and otherwise.

ROCK AND ALPINE GARDENING ON THE PLAINS.

By Dr. R. H. Pulleine.

In building a rock garden for alpine plants we have to

recognize that the principles of plant culture under alpine

conditions are very different from those of the ordinary
garden. In the latter the aim is to get the richest soil and
grow the plants to their maximum size by means of fertilizers

and free watering. In the alpine garden, on the contrary, we
try to regulate the conditions so that the stunted form of the

plant is obtaiiied in many a pulvinate or cushion-like growth.
We can do this by using suitable soil and controlling the

water supply. Alpine plants covered by snow in the winter
get their moisture as a rule from the evening or early morning
mists, and we must supply the mist.
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If we build our garden of rich, absorbent soil, well fer-

tilized, and water lavishly, we will get a fine vigorous growth
—of foliage—but few fiovrers. If, on the other hand, we use
pulverized rock, sand, and leaf-mould, and send a fine spray
over the garden at night, the conditions for success are

provided.
Choose a spot away from trees, if you can, at any rate,

large trees, bring a pipe from the nearest water service and
erect a vertical arm twelve feet high. Around this dump
waggon loads of soil, sandy loam, clay, road sweepings, or

whatever you will, as long as it is free from sour sops and
troublesome weeds. When the heap is big enough, form the

hills or slopes, or whatever shape you have in mind. Having
chosen your rock, begin to build up from the base of the

mound, so that at any rate the larger stones are supported one
by the other, although the support may not be apparent. This
important work being done, the mound is covered for six

inches more or less with fine quarry grit, mixed with soil and
leaf-mould, the grit being the chief constituent. This should
be carefully smoothed round the stones to give them proper
prominence and ensure a flat bed at the face where the planting
is done. Paths betAveen the hills may be made, and now the

twelve feet of water-pipe should be exposed about six feet

above the surface. On the top of this a mist spray can be
screwed, and it should serve a circle with a radius of twenty-
five feet or more when working at full pressure.

The choice of rock depends on the locality. Travertine
limestone is good for most plants, and the rough sandstone
from Mount Lofty is probably better still, as it does not
crumble away. The purpose of bedding stones in the mound
is threefold—for picturesque effect, to form stepping-stones
and for giving shelter to the roots of plants in hot and dry
weather.

Now having got such a garden ready, small or large, what
can we grow that Avill stand our exceptional days? Such true
alpines as Erinus alpinus—the dwarf harebells, will flower
nearly all the year. The beautiful aubretias of many species

and garden varieties are quite happy winter and summer.
Saxifrages, calandrinias, primulas and thymes, sunroses and
rockroses find a congenial home. Many beautiful plants which
barely exist in the open garden under competition show their

full beauty on the elevated shelter of a rock garden. Sturt's

desert rose, aralies and hibiscus coccinens grow to perfection,

and then there is the whole range of more hardy plants

—

sedums, ajugas, erj^simums, incarvilleas, and many others.

Native correas and grevilleas, mountain veronicas, and other
plants from New Zealand and Tasmania, these all find a home.
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If this can be done experimentally at an elevation of less

than 450 feet, with full exposure to the north winds, it should
be possible, and will prove to be possible, anywhere on the

plains. Difference in rainfall counts little, as a heavy winter
rainfall is not relished by alpine plants, and the evening mist
kept up for an hour or two regularly is all they ask.

As nearly all the alpine and rock garden plants are per-

ennials, there is little need for replanting. The care rather is

in controlling the ranker-growing plants and keeping the

weeds down. Seedlings come up so abundantly under rock
garden conditions that an abundance of material is always at

hand.
This form of gardening has of late years become very

popular in Europe and America, and is a pleasant departure
from the yearly round of florists' flowers, providing, as it does,

continuous interest, owing to the great variety of small per-

ennials available, and the fact that there are plants flowering

the year round. I should advise anyone to get R. A. Malby's
little book called ''The Story of My Rock Garden" for direc-

tions and good advice.

ORCHIDS GROWING FROM SEED.

By Ernest H. Ising.

Much has been written on the wonderful devices and
mechanisms possessed by orchids to secure cross-fertilization or

self-fertilization. Orchid seeds are exceedingly minute, and
one plant alone must shed hundreds of thousands or even millions

of seeds in one season. Yet, notwithstanding the marvellous

schemes for securing the setting of the innumerable seeds, the

plant, it is believed, almost invariably propagates itself by its

underground root system—false bulbs or tubers.

Dr. R. S. Rogers has written (1) on the pollination mechan-

ism and seed production of certain orchids, and concludes that

''Some of these seeds doubtless survive and germinate, but the

vast proportion of them must perish. Many attempts have been

made to cultivate them artificially, but, so far as the writer can

ascertain, such attempts have been unsuccessful. Very little,

indeed, is known about this mode of propagation.
'

' Writing of

seedling orchids, Mr. E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., F.R.H.S., says (2) :

"I have never yet seen anywhere what I could faithfully deter-

mine to be a seedling terrestrial orchid." It would seem from

these two statements that seedling orchids are a very rare occur-

rence, and I believe this is true generally of orchids. But I have

what I regard as a splendid proof of seed propagation.
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On three of the railway banks between Eden and Blackwood,
ten or eleven miles from Adelaide, there are a fairly large
number of Diuris growing and flowering every year. The
embankments are made with material from adjacent cuttings,

and are absolutely made-up soil. The first embankment from
Eden towards Blackwood is about 150 yards long and 15 yards
high, and on 14/9/18 had about twenty specimens of Diuris
pedunculata on it in flower. The second embankment, which
is about 200 yards long and twenty j^ards high in the middle,
has about 400 specimens on it. Most of these are Diuris peduncu-
lata—one hundred of which I actually counted, the rest I

calculated. Some of them are growing do^\TL the rocky sides of

the embankment, where they would have easily have grown from
seed, and where it is almost impossible for them to have spread
by their underground system. There were also a number of

Diuris palustris, and also several specimens of D. maculata. On
the third embankment I calculated about 100 specimens of

D. pedunculata on a stretch of 100 yards.

How did these orchids originate on these embankments,
which were made up about thirty or forty years ago? It

seems impossible that plants were moved there in the soil and
continued to grow. The rough handling the soil would receive

in making up the bank would kill the tubers. Even if all were
not killed or destroyed, how many of them would be planted at

the right depth to ensure their living in the new situation. And,
again, if one or two survived all this and managed to grow on

the bank, how would you account for the wide distribution of

the plants along the embankment other than by seed dispersal?

It seems to me that the orchids growing in this particular situa-

tion did not originate from tubers, and the instances quoted

seem excellent arguments in favour of propagation by seed as

against increase by tuberous expansion and development.

(1) B.A.A.S. Handbook of South Australia (1914).

(2) ''Notes on the Reproduction of Terrestrial Orchids" in ''The

Victorian Naturalist," Vol. XXXIV. (1918), p. 161.
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NATURE'S WAY.

By A. G. Edquist.

'Many an ^on moulded earth before her highest, Man, was born,
Many an ^on too may pass when earth is manless and forlorn. '

'

A walk among the sandhills at Fulham discloses to the

observant eye traces of a vanished race of primitive people.

Primitive they were, for they belonged to the Stone age. Three
generations ago they flourished, as did their forefathers for

thousands of years before them; but w^ith the coming of the

white man—a more adaptive people—these simple children of

Nature failed in the struggle for existence to survive the vices

and virtues of a higher civilization. And all this in less than a

century of human progress.

Nature students who desire to see this evidence for them-

selves will find, just behind the Fulham rifle range, traces of an
aboriginal camping ground and school, where technical training

of no mean order was imparted by the more skilled workmen to

the less competent. The workshop and the camp, which were
situated some little distance apart, were walled in by the horizon

and roofed with the sky. No faulty ventilation, unsuitable light-

ing, nor overcrowding marred the efficiency of the work accom-
plished, for these were the days when the skill of the teacher

counted for more than fine piles of bricks and mortar. The
workers have gone, the camp is deserted, but broken tools, chips
of stone, and an occasional damaged spearhead, discarded by
some clumsy student, serve to locate the working arena in which
the blacks continued to labour after the white man had settled

on these shores and had cast about the glass containers of his

more favoured beverages.

These flakes of stone and of glass, which tell- so vividly and
accurately the story of the past, are not mere fragments, such as

one finds in a quarry, but are characteristicall}^ shaped. Each
fragment exhibits a form and fracture which arise from a well-

directed blow or from strong jDressure. The hammer used by
these simple yet skilful workmen was of the most primitive

nature, and consisted of a rounded, water-worn stone, such as

one may find in a river-bed or upon a shingle beach. Although
the broken remains of stone hammers are not uncommon, the

bone implements used for serrating the sharp edges of the spear-

heads are not in evidence. Probably Nature, in her simplifying

processes, has reduced them to the dust from which all living

things spring and in time return.
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An examination of the broken hammers and flakes of stone

cannot fail to convince the observer that though very primitive

in art, these dusky hunters of the past had some appreciation of

the beautiful as well as of the utilitarian. Not only did they
select dense and fine-grained stones with which to work, but
from considerable distances they brought, or had brought to

them, stones more btautiful in texture and colour than the

many-tinted quartzites which are to be found in beds of creeks,

on the beach at Marino Rocks, and in the glacial till at

Hallet's Cove.

Common amongst the flakes of stone are pieces of chert

and chalcedony, such as may be found in the upland Miocene

beds, and in the sandstones of the interior. Although the spear-

heads and knives were formed of chert, chalcedony, quartz-

ites, and even from glass bottles, the hammers appear to have

been selected only from water-worn pebbles of quartzite.

Mingling vv'ith the chips from spearheads and knives are

sharp-edged flakes of milky ai;id glassy quartz. The very-much-

fractured condition of massive quartz renders it of little value

for the making of spearheads, but its extreme hardness, w^hich is

greater than that of the blade of a knife, makes it indispensable

as a spokeshave and smoothing plane. With these sharp-edged

flakes of quartz the workman barbed and ornamented his spear,

or scraped the handles until they were smooth, well shaped, and
sufficiently balanced to suit the taste of the owner.

Of the camping-ground, where meals were grilled and other-

wise prepared, evidence can be seen in the form of charred bones

and shells of molluscs, which protrude from the wind-swept faces

of dissected dunes, now covered with a carpet of grass. It is

easy to imagine from this wreckage the glorious banquets at

which native Australian royalty sat and fattened on shellfish,

kangaroo, possum, emu, wild duck, lizard, snake, succulent wood-

boring grubs, nardoo,* and a score of other delicacies, well

sprinkled with sand if not with salt. That sand was a constant

accompaniment to food is evidenced by the very much worn
teeth to be seen in skulls exhumed from the sandhills.

These are some of the signs and symbols still legible on the

wind-worn pages of Nature's book. He who w^ould know^ more
of the history of these ruins of a primitive humanity must
delve and read for himself.

* Nardoo, Marsilea drummondi, still groAvs near the creek which con-

nects the Torrens with the Port Elver. On the south side of the bridge

leading to Kircaldy there is a fine patch.
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GENERAL NOTES.

Popular Plant Names.—Much lias been done in Australia

towards the popularising of the study of birds, insects, plants,

etc., by the ado})tion of popidar names. Particularly so is thi.r}

true for birds and ])lants in A'ictoria. The good Avork of the

bird men is well advanced in this State, but it is curious to note

that no steps have yet been taken to systematically set out ;i

table of suitable popular names for plants. It was noticeable

at the Wild Flower Show that where a popular name was
attached to a plant, either fi'om the other States or from our

own, it Avas a centre of greater interest. In his address at the

opening of the Wild FIovnCI' SIioav, Professor Wood-Jones
pointed out that one of the difficidties that the young Australian

nature-lover encountered Avas the absence of good popular plant

names.. The fcAv popular names of floAvers in Australia Avere

largely imiK)rtations, and did not properly belong to the species.

They Avanted to make the study of biology acceptable by a

recognised nomenclature of tloAvers, birds, and beasts. So
far as birds Avere concerned, that Avas practically established,

but there Avere extraordinarily fcAv floAvers a child gathered to

AA^iich he could give a fitting and popular name. He Avould Avel-

come the elf(^rts of the Field Naturalists' Society for the stand-

ardisation of popular nomenclatitre for the floAvers and beasts,

Avith Avhich children could become familiar in their everyday
life. It is to be hoi)ed that steps Avill be taken at an early date

for the formation of a strong Popular Plant Names Committee
by the Field Naturalists" Section.

Annual Meeting.—The annual meeting of the Field

Naturalists Avas held in the Royal Society's Rooms, North Ter-

race, on Tuesday, September 21, AA^hen the Chairman, Dr. C.

Fenner, presided over a good attendance. The office-bearers

for the ncAv year Avere elected as detailed elscAvhere. The balance-

sheet shoAved the finances to be in a satisfactory condition. The
Chairman gave an interesting address on " Australites." These

curious, small, glassy, button-like forms are found all over

southern Australia, and are popularly knoAA^n in some localities
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of Other animals: the sueker-tishes attach themselves to sun-
fishes, sharks, and laro:er fishes, whilst other species live within
the dig-estive cavities of anemones; sea-cucumbers, and starfishes,
or between the mantles of bivalve mullouscs.

''Safety in numbers" is the axiom of some feeble pelagic
fishes which are constantly preyed upon; others deposit
astonishing numbers of eggs to ensure the perpetuation of their
race.

Combative defence constitutes the power to disable an
opponent. Many fishes have strong spines with which danger-
ous wounds ma^' be inflicted, and often they are additionally
armed vrith poison organs, or the flesh itself is poisonous. About
fifty different sorts of fishes can give electric shocks ; three
species of electric rays occur in St. Vincent Gulf. These living

galvanic batteries are transformed from the muscles or, as in a
single case, from the skin. Although everything is known of
their structure, science has yet to determine how the electric

energy stored in the battery is produced.

Lecture, 31/8/20.—Dr. R. H. Pulleine lectured on ''Tas-

manian Scenes." The lecturer showed beautiful slides of

Tasmania's National Park in southern Tasmania, near Hobart,

comprising 38,000 acres, and known as Russell Park. The
Field Naturalists' Club of Tasmania usually make two outings

to the Park in each year, at Easter and Christmas, and it was
at the end of last year that Dr. Pulleine accompanied the party

on a tour of several weeks through magnificent scenery. The
rainfall in this district is very heavy, and the Park is provided
with an abundance of lakes and streams. The topography, Avitli

its hanging lakes and rounded valleys, was particularly interest-

ing, and showed everywhere traces of a comparatively late

glacial period. Some of the lakes were situated in the high-

lands, and snow was a common occurrence in the winter. The
forest at some of the higher altitudes was one of dead timber,

and it is thought that a very severe winter must have killed the

trees. A new forest growth is coming up, but is as yet quite

short. The views from some of the mountains were superb

;

on clear days ranges 100 miles away could be clearly discerned.

The Russell and Barron Falls, with tlieir tree ferns and other

plants, were a beautiful sight. Alpine plants were a special

feature on some of the higher moors. The lecturer ^^as heartily

thanked for his enjoyable and beautifully illustrated lecture.

The humorous side of the party's experiences was particularly

appreciated.

1
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Lectures, 5/10/20.—Three lectiirettes were delivered at the

Field Naturalists' evening", on Tuesday, Nov. 10. The first was
given by Mr. A. E. Ridley on "Bees." Mr. Ridley spoke of the

honey bees, as we know them in Australia, and explained tho

kinds of bees in a liive, and the differences between the queen,

worker, and drone. Tlie queen was the mother bee, of which
there was only one in a hive, except at swarming time, when
there may be one or more hatch out at the same time. There is

then a battle royal, and it is the only time that a queen will use
her sting. The workers Avere described, and their work outlined

from the cradle to the grave. The drone was a necessary insect

in the hive, but when his work of mating with the queen is

accomplished and the season js closing he is turned out to die.

Excellent i^hotographs, depicting scenes outside and inside the

hive, were admired.

Mr. AV. Champion Hackett, F.R.H.S., next gave an illus-

trated lecturette on "Brazil." Mr. Hackett dealt with his sub-
ject from a natural history standpoint, and mentioned that the
country was a yery large one, and comprised tropical and tem-
perate climates. The rainfall was heavy and vegetation was
exceedingly luxuriant. The Botanic Gardens at Rio de Janeiro
were considered to be without a rival ; royal palms and orchids
were two of the leading plants. Views showing sea and land-
scape were A^ery fine.

Mr. J. M. Black gave a talk on native names for some of

the plants growing at Ooldea and Tarcoola. The native had one
name for the everlastings (although there are many different

species in a locality) just the same as we have one common
name for them. But j^lants having a food value were given
separate names. In a humorous manner Mr. Black told of vari-

ous experiences with the blacks during his recent visit to Ooldea,
and of the eft'orts made to discover aboriginal names for the
plants. We hojie to juiblish his notes on these native names in

a future issue.

Lecture, 19/10/20.—Dr. E. Angas Johnson lectured on
"Microbes, the Smallest Plants," before the field naturalists,

and there was a large attendance of members and friends. The
lecturer dealt with his subject in a popular and interesting way,
and pointed out how microbes or germs grew, likening them to

their bigger relations, the garden plants, in that they need
certain conditions for living. He also showed a slide giving
the classification of the various germs known. Not all the
germs are harmful, and the lecturer mentioned hoAv the germs
on the roots of peas, beans, and other members of that big
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family of plants, benefit the soil in whieli they grow by using

nitrogen from the air and retaining it in the soil. A table

showed how rapidly microl)es multiply, and if they all lived

they would form a mass as large as the world in a few years.

Dr. Johnson explaiiied that germs have many enemies. Perhaps
the main one is suidight : also they must have proper soil in

which to grow. Then some germs live on other germs, and so

lessen their numbers to the benefit of mankind. The lecturer

referred to Pasteur and others, who by their discovery and work
in this science have made themselves famous and benefited

mankind.

Lecture, 12/11/20.—The Director of the Melbourne Zoologi-

cal Gardens, Mr. DiuUey Le Souef, C.M.Z.S., M.B.O.U., delivered

a lecture on the "Value of Australian Bird Life." The lecture

was most interesting and was well illustrated. The lecturer

gave interesting figures regarding the value of birds in destroy-

ing insects. He said the ibis lived largely upon grasshoppers

and similar insects. In a rookery of about 200,000 birds, nesting

in the Riverina district, in New South Wales, the total number
of insects, mostly grasshoppers, taken by them in one day had
been estimated at m.ore than 4,000,000, weighing about 25 tons.

When dealing Avith the question of protective colour of birds,

the lecturer mentioned that where the male and female were the

same colour, as seen in emus and pigeons, the former mostly sat

on the eg^^ ^luring the day time, and in some cases altogether;

while the mnle and female "willy wagtail" took turn and turn

about for a few hours each on the nest. Male birds of a bright

hue never went jiear the eggs, and that was particularly notice-

able with roosters. In the case of scrub turkeys and mallee

fowls, the male bird always prepared the mound for the eggs
and kept it in order during the whole of the season, and when
an egg was laid the cock bird placed the large end, which con-

tained the air chamber, up])ermost, before packing leaves around
it. A direct result of that was that the young bird could

breathe freely and scratch its own way out of the mound,
which procedure could not be followed were the egg placed the

other way.

Excursion, 7/8/20.—In the absence of Mr. H. W. Andrew,
who was out of town, Mr. E. H. Ising took charge of the party
which visited Waterfall Gully. Not many wild flowers were
then in bloom, but there were abundant evidences of a coming
season. There was a fine volume of water coming over the

waterfall, which presented a magnificent sight.
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Excursion, 21/8/20.—The leader, Mr. E. H. Ising, took a
large party from Blackwood to Eden to study the flora, with
special reference to orchids. Only two orchids were seen in

flower ; it was too early for the main spring blooms. A paper
was read by the leader, who referred to Australian orchids, and
mentioned the two chief classes—those that grow in the ground
(terrestrial) and those that grow on other plants (epiphytical).

The latter did not grow as parasites ; they merely attach them-
selves to tree trunks (usually) for support only. Their roots

are aerial, and obtain their food from the air. South Australian
specimens were, with one possible exception, terrestrial. Their
colours varied from white to pink, red and maroon; cream, yel-

low and brown, shades of blue, heliotrope and green, in various
combinations. Some were of delightful colours, while others
were green and inconspicuous. The shapes of the flowers were
many and varied ; the tongue, or labellum, was the petal which
usuall.v attracted attention by its irregular and novel outline.

Some had their tongue beaded, others curled up or hinged and
very sensitive, so that they could trap an unwary insect ; while
quite reversed or upside down was a feature of others. Some
of the most handsome, the Thelymitras, does not possess the
usual fantastic tongue, it being about the same as the other
floral parts. Other native flowers were recognised by the
leader.

Excursion, 4/9/20.—Mr. A. H. Elston, F.E.S., led an excur-
sion to Bridgewater. It was not a suitable day for the study
of insects, the weather being dull and showery, and few of
interest Avere seen, but there were everywhere the signs of
their existence. Mr. Elston drew attention to the various galls

to be seen on the Eucalypts and other plants, and explained
their origin and development. Midges, wasps, and flies were
mentioned as the insects chiefly responsible for the making of
galls, which may be defined as vegetable excrescences resulting
from insect activities, and usually sheltering the immature
stages of the producers. Some very good examples were seen
of insect galls that had begun their growth in the bud, and
therefore at a time when the plant tissues are plastic and more
easily modified, Avhilst others were seen that had developed
through the result of the continued stimulation by the gall-

makers themselves. Mr. Elston spoke of the fascination and
economic importance of this branch of the science, and said the
collection and study of plant galls is a field that is open to

many, specimens being found at all times of the year ; the study
embraces botany as well as entomology.
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Excursion, 18/9/20.—The party was conducted to Mount
Lofty summit by Mr. B. Beck, in place of Mr. E. H. Lock, who
was unable to be present. On the way the grass trees

(Xanthorrhea semiplana) were noticed in flower near Belair, in

a small area that had been burnt over last summer. An inter-

esting time was sj^ent in noting the manner in which the native

flora was regenerating itself in a deserted garden, the eucalypts,

banksia, hakea. and leptospermum being noticed particularly.

Excursion, 13/10/20.—A large party of members went to

Kuitpo Forest (m the holiday. In the absence, through illness,

of Mr. H. H. Corbiii, who was to have led the party, Forester
Durward took charge. The forest is situated near Meadows,
and contains a large area of mountainous and level country.
Trees indigenous to the locality are cared for, and regeneration
takes place after clearing and firing. These timbers include the
Manna Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis). Red Gum (E. rostrata),
Blue Gum (E. leucoxylon). White Stringj^bark (E. obliqua),
Pink Gum (E. fasciculosa). Cabbage Gum (E. cosmophylla),
Candlebark (E. rubida). Brown Stringybark (E. capiteliata),

and E. Gunnii. The first four form the chief local timber of the
forest. In the flat damp situations young Red Gum was growing
very thickly, forming a dense forest, and this extended for some
miles. The Manna Gum also luxuriates in damp situations, such
as creeks, and some fine timber was seen; trunks five feet
through MTV,^ about the largest. Other Australian Eucalypts
were also being grown commercially, including E. eugenioides
and E. siderDxylon (Ii-onbark of N.'s.W.), and jarrah (E. mar-
ginata). The ])i]ies grown were as follow:—Remarkable (Pinus
insignis). Maritime (P. maritima), Canary Islands (P. canari-
ensis), P. larico, P. muricata, P. ])onderosa, P. halopensis; the
latter, however, does not do well. One of the best pijies in the
reserve is the Canary Island variety; it is fast growing, and
reaches commercial size in thirty years. A crop rotation of
thirty years has now been established. Each year the mature
crop is cut out and replanted. The whole forest will eventually
be cleared, but of course new timber will always be growing.
An interesting instance of how the pines affect the undergrowth
was noticed. The Remarkable and Maritime pines in a certain
section were planted together and at the same time. All the
undergrowth in the first area was killed off on account of the
pines making a dense canopy and shutting out all sunlight.
Under the Maritime i)ines, vvhich were not nearly so big and
allowed sunlight to filter through the crown, the shrubs and
ground flora were still preserved.
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Excursion, 23/10/20.—Members of the Field Naturalists'

section of the Royal Society and of the South Australian
Aquarium Society made a visit to Jerusalem, under the leader-

ship of Messrs. E. Savage and H. M. Hale. Owing to the

extremely wet weather the party was small, but both societies

were represented. Mr. Savage drove the members to the Sanc-
tuary in his car, and as the rain ceased later in the afternoon
an enjoyable time was spent there. Amongst the botanical

specimens taken were some blooms of a fine Hakea (H. multi-

lineata). By means of dragnets operated from the banks in-

teresting aquatic material was obtained, including examples of

the little Blue-spot Cloby. This fish (Mugilogobius galwayi)
was comparatively recently described as new to science by Mr.
Edgar R. Waite, the President of the Aquarium Society. All

of the gobies netted were in remarkably good condition, owing
to the immense numbers of tiny crustaceans contained in the
shallow water. Quantities of Daphne—an excellent fish food

—

were collected by the aquarists. The Daphne is a small crusta-

cean belonging to the group Cladocera, members of which pos-

sess a double carapace. It has but a single large eye, and swims
with the aid of one of its two pairs of antennae.

The party afterwards adjourned to Mr. Savage's house.
Refreshments were provided by Mrs. Savage, following which
a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the host and hostess.

Excursion, 6/11/20.—The party visited Stoneyfell and
Slape's Gully. The leaders were Messrs. P. Runge and E. H.
Ising. The chief object of the excursion was to note the rocks
and minerals of the quarries there, but after giving some time
to this matter, attention was directed to the botanical specimens
collected by the party.

WILD FLOWER SHOW.

The first field naturalists' exhibition of native wild flowers
to be held on a large scale was held in the Institute Building,
North Terrace, on Friday and Saturday, October 8 and 9, 192o'.
Strictly speaking, this was not the first wild flower show in
connection with the section's activities, for a small show was
held in October, 1888, when Mr. \Y. H. Selway was Secretary.

Professor F. Wood-Jones, of the Adelaide University, de-
clared the exhibition open. In his address, the Professor
strongly advocated the preservation and study of the native
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fauna and flora in Australia. It Avas particularly important

that it should be studied here, on the spot. As long ago as

1790 John Hunter, a man of great note in England, had had
the extraordinary pleasure to receive the first consignment of

Australian animals ever sent to Europe. He dissected them,

and was persuaded that he was dealing with something extra-

ordinarily mysterious. He said he could not solve the mystery,

because, unfortunately, no one in Australia had made observa-

tions of the living animals, and they were absolutely necessary

before he could proceed further. One of the sad things, said

the Professor, was that here in 1920 they were still so desper-

ately lacking in observations made on actual living animals

and plants. They were dreadfully behind in that side of

biological science Avhich meant Life History. He would like to

place it on record that John Hunter had been the first man who
had definitely said that observations which should be made
were not being made in Australia, and it was useless to send

dead and dry animals and plants to experts in other lands for

examination. Unfortunately, they were still doing that. They
were not doing sufficient here to solve the problems of living

animals and plants. There was, observed the Professor, an
urgent need for a real appreciation of science in Australia by
Australians. The Wild Flower Exhibition and the general

work of the Field Naturalists' Society would have a very good
influence on South Australia. They must raise up a generation

which loved Nature and would investigate the lives' of the

creatures. They wanted a race of boys and girls who would
carr}^ on the work which the society was doing. They wanted
a few more men like Captain White and Mr. Bellchambers.
There they had two men whose names would live in the history

of. South Australia, and they Avanted lots more of them in future.

One thing which would tend to make the study of science much
more popular in Australia would be to cease sending their

exhibits to the old country for investigation, and to stop

importing men here from other parts of the world to study
them here. They must train up their own scientists. The
Professor then declared the Exhibition open.

To ensure success, seventy public schools throughout the

State were circularised, by permission of the Education Depart-

ment. The schools in the various districts entered enthusiastic-

ally into the scheme, and many fine parcels of native flowers

Avere received. The season had proved an exceptionally good

one for wild flowers, and this was reflected in the glorious dis-

play on the tables. Special certificates were awarded to the

1
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following- schools in order of merit :—First, Crafers ; second,

Tarcoola ; third, Alawoona ; fourth, Mount Compass.

Exhibits were received from the following :

—

South Australia. — South Australian Public Schools;

Scholars in the Adelaide High School: Lady Stirling, Mount
Lofty; Mr. W. Burdett, Basket Range; Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

Talbot, Kersbrook; Mr. T. C. AYollaston, Bridgewater; Miss
Palmer, Aldgate, flowers ; Mrs. Page, Myponga ; Mr. J. Bitmead,
Bridgewater ; Mr. T. P. Bellchambers, Humbug Scrub ; Mr. C.

Wade, Panaramitee, via Yunta ; Uraidla, pressed orchids; Miss
A. Ashby, Blackwood, pressed flowers; ^Ii*. J. K. Fleming,
Eucalptus macrocarpa.

Victoria.—Talbot State School ; Messrs. Pescott and French,
Melbourne ; Mr. F. Pitcher, Belgrave.

New South Wales.—Miss McAnene, per Mr. E. Cheel; Mr.
and Mrs. A. Morris, Broken Hill.

Queensland.—Mr. C. T. White, Brisbane.

Western Australia.—Mr. A. Adamson, Perth ; Mr. Stubbs,

Perth, per Miss Sharrad ; Misses Woodhead, Kalgoorlie.

The proceedings of the special committee appointed to

organize the exhibition were marked with enthusiasm. Each
section was placed in charge of a sub-committee, and the most
important sections were as under :

—

Scientific Classification and Display.—This section was
presided over by Mr. J. M. Black, and a fine array of species

were set out on the tables in the Society of Arts' Room. Mr.
Black's helpers included Mr. H. W. Andrew, Mr. J. F. Bailey,

Mr. E. H. Ising, Mr. E. S. Hughes, Miss M. L. Benda, and Miss
Roeger. Dr. R. S. Rogers kindly assisted in naming the large

number of orchids sent in. A full list of the species named
will be published in the next issue of ''The Naturalist.'

General Display.—This was the chief feature of the exhibi-

tion, and was in the hands of Mr. Wm. Ham. He was assisted

by several workers, chief of whom were Miss I. M. Roberts,
Miss Taylor, Messrs. A. H. Elston, W. H. Selway, J. N. McGilp,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Morris, Mrs. Page, Mrs. C. Fenner, Mrs. Toms,
and Mrs. S. A. White. So abundant were the exhibits sent that
the committee had much difficulty in finding space for all. The
beauty of form and colour shown by our native flowers provided
surprise for the large number of visitors who attended the

exhibition.
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Decorated Tables.—This section was in charge of Mrs. W.
Champion Hackett, assisted by Miss Roberts, Miss Hocking,
Miss Vohr, Miss Legge, Miss Palmer, and Mr. W. J. Goodale.
Three tables and two mantelpieces were decorated, and each
achieved a distinct beaut;/ according as the decoration was of
masses of tetratheca in silver vases or of delicate orchids and
maidenhair ferns in cutglass.

Other States.—The names of those sending flov>^ers from
other States have already been given. It was noticeable that
the flowers in this section that were most enquired for were
those associated with good popular names, such as the kangaroo
paw, waratah, wandering lichen, quandong, etc.

Wild Flower Paintings.—This section, under Mr. W. Cham-
pion Hackett, proved most successful, both in the competitive
and non-competitive sections. The judge, Mr. J. White, awarded
the prizes as under :—Miss R. C. Fiveash, 1 : Miss G. E. Fenton,

2 ; Mr. J. C. Goodchild, 3 ; Miss M. C. Catt, 4. In the non-com-
]:>etitive section there were three fine series of wildflower paint-

ings, kindly lent hy the artists, Miss R. C. Fiveash, Miss A.
Ashby, and Mr. Gostelow (Broken Hill). An interesting series

of bushmaii's sketches was shown by Mr. T. P. Bellchambers,
showing views dating back for fifty years.

Pond Life.—Mr. A. G. Edquist's exhibit of living pond
animals and plants attracted general interest. The following

plants were shown: Vallisneria, myriophyllum, elodea, chara,

and lemna. The animals included a fine series of very healthy

and vigorous tadpoles, showing the development right up to the

adult stage; lepidurus, branchipus, dragonfly larva, water
beetles and their larvae, notonecta, corixa, chironomus larvae,

mosquito larvae, cypris, daphnia, estheria, caddis moth larvae,

and water snails. The exhibit was well lighted and a fine series

of educative labels was attached.

Native Birds.—Around his case of native birds. Captain

S. A. White held a continuous levee during the course of the

exhibition. For those who doubted the economic value of the

delicate owl or the native crow. Captain White presented incon-

trovertible proof of the good work done by his feathered

friends. A large number of beautiful skins of native birds w^as

also shown.

Fishes.—Mr. Edgar Savage had on view a splendidly

arranged series of aquaria, showing various beautiful types of

si^aller fish, as well as some of the red-bellied newts.
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Poster Competition.—This was conducted by Mr. B. B.

Beck, and was judged by Mr. Britton, of the School of Arts.

There were several competitors and the prizes were awarded as

follows :—1, Miss B. Leicester ; 2, Miss Erica Hosking.

Other Exhibits.—Mr. W. J. Kimber showed a fine case of

fossils, including opalised shells from the cretaceous rocks, lent

by Mr. T. C. Wollaston ; he had also a beautiful lot of shells

and other marine objects. Mr. A. M. Lea showed several

cases of insects, showing some of our most beautiful butterflies,

and also a series of some of the more curious and interesting

of the beetles. A case of butterflies from Darwin was lent

by Mr. T. O. Thomas. Mr. E. Ashby exhibited a box
of humming bird skins, brought by him from America on
his last visit. The microscopic section, under Dr. R. H. Pul-

leine and Mr. A. H. Elston, was a continuous centre of attrac-

tion. A somewhat novel feature was a special exhibit, arranged
by Dr. Pulleine, sliowing a miscellaneous assortment of plants

specially selected as of value for garden purposes in the arid

areas of the north. Dr. Pulleine has made a special study of

the growing of these plants, and visitors took away much useful

information that should assist them in the growing of flowering-

plants in areas that have hitherto defied the efforts of the

gardener.
Finances.—The printing and sale of tickets, etc., Avas in the

capable hands of Messrs. S. W. Jackman, R. J. Burton, AV.

Champion Ilackett, E. Savage, and Mrs. Day. Another source

of income—namely, the sale of wild floAvers—was in the hands
of Mrs. and tlie Misses Hackett, and Misses Benda, and they and
their helpers were kept very busy throughout the whole of the

exhibition. There will be a credit balance of about £30, which
will enable the club library to be added to and the size of

"The Naturalist" to be enlarged.

Orchestra.—Arrangements for musical items were made by
Miss E. Ireland, and the committee is much indebted to Messrs.

H. F. Penny, 0. Gibbard, and E. Roberts for their assistance in

this matter. The piano was kindly lent by Messrs. H. S. Fur-
ness and Sons. Malvern.

Visitors.—On Saturday morning the show v\as visited by
His Excellency the Governor and Lady Weigall with a party
from Government House. All expressed themselves as delighted

with this opportunity of viewing "the concentrated glory of the

busli,^' and some fine bunches of favoured bush flowers, par-

ticularly the cheiranthus and the waratah, were accepted by the

visitors. Professor and Mrs. Wood-Jones spent some time at
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the exhibition; as elsewhere detailed, the Professor, in opening'

the exhibition, extolled the work of the field natnralists, and
made valnable suggestions regarding future work by that body.

Sir Joseph and Lady Verco also attended ; Sir Joseph expressed

surprise at the extent of the exhibition, and trusted that one

result of the effort would be an increased interest in natural

history. Several visitors from other States were also present.

The School Children.—At the opening of the exhibition,

Dr. C. Fenner, the chairman, referred particularly to the thou-

sands of busy fingers that had so carefully collected and packed
the flowers on view, and he called on the audience to give a

special round of ap})lause for those school children in the out-

back i)ortions of tlie State wlio had assisted with jiarcels of

flowers. The audience showed their hearty approval of the

sentiments expressed. The field naturalists are under a special

obligation to these school children. Each contributing school

has been sent a certificate, setting forth the thanks of the

Committee.
It is i)robable that the exhibition of wild flowers, etc., will

become an annual fixture of the club, as it is in other States.

Various means lur improving the show have already been
recorded by the committee, and further suggestions are invited.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIVE FAUNA AND FLORA
PROTECTION COMMITTEE.

Six meetings of the Committee were held during the yar.

Following upon corres])ondence conducted previously between

the Committee and the Local Government Department, dele-

gates consisting of the Chairman (Captain S. A. White), the

Secretary (Mr. H. AV. Andrew), and Mr. J. M. Black, waited

on the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and urged steps be taken

to restrict the destruction of timber and native flora on road-

sides. The Commissioner received the deputation sympathetic-

ally, and promised to try and induce the Government to intro-

duce a Bill to this end. Subsequently a communication was
received from the Secretary of the Local Government Depart-

ment, stating that the Government had directed that a Bill be

prepared with a view of prohibiting the removal of trees and
shrubs from the roads without the consent of the Commissioner

of Crown Lands, as desired by the deputation. This Bill has

now been drafted, and is on the list of Bills for consideration

by the House this session, and as far as can be seen there should

be but little opposition.
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Tlie Royal Society a])poiiitefl a Committoe to confer witli

our Committee Avith a view to discussing' the advisability or

otherwise of transfering- direct control of the latter from the

Field Naturalists' Soeiet}' to the parent body. The whole
question, howcA^er, has been held in abeyance.

A letter protesting- against the renewal of the lease of Mac-
quarie Island, and urging the reservation of the island as a

sanctuar}^ for the fauna and flora of sub-Antarctica, was sent to

the Tasmanian authorities. The need for direct representation

of the Committee on the National Park Board was again brought
under tlie notice of the Government. A letter supporting the

Government in theii* determination to adhere to the period
already fixed for the close season for ducks in the South-East
was also forwarded to the res|)onsible Minister. The proposal
made by Mr. T. P. Bellchambers to establish a Nature Lovers'
League was considered, but the Committee came to no decision

on the matter.

A ])roposal outlined in a section of the ])ress regarding the

organisation of a kangaroo and emu hunt on the occasion of the

visit of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales to Australia was discussed,

but it was decided that no action be taken by the Committee.
The Chairman, during the year, addressed meetings in rural

districts, chiefly under the auspices of agricultural bureaux,
on the subject of " I'seful Native Birds and their Protection."

The Chairman also visited the Coorong in connection with
bird protection, and made an annual visit of inspection to the
nesting islands of pelicans and swans. He also visited Kan-
garoo Island on general protection work, with particular refer-

ence to Flinders Chase.

The Hon. Geo. Lafl'er, M.P., and the Chairman waited on
the Minister of Industry and made a strong representation to

shorten the open season for opposums, but unfortunately the
Minister controlling the Act stated that having issued licences

for the period nothing could be done to shorten the time this

year. It is not likely that the opposum season will be open
again, owing to the slaughter having been so great during the
three months the embargo was removed.

8. A. WHITE, Chairman.

H. W. ANDREW, Seeretarv.
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THE MANTIS.

By Mrs. E. M. Brenn.

The following' interesting' account of original observations

was read by Mrs. Brenn at a meeting of the Barrier Field

Naturalists' Club, and was forwarded by the Secretary of that

club, Mr. A. Morris :

—

I have chosen the mantis for my subject, because I think

we are all more or less familiar with this insect. It is often

seen gracefully cling'ing- to the foliage in the garden, or on trees

and bushes in the field and scrub country. It is easily kept in

captivity, so that anyone may study its habits, if they want to.

The mantis belongs to the order Orthoptera, and to the family

Mantidae. Locusts, crickets, and cockroaches are also orthop-

terous insects. Of tliis order, only the Mantid group is carni-

vorous. The mantids that I had under observation were mostly
the large green species, about three and a half inches long, with
a white stripe running from where the thorax joins the abdomen
to the end of the body, from which two flat thin tail-like parts

grow. These appendages are less than half an inch in length,

and are placed one on each side of the ovipositor ; the wings are

short, less than an inch in length, with a reddish-brown line

running around the front edge of the fore-wings. The wings
seem too small for flight. I have never seen them attempt to

fly. Four of the legs are long and slender, and at the end of

each is a small claw. The fore-legs, which are sharply and
strongly spined, are the most remarkable part of the insect.

They are thick and strong ; half waj^ down the third part of the

leg the thick part ends in a strong sharp hook, which points

iuAvard; from this part the leg continues, but very slender,

slenderer even than the other legs, and is also provided with a

small claw. It is the part from the sharp hook to the third

joint, and from the third joint half way down to the second,

that has a double row of sharp spines. It is almost impossible

for any insect to escape when once v\athin their fierce embrace.
The old mantids usually lack the third part of their fore-legs,

whether they are in captivity or in their natural haunts. This

is probably due to the way they hunt ; the fore-legs are thrown
out like a flash at the passing prey, and in time they must ^Qi

broken off, either among the bushes or on the wire of their

cage.
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The mautids rarely attack their prey when it is sitting still

;

in fact, I have never seen them attack anything that was not

on the move, unless it brought its wanderings to a halt right in

front of the mantid's fore-legs. The mantis will then strike out

as soon as the insect stops, or not until it moves again. Neither

will it pursue its prey. It is amazing to watch it lightly hang-

ing ; it hangs so lightly that it seems hardly to touch the leaves

or wire, swajdng gracefully, first one way and then the other,

with fore-legs drawn well up to the thorax, ready to strike.

On one occasion the insect Avhicli had attracted the attention

of the mantis ran past and came to a halt about three inches

away. The mantis swayed gracefully in the direction of the

desired morsel, waved its thin antennae uneasily, and watched
keenly with its large, protruding eyes. I watched and waited
for about twenty minutes to see what would happen. Still the

mantis hung to the wire, on the alert, and still the insect dozed.

My patience became exhausted. I disturbed its slumbers by
touching it with a thin stick. It ran within reach of the mantis.

There was a sudden flash of spined legs, and all was over for

the insect.

I w^anted to see how it behaved with a stinging insect, so I

put a honey bee and a black wasp into the mantis' cage. It

caught the bee. and instantly began to eat at the sting; it

treated the wasp likewise. The only time I have seen a mantis
let go anything once caught was when I put a very large spider

in the cage. It caught the spider as usual, but the latter

showed her resentment by badly biting the mantis on the fore-

leg, between the second and third joint. The mantis threw the

spider with some force to the bottom of the cage, and proceeded
to lick the wound, from which a watery fluid was oozing, and
as I did not want to risk the mantis being killed just then, I

removed the spider from the cage.

From the name ''Praying Mantis," by which it is com-
monly called, one would expect to find it a paragon of all the
virtues in the insect Avorld, but on the contrary there is nothing
saintly about it. It is indeed a tiger among insects. It is

called ''Prajdng Mantis'' from the way it quietly sits, with its

two fore-legs drawn up under its chin, when hunting, and was
thus thought to resemble one in an attitude of prayer. Until
the mantis are full grown they feed mostly on flies and other
small insects, but when mature they prefer larger game.

When they begin to grow old, or about six weeks before
they die, they feed again only on flies and other small insects.
It is pitiful to see these creatures growing old, after having
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watched them in their period of courage and strength. They
hunt less, their appetite fails, and they hang to their support
most of the day, with their fore-legs unclasped, and not drawn
up to the thorax. In this position they are resting, not hunt-
ing. Their grip on the support becomes more feeble, and when
climbing about they very often fall, and one finds them helpless

on the ground. When these insects are in their prime they have
a large appetite, and I have seen them attack things larger than
themselves. I had a lizard about three inches long brought to

me. I did not have a cage ready for it, and as it fed on flies

also, I put it in with a mantis until I could arrange for it.

There were plenty of flies in the cage, and I had no fear for the
lizard, but felt a little uneasy about the mantis. However, to

be near in case of a quarrel, I put the cage on a small table

near where I was busy. For about half an hour all went well,

when my attention was attracted by a struggling in the cage,

and to my surprise the mantis had the lizard firmly clasped in

her fore-legs, and was beginning to feed on it. As I did not
want the lizard destroyed, I beat against the wire of the cage
with my hand, but she still went on feeding, and still the lizard

struggled. I pushed her about Avith a stick; still she held on
and fed. In desperation I turned the cage upside down, and
deposited her on the table. She gave me a look as much as to

say, ''Why all this fuss?" and again went on with her meal.
As these insects have strong jaws and eat rapidly, there wa.s

quite a hole in the side of the lizard, from which a pinkish fluid

began to flow. I had to force her fore-legs open with my fingers

to release her victim, which Avas so badly wounded that it had
to be dispatched. When I returned her to her cage she walked
about excitedly, waving her thin antennae.

A few days later I gave her another lizard, about the same
size as the other—one I did not Avant to keep—to see if she
really liked them as food. She had a good supply of flies, as

usual, but as soon as the unsuspecting lizard passed near her
on the Avire she snapped him. I noticed that Avith both lizards

she fastened an arm around the throat, practically strangling
it, and the other around the body near the hind-leg, rendering
the legs quite helpless. These mantids nearly ahvays start to

eat at the back of the head or the side of the throat, except
AA^lien the Adctim is small, and then it starts anywhere. Her
meal on the lizard lasted tAvo and a half hours, and she left only
the head, feet, bones, and tail. The large mantids are extremely
greedy, and their diet is varied. I put three locusts, an incJti

in length, into the cage AAdth one. She caught first one, ate off

its head, then held it on one arm AA^hile she snapped at another
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with the other and quietly proceeded to eat off its head, as she
Iniug- daintily to the wire—a picture of gluttony. The meal
lasted until there were only the wings and hoppers left.

I have seen mantids eat between forty and fifty flies a day.
They also eat moths, cockroaches, beetles, spiders/ caterpillars,
and as many of their own species as they can get. I found it
unwise to keep more than one in each cage, as it always ended
in a tragedy. Flies are unworthy of their notice when one of
their own kind is in the cage. The weaker or less wary always
go to the wall. They, however, draw the line at ants. I put
some large ones in the cage; they were caught and killed and
dropped to the bottom of the cage. After they have finished a
big meal it is amusing to watch them at their^toilet : the fore-
leg is well licked, then put behind the head and brought ove^
the large eye and down the face.

About three days before the making of the nest the mantis
hangs quietly to the wire, feeding very little—just an occasional
liy. I put m different dainties dear to the mantis heart, but all
ni vain. Nothing tempts them; they are waiting for their
lovers.. Whether lovers are scarce or not ardent, I do not know

;

perhaps they are not keen on meeting the large, fierce females'
because if not wary they would be devoured after they had
paid their addresses. However, I have never seen a male around
the cages, though they hung outside against a green garden
creeper. I watched, as well as I possibly could, by dav and late
nito the night. One mantis alone made seven nests during the
season. I was not fortunate to see one starting her nest, thouo'h
I came on the scene when it was nearly finished. She worked
her ovipostor first one way until she came to the upper part,
and then back again until she came to the upper part again'
and so till it was quite finished, when it had like a rough'^sort
of seam on the upper part. When drv it looks like white
crinkled paper and the size of a medium-sized thimble. Of
course, they vary in size and shape. As the nest is being made
It looks like the white of an egg beaten into foam, as if air is
being beaten or blown into it. It is soft and white just after it
is finished, but sets very quickly: once set it is very touo'h to
pull to pieces, and water has no eft'ect on it.

'
"^

a 'A^^^^m^^^^
^^^* ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ of is a stickv waterv

fluid. Ihe mantis, a day or so before nest-making mav drop p
little of this, and it dries the same as the white of an eo-o- if it
dries on the fingers it cannot be washed off, but has to be^scraped
with the nail or with a stiff brush. The eggs are vellowish and
nearly as long as a larvae of the flesh flv less than a day old
but not so thick. The sticky fluid surrounds them; the young
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mantids seem to eat their Avay out of the nest, as they leave a
round hole where they have emerged. A nest whence all the
3^oung ones have emerged looks as if it had lots of holes made
in it with a hat pin. I got about forty young ones out of two
nests, which I kept in a glass jar. The}' were tiny, pale greyish

creatures, about five millimeters in length. As soon as they
were free from the nest they ran about and climbed u]) a twig
which I had put in the jar. They were all alertness and
activity. Some sat in the hunting attitude, others hurriedly
cleaned their fore-legs. There was no time lost in preparing to

launch out into the world to face the struggle for existence.

These tiny creatures are not pessimists ; they seem to be full of

hope as they look at one with their protruding eyes; they are

all impatience to enter upon a life which seems all sunshine and
joy. Poor little insects, there is disillusionment in store for

many of them. Considering the number of eggs that were laid,

one would expect to see mantids more numerous; but there

must be a big mortality among them when they are young.

The mantis is quite indifferent to her nest once it is finished.

They usually make their nests at night or in the early hours of

the morning. I got permission to keep one nest sent to me, and
I fervently hoped it was not a blank. With another of the same
size I put it in a glass jar and waited for developments. I had
only a fortnight to wait, when 1 had a jar swarming with tiny

mantids ; they were indeed a sight to see. The day after the

mantis had emerged I noticed two small fly-like insects, about
two and a half millimeters long, also in the jar. I had the jar

too well secured for uninvited guests to enter ; they had there-

fore come out of the nests, and must be parasitic. Some weeks
later, while pulling an old nest to pieces, one from which the

young ones had emerged, I found in it one of the little creatures

dead. They are brilliant little things. The thorax is a deep
metallic blue ; the abdomen, which ends V-shape, and to which
is attached a long thin hair-like appendage, measuring about six

millimeters, is the colour of polished copper; the eyes are

shining yellow.

In my cages I had also greyish-brown mantids. I do not
knovv' whether I was unfortunate, or whether the}^ are less hardy
than the grey kind, but I did not succeed in rearing any to

maturity. AVhen young their body is more slender, and they
are very timid; they run around as if they were even afraid of

flies in their cage. The nests I have gathered, from which
greyish-bi'own mantids emerged, were smaller and rounder in

shape.
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Yet another inmate of my cages is not umvorthy of mention.

This is the AVinged Mantis, which has wings that are compara-

tively large and are nsed quite often for flight. They are much
more active than their large green short-winged relative,

making sudden runs and flights about the cage. When startled

or confronted by some large insect, the winged mantis suddenly

unfurls its wings with a noise like a fan being quickly opened.

It stands with its unfurled wings held up well above its back,

and must be a really terrifying sight for an unsuspecting insect.

Probably this fact is useful in hunting to the mantis. The eyes

are more lengthwise on each side of the head, and the mouth
less slender than the green mantis, giving it a heavier appear-

ance about the head, and the females have a thick, ungraceful

body, about two inches long, of a green colour, a purple stripe

running along the forepart underneath the forewing.

NOTES ON STYPHELIA SERRULATA, Labill.

By Ernest H. Ising.

Habit.—This plant is a low-spreading undershrub growing
in the Mount Lofty Ranges. It is common, and grows, where it

is not too wet, very often among stringybarks and tall shrubs.

It loves to grow on the edge of a cutting and hang down. On
an average, it only attains a height of eight or ten inches, and
spreads thickly on the ground. The stems are round and hairy

the first season.

Leaves.—The leaves are short and small, about three-

eighths of an inch long and one-sixteenth of an inch, or less,

wide. They are narrow, linear pointed, and slightly prickly,

and almost sessile ; the very short stalk or petiole is erect, and
the leaf is horizontal to the stem. This species has numerous
simple hairs all over the crowded leaves ; they are prominent
on the margins, where they stand out. The specific name
(serrulata) seems to describe this characteristic, for it cannot
refer to the margin itself, which is quite plain and not saw-

edged. The leaves on top show no veins, but underneath there

are four or five prominent veins, with furrows between them.

Flowers.—The flowers are most inconspicuous, because
they are borne on the previous year's stems, beneath the new
season's leaves and clustered branches. The flowers are in

clusters or bundles, called umbels, of about six on a short stalk
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or peduncle, and are brigrht-gTeenisli in colour, quite as long as

the leaves. The corolla is somewhat pitcher shaped, being nar-

roAv at the neck, Avider in the middle, and narrowing at the base.

The five lobes are turned outwards, and have reflexed hairs at

their points. This characteristic (having hairs at the tips) has
given them the name of Acrotriche (Clreek, acros, a point;

trichos, a hair). Some botanists have given this species, with
others, the generic name of Acrotriche. Mr. J. H. Maiden,
Government Botanist of New South Wales, one of Australia's

leading botanists at the present day, takes this view. There are

about twelve fine stiff-looking hairs turned inwards, and they
hold the pollen out so that it may be disposed of to visiting

insects. It appears to me that the pollen is caught in the hairs

very early—some time before the flower opens, when they are

in contact with the anthers, which are higher than the neck of

the corolla on account of being produced on a short filament.

Then when the corolla lobes oi)en out, exhibiting the attached
pollen, the anthers, having got rid of their golden freight, thrust

their heads out through the corolla lobes. At the base of the

corolla lobes forming the neck or throat there are tufts of hairs,

which guard the entrance to the tube. This tube contains a
remarkable amount of nectar. I have examined many flowers

of this plant, and have always found the tube from half to

three-quarters full of nectar.

Pistil.—The pistil is only half the length of the corolla tube,

and is on the same level as the nectar. The stigma is a round
head-like disc with a medium thick style. The ovary is small

and globular, whitish at the top and green at the base.

Sepals and Bracts.—The flower stalk bears small bracts,

which pass up into fixe calyx lobes; the latter are rounded and
have a reddish knob or tubercle at the ])oint.

Summary.—The following points al)out this plant are of

special mterest :

—

1. The flowers are hidden beneath the new growth and out

of sight of the casual observer; in fact, they are usually at the

ground level, with decaying vegetation almost covering them.

2. The flowers are pale greenish and very inconspicuous,

as far as attractiveness to the eye is concerned. Flj'-ing insects,

bees, and moths would have no bright colour to attract them to

the j)lant.

3. The corollti tube contains a remarkable amount of nectar

or syrup. This points to the fact that while the flowers are so

small, unnoticeable, and unattractive, from the point of view of

1
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beauty, this is fully compensated for by this unusual secretion

and storage of nectar. To the insect, there is nothing pleasing

to the eye, but in the corolla tube there is a veritable fountain

of delicious drink and food. The inducement for insect visita-

tion—which means fertilisation, and for which the plant lives

—

is in the storage of the nectar in the tube. I should think that

ants, or other small crawling insects, were the chief means of

bringing about pollenisation in this plant.

THE TRAPDOOR SPIDER.

By C.G.S.

''Oh ! Spencer, come quickly. Jim has dug up such a horrid

thing."

''Spencer" never refuses to go at such a call, and went into

the garden to see what Jim had dug up.

It was, indeed, an ugly-looking object that was picked up
on a piece of bark and placed in a glass bowl, where it could be

examined without fear. At first sight it looked as if it had ten

legs, which were packed closely to its body, but a closer inspec-

tion revealed only eight true legs. The pedipalps were so long

and strong and ending, as the two front legs do, with a fine

needle-point, that they looked like legs.

At the slightest touch the spider sat up, with legs and
pedipalps spread out fanwise, then sprang violently forward,

clutching at space, and fell "head over heels." This was taken
as a sign of blindness, because there was nothing to spring at.

It grabbed at a piece of steel, and held on so tightly that it could

not be shaken off. When at last it did let go it left behind two
little spots of liquid.

The body measured one and a half inches long and one inch

across. The hinder part of the body was dark grey, covered

with velvety hair, and had a brown band round it. On the

back were too small bare spots, ^ about the size of a pin's head.

Underneath were two curious pockets. t The part of the body
to which the legs were attached, was raised in the middle to

protect the roots of very formidable fangs, large and hairy at

the base, but tapering into a fine point. They are jointed,

which enables the spider to pierce its prey with them while it is

being held by the pedipalps to a red and hairy mouth under-

neath. The hinder and longer legs were furnished with a hook.
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We placed another spider in the bowl to see what would
happen, but alas! for the newcomer; it touched the giant, and
instantly lost three legs. The next time it approached the

monster it was eaten. One poor beetle left the greater part of

its body in the spider's mouth. This was too much for us, so we
gave thp spider a piece of raw mutton. This it attacked fiercely,

})iercing and piercing it with those terrible fangs. He killed it

anew every time he found it. Then we put a worm into the

bowl. The spider grabbed one end of it and the other end
crawled away, leaving a portion in the spider's mouth. This

worm did not live long, and the spider ate it all.

This species of spider does not spin, but makes a nest in the

ground. She lines the nest and covers the entrance with a trap-

door, which is hinged to the ground. The egg cocoon is pure
white, and the mother spider holds it at the open door to be

warmed by the sun. One day I saw one, and stooped to examine
it. I touched it, the egg disaj)peared, and out darted the spider

so suddenly that for the time fear overcame my curiosity.

' Dv. R. Pulleine. to whom these interesting observations were submitted, says
that the small bare spots indicate muscle attachments. He consider.s thfS spider
to be probably Aganippe subtristis. Camb.

t These patches are known as lung books; there are really four of them. It is

with these organs that the spider breathes.

J
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GENERAL NOTES.

Science CongTess.—The Australian Association for the

Advauceinent of Science met in Melbourne in January last.

This was the first meeting- shice 1913, and although there was
much disappointment among- delegates and members on account

of the impossibility of meeting in Hobart, as intended, the

Congress proved to be a most enthusiastic and successful one.

In many branches of science, particularly in physics, chemistry
and biology there is at i)resent a great burst of discovery, with
an attendant number of fresh and fascinating theories ; in these

sections, therefore, the Congress was of ])articular interest. The
Chairman of the S.A. Field Naturalists attended as delegate

from that body. The next meeting of the Association will be
held in Wellington, N.Z., in January, 1923.

Flinders Chase.—The proposed visit of members to the

National Park, Flinders Chase, K.I., which should have taken
place in the Christmas vacation, was postponed to a later date,

on the advice of Captain White. The conditions on the Chase
are not yet such as to allow for an enjoyable camp Avithout

considerable cost to the members visiting.

Lecture, November 12, 1920.—An instructive lecture on.

the value of bird life to Australia was delivered by Mr. Dudley
Le Souef, the Director of the Melbourne Zoological Gardens.
Among other figures relating to the destruction of injurious

insects, the lecturer mentioned that in a rookery of about
200,000 ibis in the Riverina district, the total number of insects,

mostly grasshoppers, taken in one day would be about four
millions—25 tons of grasshoppers! From the lecturer's great
and intimate knoAvledge of the bird life of Australia, a vast

amount of interesting detail was placed before the members.
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Lectures, November 16, 1920.—Mr. A. M. Lea, F.E.S., Gov-
crjimeiit Entomologi.st, delivered a leeture on "Butterflies and
Moths." He showed some beautiful specimens by means of

the epi.scope. Among others were the Wanderer butterfly,

Avhich is worJd-wide in distribution, and is found Avherever the

wild cotton is found. The cocoon of this insect is found on this

bush, and is of a beautiful green and gold colour. Many speci-

mens were shown in which the insects were gorgeously coloured
on the under surface of the wings, while the top is of a drab
colour, to suit their surroundings, thus protecting it from its

enemies. One species shown exactly resembled a dead leaf

when still. The moths dealt with included many whose larvae
are destructive to grain and vegetable crops. The codlin moth,
and the grape vine hawk moth, and many others were shown
through the episcope, and the lecturer outlined methods for
dealing Avith such as are pests. Mr. E. H. Ising gave an illus-

trated lecturette on "The Eucalypts between Adelaide and
Mount Lofty railway stations"; and an account of same will be
published in our next issue.

Lecture, December 14, 1920—The final public lecture for the

year 1920 was delivered by the Chairman (Dr. C. Fenner), who
gave an illustrated address on "The Greater Extinct Animals
of the World.'' The first part of the address dealt with the

distribution of animals in time and s])ace, and views were shown
illustrating tlie evolution of various groups of larger animals.

Several pictures were shown of the localities in which fossil dis-

coveries have been made, ranging from Alaska, through the

deserts of Egypt and western United States, doAvn to Lake
Callabonna in South Australia. Several beautiful examples
were given of collaboration between the scientist and the artist

whereby these great monsters of the past, in their proper sur-

roundings, were as truthfully as possible presented. Probably
the best work of this kind has been done in America. An inter-

esting feature of the evolutionary side of the subject was given,

showing how nature working on different materials and along
different lines had produced similar animals. Thus, the horse

and the rhinoceros had each been separately evolved on more
tlian one occasion. Indeed, a marsupial rhinoceros now been
shown to have develo))ed in Australia, the evidence having been
recently discovered in north-western Tasmania. Sever actual

examples of fossil bones (kindly lent by Professor Sir Douglas
^laAvson) were shown to the audience, including some bones and
teeth of a huge diprotodon. which had been discovered at Tsliiig-

ton, and the earbono of a whale, discovered in a bore at a depth
of 400 ft. at Drv Creek.
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Excursion, November 6, 1920.—A party of members were
euiidueted to ^Stoiieyfell and ^lape's Gully by Messrs. P. Runge
and E. II. Ising. Special reference was made to the poUinisa-
tion of the Goodenias, four species of which were collected. The
anthers mature first, and when ripe the pistil grows up between
them and collects the pollen on a fringe of hairs. G. amplexans
is a small shrub, with yellow flowers and clasping, sticky leaves.

G. geniculata is a small herb, with jointed flower stems, and
makes a bright patch when seeii in a colony. G. pinnatifida

has pinnate basal leaves, with yellow flowers on long, erect

stems. One of the rare white flowering species is G. albiflora,

which possesses a sweet perfume. It is a rock-loving plant, up
to a foot high, Avith a dense terminal raceme of flowers, and is

well worth cultivation. It is found at Eden and in the Flinders
Range. A beautiful shrub (Prostanthera Behriana), with pale
pink flowers, was seen and admired. The composites noticed
were the sticky Ixodia achillioides, the 3^ellow jjutton swamp
plant Cotula coronopifolia, and the everlasting Ilelichrysum
apiculatum. Amongst the trees were the red gum (Eucalyptus
rostrata), yellow gum (E. leucoxylon), scented peppermint (E.

odorata), and the kangaroo thorn wattle (Acacia armata), in

fruit.

Excursion, November 20, 1920.—In ideal weather a com-
pany of field naturalists left Adelaide by charabanc for Gum-
eracha. Looking back from Anstey's Hill the travellers en-

joyed a fine panoramic view of the city, with the blue waters
of the gulf in the distance. After some sharp curves had been
rounded a gleam of waters burst upon the view, and the party
gained their first glimpse of the outlying reaches of the impres-

sive body of water forming the Milbrook Reservoir. For
several miles the road skirts the winding, submerged valleys,

and between the intervening hills charming views are obtained.

The excursionists received a cordial welcome from Mrs. Randell,

the hospitable owner of Kentoji Park, and were soon deep in

the delights of an old-fashioned English park. The trees and
shrubs were mainly English, conspicuous among which stood
groups of lordly English oaks (Quercus robur), with their

sturdy limbs, graceful contour, and exquisite foliage. Many
of these trees are between 70 and 80 years old, being perhaps
the oldest of their kind in the State. One stately giant dis-

putes with another oak in the late Mr. Barr Smith's grounds
at Moinit Barker the pride of place. After a ramble through
the delightful ])ark the company were entertained at afternoon
tea by Mrs. Randell, who was heartily thanked. On the home-
ward journey a pause was made near Teatree Gully, and among
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native flowers gathered were buttercups, brunonia, scaevola,

wahlenbergia, daviesia, and grevillea, which are rarely found so

late in the year. Another pause was made at Mr. Lindo's resi-

dence at Gilles Plains, to inspect a complete collection of native
weapons and other implements, mainly obtained from the tribes

of Central Australia, near Oodnadatta.

Excursion, December 4, 1920.—A visit was paid to the Ade-
laide Zoological Gardens. In the absence of the director (Mr.

Minchin), Dr. Fenner and Mr. Bradshaw conducted the party.

Attention was called to the fact that each of the southern con-

tinents possesses a living example of wingless birds, which are

found only in a fossil state north of the line, namely, the rhea
of South America, the ostrich of South Africa, the emu of Aus-
tralia, to which may be added the extinct moa of New Zealand.

Several varieties of handsome pheasants were admired, includ-

ing the peacock pheasant, Swinhoe's pheasant (Mongolia), Grax
alector (Guiana). Reference was made to the peculiar habits

of the mound builders—the mallee hen and the brush turkey.

A discussion as to the origin of the dingo elicited the fact that

the bones of this animal are found with those of the diprotodon,

and with human teeth in fossil remains in certain parts of Aus-
tralia. Two graceful little marmots are credited with powers
of burrowin^^ which greatly surpass those of the rabbit. For-

tunately, these little "prairie dogs" are secured against escap-

ing from their enclosure by burrowing, otherwise these jiretty

little animals ) night become a more common sight throughout
the State than is at all desirable.

Excursion, December 28, 1920.—A large party journeyed to

Humbug Scrub, to Mr. Bellchambers' Native Fauna Propaga-
tion area, in the ranges near Onetree Hill. At the time of our
visit there were ducks and swans at home on the waters of the

lake. The kangaroos, in their enclosures, attracted much atten-

tion. Mr. Bellchambers has several varieties, and one of them
would stand quite six feet high. They were wonderfully quiet

when their owner took food to them, and would eat from his

hand; the same applied to the wallabies, one of which was
specially tame. The animals are well cared for, and appear
quite contented with their surroundings. The mallee fowls at-

tracted the most attention, and were seen at work on the

mounds. The mounds were about seven feet across and about
two feet high, and they were made uj) of loose scrub, litter and
sand. The birds wei-e not very shy, as tliey went on with their

work of scratching while the party Avas watching them. Mrs.
Bellchambers and her daughters very kindly provided after-

noon tea for the party, and were heartily thanked. Mr. Bell-
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cliaiubers was eulogised for the unique work that he was doiug

and his kindness in showing us over his place and explaining

things was very much appreciated. It is to be hoped that this

indefatigable naturalist will be able to extend his operations

very considerably in the near future.

Excursion, January 22, 1921—The Field Naturalists' annual

trawling expedition was carried out. For the first time for

some years the weather permitted the members to extend their

investigations to the open waters of the gulf. The result was
most fruitful in marine forms, and the "take" included some of

the quaintest and most beautiful creatures from the depths. The
leaders, Messrs. Kimber, Ham, and Edquist, were most enthusi-

astic, and seemed inclined to prolong their researches indefin-

itely until the near approach of sunset recalled them to every-

day needs. The catch included some daintily beautiful medusae
and a nudibranch (naked gill), delicately spotted in red and
purple. The dissection of a cuttle fish by Mr. Kimber revealed

several interesting facts. Other captures included the fantastic

seahorse (hippocampus), the pipe fish, the sea slug or trepang
(related to the beche-de-mere, ju'ized by the Chinese as a rare

delicacy), and several othei' forms of marine life, including

some screen whitinu'.

CHAIRMEN AND SECRETARIES.

In these first issues of the "Naturalist," we have placed

on permanent record various interesting phases of the early

history of this section of the Koyal Society. It was thought

fitting to add a list of those chairmen and secretaries who have

carried on the work of the club since its foundation in 1888,

thirty-eight years ago. This list will provide interesting infor-

mation for later members, and will stimulate the memories of

the older members, as well as placing on our printed record

facts that should be readily available

:

Year. Chairman. Secretary.

188a-4-5 . . Prof. Ralph Tate Mr. W. E. Pickels.

1885-6 . . Dr. W. L. Cleland Mr. W. H. Selway.
1886-7-S . . Mr. J. G. O. Tepper .... „
1888-9 . . Mr. (Prof.) W. Howchin . . „
1889-90-1 . . Mr. Samuel Dixon „
1891-2-3 . . Mr. J. G, 0. Tepper .... „
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i893-4-5~(i . . Dr. K. II. Perks ^\v. W. 11. Sehvay.
1896-7-8 .. Mr. W. Symonds Clark .. „
1898-1900 .. Mr. Edwin Ashbv „
1900-1-2 . . Mr. S. Smeatou „
1902-n . . Dr. E. Angas Johnson . . „
1903-4-5 . . Mr. E. H. Lock „
1905-6 . . Dr. R. S. Eogers Mr. E. H. Lock.
1906-7-v

. . Mr. J. M. Black „
1908-9-10 . . Mr. W. H. Selwav „
1910-11-12 . . Dr. R. H. Piilleine „
1912-.''.-4

. . Mr. E. H. Lock Mr. P H. E. Range.
1914-5-e; . . Captain S. A. White .... „
1916-7 .. Prof. T. G. B. Osborn .. Mr. Wm. Ham (1916-8).
1917-S-9 . . Mr. W. J. Kimber
1919-20-1 .. Dr. C. Fenner Mr. E. H. Ising (1918-21),

GEORGE BENTHAM, AUTHOR OF FLORA
AUSTRALIENSIS.

By B. S. Roach.

Hard-working' field botanists, ^^•ho spend active days in the

open air making observations on plants and their environment,
have ponred forth words of scorn on those whom they designate
as chamber-botanists—viz., those scientists who in the comfort-
able precincts of their homes examine and classify at leisure the

dried s])ecimens collected for them. It is the old conflict be-

tween the man of action and the man of contemplation ; maybe,
between the doer and the dreamer. This article deals with the
career of one of these chamber-botanists, or, as we may more
respectfully term him, a systematic botanist, probably the most
eminent of his class that ever lived in England or elsewhere,
and, although he never set eyes on our land, one who rendered
high and distinguished services to Australian botany.

George Bentham came from famous stock. His father was
Sir Samuel Bentham, and Jeremy Bentham was his uncle.

During the lifetime of Jeremy his name had spread to the most
remote parts of the civilized world. He was the founder of the
Utilitarian S3^stem of philosophy (''the greatest good for the
greatest luimber"), a great logician, and a notable jurist. At
his death it was found that he had bequeathed his skeleton to

University College, London, and to this day it may be seen
there by anyone interested in such a gruesome sight as the bony
framework of a philosopher.
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Sir Samuel Bentham, the father of George, was, during his

Jifetime, equally eiuiuejit. JJe was a man of action, and early

won distinction as a naval architect. At the age of twenty-two,
he entered the service of Catherine II., that powerful ruler who
so skilfully guided the destinies of Russia, and yet whose own
life was in some ways so undignified. Bentham built for his

royal mistress a flotilla of gunboats near the shores of the Black
Sea, and on its waters met and won a signal victory over the
Turkish fleet. Later he was given the command of a Russian
regiment in Eastern Siberia, and used the opportunity to pene-
trate to the northern frontier of China. On the death of the
Empress, Bentham returned to England and received the high
appointment of Inspector-General of Naval Works. In this

position his name was anathema to contractors who attempted
to rob the Government. In 1796 he married Miss Fordyce, a lady
of great ability and energy. She was the daughter of a skilful

physician, who left his native Scotland to collect guineas from
wealthy patients living in London. He became an F.R.S.

George Bentham was the second son of his parents. He early
gave signs of possessing a capacious intellect, with a strong
bent towards linguistic studies. Sir Samuel took with him his

famil}^ to Russia, vrhither he had been sent on a mission in the
interests of the British Government. During this period George
learnt to speak Russian like a native. On their return, the
family spent some months in Sweden, where George learnt the
language. He became a polished French scholar, and was
familiar with German. When he grew to manhood he was able
to read botanical works in fourteen languages. He never
attended a school or a university, all his instruction being given
at home by private tutors. Such a system of training was ])rob-

ably the cause of what casual observers considered his aloofness
of manner when in company; but it was really an excessive
shyness, which was not noticed when in the company of familiar
friends.

In 1814, at the close of the great war. Sir Samuel and bis

family went to live in the south of France, where he had pur-

chased an estate, which was to be their home for the next

thirteen years. Here George met many brilliant people. In

1820 John Stuart Mill, then aged fourteen, spent nearly a year

with the Benthams, and astounded them Avith his immense store

of learning. George read a copy of A. D. de Candolle's "Frem-h
Flora," and was fascinated by a table it contained for identify-

ing i)lants. He learnt the table by heart and practised its

method on everj^ plant he came across until he had mastered the
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pri]iei|)le.s of botanical classification. His first book was a
catalogne of the plants growing wild in tJie country about the
Pyrenees. It was written in French.

At the age of twenty-six, George left his home in France to

live in London, where he acted as private secretary to his Uncle
Jeremy, and read for the English Bar. He was admitted in

1832, held one brief, and then reliqnished a legal career for

other pursuits, which were not so profitable to himself as they
were beneficial to science. The death of his father in 1832,

and of his uncle in the year following, left him in fairly com-
fortable circumstances. For some years previous to these

bereavements he had been writing on legal subjects, and in 1827
he began to publish a work on Logic. The publisher, however,
became bankrupt when only sixt}^ copies of the book had been
printed, and Bentham, with extraordinary diffidence, refrained

from carrying out further his undertaking. Yet the book con-

tained the enunciation of a principle known as the quantification

of the ju'edicate, the most imi)ortant discovery in Logic, accord-

ing to Professor Stanley Jevons, made since Aristotle had
written his treatise on that science 2,100 years before. A few
years later the well-known Scotch logician, Sir Wm. Hamilton,
announced the same discovery, and it was only in 1873, after a

heated controversy, that Herbert Spencer proved Bentham 's

priority. It was also shown, unhappily for the reputation of

Hamilton, that he had seen one of the few copies of Bentham 's

book that came into circulation, and had even reviewed it

briefly, without, however, alluding to its outstanding feature.

Bentham now abandoned his studies in Logic and Jurispru-
dence, in both of which he had early showed distinction, and
devoted the remainder of his life—more than fifty .years—to the

pursuit of Botan}^ It must be recollected that in those days
the giants of that science were lajdng its foundations much as

we know it to-day. In England there were Robt. Brown, the
Hookers (father and son), and Lindle.y; in France, the de Can-
dolles (father and son) ; in Germany, Humboldt and others.

Bentham was to step up and become the peer of these eminent
men. He began by spending long vacations to study the her-

bariums in Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and other European cities, and
he soon realised that the main object of Botany consists not so

much in naming a plant as to determine its relations to other
plants; that is, is must be studied systematically not individu-

ally, intrinsically not extrinsically.

From 1829 to 1840 Bentham was the honorary secretary of

the Horticultural Society (Eng.), and he managed its affairs so

successfully that Avhile on his taking charge it was financially
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involved, he left it in a prosperous state. In those days it was
the custom for the society to send to distant lands collectors,

who broug'ht back plants to be introduced into English gardens.

They were described by Benthani and Ijindley. Among those

acclimatised in Bentham's time were the now familiar

escholtzia and clarkia.

In 1854 Bentham found his means too straitened to permit
of his keeping up a large herbarium and botanical library. He
presented them to the nation, and they were sent to Kew. Their
value was estimated at £6,000. He also announced his intention

of abandoning botanical work, but, happily for science. Hooker
persuaded him to continue his studies at the Kew Botanical
Gardens. Here for years he worked on week-days from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m.

In 1861 he ]niblished his "Flora of Hongkong," and gave
the first systematic examination of the botany of China. A few
years later he began the ''Plora Australiensis, " which, when
completed in 1878, was a complete survey of the flora of the

Commonwealth. Mr. J. H. Maiden, F.R.S., the accomplished
Government Botanist of N.B.W., in a recent letter to the writer

of this article, characterises this monumental work as "the
Family Bible of Australian botanists." There are members of

the Field Naturalists' Society who are fortunate enough to have
the complete work ; it is hardly necessary to remind others, less

fortunate, that they can gain ready access to it in the Public
Library on North Terrace. Although on the title-page of this

great work Bentham credits Dr. (afterwards Baron) von Muel-
ler with being co-author, the statement is too sweeping. Bent-
ham's generosity causes him to exaggerate the very great ser-

vices von Mueller rendered from this side of the world as a

collector. The latter had an immense amount of material

which he had gathered during his extensive land journeys over
the Commonwealth, and received from explorers who had sent

him their collections for identification. AH these spoils were
forwarded by von Mueller to Bentham, as well as- numerous
letters of iniport concerning them.

Bentham had access to the collections in the British Museum
made by Robt. Brown,* Allan Cunningham (1791-1839), Jas.

Drummond of W.A. (1784 e.-1863), and others. Of the special

collectors then living in South Australia, Bentham mentions
F. G. Waterhouse (Kangaroo Island) ; Dr. H. Behr, who for

*See p. 41 " Sir Joseph Banks, The Father of Australia,
'

'

by J. H. Maiden, F.K.S.
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many years practised medicine in South Australia., and was an
ardent botanist; Carl Wilhelmi, who in the fifties of last cen-

tury lived at Port Lincoln and collected plants in that locality

;

Rev. J. Tenison Woods, the cultured savant of Penola ; and Dr.

Richd. Schomburgk, the Director of the Adelaide Botanic
Gardens.

The book begins with a terse introduction to Botanj' which
is worth the attention of any student of the science in am- land.

Then follow the descriptions of 8,16S species in 1,400 genera.

The whole cost was defrayed by contributions from the follow-

ing Governments:—Victoria, £700; N.S.W., £400; S. Australia,

£350: and Queensland, £350: a total of £1,080. Of this amoimt
the publisher took £720, and the remainder of the £1,080 went to

Bentham. The most rigid economist Avill hardly object to such
pecuniar}' reward, which amounts to about £72 per annum, as a

payment to one who lived laborious days and scorned delights

for fifteen years so that a continent should have its flora

described. The pursuit of s^'stematic botany is not the Avay to

wealth. The Royal Society of N.S.AV. awarded him its Clarke
Medal and the British Government a C.M.G. for his immense
labours.

A'aluable as these seven volumes are to Australians, they do

not constitute Bentham 's greatest work; that pre-eminence be-

longs to his ''Genera Plantarum,'" written in collaboration Avith

his friend, Sir Joseph Hooker. The latter has, however, left it

on record that the greater part of the book was due to the

indefatigable labours of Bentham. In it he has taken the flora

of the whole world for his province and classified it into its

various families. Bentham spent twenty-one years at this book,

and finished it in 1883, much to his relief, for he had found his

physical powers ebbing and feared that death would come

before his work was complete.

Next year he died. He had lived for nearly eighty-four

vears. His death excited little interest to the general public,

but the comparatively few who understood the magnitude of his

labours knew that one of the greatest botanists of any age had

ceased from earthly labour.
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AUSTRALIA.

A hidden corner where old Time has slept,

Where Evolution ceased its course and kept
The ancient forms of man and beast and bird.

AVide solitudes, where old-Avorld sounds are heard,
Where creatures strange, with habits still more strange,
3Iid old-world types of plants and trees yet range.
Elsewhere long buried : curious fossil things.

Birds reptile-like, and beast-birds wanting wings;
Uncanny beasts whose young from eggs emerge,
And giant birds who never felt flight's urge,

But graze like sheep upon the salty plain;

Others whose buried eggs two months remain
Before they hatch, to meet the sun's bright ray
From Mother Earth's warm womb to scented day.

A primal people lead their simple life

As did our forbears, with stone axe and knife

;

Outliving mighty empires now in dust.

Living from day to day in simple trust

:

No fields of corn, no treasure hoarded b3%

But trusting Nature's laws they live and die.

And though ten thousand years tw^ice o'er they've spanned,
They wither off at touch of white man's hand,
And fade as shadows away ....

December 12, 1920. T. P. BELLCHAMBERS.

'WATER TIGERS."

By E. L. Savage.

Watching some of my fish in the pond a few days ago, I

noticed them coming to the surface to catch the small flies

which settle on the surface of the water in hundreds ; at least,

the fish tried to catch them, but generally missed. When all

was still, I noticed something else dart up and drag a fly down.

I watched it further, and soon saw that the newcomer was the

larva of the Dytiscus, or water beetle; from its habits, this

animal is also knoAvn as the 'Svater tiger."
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This was an iinAvelcome sight to- me, for I knew that my
fish were in clanger. Dytiscus tackle all insects and most other
small life in the pond, including fish. Only recently I had been
watching the destructive Avork of this larva on the tadpoles of
all sizes in the ponds at the back of Henley Beach ; fully-grown
tadpoles could be seen swimming about with gashes in their
bodies and their entrails dragging along behind, caused by the
fierce attacks of these larvae.

I watched at my fish pond only a minute, when another
larva caught a fiy, and by putting a small net into the Avater I

caught no less than six larvae in one sweep. The dytiscus
larvae, although but three-quarters of an inch in length, have
very formidable mandibles, with which they attack their foes.

The mandibles are perforated at the ends, so that they can suck
through them, and once they get a grip there is no release until

all available nourishment is sucked from the victim.

The water beetle is very interesting, although I much prefer
not to see him in my fish pond. The larva has a large head,

which is narrowed behind. Its body is clothed with such hard
integument that it may be said to be trul.y armoured, and it has
mostly its own way in the pond. I placed one in a glass

aquarium a few days ago with half-a-dozen water snails, and in

a short time he had fixed his mandible firmly into one of the

snails as it crawled up the glass. Of course, the snail imme-
diately drew itself inside its shell, but the suddenness of the

attack caused it to release its hold on the glass and it fell to the

bottom, the dytiscus still with its mandibles embedded. Next
day I looked at the aquaria, and not one of the six snails was
alive ; all of them had succumbed to the dytiscus larvae. I then
placed six larvae in a small aquarium together, and it was not
long before a pitched battle started. The vanquished in the end
proved to be the meal of the victors ; for three days they dis-

appeared one at a time till only two were left, and these appar-
ently lived happily together.

The larvae breathes air through spiracles on the sides of the

abdominal segments, and they come to the surface tail upper-

most, and in that position appear to breathe through the pos-

terior spiracles in particular. When the larvae is fully grown
it crawls out of the water and buries itself in the soft damp
earth. There the metamorphosis takes place. As the warm
Aveather of spring or summer arrives it awakens from its sleep

and emerges from the pupae case a perfect insect. It is not long

away from the water, hoAvever. It craAvls to the top of adjacent

rushes or grasses and dries its wings, and flies back to the AA^ater.
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Here it coiitinue.s its I'civagcs on insects and other small Avater

life. Altliongh now an animal of much different structiu'e it

still breathes in mucii the same fashion, and rises to the surface
tail up, taking a bubble of air under the elytra or wing cases,

and then diving to the bottom to its prey among the water weeds
there. At night it leaves the water and flies away, but finds
water a sain before davbreak.

SILKWORMS.

"Oh! what a lovely rich colour! How did you manage to

obtain such lovely silk!" These and kindred exclamations

shall be my excuse for putting upon record my experiences with

regard to silkworm raising and selection. This selection has

consisted of the sorting of cocoons of different colours, and
keeping those of each kind separate.

Some few years since I found a few nearly orange-coloured

cocoons, which I put aside, hatched the moths separately, and

kept all these moths and the eggs laid by them apart from any

others, until two seasons ago 1 had quite a number of cater-

pillars and was able to wind oft' a fine bunch of rich yellow silk.

Thus by a process of selection I was able to isolate and develop

the characteristic of producing yellow silk, as very few of the

oft'spring of the selected cocoons have departed from that colour,

and the silk is ap])arently quite equal in texture and quantity to

the usually lighter-coloured cocoons. I fear I shall only be able

to rear a few this season, as owing to an unfortunate accident

I lost most of my larvae last season. It is apparently an in-

stance of a natural variation being caught and perpetuated,

though Avhether it is any improvement upon the ordinary light-

coloured silk I can scarcely say, silk-rearing not being carried

on commercially in Australia. It certainly adds much interest

to an already interesting hol)by. 1 am looking forward to the

coming breeding season and wondering what may be in store.

ALBT. CANNING (through Mr. A. G. Edquist).

Note.—In these brief notes Ave have outlined for us a very

interesting and useful type of Nature study. What Mr. Can-

ning has done Avith silkAvorms others may do Avith floAvers, vege-

tables, etc.—A.G.E.
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HARVESTER ANT.

THE HARVESTER ANT (Pheidole, sp.).

By R. J. Burton.

The Harvester Ant is a common little ant about an eighth
of an inch in length, and of a brownish colour. Colonies may
be seen at work in and around Adelaide. Solomon might well
have referred to it when he said, "Go to the ant, thou sluggard.
Consider her ways and be wise,"

Let us then follow the sage 's

advice, choosing this particu-

lar ant on account of its excel-

dent habit of collecting seeds
and drying its harvest under
the rays of the sun, before
storing it away in its subter-

ranean granaries for con-
sumption during the winter.

The seeds of a low-growing
grass, having ears similar to

those of the Canary grass, is

the one preferred, though
most cereals prove welcome to

them, and I have seen a small worker pulling through the

grass portion of an ear of oats many times larger than itself.

The ants, in going to and fro between their nest and the

selected crop, beat out well-defined pathways, which are

crowded with workers, some bringing home the grain and others

going out for more. Having no means of reaping the corn, they

have to wait until it ripens and falls to the ground, whence it is

carried to a clear space near the hole. There it is spread out to

dry, after which it is taken below to the granaries dug out from
the sides of their winding galleries.

This ant does not confine itself solely to cereals, but varies

its diet when occasion offers; for instance, when it can obtain

tasty morsels, such as beetles or caterjullars. These, if too

large, are dismembered before being taken into the nest, there

to be eaten at leisure.

Although this ant seems to display so much wisdom in

storing its provender for Avinter, it seems strange that it should

at times not have the sense to travel the shortest way with its

burden. When not on the beaten path, it straggles aimlessly

hither and thither, without the slightest regard to the saving of

either time or enegv. Again, though there are exceptions, when
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one ant has fonnd something' too bnlky for its powers, and

enlists the assistance of souie eonipanion, the bnrden becomes a

bone of contention between them, to be dragged this way and

that, often away from the nest, nntil the ants decide that the

prize is not worth keeping- and desert it, where it is found by
some future discoverer. Indeed, in this respeet, they are little

different from the ants described long ago by a noted American
humorist.

LIST OF NATIVE FLOWERS.--OCTOBER, 1920.

I

The following is a list of some of the native wildflowera of South

Australia shown at the Wildflower Show arranged by the Field Naturalists

in October, 1920.

Polypodiaceae.—Adiantum aethiopioum, Linn.; Cheilanthes tenuifoliaj

Swartz
Liliaceae.—Burchardia umbellata, K. Br.; Wurmbea dioica, F. v. M.;

Dianella revoluta, R. Br.; Bulbine bulbosa, Haw.; Caesia vittata, R. Br.

Amarvllidaceae.—Hvpoxis glabella, R. Br.

Orchidaeeae.—Thelvmitra aristata, Lindl.; Thelymitra antennifera,

Hook.; Thelymitra rubra, Fitz.; Thelymitra Masmillani, F. v. M.; Thely-

motra grandiflora, Fitz.; Diuris maculata, Sm.; Diuris pedunculata, R. Br.;

Diuris longifolia, R. Br.; Prasophyllum elatum, R. Br.; Prasophyllum

odoratum, Rog.; Microtis porrifolia, R. Br.; Pterostylis pedunculata, R.

Bra.; Pterostylis curta, R. Br.; Pterostylis barbata, Lindl.; Glossodia

major, R. Br.; Lyperanthus nigricans, . Br.; Caladenia reticulata, Fitz.;.

Caladenia Menziesii, R. Br.; Caladenia dilatata, R. Br.; Caladenia Pater-

soni, R. Br.; Caladenia leptochila, Fitz.; Caladenia carnea, R. Br.

Proteaceae.—Isopogon ceratophyllus, R. Br.; Conospermum patens,

Schl.; Grevillea ilicifolia, R. Br.; Grevillea lavandiilacea, Schl.; Hakea
multilineata, Meiss.; Hakea rostrata, F. v. M.; Hakea rugosa, R. Br.;

Hakea ulicina, R. Br.

Chenopodiaceae.—Atriplex nummularia, Lindl.; Atriplei vesicaria,

Hew,; Atriplex limbata, Benth.; Atriplex halimoides, Lindl.; Atriplex
eampanulata, Benth.; Atriplex spongiosa, F. v. M.; Kochia decaptera, F.

V. M.; Kochia eriantha, F. v. M.; Kochia villosa, Lindl.; Bassia paradoxa,
F. V. M.

Amarantaceae.—Trichinium nobile, Lindl.

Aizoaceae.—Mesembryanthemum aec{uilaterale, Haw.
Ranunculaceae.—Clematis microphvlla, DC; Ranunculus lappaceus,

Sni.

Droseraceae.—Drosera Menziesii, R. Br.

Pittosporaceae.—Billardiera scandens, 8m.; Cheiranthera linearis,

Cunn.
Leguminosae.—Daviesia coryml)osa, Sm.; Daviesia ulicina, Sm.

Eutaxia empetrifolia, Sch.; Dillwynia hispida, Lindl.; Dillwynia flori-

bunda, Sm.; PiUtenaea daphnoides, Wend.; Platylobium triangulare, R.
Bra.; Clianthus Dampieri, Cunn.; Indigofera australis, Willd.; Swainsona
procumbens, F. v. M.; Swainsona lessertifolia, DC; Psoralea patens,
Lindl.; Lotus australis, Andr.; Hardenbergia monophylla, Benth.; Ken-
nedya prostrata, R. Br.; Cassia Sturtii, R. Br.; Cassia eremophila, Cunn.;
Acacia continua, Benth; Acacia armata, R. Br.; Acacia mierocarpa, F. v.

M.; Acacia myrtifolia, Willd.; Acacia verticillata, Willd.
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Gerauiaceae.—Pelargonium austiale, Willd.

Eutaceae.—Correa speciosa, Andr.; Boron ia eociulcscens, F, v. M.;

Phebalium bullatum, J. M. Black.

Tremandraceae.—Tetratheca ericifolia, Sm.; Tetratheca pilosa, Labill.

Euphorbiaceae.—Poranthera ericoides, Klot.; Beyeria opaea, F. v. M.
Staekhousiaceae.—Staekhonsia linaiifolia, Cunn,

Sapindaceae.—Dodonaea euneata, Eudge.
Ehamnaceae.—Spyridium obovatum^ Benth.; Spyridium eriocephalum,

Fenzl. ; Spyridium parvifolium, F. v. M.
Stereuliaceae.—Lasiopetalum Behrii, F. v. M.
Dilleniaeeae.—Hibbertia stricta, E. Br.; Hibbertia virgata, E. Br.

Frankeniaceae.—Frankenia laevis, Linn.

Violaceae.—Viola hederaeea, Labill.; Viola betonicifolia, 3m.

Thvmelaeaceae.—Pimelea phylicoides, Meiss.; Pimelea stricta, Meiss.

Mvrtaceae.—Calythrix tetragona, Labill.; Lhotzkya genetylloides,

F. V. 'M.; Baeekea Behrii, F. v. M.; Leptospernuvm myrsinoides, Sch.;

Melaleuca squamea, Labill.; Eucalyptus leucoxylon, F. v. M.; Eucalyptus

calycogona, Turcz.
Halorrhagaceae.—Loudonia Behrii^ Sch.

Umbelliferae.—Didiscus cvanopetalus, F. v. M.; Daueus brachiatus,

Sieb.
Epacridaceae.—Leucopogon Eichei, E. Br.; Leucopogon virgatus, E,

Br.; Epacris impressa, Labill.

Loganiaceae.—Logania longifolia, E. Br.

Borraginaceae.—Halgania cyanea, Lindl.; Halgania lavandulacea,

Endl.
Labiatae.—Westringia Dampieri, E. Br.; Prostanthera Behriana,

Sch.; Prostanthera Behriana, Sch.; Prostanthera microphylla, Cunn.; Pro-

stanthera aspalathoides, Cunn.
Scrophulariaceae.—Euphrasia collina, E. Br.

Lentibulariaceae.—Ftricularia dichotoma, Labill.

Campanulaceae.—Wahlenbergia gracilis, DC.
Goodeniaceae.—Dampiera rosmarinifolia, Sch.; Velleia paradoxa, R.

Br.; Scaevola microcarpa, Cav.; Goodenia heteromera, F. v. M.
Compositae.—Olearia pimeloides, Benth.; Olearia myrsinoides, *F. v.

M.; Olearia Muelleri, Benth.; Olearia rudis, F. v. M.; Brachyeome ciiiaris.

Less.; Seneeio lautus, Sol.; Podolepis acuminata, E. Br,; Helipterum flori-

bundum, DC; Helipterum corymbiflorum, Sch.; Helipterum Jessenii, F. v.

M.; Waitzia corymbosa, Wendl.; Schoenia Cassiniana, Steetz; Helichrysum
leucopsidium, DC; Helichrysum Baxteri, F. v. M.; Helichrysum apicu-

latum DC; Helichrysum retusum, Sond. & F. v. M.; Helichrysum bracte-

atum, Willd.; Myriocephalus Stuartii, Benth.; Craspedia Eicliea, Cass.;

Microseris Forsteri, J. Hook.

'"TWIST" IN TREES.

By Wm. Ham.

Nature-observers in Australia have doubtless often noticed

the number of native trees which have a decided twist in their

trunks, giving the appearance of having been bodily turned
round. In many cases, though probably not in all, this twist is

carried right throug'h the wood of the tree. I do not know of

any scientific observations on this subject.
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Tlie December number of the ''Australian Forestry
Journal' ' eontains a letter from a Paris architect (Monsieur
Duillard) to Mr. J. H. Maiden, Director of the Botanic Gardens
in Sydney and Government Botanist of N.S.W. The writer says
that he has observed in France the stems of oaks, chestnuts,
apple trees, and olive trees have a corkscrew twist, especially
when the trees are getting old, and that the twist in these trees
always goes up to the right of the eye of the observer. The
writer further states that he has never seen a twist in the
opposite direction. On the contrary, he goes on to say, in
France the pine trees always twist to the left ; he does not know
if these trees grow in Australia, but if so he wishes to know if

they twist in the same direction as in France.

In travelling by car through the sheaoak country of the
West Coast some time ago, I endeavoured to collect some data
on this subject. As the car sped along I was able to distinguish
the twist of the trees and it was also quite easy to pick out the
golden-tufted pollen-bearing (male) trees from the pistillate

cone-bearing ones.

I divided them into four classes, distinguishing those in

which the apparent twist was "with the sun" in Australia (i.e.,

rising from East to the North and round to the West and South
—a left-handed spiral) from those twisting in the opposite
direction.

Each class was subdivided according to the sex of the tree,

whether pollen-bearing or cone-bearing. Some of the figures

obtained are appended :

—

(a) Staminate

:

With the sun 211
Against the sun 215

(b) Pistillate:

With the sun 186
Against the sun 167

The numbers seem to show that the direction of the twist
in the case of the sheaoak is a matter of even chance, the differ-

ences being less than the limits of error of observation. Pos-
sibly some botanically interested members may be able to throw
some light upon this interesting point.
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THE SITES OF TWO CITIES.

It is ]i()t intended here to eoiupare tlie beauties of tlie two
cities of Adelaide aud Perth. Both are beautiful and "each has

its own particular attractioiis. Perth has an advantage in the

wide waters of the Swan River, while Adelaide glories in the

nearness and the varied scenery of her hills. The proud citizen

of Perth conducts his visitor to the heights of King's Park, and
thence points out the many })leasing features of the surround-

ings of his capital. AVith no less pride the resident of Adelaide

will take you to the summit of Mount Lofty, whence, from the

base of Plinders" Column, the wide spread of the city may be

seen at one's feet, filling the space between the highland and
the sea. When we come to examine the earth structure of the

two places, we find a remarkable resemblance, and it is to this

similarity that we shall jjarticularly direct our attention.

The surrounding areas of Adelaide and Perth bear also a

distinct likeness to the southern portion of Palestine, the fea-

tures of which land are now so much better known to most

Australians, either by first-hand descriptions or by actual

experience, than theyNvere before. In all three cases we have

wide, low alluvial plains sloping AvestAvard to the sea, and a

fairlv high abrupt tableland of ancient rocks bounding the plam

to the eastward. Thus the plain of the Philistines is compar-

able to the plains of Adelaide and Perth, Avhile the great plat-

form of Judsa may be likened to the Mount Lofty highlands of

South Australia or the Darling plateau of Western Australia.

There are, of course, a number of striking differences between

the three areas, due to variations in the climate and geological

conditions, but the essential features of the earth structure in

all three places are the same, and may perhaps be more clearly

illustrated by reference to the rough diagrammatic sketch

shown in Figure 1. The diagram is intended to represent a

block of land in which two very distinct types of rock are

indicated. There is, first, a series of hard, ancient rocks (shown

crossed-hatched), and a much more recent, less-compacted series

(shown dotted;. At a time not very far distant (geographically

speaking), the Avhole of the area shown in this block may be

pictured as composed of the hard, ancient rocks only, with a

fairly level surface, and standing but little above sea-level.

This" surface had been levelled down by the long-continued

action of running water, wind, and other sub-aerial agents, and

was of a type found throughout the world, and technically
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kiioAvn as "peneplain." The word means, of eourse, almost a

l)iain. This refers to the fact that such river-worn surfaces are

never so thoroughly level as Nature's "built-up" plains, such

as the mallee plains of A'ictoria and South Australia, the Dar-
ling Downs, the basalt plains of Western Victoria, or the lime-

stone plains of the Nullarbor. A peneplain, however far ad-

vanced towards perfect levelling, always retains indications of

its origin in broad valleys and low intervening rises. To return

to our story. AVe had pictured the hard, ancient rocks of the

Darling and Mount Loft}" Ranges thus worn down to a pene-

Figuie 1.—Diagiaiu to show the lelatiouship between the ancient

rocks (Cambrian) of the Adelaide hills and the more recent (Tertiary)

rocks of the plains. The ancient rocks have been broken into

a series of huge blocks, that are in part sunken, step-like, towards the

west. The hidden blocks are covered by the limestones, sands, and
gravels that form the plains. These Ijeds are in the west covered by the

w-aters of Gulf St. Vincent.

plain surface. Really, the rocks of the Darling Ranges (W.A.)
are much older than those of Mount Lofty (S.A.), although the

latter belong to the oldest fossil-bearing series in the world.

Indeed, a distinguished student of the puzzling rock complex of

the Darling Ranges once expressed to me his belief that those

rocks were portion of the original "crust of the earth." How-
ever that may be, both series count their ages in millions of

years, and both were subjected to many changes of structure

and elevation during the long period prior to the time when
they became penei)lain surfaces. At a time when the present

structure and outline of Australia Avere being largely deter-

mined, these peneplain surfaces were broken up by a series of

huge earth-fractures running north and south. Great crustal

movements took place, leading to the slow elevation of some of

the blocks, forming plateaus. At the same time other blocks

sank, down, stepwise, towards the west.
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In the Perth and Adelaide areas the eastern blocks were
raised to form the Darling and Mount Lofty plateaus respec-

tively. Thus, also, the plateau of Jerusalem was formed, as

mentioned. Although the distances and heights in each of the

three cases are quite different. Figure 1 may be taken to repre-

sent the facts of each case. While these great movements of

earth architecture were going on, the rain fell, and the sun
shone, the winds blew, and the rivers ran. The wearing down
forces of sun and air and running water were persistently at

work, ajid while the sinking blocks were being removed from
their influences, the rising blocks were being more and more
vigorously attacked. The faces of the rising blocks were
seamed witli chainiels, which slowly worked their way back into

the highlands, and the great burden of rock waste carried out
of these valleys was carried down and spread over the sunken
blocks. Thus the beauty of the highlands was increased by the

formation of hill and valley, cliff and waterfall. The valleys of

the Torrens, the Swan, and their numerous sister streams were
formed, and all united in building up the wide plains of alluvial

material that now form the surfaces which were selected by
man for the sites of the cities of Perth and Adelaide. Mean-
while, the sea advanced and retreated, according to the varying
movements of the great earth blocks and the amount of allu-

vium brought down by the rivers. In all i)robability these

block movements were not sudden and catastrophic, but quite

gradual. They may be still going on, and an occasional tiny

"slip"' noAv and then I'attles the windoAvs and startles the

inhabitants of these areas. In the later movements, Perth was
favoured by a recent sinking of the ])lain, allowing the sea to

"drown'' portion of the valley of the Swan, and thus to provide
much of the charm and value of the site of Perth.

Adelaide, however, is much nearer to the uplifted mountam
block, Avhich is higher, more dissected, and thus more varied and

picturesque than the Darling i)lateau face. So, owing to these

briefly described geological hapi)enings, Perth has its King's

Park," Swan Water, and the long line of blue hills in the back-

ground; while Adelaide has its fertile plains and park-like foot-

hills, its gorges and waterfalls, and—best-loved and most fre-

quented—"The Hills" of tlie .Mount Lofty Ranges.— (From

"The Australasian.").
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GENERAL NOTES.

The Year's Work.—The full syllabus for the current year

has been published and is now in the hands of members. An
excellent series of lectures and excursions has been drawn up

;

the lecturers include many not previously heard by the Field

Naturalists, while in the excursions, visits are set down to

several beauty spots that have not been visited for some years.

Tall Trees.—The eucalypts of Gippsland have the reputa-

tion of being among- the tallest trees in the Avorld, though the

report that in some cases it takes two people to see to the top
of a tree is not generally believed. Many of the early claims

made regarding the heights of individual trees appear to have
been based on guesswork, and are not reliable. For instance,

400 and 500 feet have been given as the heights reached in some
cases, and an early writer stated that he had seen eucalypts
that "would cast a shadow on the summit of the great pyra-
mid." In his lecture on the eucalypts, Mr. E. H. Ising gave
some definite examples of the big gums of Victoria, vouched
for in Maiden's "Forest Flora of New South Wales." Perhaps
the biggest tree there recorded was one in the Otway Ranges,
32 feet in girth, and measuring 290 feet in height, although a

considerable portion of the top had been broken off. Other
trees actually measured are: (a) 326 ft. high, 25 ft. 7 in. girth,

Neerim; (b) 307 ft. high, 22 ft. 8 in. girth, Mount Monda
;

(c)

303i ft. high, 25 ft. 7 in. girth, Narbethong.

Lecture, March 15, 1920.—During the latter part of last

year several Field Naturalists camped for a few weeks in the
Northern Flinders Ranges, at Moolooloo and elsewhere. On
Tuesday, March 15, Mr. H. M. Hale delivered an address dealing
Avith this trip. A series of fine slides, from negatives taken by
members of the party, showed the magnificent scenery which
occurs in this part of the highlands of South Australia. The
lecturer remarked that oAving to the splendid season the North
was visited under ideal conditions. When passing the Wil-
lochra Creek, near Quorn, it was mentioned that although the
water was then but an inch or two in depth, three weeks pre-
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vioiisly the creek had flooded the railway line so that the train

was delayed for two days. The party travelled by rail as far

as Parachilna, and entered the Ranges through the famous
Parachilna Pass. A few days were si)ent at Moolooloo, which
station, thanks to the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Lindo, has been

visited on two other occasions by members of this Field

Naturalists' Section. Some ])hotograi)hs taken near Moolooloo
showed the uniform dip of the strata away from the escarp-

ments of a series of tilted earth-blocks that there dominate the

mountain structure. The serrated outline of the hills was also

illustrated, the angular weathering being typical of usually dry

regions. Several geographical features of the North have been

named after Messrs. Chambers and Finke, the pioneers who
originally owned Moolooloo. The history of the abandoned
copper mines at Blinman and Nuccaleena was touched upon

;

William Darton Kekwick, McDouall Stuart's lieutenant, died

at the last-named settlement in 1872. The ore now obtainable

in the Ranges is of comparatively low grade, and of late years

the mining industry has received a severe check owing to the

fall in the price of copper. The naturalists camped for a fort-

night at Owienagin, and pictures taken there excited special

interest. The floor of the Owienagin "Pound," as well as much
of the surrounding country, is covered with dense forests of

the Northern Pine (Callitris robusta), an elegant tree giving

quite a })ark-like appearance to the landscape; this pine grows

to a height of 40 feet or more. Huge eucalypts also are abun-

dant, but are confined to the watercourses; views from the

summit of a high hill showed how the course of a creek could be

traced for miles by the rows of Gum trees lining the banks.

Mr. Wilkinson, whose artistic photography is well known,
obtained some beautiful studies of these majestic eucalypts over-

shadowing the running streams.

The native flowers were exceptionally flne, and many
botanical specimens were collected by Messrs. Beck and
Stokes. Quantities of blooms from the northern dis-

tricts were exhibited by the Wild-flower Show of this

Society, held in October of last year. The Argentine

tobacco tree (Nicotiana glauca) is a useless introduction which
covers big stretches of formerly good grazing land. This pest,

after having flourished for a time, dies off and presents a

wilderness of dead branches. Whilst about fifty species of

tobacco are known to science, one only (Nicotiana suaveolens)

is indigenous to Aus'tralia. John McKinlay, the explorer who
later led one of the search parties that endeavoured to clear up
the mystery of the Burke and Wills Expedition, settled at
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Owienagin in about the year 1840. when he was the only white
man living thus far north from Adelaide ; several pictures of his

long-deserted hut and stockyard were shown. Walter Gill,

another pioneer squatter, died here in 1858, and was buried
near McKinlay's hut. Gill's relatives have long desii-ed that
the S]:)ot should be permanently marked, and Mr. W. D. Ure,
a nephew of the pioneer, had charge of this mission, which was
made one of the objects of the expedition. The rotting posts
previously enclosing the grave Avere, therefore, removed and
an inscribed marble slab now records Gill's lonely resting-place.

The Ranges present interesting physiographical features : about
ten years ago a tremendous mass of rock, previously forming
the summit of a high hill at Owienagin, slid almost into the

Gap. Overlooking the narrow entrance to the Pound is a

natural sphinx known as the ''Guardian of the Gap"; other
examples of curious rock weathering were photographed at

various places. On the evening of October 7 an earthquake was
experienced, which, it was later learned, affected a considerable
area. Natural history specimens were collected at every oppor-
tunity, and the insects taken included several new species of

Coleoptera. In the Artimore Ranges the malaria mosquito
(Nyssorh3aichus annulipes) was fairly common; those mosqui-
toes, which in fever districts act as intermediate hosts to the

malarial parasite, may be readily distinguished by their charac-
teristic attitude when resting or feeding. Finally, ]Mount
Padawurta (or Patawartie), one of the highest peaks in the

State, was ascended. This great outcrop of quartzite, once
know^n as Mount Rugged, is over 1,000 feet from base to sum-
mit; two of the party climbed the precipitous south-westeni
face, an undertaking which has seldom been attempted. The
air is w^onderfully clear, and an extensive view is obtained from
the summit, 3,060 feet above sea-level. At this height the party
encountered clouds of small flies belonging to the parasitic

Phoridae, a family in which the males only are winged; the

females cannot fly, and live on the ground.
Lecture, April 19, 1921.—Mr. A. J. Morison made his first

appearance as a lecturer, and in his address on "Parks and
Gardens" gave members a great treat, showing how some of

the most delightful aspects of Nature could be enjoyed even in

the heart of a city. The lecture took the form of a pictorial

tour. Before starting, Mr. Morison told those present a few
facts relating to tree-planting in Adelaide, and gave early and
modern views of the "garden city.'" He remarked that the

first systematic effort to improve the appearance of the parks
by planting trees of different varieties seemed to have been
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made in 1878, during the mayoralty of the late Mr. Henry Scott,
when about 4,000 were planted. From 1878 to 1884 inclusive,

49,000 trees were put in. From 1882 the planting had been
done extensively from the plans of the late Mr. J. Ednie Brown
(formerly Conservator of Forests), who had had a large prac-
tical voice in the early tree-planting operations of the city. For
several years after 1884 tree-planting was spasmodic, and some-
times even dormant. In 1898 the Adelaide City Council took
the matter in hand seriously, and during the past ten years
more than 10,000 trees and shrubs had been planted out from
the municipal nursery. There are about 80 varieties of native
trees on the park lands, the principal being Sheaoak, Silky Oak,
Lagunaria, Callitris (native pine), Acacia, Bottle Brush, Ster-

culia, Ficus, Queensland Nut, Flame Tree, Australian Red
Cedar, Stenocarpus (Wheel of Fire), Moreton Bay Chestnut,
Box, Kauri Pine, and Myrtle. The total area of Adelaide, in-

cluding parks, streets, and footways, is 3,700 acres. The area
of parks under the control of the corporation is 1,900 acres. In
addition, the corporation has 60 acres of gardens and 27 acres

of squares. The park lands are about a third of a mile wide.

The city, with its magnificent lungs, was laid out by Colonel
Light. The survey was started on January 11, 1837, at the

corner of North Terrace and West Terrace, and was finished on
March 10, 1837. Maxwell, in his book, ''A Tour in the Ophir
in 1901," says that Adelaide is certainly one of the most dainty

cities in Australia.

Excursion, March 12, 1921.—A party of Field Naturalists
explored the beach south of Brighton Jetty. Few shells were
found, as there had been no rough weather lately. The leader
(Mr. W. J. Kimber) pointed out that nearly 1,000 species of

shells were found in South Australian waters, and there was
need for young collectors to take the place of older ones who
had done much for the science and would help beginners.

Specimens were found of Cephalopods (squids, cuttlefish, etc.),

Gasteropods (limpets, whelks, winkles, and so on), and Pelecy-

pods (cockles, oysters, mussels, etc.), characteristics of

each class were mentioned, also the various depths inhabited by
them. Members were interested to know that bivalve molluscs

help to purify sea water by taking from it for food much impure
matter. This is done by two siphons, one of which takes in

water which circulates through intestines which retain matter
as food; the water is then ejected through the upper siphon.

Mr. Nettleback, a keen entomologist, found on a bush on the

cliffs, the egg case of a mantis, and opened it, revealing its

structure so admirably arranged with a great number of eggs.
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The life histories of the dragonfly and antlion were told, and
members had an instructive and pleasant outing:.

Excursion, March 25-28, 1921.—Under the leadership of

Mr. T. P. Bellehambers, a party spent several enjoyable days
touring the Murray River in a motor boat. Native burial

grounds along the route were investigated, and it was noted
that large stones had been placed over the graves to prevent
disturbance of the corpses by dogs. Skeletons were found at

places where the surface was literally covered with fragments
of Union shells, and the leader remarke dthat this occurrence
represents two periods of time. The aboriginal does not inter

his dead at kitchen middens, and such localities were therefore

primarily used as burial grounds, but later generations unknow-
ingly feasted over the graves of their ancestors. Many of the

gum trees along the banks bear the long scars which remain
when canoes, shields, or food vessels have been^ cut from the

bark. The remains of echinoderms, molluscs, and protozoans
commonly occur in the marine strata, but the so-called

"Nouree" fossil, exposed on a cliff near Bowhill, appears to

differ from other known forms obtainable. This large specimen
projects from a sheer face of rock, and is situated about 30 ft.

above the level of the river. Vandals have damaged it with
rifle bullets, but the naturalists lacked the apparatus necessary
for its removal to safer quarters. This fossil is of additional

importance, in that it figures in the aboriginal legend of the

creation of the river. Angling was carried on whenever oppor-
tunity offered, and the fish most commonly caught was the

Tcheri (Therapon ellipticus). The Murray cod (Oligorus mac-
quariensis) is becoming increasingly scarce. Some time Avas

spent at Wongulla, where many fossils were collected and iden-

tified, and photographs obtained of the native carvings in the

soft rock. During their investigations near a small cave, some
members disturbed a nest of paper-wasps, and an ignominious
retreat ensued. At the end of each day discussions were held
concerning the material obtained. During the whole course of

the trip the weather was uniformly fine. Nothing could be
more delightful than to drift in the moonlight over the placid
waters of the Murray. Scarce a ripple disturbs the surface,

save when a leaping fish scatters a thousand silvery reflections.

The call of the night-loving boobook owl echoes across the
river; soft noises of the night whisper in the trees along the

banks, and one feels at peace with all the world. On such an
evening it is easy to imagine the distant monotonous chant of

a ghostly corroboree, reminiscent of a once happy and prosper-

ous people, whose country has been usurped by the white man.
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NOTES ON THE FORMS AND HABITS OF AQUATIC
INSECTS.—PART I.

By Herbert M. Hale (South Australian Museum).

The conventional idea of an aquarium is a few goldfish and
a glass bowl, in which the necessity of daily changing the water
is a decided nuisance. It is, however, quite a mistaken idea to

imagine that fishes must be kept to make an aquarium interest-

ing. Many insects spend the greater part of their existence,

or their immature stages, in the water ; very little is known of

some aquatic larvae : indeed, it is not always certain to what
species they belong. The habits of these insects, the manner
in which they obtain oxygen, and their methods of breeding
are intensely interesting. An aquarium is a decided asset to

the entomologist, and in the study of aquatic insects, or those

in which the larval stage is spent underwater, it becomes a

necessity.

The fitting up of an a(iuarium is quite a simple matter.
Almost any clear glass receptacle will do for the vessel—the

accumulator jar, as used by electricians, is excellent, and even
the smaller fruit jar can be made use of. Some well-w^ashed

sand or gravel is placed in the bottom, and a few water-plants
are installed. The water will then keep perfectly clear and
pure, and if no decaying organic matter or other deleterious

material is present, will remain so indefinitely, and need never
be changed. A sheet of glass on the top of the jar keeps out

dust and, provided that the inmates are fed regularly, the little

underwater world will maintain itself without further atten-

tion.

Some Australian insects have aquatic larvae, but compara-
tively little is known of their life histories ; often such a species

in the immature stages is not recognised by the entomologist,

and thus there is scope for ample research work. Mr. R. U. Till-

yard, when working on the Australian dragon-flies, found the

aquarium indis|)ensable, and mentions the fact in his book on
"The Biology of Dragon-flies.'' A few years ago the writer

obtained some curious unknown maggots from the River Mur-
ray, and these, contrary to expectations, proved on hatching to

be the larvae of a fly.

The term "aquatic" insect may be applied to any which is

adapted to spend all or part of its existence beneath the water.

Now, oxygen is necessary for the well-being of all insects, and
the various organs must be constantly bathed in air ; this being

so, it will be well to study the respiratory system before pursu-
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ing our subject further. Ramifyino: everywhere through the

body are thousands of little branching tubes known as tracheae
;

usually additional ])ouclies are present at intervals, and these,

by contracting and expanding, further assist in pumping air

along the tracheae. The general mechanism of the apparatus

is very simple : the greater part of the system is situated in the

abdomen, which is itself capable of considerable contraction

and expansion. It is by alternate movements of the abdomen
that an insect breathes, for when the body is contracted the

tubes and pouches are compressed and the vitiated air is ex-

pelled. The tracheae are lined throughout their length with a

coiled, spring-like strip of chitin, so that when the abdominal
pressure is released they automatically resume their normal
tubular form and fresh air is drawn into the system. The air

enters the tubes through a number of external orifices, known
as spiracles, which can be opened and closed at will. When
they are open the system receives and expels air in response to

the respiratory movements of the body; when closed all com-

munication with the surrounding medium is stopped, and the

supply is thus regulated according to the wants of the indi-

vidual. To give an analogy, the spiracles are the nostrils and
the tracheae the lungs.

Most insects rapidly succumb when deprived of oxygen,*

and aciuatic species must therefore come to the surface for air,

or whilst remaining under water have some adaptation to

enable them at the same time to obtain atmospheric air; or

again they may utilise the small amount of air dissolved in the

water, or the oxygen given oft' by aquatic plants. Certain

insects which are obliged to ascend to the surface collect a

globule of air and carry it about with them beneath the water
in a similar ^vay to a diver bearing a cylinder of oxygen. In

place of the cylinder, the gas is trapped and held by specially

modified hairs, or is stored beneath horny wing cases; when
the globule is exhausted the insect must ascend for a fresh

supply. Others have adaptations in the form of a tube or

tubes, the orifices of which ma\^ be thrust above the water,

and through which the owner breathes whilst remaining sub-

merged. Species which have no means of communication with

the atmosphere are provided with gills.

*Althougli apparently asphyxiated, some terrestrial insects possess the
faculty of returning to life after having been to all appearances dead for
somj? days. This was demonstrated by Mr. A. M. Lea during his recent
observations of the wheat -weevil in this State.
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Now let us examine some of the insects commonly found
in the fresh-water pools and streams around Adelaide. The
collector should repair to weed-grown pools such as occur below
the River Torrens weir, for these will be found to contain an
abundance of life during the summer months. By sw^eeping

amongst the weeds with a hand net most of the forms to be
enumerated will be taken.

In such a pond, beetles of various sizes will at intervals

swim quickly to the surface, remain there for a short time, and
as rapidly descend, propelling themselves through the water by
means of their compressed, oar-like hind legs, which are fringed

with fine hairs. Amongst them may be a giant of the clan, the

Silver Water-beetle iHijdrophilKs picens) ; there are many
species of this family in South Australia, but none is so large

as this introduced species. When captured it should be

cautiously handled, for beneath the breast is a strong spine,

which may be pushed through the skin as the insect struggles

to escape. The appearance of this beetle after it has obtained

a supply of air is resjjonsible for the common name. With the

aid of the antennae, air is carried down a groove in the thorax

and is entangled in hairs on the underside of the body, which
when so charged presents a silvery appearance underwater.
Two bristles at the termination of the abdomen are used by the

female in the deposition of the eggs, which, like those of other

species, are attached to water plants. The larvae do not in

any way resemble the adult, and, being carnivorous as well as

herbivorous feeders, are armed with a pair of strong mandibles.

Like the Squids of the sea, when disturbed they emit a black

fluid, which clouds the water and conceals their retreat.

Members of the Dijtlscklae, unlike the Silver Water-beetle,

are carnivorous when adult, and will attack almost any other

inhabitant of the pond, including the last-named species. The

habits of the larvae were admirably described by Mr. Savage

in the last number of "The Naturalist" under the name of

"Water-tigers." Fig. 1, Plate 2, shows a larva and a male

and female of our commonest and largest species {Cyhister tri-

punctatiis) ; the perfect insect is over an inch in length and the

larva measures two inches. The male, the underside of which

is illustrated, is provided with a sucker on each of the front

legs, and may thus be readily distinguished. The colour of this

species is dark olive, with a yellowish stripe around the edges

of the head and wing cases. The larva is light yellow, with a

broad, dark brown stripe on the back; it is particularly fero-

cious in its habits. To obtain a photograph the example shown
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was coaxed into position with the aid of a thin stick. Its strong
mandibles immediately grasped the wood, and repeated shak-

ings failed to loosen the tenacious grip, even when the larva

was lifted out of the water; 15 minutes elapsed before its jaws
relaxed

!

The Whirligigs {Gyrinidae) will be found in "schools," in

which formation they individually describe erratic circles on
the surface ; they are predaceous creatures, diving rapidly after

their animal food. The eyes consist of a double series ; the

upper ones apprise the Whirligig of the approach of an enemy
from above, and the lower set detects its prey in the water
beneath.

Mention has been made of the "surface film." This film

is formed by the tension of the water at its point of contact

with the air : it is elastic and is capable of bearing some little

weight. Most of us are familiar with the trick of making a

needle "float''; in reality the needle does not float but merely
rests on the surface film. Deflect the point so that the film is

pierced and the needle sinks—literally falling through a tear

in the resisting surface. This little experiment is of interest,

for many of the specialized breathing organs of aquatic insects

depend for their efficiency on the resistance afforded by this

film.

Water-bugs may be readily distinguished from their terres-

trial congeners in that the antennae are always small and more
or less concealed. Bugs undergo but an incomplete metamor-
phosis, and the individual is active and feeding during the whole
period of its life history. We are sure to find specimens of the

"fish-killers" lurking in the weeds. Reference to the two
illustrated species will show that both are marvels of protective

resemblance in accordance with their sluggish habit. The
Water-scorpion (Nepa tristis, fig. 2, Plate 2), with its flattened,

black body, has the appearance of a decaying, water-logged leaf,

whilst the cylindrical Ranatra (fig. 3, Plate 2), with its atten-

uated limbs, resembles nothing so much as a dead twig. The
name of Water-scorpion w^as applied to the Nepa on account of

a fancied resemblance to its namesake. The supposed "sting"
is in reality a long breathing tube and in a characteristic posi-

tion the insect will be found clinging to the weed with the tip

of this tube protruded just above the surface of the water; the

spiracles are situated at the base of this organ, which is also

possibly used as an ovipositor. The tube consists of two grooved
filaments, and in each of these the groove is lined with fine hairs.

Thus when they are adpressed to form a pipe the hairs interlace
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and prevent the ingress of water. The Nepa swims slowly and
awkwardly with the aid of the four hind legs, but unless dis-

turbed it remains motionless with the terrible pair of front legs

extended in readiness to grasp any small fish or insect which is

unfortunate enough to venture within reach. The fore legs are

strengthened and modified to hold living prey w^ith no possi-

bility of its escape. The edge of the broad thigh has a deep
furrow into which the leg and tarsus fit like the blade of a

pocket-knife into its handle. The comparatively large head
bears a strong rostrum or beak, in reality a case containing an
assortment of piercing instruments. Whilst a victim is held
firmly in the pincers, this beak is plunged into its body and the

carcass is relincpiished only when its juices are extracted. The
Nepa can inflict a painful little wound by driving its beak into

the flesh. Although of such a dingy hue under water, this

species has a much more inviting appearance with the wings
spread; these are of a warm brown tint and the upper surface
of the abdomen is brilliant scarlet. The eggs are small and
have some thin filaments attached to one end. At least two
species of this genus occur in our rivers.

The Ranatra has an insatiable appetite, and its habits are

much the same as those of the Nepa. The prehensile fore-legs,

somewhat similar to those of the Mantis, are each armed with a
spine Avhich precludes the chance of living prey struggling from
their grasp. The eyes are large, each of them being as big as the
actual head.

The Back-swimmers {Notonectklne) are perhaps the best

known members of this group. Their manner of progression is

unusual, for they swim through the water upside down, propelling

themselves with the aid of the long, hair-fringed hind-legs. Air
is obtained at the surface, and is stored in a reservoir between the

wings and the back of the body. I^nlike the other two bugs
mentioned, they are very active, but likewise possess strong beaks
and obtain their sustenance by sucking the juices from the bodies
of other aquatic creatures. These insects also cling to the stems
of aquatic plants and other submerged objects. (Fig. 4, Plate 2.)

The Water-Boatmen {Corixidae) occur in greater numbers
than any of the other bugs found in the Torrens ; they breed dur-

ing the autumn months and, if conditions are favourable, multiply

to a prodigious extent. A very large globule of air is carried,

extending over the whole underside of the body ; Water-boatmen
are thus enabled to remain underwater for long periods without

coming to the surface. They have hair-fringed swimming legs

like the Notonectklae, but unlike the members of that family, they

swim in a more normal position—with the back uppermost. (Fig.
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5, Plate 2.) In parts of Mexico the eggs of Water-boatmen are
used as food. Bundles of vegetation are floated in the waters of

the lagoons, and tlie insects thereon deposit their eggs in myriads.
These are then collected, dried, and used in the preparation of a
cake known as "hautle, " which has been described as "tolerably
good, but somewhat fishy in flavour

'

'

!

Yet another interesting bug {Sphacrodema equis) has been
taken in the Torrens ; it is exceedingly plentiful in the backAvaters

and drains of the River Murray. This Australian species, in

common with members of related exotic genera, carries its eggs

about on its back until they hatch. (Fig 6, Plate 2.) It is

known that the female of some species thus carries the eggs,

whilst in others the male acts as nursemaid : in our representa-

tive it is said that the ova are attached to the female. The eggs

are small, and the flat bodies of the larvae are rolled therein.

Some of the eggs were recently hatched in an aquarium, and the

size of the newly-emerged young bugs appeared out of all pro-

portion to that of the eggs. Water-beetles and bugs fl}^ from
pond to pond when adult, but in the immature stages are con-

fined to the pool in which they are hatched.

NATURE LOVERS OF OLD.

By "Agapetus."

In a rash moment I undertook to write some notes for our
Magazine. This is the excuse for my daring venture. Recognis-
mg that I was not qualified to speak on any branch of Natural
Science, it yet seemed to me, as an old man 'myself, that I might
endeavour to vindicate the claim of the ancients to an extensive
acquaintance with the phenomena of Nature. This theme was
suggested in a conversation with an esteemed friend, who
scouted his obligations to the great thinkers of old. This line of
argument strongly reminded me of Macaulay's comparison of a
smnlar dialectician to a child sitting on his father's shoulders,
exclaimnig, "See how much taller I am than papa!"

Without the foundation of fact and inference laid bv our
predecessors, defective as it admittedly was, we should have had
a very steep hill to climb before we reached the present heights
which knowledge has gained. Faulty as their observations were.
It IS to be remembered they had not the scientific appliances to
supplement the defects of unaided eyesight, nor the accumula-
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tion of ascertained fact and experiment by which to check the

errors of speculation. It is true also that these great thinkers

were too ready to generalise on insufficient data. For all that,

one cannot but marvel at the remarkably shrewd guesses by which
they anticipated the most notable discoveries of quite recent days.

They were given to speculation rather than to that meticulous

observation which marks the rank and file of modern students.

I should be the last to belittle the great importance of exten-

sive and accurate observation and classification, but unless some

attempt is made at generalisation the mind is apt to be over-

whelmed by a mass of unconnected and unrelated details, lie-

flection and deduction should be the natural sequences of obser-

vation and experiment. If the ancients erred in neglecting to

verify their premises sufficiently, we must recollect that some

of our most distinguished modern investigators have occasionally

blundered egregiously from the same cause, as witness the

famous controversies about "bathybins" and the belief in spon-

taneous generation. Apart from all errors, however, the main

purpose of this paper is to show that the old philosophers were

deeply interested in natural phenomena, and, considering their

obvious drawbacks, made no inconsiderable progress in scientific

discovery.

The ancient Chaldean shepherds identified and named most

of the constellations, and roughly foretold eclipses. A study of

the natural history of the Bible reveals the fact that very many
trees, flowers, beasts, birds, and insects were intimately knoAvn

to the writers, and that their habits had been carefully studied.

The apt allusions in the sacred books show that the ways of many
living creatures were subjects of common knowledge. Even in

the latest number of our Magazine the acute writer on the "Har-
vester Ant" thought fit to go back to Solomon for his illustration.

And in the Book of Wisdom a knowledge of most living things is

attributed to the AVise King as a mark of the extent of his

mental endowment.

The orientation of the pyramids and of other monuments of

the Egyptians shows the progress astronomy had made amoiig

that ancient people. The reason why the
'

' scarab
'

' was held in

such veneration, as our entomologists are aware, was due to the

close observation of its habit of kneading little pellets of soil into

spheres the shape of our globe. Passing over to Greece, we find

many instances of close approximation to modern views. Anaxi-

menes taught that outstanding doctrine, the rediscovery of yes-

terday, the uniformity of Nature; he also encouraged his dis-

ciples to seek for the true causes of phenomena.
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EXPLAXATIOX OF PLATE.

Fig. 1, Watcr-ljec'tlo (Ci/histcs iri[)unctaius) ; la, larva.

Fig. 1, Water-scorpion (Ncpa tri,s1is) ; 2a, enlarged vi-'w, showing besk
aucl modified fore-legs.

Fig. 3, Water-scorpion (llcnatra sp.) ; 3a, enlarged view, showing beak
and- modified fore-legs.

Fig. -i. Back-swimmer (Einilidirs sp.) clinging to snbmeiged stem.

Fig. ~), Water-ljoatman {Macrocorisa sp.) as seen from above (enlarge*!

2 diams.j ; oa, swimming-leg (enlarged 10 diams.).

Fig. G, Afpiatic bug (Hphaerodema cquisj, bearing its eggs (enlarged

2 diams. )

.
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Pythagoras maintained that the earth was a sphere revolv-

ing around a central "fixed fire," thereby anticipating Galileo.

In this theory he was followed by Aristarchus, who taught the

heliocentric theory of the solar system. The Ionian philosophers

believed in the indestructibility of matter, and that all material

things consisted ultimately of a single element ; a theory which
has in our days received strong reinforcement from recent experi-

ments on the structure of the atom.

The atomic theory of matter was advanced by Leucippus
and Democritus, and was afterwards expounded by Lucretius in

his "De Rerum Xatura. " Democritus, too, was credited with

a belief, the truth of which Avas established by Galileo, that fall-

ing bodies traverse equal distances in equal times. Darwin's
theor}^ of natural selection and the nebular hypothesis regarding

the origin of our solar system were also among the doctrines he

maintained.

The greatest of the Greek naturalists, Aristotle, in his work
"Perizoon Historia" gives some interesting and remarkably

accurate details of the structure, anatomy, movements, and em-

bryology of a multitude of living creatures; he also compiled

an interesting record of the plants. To the best of my know-

ledge, many of the statements are accpted by present-da}'

naturalists. The Romans mainh' followed the Greeks in their

incursions into the realm of natural history, and were chiefly

compilers.

Lucretius, in the "De Rerum Natura," quoted above, made
many generalisations which have since been established by
observation and experiment—among the rest the germ theory of

disease. The elder Pliny in his "Historia Xaturalis" treats

of physiology, zoology, botany, and mineralogy ; as evidence of

the extent of ancient learning on these points, it may be men-
tioned that Pliny quotes from 327 Greeks and 147 Roman
writers. His death, through too close an observation of Vesu-

vius in eruption, calls to mind a similar devotion in the pursuit

of knowledge in the case of Bacon and his refrigeration

experiment.
I must not forget the Latin Wordsworth—the gentle, lov-

able author of the JEneid, who combined with an intense love of

his native land a tender interest in and deep sympathy with the

life and habits of his plants and animals. In his Eclogues he

waxes enthusiastic over the power and life of Nature as revealed

in the Italian spring—the grace and delicate hues of the wild

flowers, the quiet beaut}'^ of green pastures, and the rugged ma-
jesty of the cloud-capped mountains. In Virgil's advice to far-

mers, given in his Georgies, despite some forgivable mistakes,
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he reveals an intimate acquaintance with the rising and setting

of the constellations, the restless movements and noisy assemblies

of the birds at the change of the seasons, the care of the sick and
the various labours of the bees, their attendance on their queen,

and the providence and organization of the ants. Unlike many
of our modern naturalists, he was not content W'ith mere observa-

tion and classification, but sought a meaning, a significance, and
a guiding intelligence behind phenomena. Borrowing from
Pythagoras, he writes:

—"The Deity, they tell us, pervades all

earth and the expanse of sea and the deep vault of heaven ; from
Him flocks, herds, men, wild beasts of every sort, each creature

at its birth draws the bright thread of life ; further, to Him all

things return, are restored and reduced: death has no place

among them, but they fly up alive into the ranks of the stars

and take their seats aloft in the sky.
'

'

Humboldt, the great traveller and naturalist, expresses a

high appreciation of the researches of Pliny. The ancients lived

closer to Nature, and identified themselves with the general

scheme of things. Tlieir love of Nature was more that of the

artist or the poet. They did not make a careful inventory of

their mistress's charms, e.g.

:

Item: A Grecian profile;

Item: A rosebud of a mouth;
Item : An eye blue as the sea ;

Item : A stately column of a neck, etc.

They were so deeply impressed with her beauty and excellence

that they could not coldly scan the curve of the lip, the perfect

contour of the cheek, or the colour of the pupil, but were fas-

cinated by her general charm and by her bounty. The critical

faculty had not been so sedulously developed as in our modern
days, and if they relied too much on authority, our modern in-

vestigators are not altogether emancipated from that reverence

for the great achievements of the leaders and pioneers of epoch-

making discoveries. The old philosophers made mistakes which

would excite the ridicule of Macaulay's "Schoolboy,'' but who
can say that many of our fine spun theories may not prove equally

laughable to our posterity?
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THE DINGO.

Mr. J. Neil MeGil]^ writes :—In a report of an excursion

on December 4, 1920, to the Zoological Gardens ("S.A.

Naturalist," Vol. 11, No. 2) I read with interest that "bones
of the dingo were found with those of the deprotodon and with

human teeth as fossils in certain parts of Australia.'' I am
not quite sure of the significance of the latter part of the quota-

tion. Most people, I believe, think that the dingo was intro-

duced by Dutch navigators into the Northern Territory. Early
settlers in the interior parts of the Commonwealth have stated

that when they went there the dingo was not in great numbers,
but was rapidly increasing. This was before the introduction

of rabbits to those parts. One would naturally ask, why there

should be a noted increase, if, as the finding of fossil bones
would appear to indicate, the dingo was a native of Australia.

After the introduction of the rabbit the increase of the dingo

was astonishing. Previously the female dingo seldom reared

more than two yoimg ones a year, whereas now, with a plenti-

ful supply of rabbits as food for its offspring, the female can

and does rear as many as ten pups. The average litter of pups,

in the writer's experience, would now be quite six per annum.
The dingo nowadays seeks for breeding quarters in a locality

where rabbits abound.

I have always thought that nearly all the pests that Aus-

tralians have to contend with were importations, and would
reluctantly acce]:»t the theory that our second worst pest, the

dingo, is a native. Undoubtedly the rabbit is the worst pest

by far, and it even increases a number of the other pests, i.e.,

dingo, fox, blowfly, etc.

I would like to suggest that the bones of the dingo found
with fossil bones of the diprotodon were of less antiquity than

those of the diprotodon. It has been my experience to find

that, in hot Aveather, the dingo seeks out the dry salt lakes,

scratches out a deep trench in the soft, cool bed of the lake, and
camps therein. In this way the dingo is able to keep alive

during the heat of the summer, I have on many occasions,

when hunting the dingo along a lakeside, found these deep

tunnels, and now and again dead dogs are found in them, some-

times as deep-^s six feet from surface. Now, with the dust-

storms that prevail in these central lake localities, and per-

chance with floodwaters spreading over the lake bed, the tunnels

in time become filled up. I would respectfully suggest that

this might be the origin of the bones found along with the

diprotodon. I am familiar with the Lake Callabonna area,
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where the bones of the diprotodon are to be found, and these

dingo tunnels are quite common on this particular lake.

So far as I know, the only reason for doubting that the

dingo was "introduced" is the fact that Capt. S. A. White, in

his journeys to Mounts Musgrave and Everard, in Central Aus-
tralia, noted that the older female aboriginals had a custom of

carrying a dingo round the waist, also that the aboriginal has

its native name for dog. Now, knowing the habits of our

aboriginals fairly well, I am inclined to accept these facts as

strong evidence that the dingo was a native, or that the aborig-

inal always had dogs that became crossed with the dingo. The
aboriginals do not change their customs ; tliese are handed down
from generation to generation.

I should be glad if the "Origin of the Dingo" was
thoroughly thrashed out. I am, unfortunately, much inter-

ested in this pest, or rather the destruction of it. If the dingoes

may properly be classed as a native fauna, they ought to be pro-

tected—yes, every one of them, safely, at the bottom of the

sea.

Editor's Note:—A good, general description of the habits

and depredations of the dingo, with a detailed account of the

best methods of destroying this pest, is to be found in a recent

paper by Mr. A. S. Le Souef, of the Sydney Zoological

Gardens.* While sympathising with Mr. McGilp's point of

view regarding the destruction of this animal, it must be con-

fessed that to most of us, as naturalists, the more interesting

point is the academic one of when and how the dingo came to

Australia.

The idea that the dingo was introduced into Australia by
the early Dutch navigators is new to me, and is not entertained

by those who have investigated this matter; there is ample evi-

dence that the dingo lived in Australia at times long prior to the

visits of these early explorers. The question of the mode and
date of the dingo's advent is one on which many and varied

opinions have been expressed ; it is closely bound up with the

still more obscure question of the antiquity of aboriginal man
in this continent. That the dingo did come to this land, as a

trespasser, there is not the slightest doubt. Except for a few
bats and other small eutherian (higher) mammals, the dingo
and man are the only eutherian mammals that were present
when the Avhite man took possession. The presence of the

bats, etc., presents no difficulty, but that of the aboriginal and

*** Science and Industry," Vol. II., No. 2, Dec, 1920.
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the dingo does. They did not evolve here. Whether they
came together or separately, and the time and manner of their

coming, are questions difficult to answer.

One of the latest pronouncements on the matter is made by
Professor Wood-Jones, now of the Adelaide University, in a
lecture on the Origin of Man, delivered at King's College, Lon-
don, in 1918. Professor Wood-Jones' opinion is refreshingly
positive in expression. In the published record of the lecture

referred to, after discussing the evidence of the ancient Talgai
(Queensland) skull and of various dingo and extinct marsupial
fossil remains, he says of Man and the dingo: ''No land bridge
let them in, else a host of eutherian followers would have
crossed Wallace's line in their company. Beyond a doubt they
came by sea, and they came not as sea-tossed castaways such as

are those animal pioneers that furnish the population of some
distant islands. The progenitor of the Talgai man came with
his wife, he came with his dog and Avith his dog's wife, and he
must have done the journey in a seaworthy boat capable of
traversing' this unquiet portion of the ocean with his consider-

able cargo."

As suggested above, there is no generally accepted positive

evidence that the aboriginal and the dingo came to Australia
together. Still, there is no doubt of the remote antiquity of

both in this continent, with a high degree of possibility that

they came together. The best evidence of the high antiquity
of man here is the Talgai skull, found in 1884, near the town of
Warwick, in Queensland, and described by Dr. S. A. Smith, of

Sydney, in December, 1916. The skull is that of a male youth,
a member of an extremely primitive race of men.

Other evidence of man's antiquity are the famous ''human
footprints" found in the dune limestone, at Warrnambool, Vic-
toria. In these limestones, also, the footprints of an extinct

bird, Genyornis, have been found. There is also the much
debated "Buninyong bone," a fragment of rib-bone of an
extinct giant marsupial, cut to a knife-like shape by means of

a sharp instrument. I paid a visit to the Warrnambool
Museum to see the "footprints," and also, by courtesy of Sir

Baldwin Spencer, visited the crypt of the Melbourne National
Museum and saw the "bone." Both specimens are of great
interest, and the latter is most convincing. I forgot to men-
tion that the bone was found in a swamp deposit, near Ballarat,

238 feet below the level of the lava flow. I have also seen an
aboriginal stone implement, the finder of which—a Mr.
McKenna, a Victorian mine manager—told me that it was
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obtained in the gold-bearing- gravels below the newer basalt

flows. There are other items of evidence that need not be
detailed, but we may mention also the fossils of the Wellington
Valley Caves in New South Wales, Avhere the fossil remains of

the diprotodon, the dingo, and man have been found in the
same deposit. This is strong evidence for the co-existence of

these three animals at an extremely remote time, but the evi-

dence that man or dingo was here before or during the last vol-

canic period is not conclusive. Those interested should consult

the writings of the late Mr. R. Etheridge, jun. (Bulletins of the
Australian Museum, Sydney, 1890), Prof. R. W. Gregory (Proc.

Roy. Soc, Vic, 1904), and Chapman's "Australian Fossils."

Mr. Etheridge also published an interesting paper (in 1916
or thereabouts) on "The Warrigal or Dingo: native or intro-

duced." Although the name warrigal or warragal is preferred
to dingo by some writers, I noticed recently that in Tench's
"Botany Bay," published as early as 1789, we find: "The only
domestic animal the aboriginals have is the dog, which in their

language is called dingo." The earliest explorers into the

Australian interior also record that the aboriginal camps w^ere

always frequented by the dingo. The point referred to by
Mr. McGilp, re the dingo entrenching itself in the earth during
the heat of summer, is of great interest, but it cannot explain
the association of dingo and marsupial remains in the Gisborne
Cave (Vic), the Wellington Valley Cave (N.S.W.), and other
occurrences. To conclude this somewhat rambling note on
Mr. McGili)'s letter, it may be stated that:

(a) The dingo did not evolve in Australia, but came from
some other land

;

(b) It arrived at a time extremely remote from the pre-

sent, and lived contemporaneously Avith the dipro-

todon, nototherium, and other extinct marsupials;

(c) There is a high probability that the dingo came with
aboriginal man;

(cl) Evidence on these matters is of very great interest to

biologists, and more seekers are required, especi-

ally in our out-back districts, so that any evidence

found (fossil bones, cave deposits, etc.) may be
brought before the ])roper authorities. The har-

vest is great, but the laborers are few.
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EUCALYPTS.—ADELAIDE TO MOUNT LOFTY.

By Ernest H. Ising.

The following is a detailed account of the eucalypts to be
seen growing in the neighbourhood of the railway line, between
Adelaide and Mount Lofty. The species to be described are as

under :

—

1. Eucalyptus rostrata, Schlect. River Red Gum.
2. E. leucoxylon, F. v. M. Yellow Gum.
3. E. fascicidosa, F. v. M. Pink Gum.
4. E. viminalis, Labill. Manna Gum.
5. E. ruhida, H. D. & J. H. M. Candlebark.
6. E. odorata, F. v. M. Box.
7. E. ohliqua, L'Her. White Stringybark (Messmate).
8. E. capiteUata, Smith. Brown Stringybark.

1. E. rosirata. River Red Gum.
After leaving the Adelaide railway station the Red Gum is

the first one that is seen growing in its natural state. This is at

Goodwood, along the small creek there. The trunks are very
large, being 3 or 4 feet in diameter. It is worthy of note that

this gum is found lining creek ways all over the State.

The Red Gums again appear after the first tunnel is nego-

tiated. They are growing in the small creek running westerly,

and up the side of the hill to the north. From the creek to the

ridge-top it is very steep. The Red Gums extend from the creek

bed to more than half-way up the northern slope of this hill, and
are mixed with a few Box Gums {E. odorata). At about half-

way the Reds are met by the Sheaoaks (Casuarina sp.), and the

Box, which soon takes charge, while the Red Gum gradually
drops out. There are, however, a few clumps of Red Gum sap-

lings on the ridge itself. The Yellow Gum keeps to the top of

the hills generally.

Near Blackwood a few Red Gums are seen at about 11 miles,

but they are only small trees. A number of Red Gums are to

be found in a small gully at the Belair crossing (12^ miles).

The trees here are not very big, but they are very graceful,

making a pretty picture with their green, dainty foliage and
smooth greyish trunks and branches. These specimens are about
40 feet high. Down the gully on the left they are smaller. Along
the section between Blackwood and Belair the Red and Yellow
Gums and Box are mixed one with another, but the Reds some-
what preponderate. Below Blackwood

—

i.e., nearer xVdelaide^

—

it is the Box that forms the chief tree.
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Passing through Belair (13| miles) we again meet with the

Red Gnm at 14^ miles, where, in the National Park, they have
grown into very big trees. The bark of these trees here takes

on a very drab appearance, being of the greenish-grey shade
characteristic of this species. The altitude is now about 1,100

feet above sea-level, and the character of the flora undergoes a

change. Xt this point another range of hills is met with. For
a mile or more the Red Gum is plentiful along the gullj^ through
which the railway line runs. It is associated here with other

light, smooth-barked gums, but at 16 miles they give place to

Stringybarks. Between this point and Mount Lofty very little

of the Red Gum is seen from the railway, but no doubt there are

trees to be found in the moister positions.

2. E. leucoxylon. Yellow Gum.
The Yellow Gum prefers the liills, and I doubt whether

there were any trees of this species growing on the Adelaide
Plains in the early days. The first of these are to be seen as the

first tunnel is negotiated. Along the tunnel hill the Yellow Gum
is found near to and on the top. At about 8J miles, we look

west down the gully in which grow the Red Gums, and on the

hillside to the right grow the Red, Box, and Yellow Gums. After
passing through the second tunnel the next Yellow Gums are

seen, and then again close to Blackwood, just before entering

the third tunnel. At the Blackwood station there are some fine

specimens of this tree ; the trunk is streaked with a dark-brown
bark near the base, but is of a lighter brown further up. A very

light, white-grey bark alternates in strips with the shades of

brown. None of the greenish colour of the Red Gum is observed

in the Yellow Gum.
Leaving Blackwood (11^ miles) and on to 13 miles, not much

is seen of this particular species, but there is a mixture of Yellow

and Red Gums just before Belair is reached, on both sides of the

line. On the left side there is a group near the station, and
they are trees of 40 to 50 feet high; the bark at the base on

some of them is very dark for at least six feet up the trunk,

above that it is clean whitish-grey, streaked with light broAvn.

Passing Belair an ironstone ridge is traversed before enter-

ing the next range of hills. Along this ridge some Yellow Gums
are found, and most of them are attacked by the Hanging Mistle-

toe {Loranfhus pendulus). These gums here are not at all large,

sometimes they grow in small clumps, about six small trunks

arising from the same underground base. One Yellow Gum,
about 30 feet high, witli the bark near the base dark and rough

grey-brown and whitish, with the Mistletoe (LorantJuis pendu-

lus) on it, is to be seen in National Park, near the Belair station.
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From 15 to 17 miles the Yellow Gum is fairly common,
particularly so between the two points where the Box Gum ends
and the Stringybark commences.
3. E. fasciculosa. Pink Giun.

This gum usually has a crooked trunk and seldom makes a

tall timber tree. Mr. W. Gill, Conservator of Forests, showed
an exceptional specimen in a photo, taken in the North at Mount
Remarkable; it was certainly a fine tree, several feet in dia-

meter. The only spot I know where this particular gum is

found is just at the entrance and on the top of the tunnel at Long
Gully (17 miles). On the side and top of the hill there are

quite a number of these trees. They have a smooth grey bark
of a fairly uniform colour. The seed j^ods are very small and are

in open leafless clusters. The timber is of a reddish colour when
freshly cut, and is very hard and durable. The tree flowers in

October.

4. E. viminalis. Manna Gum (see Fig. 1, Plate 1),

The seed pods of this gum resemble very much those of

Red Gum, and are small. The leaves are fairly long and droop.
This drooping habit of the leaves and branchlets has given the

gum its name of
'

' viminalis,
'

' which means drooping. Outwardly,
as far as the bark is concerned, it is similar to the Yellow Gum.
The bark in this species, howe^'er, is almost invarialjly dark and
rough at the base, which is seldom the case with the Yellow Gum.
At Kuitpo Forest some Manna Gums were seen which had the

rough bark extending right up the trunk for 20 to 30 feet—an
unusual thing.

As the range of hills beyond Belair is entered at 15 miles the

Manna Gum becomes familiar. A definite characteristic is

the spreading nature of this tree and its light smooth bark. For
the next mile this gum is very plentiful, and forms the chief

connecting link between the Box Gum and the White 8tring\'-

bark. This is a very interesting section. The Manna Gum do"s
not mix Avith the Box, but appears just at the spot where it is

last met Avith. Neither does it appear to be so plentiful among
the stringybarks as it is between the two gums mentioned above.

In the small gully by the tunnel at 1(31 miles the foliage and
trunks of the Manna Gum are somewhat mid-grey in colour;

perhaps this is ])ecause the trees are young ones and that they
get less sunlight than others. They are Avell sheltered on three

sides by the adjacent hills. This species is at home along this

section, occurring in patches where the soil and situation suit it.

Large specimens are to be seen near Long Gully and by the

Upper Sturt tunnel, it is a good tree for timber, the latter being
very light in colour.
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5. E. riihida. Cancllebark.

This species has been separated from the previous one ( E.

viminalis) , with which it is closely allied. The chief difference

is that the Candlebark has a smooth, waxy bark, and leaves a

whitish powder on the hands when it is rubbed. It is more erect

than the Manna Gum, and almost invariably frequents wet
gullies. Its canopy is very scanty, and consequently gives very
little shade. Perhaps this is a provision of Nature, as it gives

the sun the opportunity to dry the soil in Avhich the gum is

found. This is a handsome species, and it presents a very pretty

picture in its native gullies. The buds and fruits of this and
the preceding species are very much alike, but the general aspect

of the tree is markedly ditferent. There are two of these trees

close to Upper Sturt (18:^ miles), and this is the only spot along
the line where I have seen them.

6. E. odorata. Box.

The first specimens of this gum are met with at Gj miles,

near Clapham. Just at this point there are about 100 trees, on
the right hand, about 25 to 45 feet high, with dense spreading
crowns. The trunks are 12 to 18 inches in diameter at the base,

and are from 8 to 15 feet without a branch. The bark on the

trunk is dark, almost black, persistent and scaly rather than fur-

rowed. Some were in flower on February 20, 1920. These big-

trees are much about the same size, and suggest similarity in age.

Among these larger trees there is a rectangular block, consisting

of 106 young trees, 18 to 25 feet high by 3 to 8 inches in diameter,

some of which were in flower, as well as the older specimens.

One wonders whether these small trees are remnants of the scrub
or whether they were planted there. They are not in regular rows,

and I am inclind to think they are of natural growth and plant-

ing. The ground is kept closely cropped by cattle, and there are
no box seedlings in the closed ground. Just outside the fence,

on the north side, some seedlings are seen. Grazing appears to

make the regeneration of this eucalypt impossible. This is the

species that grows all along the foothills surrounding Adelaide,

and in the early days must have covered the plains on which the

city and suburbs now stand.

After leaving the big trees at 6| miles there are a few clumps
of the mallee form as the first tunnel is approached ; these are

about 20 feet high, and with stems up to 8 inches in diameter.

In December last they Avere making new growth, and the light

green of the new leaves contrasted strongly with the darker

shade of the older ones. Emerging from the big tunnel many
tance of over three miles, the box is of the mallee type, and is

of these trees are seen. From this tunnel to Blackwood, a dis-
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very plentiful. The trees range from 15 to 25 feet in height,

with stems on an average 6 inches round.
The varying habit of these trees is very marked. On the

slopes near Clapham they are of a distinct tree form with a large

main trunk, while a little distance away they assume the malleo
habit, with small numerous trunks apparently arising from the

same rootstock. Comparing the leaves, flowers and fruits, they
are all the same, but they have a distinctly different mode of

growth. The mallee form will always groAV again after being
cut down, and evidence of this is seen beyond Eden, where sec-

tions of the scrub have been cut down at various periods. The
next interesting specimen of the Box Gum is observed at about

12h miles, which is beyond Blackwood. Near the railway cross-

ing is one very big specimen of the box, about 60 feet high and
over 4 feet in diameter. This is the biggest tree of the species I

have seen along the line. The box extends along the ridge beyond
Belair, and has the Yellow Gum mainly for company. At 15

J

miles the limit of its range is reached. It is interesting to note

that this tree extends from the plains, through the first range
of hills, to the entrance of the second range

—

i.e., from 200 or

300 feet to over 1,000 feet above sea-level. in a distance of six

miles. It is associated with only two species of gums, the Ked
and Yellow.

7. E. obliqua. White Stringybark or Messmate.
We have noted the various species growing from near Ade-

laide to Upper Sturt, and the}^ have covered most of the area

under review, but for the last three or four miles the stringyljark

is the dominant species. This was the first eucalypt found in

Australia, and was named by L'Heritier 132 j^ears ago. The
first stringybark on this section is seen soon after leaving No. 5

tunnel; this would be about an altitude of 1,050 feet, with m\
annual average rainfall of about 40 inches.

As its name implies, the bark is of a fibrous, stringy nature,
and is always the same in appearance. It is not deciduous, like

the smooth-barked varieties. This tree is being more extensively

used now for furniture-making and for trade purposes. It is

known as Australian Oak. We have some splendid specimens
of this tree near Mount Lofty, but a lot of good timber has been
cut out recently. T^nfortunately, replanting is not taking place

to refurnish the cleared areas.

8. E. capitellata. Brown Stringybark (see Fig. 2, Plate 1).

In J. E. Brown's "Forest P'lora of 8.A.," the writer says
that this tree is more numerous than the White Stringybark in
the Mount Lofty Ranges. This may have applied when it was
written, over 30 years ago, but as far as my observations go it is
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not so at i^resent. This tree has a different appearance in the

field to its congener, and can usually be identified by its bushy
top, which is sometimes almost umbrella shaped. The leaves

form a dense crown at the end of each branch. They are thicker

and stiff'er than E. ohliqua, and consequently do not hang so

much. These two trees can alwaj's be separated by their fruits.

.

E. ohliqua has a cup-like fruit on a stalk, while the other has a

top-shaped fruit without a stalk, and they are packed tightly

together in a^small head or umbel. As in the former tree, the

bark of the l^rown variety is of a fibrous texture, fairly soft, and
never peeling off the tree. On some of the trees I have seen the

bark furrowed in a diagonal x^attern, while in others the trunk

has transverse cuts.

The folloAving table will assist the reader in "placing" the

various points referred to in these notes:

—

Miles from Feet above

Adelaide. sea-level.

Adelaide — .. 101

Goodwood 3 .. 109

Mitcham 5i .

.

242

Clapham 6i .. 318

Eden 9 . . 595

Blackwood 11^ .

.

838

Belair 13i .. 1,009

Long Gully 16| .. 1,311

Upper Sturt 18i . . 1,466

Mount Lofty 19^ .

.

1,613

An interesting feature of the distribution of the various

eucalypt species is to he found in the abundance or otherwise of

the different types found on any hillside. On the hill near the

first tunnel (8 miles) this distribution is as under; reading in

zones from the top of the hill down to the valley bottom :

—

Dominant species

:

Sub-dominant species

:

1. Peppermint. Yellow Gum.*
( Red Gum.

2. Peppermint.
\ Yellow Gum.

3. Peppermint. |
Y^Ho^^ 9^'

[ (Casuarma).
4. Peppermint. (Casuarina).

5. Red Gum. Peppermint.

6. Red Gum. Peppermint.

7. Red Gum. Peppermint.

8. Red Gum. Peppermint.
'(Note.—YelloAV Gum is the name now adopted for our Blue Gum.

"Blue Gum" is reserved for the "Tasmanian" Blue Gum {E. globulus),

ivhich is not indigenous to our State.)
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GENERAL NOTES.

Badge.—At the June meeting of the Com-
mittee, a decision was arrived at regarding the

adoption of a badge for the Field Naturalists.

A sub-committee, consisting of Dr. Fenner and
Messrs. E. H. Ising and AV. Champion Hackett,
had been appointed to consider the matter, and
they recommended the flower of Sturt's desert

pea (Clianthus Dampieri) as the badge, in the

form shown herewith. This was adopted by the

Connnittee. The design has been carried out in enamel, and
badges raa.v be obtained b^^ members from iMiss Ireland, at a cost

of 2/6 each. The emblem should commend itself to all members,
being a beautiful and striking native floAver, common within the

State, and vrith manv sentimental and historical association'^.

Wild Flower Show.—The date of the Wild Flower Show
and general exhibition of natural history objects has been fixed

for September 23 and 24. The exhibition will be held in the
Institute Building, and will be opened at 8 o'clock on Friday
evening, September 23. The Director of Education has kindly
granted permission for the school children in selected districts

to assist in collecting flowers, etc. It is hoped that the function
will be an even greater success than was the case yast year. We
vrould impress upon members that many workers will be re-

quired, particularly on the Friday afternoon. Those willing to

assist at that time will please notify the Secretary.
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Obituary.—We record

with grreat regret the

death of Mr. E. H. Lock,

F.R.H.S., which took place

on July 9, 1921. Mr. Lock
was 61 years of age. He
had taken an active part

ill the work of the Field

Naturalists' section for

many years. He held the

position of secretary for

seven years, from 1905 to

1912, and was Chainuan
from 1912 to 1914. He was
a member of committee
right to the last, and took
his part in our programme
of lectures and excursions.

During his last illness, Mr.
Lock received evidence of

the high regard in which
he was held by fellow-

members, both in official

letters of goodwill and in numerous visits. We are indebted to

the ''Register" for the loan of the excellent photograph of our
late membo:- which accompanies this note.

An additional loss has been sustained by the club in the
death of Mr. Alexander M. Drummond, wdiich took place on
August 3. Mr. Drummond has been one of our auditors for
many years, and although his health w^as for many months past
far from good, he was present at several of our recent excur-
sions. Our sympathy is extended to Mr. E. Drummond in his

bereavement.

General.—In our last issue the titles of two eucalypts, of

which photographs v/ere given in illustration of Mr. Ising's
article, w-ere unfortunately transposed. The first photograph
is that of Manna Gum (E. viminalis) and the second that of the
brown stringly bark (E. capitellataj. The second portion of
Mr. Hale's contribution on "The Forms and Habits of Aquatic
Insects" has been held over for the next issue. We are for-

tunate in having a second article from the pen of Mrs. Brenn,
of Broken Hill, the first portion of which is published in this

issue. We may mention that the Barrier Field Naturalists'
Club, in the founding of w^hich w^e gave some assistance, is now
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going strong, with a membership of SO. and an attractive pro-

gramme. Mr. B. S. Roach has completed the third of his series

of fine articles on the founders of Australian botany ; this

article deals in a most complete manner with the life of Ferdi-

nand von Mueller, and is written in that intimate and personal

manner that characterises Mr. Roach's biographical notes. Dur-

ing the past few weeks the Field Naturalises ' Committee, in

conjunctioii with the Fauna and Flora Protection Commit te?,

took a leading part m organising a i)ublic demonstration ni

favour of further setting aside of national reserves, and of a

more effective protection of the native animals and plant:; in

our present reserves.

EXCURSIONS AND LECTURES.
Excursion, April 9, 1921.—The (uiarry on the old road

leading to Beiair, from which road metal is now being pro-

cured, was visited by a party, with Mr. A. G. Edquist as leader,

A shot which had been fired in the morning had brought dov,n a

large quantity of rock. This provided a fine field for study,

because the broken faces of the stone and the contained minerals

were fresh and clean. After the rock had been examined, and
its mineral content and physical structure determined, a survey
was made of the quarry. The nature of the forces and agents
which had produced the metomorphic characters of these ])ar-

ticular rocks were discussed in the light of the evidence put
forward by modern geologists.

Excursion, April 23, 1921.—In the absence of Capt. White,
Mr. A. G. Edquist led the party, which took the Beach car to

Lockleys P.O., and from there proceeded south through a

plantation of native trees, which had been planted on an area
reserved as a bird sanctuary by Mr. White. Chief among the
flora examined were specimens of banksia, hakea, callitris,

casuarina, acacias, exocarps, loranthus, exotic pines, many small
plants, including hibbertia, and also several species of eucalypts,
amongst which was E. cneorifolia from Kangaroo Island. Leav-
ing the reserve, the party proceeded to the sandhills behind the
rifle range, and there studied the re^nains of native ^^eapons
and implements used by the blacks, who had a large encamp-
ment at this spot in the early days. The effect of the wind as
an eroding agent was studied, and the interesting calcified
remains of tree stumps were examined with much interest.

Excursion, May 9, 1921.—The excursionists journeyed by
motor charabanc to Golden Grove, a locality which was visited
very early in the section's history, and which has often since
been its trysting place. A cool breeze and brilliant sunshine
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made travelling very enjoyable. Owing to the long-continued
dry weather there were very few plants in bloom. Mr. W. H.
Selway, who was leader for the day, addressed the party, and
recalled earlier visits to the locality, notably one in Professor
Tate's time. He pointed out that in this sandy area, similar

in some respects to the miocene uplands near Highbury, the
plants completed their cycle in a comparatively short period,
and were of special botanical interest in that respect. An
abundance of parakeets was observed, and two kinds of lizards

were seen. The botanical results were very encouraging, and
the party travelled further on, with the object of seeing a part
of the Little Para River possessing features of geological
interest, Vv'hich had been explained on a former occasion by
Professor Tate. The return journey was by way of Teatree
Gully.

Lecture, May 17, 1921.—Mr. Henry Savage lectured to a good
audience on ''Papuan Scenery." The lecturer described a trip

taken by himself and others recently along the south coast of

the island, with an excursion inland. This great island has
notably high mountains (one peak being 13,250 feet high),
abundant rainfall, and large rivers; the Fly River is 40 miles
wide at its mouth. The natives and their customs and legends
were dealt Avith in an interesting way, and many excellent
illustrative photographs were shown, also samples of native
workmanship of articles made for peace, war, and worship.
The plants and the general fine scenery were also well depicted
and described by the lecturer.

Excursion, May 21, 1921.—Under the guidance of Dr.
Fenner, a party explored the cliffs and quarries of Waterfall
Gull3v\ The history of the uplift of the great Cambrian and
pre-Cambrian block of the Mount Lofty Ranges was dealt

with from the point of view of the evidence found during the
excursion. The subsequent carving out of the valleys of Sturt
River, Brownhill Creek, and the First, Second, Third, Fourth,
etc.. Creeks was dealt with, and the remarkable way in which
Sixth Creek has extended its territory southward, behind the
head waters of the other streams, was pointed out. Of the
streams flowing both to the east and west from this range, few
reach the sea ; they deposit so much sediment that their waters
are usually lost in these porous accumulations. Interesting
facts of plant and animal life were also noted during the trip,

particularly the remarkable numbers of Wanderer butterflies

that hung, like swarms of bees, on the shad}^ side of some of
the eucalypts. At the fall some of the party were taken in

hand by the enthusiastic curator, Mr. Hogan, and conducted
to various points of vantage, from which charming views of
cliff and fall and distant sea were obtained.
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Excursion, June 6, 1921.—Defying the rain, a large party
of naturalists proceeded to explore the Torrens Gorge. The
excursionists were under the guidance of Dr. Fenner and Mr.
W. Ham, and although the weather conditions ^vere so

inauspicious, they spent a pleasant time amid the striking and
beautiful scenery. Wooded crests, broken by rugged outcrops
of rock, rose almost vertically to a height of some hundreds of

feet. The winding course of the stream, which curved like a

snake around the base of the precipitous crags, was explained
as due to the varying texture of the rocks through which it had
to cut its course. The softer slates and limestones offered little

resistance to the grinding action of the river sediment, but on
encountering the harder quartzites the course of the stream
was deflected at a sharp angle, producing the graceful curves
which added so much to the charm of the landscape. Another
striking feature was the varied outlines of the hills—sharp
ridges where the harder rocks had withstood the eroding action

of wind and water, and beautiful rounded domes where the

softer material occurred. A conspicuous example of rock
folding was observed, plainly showing a syncline followed by
an anticline and another syncline, suggesting the sinuous folds

of a serpent. The whole country gave evidence of extensive

and repeated disturbance.

Lecture, June 21, 1921.—Three members gave lecturettes

on the subject of "Nature-lovers on the East-West Line."
Captain S. A. White, in a general description of the country
between Port Augusta and Ooldea, on the edge of the Nullarbor
Plain, spoke of the difficulties overcome in constructing the

line, such as the lack of good water for engines, men, and
animals, negotiating sandhills, labour troubles, and heat. The
greatest trouble was perhaps the first, although the labour

troubles Ave re constant and serious. Many views shown de-

picted the progress of the line, and the topography, botany,

and animal life of the region traversed. Mr. A. M. Lea, F.E.S.

(Government Entomologist) showed beautiful and curious

insects which he had collected along the line. Among them
were moths rare and common, beetles large and small, weevils

with hard wing cases, and katydids with beautifully coloured

and delicate wings. Mr. Lea considered the district a poor one

for insects, although some of those obtained were remarkable
and several new to science. Mr. E. H. Ising dealt with plants

seen along the route from Kingoonya to Hughes, near the

Western Australian border. Photographs illustrating the types

of country, and specimens from each series w^ere shown through
the episcope. The flat or undulating country of the Tarcoola

district formed one section; the sandhill portion (about 50
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miles) between Wynbring and Ooldea, the second region; and
the great Nullarbor Plain (140 miles of which were traversed)
formed the third series dealt with. The first was open mulga,
saltbush, and bluebush country; the second mallee, with dense
vegetation; and the last section limestone land, with a bluebush
and saltbush plain, treeless and riverless. The vegetation was
of typical desert character, and many interesting species were
collected, including one believed to be new to science.

Excursion, June 27, 1921.—A full-day visit was paid to

Port Noarlunga, under the leadership of Messrs. W. J. Kimber
and A. G. Edquist. The attention of the party was naturally
devoted to a consideration of the three separate series of marine
organisms that may be studied there. In the cliffs abundant
fossils occur in two series of rocks: the middle tertiary and a
later fslightly unconformable) series. Along the shore are
abundant representatives of the shore life of the present day.
In addition, somethii^g of fresh interest to naturalists was found
in the general physiography of this well-known excursion
ground. Altogether the outing was a most enjoyable one.

Excursion, July 9, 1921.—A body of field naturalists

visited the Adelaide Museum. They were welcomed by the
Director (Mr. E. R. Waite). A collection of postage stamps
imprinted with representations of characteristic animals of

many ])arts of the world was first inspected. The scientific

reports of Sir Douglas Mawson's Australasian antarctic expe-
dition were shown. The first four parts were printed in Ade-
laide, but the failure of a new Government to honour the
promise of its predecessor resulted in the remainder being
j>roduced in Sydney, and in consequence the Adelaide Museum
lost the majority of Sir Douglas's fine collection. The peculiar
forms of life found in antarctic seas afforded considerable
interest to the visitors, and the new case, now in preparation,
showing seals, gulls, penguins, etc., brought from Antarctica,
was inspected and greatly admired. Mr. A. M. Lea showed
members some specially fine cases of Australian beetles, moths,
and butterflies, and some time was also given to the inspection
of portion of the collection recently presented by Mr. W.
White, of the Reedbeds.

Lecture, July 19, 1921.—Professor Wood-Jones delivered
a lecture on the question of the origin of the coral islands and
reefs. The professor illustrated his remarks with occasional
lantern views. He first outlined the wonderful theory that

had been put forward by Charles Darwin, and which had held
sway in scientific circles practically from then till now. This
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theory had, in fact, become orthodox scientific opinion, and any
heretic who dared to question it in any way was held in dis-

favour. The lecturer in a most delightful manner followed the
subsequent course of the discussion through Sir John Murray
(Avhose theory he characterized as being now "as dead as

mutton"), and the other theories put i'orvvard on this question.

It was pointed oat that the most difficult feature of Darwin's
fine theory was that it demanded everywhere over the wide
areas of the tropical oceans a sinking ocean floor. This grave
difficulty had been ingeniously met by the engrossing theory
of Reginald A. Daly that the remelting of the ice stored up
during the last glacial period had raised the level of the oceans
of the world the required number of fathoms. The author
proceeded to deal with Professor W. M. Davis, the American
physiographer, who upheld Darwin, but whose basis of discus-

sion was found fault with by the lecturer. Professor Wood-
Jones' intimate knowledge of the Cocos-Keeling coral group
was made the basis for a comprehensive theory of the forma-
tion of fringing reefs, barrier reefs, drowned atolls, and
ordinary atolls, starting with a basis of volcanic or other islet.

This was conceived as being worn down by wave action to the

point where the surface movement of water was no longer felt.

U])on this basis the coral polyps built their barrier, rising until

the surface of the water was reached. The further control of

il:e shape of the reef was held by the lecturer to be w^holly in

the hands of the prevailing winds. By a series of diagrams
the characteristic atoll shapes were shown as they slowly

developed under the influence of the wind.

Excursion, July 23, 1921.—A large party visited the Botanic
Gardens, and were received and conducted by the Director. Mr.
F. Bailey. The afternoon was spent wanderino; througli the
pleasant paths of that delightful resort, stopping- at points
selected by the Director, where plants of new or special interest
were to be seen. The various hot-houses, the palm house, the
conservatories, and the Simpson fern house Avere also visited,
providing a feast of interest for the botanist in a variety of
species gathered from all parts of the v\Tjrld. It is notable that
many introduced plants grow to greater size and perfection in
these gardens than in their native habitat : this is so. for in-

stance, of two plants as far apart in size and origin as the
Bunya Bunya pine, of Queensland, and the Irish strawberry
(arbutus) of Killarney.
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FERDINAND VON MUELLER.

By B. S. Roach.

Near the shores of the Baltic Sea stands the old German
city of Rostock, which even to-day retains many of the charac-

teristics of a medieval town. Our readers will be familiar wdth
the names of at least three eminent men who claim this old

Hanseatic town, or its vicinity, as their birthplace. One was
Blucher, that stout old warrior who rendered such effective

service at Waterloo ; another was von Moltke, whose scientific

strategy caused the German arms to triumph in 1870; and the

third was Ferdinand Mueller, who was to spend nearly half a

century in Australia, and to win high honours as one of the

''princes of the botanical world," to quote the phrase applied

to him by Sir Joseph Hooker.

Ferdinand James Henry Mueller was born in 1825 in a

house built over the principal gate of the quaint old city. His
father was a Commissioner of Customs, and had been a soldier.

His elevated residence was probably chosen because it com-
manded the place where the main trafiic converged to enter

Rostock, and because it was Avhcre the tolls might be easily

collected. We may assume that there was but an exiguous
salary to keep up the official dignity, and that the household
realized the wish of Agur when he prayed to be given neither

poverty iicr riches. The boy had three sisters. Later the

family removed to Schleswig, where both parents died, as did

also one of their daughters. Young Mueller became apprentice

to a pharmacist (Herr Becker), and served his master faith-

fully through the long, long hours of a German trading day,

and then, "while his companions slept," he toiled through the

night to gain a knowledge of academical subjects, so as to

qualify himself for entrance to the Kiel University. As he had
had no college preparation, he must have pursued his task with

unsparing energy. In those days the city of Kiel was under
the rule of the King of Denmark, though later it fell under the

domination of Germany, and became the Baltic entrance to the

great canal. Mueller gained his Ph.D. degree in 1847. Mean-
time his elder sister, Bertha, had shown symptoms of a pul-

monary complaint, and Dr. Ludwig Preiss, who had spent

several years in Western Australia, where he had made valuable

botanical researLhes, advised Mueller to emigrate to the sunny
lands of Australia.

In July, 1847, the three, namely, Dr. Mueller and his

sisters Bertha and Clara, set sail from Bremen bound for Port

Adelaide. He probably selected this State because a large
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number of his compatriots, through the encouragement shown
by George Fife Angas, had already settled in South Australia.
On board the ship, "Hermann von Beckerath," were several
well-known German colonists, including Mr. Moritz Heuzen-
roeder, who for many years conducted a chemist's shop in
Rundle Street, Adelaide. He engaged the young man as au
assistant, so that a situation was ready on his landing.

The ship sailed in a leisurely way across the Atlantic,

touching at Rio de Janeiro, where ^Mueller botanized and carried

on board the ship a stock of tropical plants. Port Adelaide was
reached on December 18, 1847. For a year Mueller worked at

the shop, but he must have been allowed considerable liberty

by his employer, for we know that he made excursions to the

ridges and gullies of the Mount Lofty Ranges, to Guichen Bay
in the south-east, to the Murray scrubs, and as far north as

Mounts Brown and Arden.
In Hooker's ** Journal of Botany" (1853) there are to be

seen the abstracts of two papers, written by Mueller, and read
before the Linnean Society in London by its librarian. The
title of the first paper is "The Vegetation of the Districts sur-

rounding Lake Torrens." One brief excerpt from it may be of

interest: "Sparingly diffused, but far exceeding all the other

flowers in its incomparable beauty, is the queen of Australian
flowers, Clianthus Dampieri, which spreads its long shoots over

the gravelly soil.""* The whole paper shows that Mueller was
not merely a collector of plants, interested only in their nomen-
clature, but that he was capable of taking a broad view of his

science and oi making sweeping generalizations. This, and the

other paper published in the same volume, did not escape the

vigilant eye of Sir William Hooker, then the Director of Kew
Gardens. He and Mueller soon became correspondents, and
in subsequent volumes of the "Journal of Botany," Hooker
gives frequent excerpts from the letters written by the enthu-

siastic young botanist on this side of the world.

In Schleswig, during the year 1841, Mueller had become
acquainted with the late F. E. W. H. Krichauff. They had
seen much of each other as students at Kiel, and a year after

Mueller's arrival in South Australia, Krichauff landed and
settled on a section of land in the Bugle Ranges, between
Mount Barker and Strathalbyn. He allowed Mueller to pur-

chase a portion of this land, and they became neighbours.

Mueller had a small house erected, and installed his sister Clara

as housekeeper. But he did not attain success as a farmer, and
no doubt his efforts were the occasion of much critical com-

* It will interest readers to knovr that this flower has recently been adopted as
the badge of our club.
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ment by his more practical neighbours. It may not be irrele-

vant to mention that Kriehauft* later became a member of the
local Parliament, and won an honoured name as a legislator

for his consistent and able efforts to establish afforestation in

this State. Mueller soon abandoned farming and returned to

Adelaide, where, according to Krichauff, he worked for 15s. a
week. Truly in those far-off days there were scanty rewards
in Adelaide for a Doctor of Philosophy; the rays of Culture,
long afterwards discerned by a well-known traveller, had not
then begun to shine. For about two more years Mueller re-

mained in this State trying to earn his daily bread, and still

ardently following up his botanical studies. Then in 1852 South
Australia began to feel the attraction of the gold discoveries

made the previous year in Victoria. Most able-bodied men in

this State Avere hurrying across to the new El Dorado, eager
to share in the rewards that were being so prodigally dis-

tributed. Mueller decided to join them, not, how^ever, with the
intention of being a gold-digger, but to open a chemist's shop
in Melbourne. But Sir William Hooker, in faraway London,
had willed differently; he brought his influence to bear, and
persuaded Governor Latrobe to appoint Dr. Mueller the
Government Botanist of Victoria.

Mueller's two sisters remained in South Australia. The
elder, Bertha, married Mr. George Doughty, a sheep-farmer
near Penola. She died early, and left a daughter, who is still

living. The younger sister, Clara, married Dr. Wehl, who for

many years practised his profession as a medical man at Mount
Gambier. Mrs. Wehl, who survived her eminent brother, died
in 1901, and left several children, among whom is her daughter,
Mrs. Andrew Stenhouse, of Woodville, to whom the writer of

this paper is much indebted for information regarding many
personal details of her late uncle.

Mueller began his official career as Government Botanist
by travelling, often alone, into the unfrequented parts of

Victoria to make a botanical survey of the State. He was the
first white man to ascend Mounts Latrobe and Hotham, two of

the loftiest peaks in the Bogong Range, in the north-east. With
characteristic thoroughness, he attempted to determine their

heights by the boiling point of water. He crossed the Murray,
and ascended Mount Kosciusko in search of alpine flora. By
1855 he had traversed 4,000 miles and collected some thousands
of new plants. Li his letters to Hooker he writes enthusiastic-

ally about the treasure trove he has gathered.

In 1855 Mueller began his most arduous feat in explora-
tion by becoming the botanist in Mr. (afterwards Sir) Augustus
Gregory's expedition. One of its main objects was to search
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for traces of Leichhardt, the ill-fated explorer, who in 1848
had left a station in western Queensland, and with all his party-

had vanished like a cloud in a summer sky. The fate of the

lost explorer, who was a compatriot, an accomplished botanist,

anJl a medical man, appealed most strongly to Mueller's feel-

ings of pity. Mueller had, too, the additional stimulus of

travelling over new country, containing a wealth of botanical

treasures. Gregory's party went by sea along the coast of

Queensland, and then westward along the north of Australia,

until a landing was made at the mouth of the River Victoria.

The expedition followed the river to its source, when a small

part}^ of four, of which Mueller was one, hurried awaj^ to the

south-west, discovered Sturt Creek, and traced its course until

it was lost in the sterile country to the north-east of Western
Australia. The four then linked up with the main part}^, and
all made their way far inland from the coast across the country,

now known as the Northern Territory, to the Queensland
boundary. Keeping far south of the Gulf of Carpentaria, they
travelled until they struck the River Gilbert, when they veered
to the south-east, and gradually made their way to Brisbane,

which was reached at the close of 1856. They had been away
for sixteen months, had traversed 6,000 miles of new country,

and Mueller had gathered a representative collection of plants

and gained a profound knowledge of the botany of tropical

Australia. So far as the gathering of geographical information
was concerned, it was a most successful expedition, and had
been led by a consummate bushman, who had brought his party
through all perils without any of the tragic incidents that have
given several other expeditions a much larger space in history

books. Mueller was fortunate in being under such a leader as

Augustus Gregory.

Some years later Mueller was the leader of two other much
less important expeditions that travelled over new country in

Western Australia. One examined the tract of land between
Albany and the Stirling Range, and the other went over

country between the Gascoyne and Murchison Rivers. In 1868
he was chosen to lead another expedition in Western Australia,

the main object of which was to search for remains of Leich-

hardt, which, it was alleged, had been found far out in the

interior of that great State. At the last moment, however,
Mueller was prevented from going, and in his place there went
as leader a young man, afterwards the well-known Lord Forrest.

Mueller's records, then, as an explorer are not inconsiderable,

and in themselves would alone have gained him an honoured
name. No other botanist, with perhaps the exception of Allan
Cunningham, explored so much of Australia. Nor did his
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interest in exploration wane with advancing year<. He made
great exertions to promote the expeditions led by Ernest Giles,

and he had been an active member of the committee that fitted

out the ill-fated Burke and Wills expedition. The botanical

specimens gathered by Babbage, McDouall Stuart, Lands-
borough, Giles, Forrest, and other explorers all found their

way to Melbourne for Mueller to arrange and classify.

On his return to Melbourne after the Gregory expedition in

1857 Mueller vras appointed Director of the Melbourne Botanic
Gardens, and he retained that position until 1873. Ail authori-

ties, except Mueller himself, are agreed that both as a land-

scape gardener and a i)ractical horticulturist he was a failure.

He was unable to realize that most people frequent the gardens
not so much to study scientific botany as for the pleasure they
derive from promenading and casually glancing at well-kept

flower-beds. When at length, in response to strong public

opinion, the Baron, as he now had become, was relieved from
his duties, he was very incensed, and for the remainder of his

life never attempted to conceal his chagrin. The Government,
hovrever, softened the bloAv by allowing him to retain his title

of Government Botanist, with residence, herbarium and library.

Mueller's pen seems never to have been idle, if one may
judge by his very extensive output of botanical works. The
Catalogue of the Royal Society (London) credits him with 104
papers, many of them being of hig'h scientific value. His monu-
mental work, "Fragmenta Phytographae Australiae," was
issued in eleven volumes between the years 1858-1882. It is

written in Latin, and gives critical descriptions and observa-

tions (v/ithout any attempt at classification) of plants that

came to him from all parts of Australia. In a previous article

of this series a brief account was given of the generous, un-
selfish, and skilful way Mueller acted as coadjutor to George
Bentham in preparing the seven volumes of the great ''Flora

Australiensis. " At first it was proposed that Mueller should
undertake the sole responsibility of the work, but to do so it

was necessary for him to have access to the extensive herbaria
collected by Banks, Brown, and others, and as these collections

were in England, Bentham was chosen. Again and again
Bentham bears testimony to the help Mueller gave. In the

history of science there are several accounts of similar partner-
ships, but there is none nobler than that which for fifteen years
existed between these two men, the one in England and the

other in far distant Australia, completing: a work which was the

first botanical survey of a whole continent. The alliance of the
English and German intellect of those days yielded massive
and splendid results for the world of science. If the reader
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will turn over a few pages giving a list of species in, say,

Tate's "Flora of South Australia," he will be struck with the

large proportion of the names to which are appended the

initials "F. v. M." These represent the plants first described
and named by Mueller. He wrote other important works, such
as his monographs on the Eucalyptus, one of the most intricate

genus of our flora, on the Salsolaceous Plants, the Myoporineae,
and the Acacias. All these works are skilfully illustrated and
printed in Victoria. Last, but not least, he v/rote a little book
of an elementary character, entitled, *^ Introduction to Botanic
Teaching in the Schools of Victoria." It inculcates the prin-

ciples of the science by dealing solely with Australian plants

;

its woodcut illustrations are very effective. It seems a pity that

now Nature Study has become general in schools this book
has been allowed to go out of print. A copy of each of the

books enumerated in the foregoing list may be seen in the

Adelaide Public Library.

Honours from sovereigns and learned societies were
showered on Mueller. We have already stated that he gained
the degree of Ph.D. at Kiel ; in 1(S57 the University of Rostock,
his native city, conferred on him the M.D. degree (honoris

causa). In 1859 he became a Fellow of the Linnean Society,

and two years later he attained the distinction of F.R.S.

(London), an honour which to the scientist is the blue riband
of the British Empire ; in 1888 he received the gold medal of

the Royal Society, another coveted honour. He was a corre-

sponding member of the French Academy. In 1867 Queen
Victoria made him a C.M.G., he being one of the first three in

Australia to receive this distinction. In 1871 the King of

Wurtemberg created him an hereditary peer, and he became
Baron von Mueller. On the completion of the ''Flora Aus-
tralis" in 1879 he was given another step in the British order,

and became Sir Ferdinand von Mueller, K.C.M.G. Portugal,

Spain, and other countries sent him orders of knighthood. He
was made a corresponding member of more than 150 learned

societies.

It must be confessed that the old botanist derived real

pleasure from exhibiting his many orders. On grand occasions,

such as a levee at Government House, he appeared with them
all making a striking constellation arranged over his broad
breast, and then, through large spectacles, he beamed down his

satisfaction on poor mortals not so gorgeously bespangled. Of
course, there were a few superior people who, standing, figura-

tively speaking, on a lofty pedestal, and thinking themselves

above human frivolities, smiled patronisingly at the Baron's
dazzling splendours ; but at heart Melbourne was proud of her
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grand old man, whose mind v/as a repository of profound
botanical knowledge, and who, although loaded with decora-

tions, never abated his strenuous labours to advance his science.

In ordinary life he did not look the baron pictured by the

romantic novelist ; he was indifferent to the cut of his clothes,

he boasted that he never owned a watch. But the seeker after

botanical or geographical information, however remote his

habitation or humble his circumstances, never appealed in vain

to Mueller. Every year in his own handwriting he answered
thousands of letters of enquiry, a task which, as age crept on,

became a severe tax on his physical strength.

Mueller was one of the founders of the Royal Society of

Victoria, of the branch of the Geographical Society in Mel-

bourne, and of the Field Naturalists' Club. With Mr. Joseph
Bosisto he made important researches dealing with the medi-

cinal properties of eucalyptus oils. It was on his advice

that eucalyptus trees were planted in the marshy tracts of

countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea : this beneficent

work stayed or lessened the ravages of malaria among the

inhabitants of those lands. He laboured unceasingly to encour-

age forestry in Australia.

The year 1896 was one of severe financial stress in

Victoria. The Baron, like all civil servants of that time, feared

retrenchment. Insomnia, worry, and other ills did their worst,

and he died at his residence, Arnold Street, South Yarra, early

in the morning of October 10, 1896. He was never married,

and the hereditary peerage, like the monarchy whence it came,

is now extinct.

For nearly half a century he had lived in Australia, learn-

ing about its varied flora as probably no other brain will know-

it, and he had gone and "ta'en his wages," leaving alm.ost

nothing in the shape of material wealth, but bequeathing a

legacy of botanical knowledge that future students will cherish.

Over his grave in St. Kilda Cemetery his friends erected an
imposing monument to mark all that was mortal of one who,
like Browning's scholar, was

"Still loftier than the world suspects,

Living and dying."
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"LONG-HORNED TREE LOCUSTS."

By E. M. Brenn (Barrier Field Naturalists' Club).

I

These insects are nocturnal, and in this respect differ from

their relatives, the sunshine-loving locusts and grasshoppers.

When I first decided to watch their habits I thought it was
going to be quite a simple affair ; I felt sure that they would be

easily fed on green leaves of some kind, but I was soon un-

deceived. I got some of the black species and put them in a

cage arranged for their convenience, and stocked it with

cabbage leaf, lettuce leaf, and grass, arranged in water in a

shallow tin, buried to the rim in sand. I had no doubts what-

ever about the food, and I expected them to feed and grow fat,

but I was doomed to disappointment. They absolutely refused

to touch the food I had provided for them. I next tried leaves

of different bushes. It was all of no avail; they insisted on

fasting. Before a week had passed their heads and hopping
legs appeared abnormally large, and their flanks came distress-

ingly close together. I failed to discover their food, and thus

my first attempt ended in failure.

Later I got some of the black species, and also some of a

brown species, which is not so large as the former. As the

others had refused everything in the green-leaf line, I gave

them potatoes—potatoes sliced, potatoes whole, potatoes almost

buried in the sand under their hiding bark—and also peelings.

One lean creature, as he wandered forth in search of food in

the evening, nibbled a bit of the peelings, but without relish. I

tried various things which I thought might suit them, but all in

vain : each day the}^ grew more gaunt, and I began to realise

that catering for long-horned tree locusts wasn't as simple as it

seemed. I felt deeply disappointed over my second failure ; it

seemed hopeless to keep them in captivity.

Note.—The name * * long-horned tree locusts,
'

' as used by Mrs. Brenn,

has been retained, but Mr. A. M. Lea has pointed out that these insects

(Gryllacrids) are not locusts, but carnivorous crickets. Failure to recog-

nize their carnivorous habits led to the difficulties experienced by Mrs.

Brenn in discovering suitable food for those in captivity. Their cannibal

instincts also explain the various references in this paper to their attacks

on one another; Mr. Lea states that females will eat other females, and
males, but that males do not eat the females of their own species. The
species referred to are: Brown species (Grvllaeris atrogeniculata,

Tepper) ; black species (Grvllaeris magnifica, Brunner)
;
pink species, not

determined.
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A year later I made a third attempt, and this time I was
more fortunate. I asked some school boys to find what I

wanted, and I had not long to wait before I was in possession

of five females and three males of the black species. A few
weeks later they came to me with a third species. They were
beautiful pink and brownish pink creatures, and they had been
fortunate enough to secure four of them. School boys are

great hunters; it would have been impossible for me to get so

many without their aid. Having discovered a food to their

liking, my greatest difficulty was over. I confined each species

in a separate cage ; each cage w^as covered at the bottom with
three inches of sand, on the sand was placed slightly-curved

pieces of bark, and into each piece I had several holes bored.

This was done to provide comfortable hiding-places for them,

as they have a great dislike to the light, and never fly by day.

When disturbed they run rapidly into any place that can shelter

them from light, and they behave as if it was painful to them.

They are found in holes in fencing posts, the holes having been
made to hold the wire, and in trees which have been bored by
longicorn beetles or moth larvae. A keen nature-lover told me
that he saw a black wasp trying to capture a brown locust,

which was not full grown, from one of these holes in a tree

trunk, and it became much alarmed at the unwelcome atten-

tions of the wasp. After several attempts on the part of the

wasp, and much excited movement by the locust, the wasp
departed to hunt further up the tree. Having been more suc-

cessful, she soon returned, dragging along a tree locust which
she had captured. Over some of the holes the young tree

locusts place little felt-like pads, apparentl}^ to keep out in-

truders. They also hide in holes in the ground, and when poked
with a stick they become very vicious, especially the brown
species. They bite the stick so savagely that when it is quickly

withdrawn they still hold on ; when they find themselves so

suddenly deposited in the hateful light they run quickly for a

hiding-place, and the one who would detain them is severely

punished. They become real furies, turning savagely upon
their would-be captor. The four wings are opened and raised

above the back, the two front legs are held above the head,

which is drawn well back with the mouth wide open ; the

abdomen is rapidly shaken and makes a noise like the rustling

of dried leaves, and thus they face their enemy. When in this

attitude I hesitate before handling them, for I have had my
hands so savagely bitten that blood has been drawn.

Though the tree locusts fly well by night, I have not been
able to induce one to fly by day, even though I disturb and
worry them. Of the three different species I had under obser-
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vation, I found the most pugnacious among the brown species.

Often in the morning, when I have paid a visit to the cages, I

have found one or two of each kind lying on the sand, and the

mouth was brought so far under the thorax that the face was
almost touching also. Not knowing much of their habits at

this time, I thought they were dead. I instituted kindly in-

quiries by touching them on the back ; my interference was
soon resented-^they proved to be very much alive. Some
moved quickly for a hiding-place, others first made the rustling

noise to show their displeasure before making off. The brown
species do not take things so quietly ; on being touched as the

others were, they immediately unfurl the wings, hold high the

front legs, and the head, with open jaws, is kept well back, and
the abdomen shaken to produce the rustling sound. When
greeted in such a manner it is wise to withdraw.

They always rest during the day, with the head bent so

far forward that the face faces the sand or whatever they are

resting on. They keep so still that this, and the position they
assume, make it hard to realise that they are really not dead.

Even now, though I am fairly well acquainted with their habits,

I have to touch them at times to assure myself that they have
not been killed during one of their frequent quarrels.

The tree locusts feed only at night, and it is during this

time that they are most interesting to watch, and when some-
thing of their habits can be learned. Their energies are at

their height when mine begin to wane. The three cages are

placed on a table, a small lamp is put on the opposite side to

give necessary light. If the night is very warm they soon
begin to move about in search of food. A creature, looking
weird in the dull light, creeps forth from its hiding-place and
elim'bs on a piece of bark. It stops there for a short time, as if

uncertain in which direction to go ; then the long antennae,
Avhich are always carried over the back, are thrown forward and
are waved thoughtfully and carefully about, as if trying to dis-

cover in which direction the food lies. The long, sensitive

antennae seem helpful in finding food, for soon the insect moves
slowly toAvards the food and begins to eat. All the tree locusts

are extremely quarrelsome when feeding, and are very amusing
to watch. A pink locust settles down to his meal of green peas
and feeds greedily; another creeps from under the bark, and
with antennae placed forward comes in search of food. He
passes close by the feeding one, which rushes at him with raised
claws and open mouth ; wishing to avoid rough treatment, the

offending locust hurries over a piece of bark, and, unfortunately
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for him, he meets another coming up, which instantly raises

its front legs and brings them full force into the face of the

hurrying insect. Not wishing a quarrel, he hastens away ; he

fared badly in a dispute the previous evening, when one of his

hopper feet were bitten off. Such a loss is a great disadvantage

in climbing. As the beaten creature in desperation makes for

a hiding-place, the bully adds to her fright by rapidly shaking

his body to make a rustling sound. This noise is always made
to frighten anything away. There is no brotherly love nor

friendliness between tree locusts ; they are savage and solitary

creatures. Some become quite lame through severe bites on the

leg joints. As one locust passes. I have seen another run and
bite on to the end of the wings. In the brown tree locusts' cage

one became so troublesome, and she dined so frequently on

inmates of the cage, that she would have soon been the only

survivor. I had to remove her into the pink locusts' cage.

(To be continued.)
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Mrs. W. C. Hackett, Messrs. B. B. Beck, J. Neil McGilp, and Miss

Benda.

"The South Australian Naturalist."—Editor, Mr. W. Ham. Business

Committee, Messrs. S. S. Stokes, Miss Roeger, and Mrs. A. Day.

FORTHCOMING EXCURSIONS.

November 19—Cherryville. Leader, Mr. W. Champion Hackett, Chara-

banc, 1.45 p.m.

December 3—Outer Harbour. Leaders, Mr. Edgar R. Waite, F.L.S., and

Mr. H. M. Hale. Train, O.H., 1.30 p.m.

December 24 to January 1.—Flinders Chase, K.I. Leader, Captain S. A.

White. Time to be arranged.

1922.

January 21—Outer Harbour. Leaders, Messrs. W. J. Kimber and W. D.

Reed. Train 1.30 p.m.

LECTURES, ETC.

November 15—Mr W. Champion Hackett, F.R.H.S., "Plant Curiosities";

Dr. C. Fenner, F.G.S., '
' Sermons in Stones.

'

'

December 13—The Aquarium. Lecturettes will be delivered by members

of the S.A. Aquarium Society under the leadership of Mr. Edgar R.

Waite, F.L.S., Chairman.
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ANNUAL MEETING.

This was held on September 20, the Chairman (Dr. C.

Fenner, F.G.S.) presiding. The Chairman's address appears in

another column.
The ofiSce-bearers for the new year were elected as indicated

elsewhere. The balance-sheet showed a small credit balance

on the total funds of the Society. The various reports appear
elsewhere.

WILD FLOWER SHOW.

Our second show, held in the Society's Rooms, on Friday

and Saturday, September 23 and 24, 1921, proved a great

success. The spirit of industry shown by the various Com-
mittees was admirable. Unfortunately, there is no space to

record the whole of the names, but everyone v/orked with

enthusiasm to have the show opened at the advertised time.

The Minister of Industry, the Hon. William Hague, opened the

show with a cheering address, in which he expressed the

sympathy of the Ministry with the aims and objects of the

Society, making special reference to the need for preserving

our native fauna and flora. Incidentally he expressed warm
approval of the work of our Flora and Fauna Committee in

connection with Flinders Chase on Kangaroo Island.

Our thanks are again due to the Public Schools of our own
State, who supplied the bulk of the extremely fine show of

native flowers.

Flowers were received from the following Schools:

—

Belair, Millicent, Hermitage, Wood's Point, Inman Valley,

Brinkworth, Sedan, Karoonda, Mylor, Owen, Alawoona, Ade-

laide High School, Farina, Upper Sturt, Crafers, Naturi, Quorn,

Cherry Gardens, Bordertowu, Pinnaroo, Willunga, Lameroo,

Mount Compass, Wolseley, Tweedvale, Victor Harbour, Coro-

mandel Valley.
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The Judge (Mr. J. M. Black) awarded the prizes offered

to the Schools as follow:

—

First prize—Wood's Point School, River Murray.
Second prize—Quorn Public School.

Third prize—Myior Public School.

To each of these a set of nature study books has been for-

warded. In addition, every school will receive a certificate.

Flowers were also received from Mr. J. A. Hogan, Mr.
J. F. Bailey, Mr. A. E. Talbot (of Kersbrook), Mr. J. Lewis,

Lady Symon, Mr. J. K. Fleming, Mrs. J. Woodforde, Koon-
doolka Station, Mr. G. F. Shand (of Victor Harbor), and Mr.
W. A. Stow.

We also received flowers from the Queensland Field

Naturalists' Club. Mr. W. Champion Hackett forwarded a

parcel of W.A. wild flowers (pink everlastings), which had been
grown in Victoria. Mr. Marvel brought a number of the inter-

esting flowers known as Sturt's Desert Rose, which had been
grown at Hilton.

From Victoria we received flowers from the Field

Naturalists' Society, per Mr. J. Cronin (Director of the Mel-

bourne Botanic Gardens), and from Stawell Public School.

The Barrier Field Naturalists' Club sent a quantity of

flowers. Miss Steinbeck, of Sydney; Mr. Stubbs, of Belmont,

W.A., and Mrs. Page, of Myponga, forwarded flowers.

The Scientific Classification was under the expert direction

of Mr. J. M. Black, who named and arranged the great variety

of species, in which work he was assisted by an efficient com-

mittee, consisting of Messrs. J. F. Bailey, W. Champion Hackett,

Wm. Ham, E. H. Ising, Misses M. L. Benda, Roeger, A. Simpson,

Mesdames Elliot and A. G. Edquist.

The General Display was arranged by Mr. B. B. Beck, with

the able assistance of Messrs. W. H. Seiway, A. H. Elston, R.

Kemp, Mr. and Mrs. Pearce, Miss I. Roberts, Himter, Mesdames
A. Day, L. H. Howie, J. M. Black, C. Fenner, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Rosser, and Miss Watson. The tables were loaded with a

splendid display of the native flowers of this and other States.

Decorated Tables. General decorations were in the care

of Mrs. S. A, White, assisted by Mesdames M. H. Law, Lindo,

W. C. Hackett, Russell, Misses Hocking, Vohr, G. Thomas, W.
Matthev/s, and Faehse, Messrs. J. W. Goodale and E. Savage.

The dainty effect produced by the native flowers with maiden-

hair fern was greatly admired.

Wild Flower Paintings. Miss L. H. Howie took charge of

the entries in this section, with the assistance of Miss C. A.
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Benda and Miss Taylor. Seventeen entries were received and
the prizes were awarded to Miss Evelj^n H. White, for a fine
study of Pimelea ; Mrs. W. Tambiyn, Banksia ; and Miss Vida
Catt, Epacris.

Miss Ashby also showed a splendid collection of pressed
flowers from different parts of Australia and New Zealand.

A fine collection of seaweeds, the work of Miss V. Taylor,
was also exhibited.

One table was specially devoted to exhibits from the other
States. These were in the charge of Messrs. E. S. Hughes,
R. J. Burton, and J. Neil McGilp.

The finances were materially added to by the sale of
flowers, enthusiastically carried out by the Misses Margaret
and Isabel Hackett, Miss E. Hosking, and Mrs. Pearce.

Pond Life. The Aquarium Society exhibited several aquaria
stocked with fish, newts, frogs, and other forms of life. This
exhibit was under the charge of Mr. Edgar R. Waite, F.L.S.
assisted by Mr. H. M. Hale. This proved a great attraction.

Mr. A. G. Edquist also added to the attractiveness of the
Show by exhibiting a number of jars containing various forms
of pond life.

Mr. Kimber exhibited his fine collection of shells and fossils.

Collections of birds, and many other natural specimens,
were shown by Captain S. A. White.

Humming birds were also shown by Mr. E. Ashby.
A fine collection of minerals was exhibited by Miss I.

Roberts.

A Microscopic Section, under the charge of Dr. R. H.
Pulleine, Mr. W. H. Baker, Mr. E. H. Elston, and Mr. R. Kemp|
showed very interesting sets of slides.

Mr. A. M. Lea showed a splendid collection of butterflies

moths, beetles, etc., recently presented to the Museum from
the collection of the late William White.

Mr. S. W. Jackman showed a good collection of Australian
timbers from the different States, splendidly mounted and cor-
rectly named.

Miss A. Ashby exhibited a large collection of beautifully
executed pictures of wild flowers, and Professor J. B. Cleland,
M.D., showed a set of paintings of fungi.

The attendance was a great advance upon that of last year
notwithstanding many counter-attractions, and the financial
results were exceedingly satisfactory. Though the balance-
sheet is not yet complete, we expect to have a credit balance
of at least £70.
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During the evening sessions, Mr. Edgar R. Waite, F.L.S.,
gave short talks on aquaria and the various apparatus con-
nected with them, illustrating his very interesting remarks with
a fine collection of apparatus, largely made by himself.

Mr. W. J. Kimber lectured on fossils and shells, and Captain
S. A. White on birds. These lecturettes added greatly to the
pleasure of the visitors, as well as to their interest in the study
of Nature's wonders.

Among the crowds of visitors on Saturday afternoon were
many old colonists, who renewed their acquaintance with the
wild flowers of their early days. The pleasure of these elderly
folks was a tribute to the Society.

Altogether we may congratulate ourselves upon a very
successful Show, and one that should stimulate interest in our
unique flora.

Excursion, August 6, 1921.—Under the leadership of Messrs.

Selway and Elston, a large party of members walked from Glen
Osmond to Mitcham. The party enjoyed the magnificent views.

Mr. Elston dealt with the life histories of the common slater

and the blindworm. Later the party were entertained by Dr.
Pulleine in his splendid garden at Netherby, where they
admired the fine collection of desert and rock plants.

Excursion, August 20, 1921.—A large party found their

way to the Black Hill under the leadership of Mr. Ham. The
leader dealt with the character of the vegetation which marks
out this hill so distinctly from "the rest of the foothills of the

Mount Lofty Ranges from the city. The dry, hard, spiny

character of the foliage marked it as xerophytic ; that is, being

able to live on a small amount of water and to withstand long

periods of drought. The geological structure of the hill showed
it to be composed of road metal (quartzite), which has been
cracked and faulted in all directions by earth movements and
climatic influences. As a consequence, when the rain falls it

soon runs away into the rocks beneath. Hence the plants found
on this hill are characteristic of dry localities. Such plants

have developed many ways of saving the precious water : leaves

become mere spines, green parts become coated with hard
coatings, and bushes become dwarfed in such inhospitable

surroundings. The various characteristics of such plants were
dealt with and illustrated by the specimens taken. Prominent
among the vegetation rise the stems of the blackboy (Xanthor-

rhoaea quadrangulata) and the bushy sheaoak.
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Excursion, September 3, 1921.—A party proceeded to
Blackwood to study pond life. The leader, Mr. Edquist, met
the party, who proceeded to the ponds near the P.O. Some
good dredging was done, and as each member was provided
with a receptacle specimens were secured by each member. The
specimens included dytiscus and gyrinus (in both larval and
adult stages), notonecta (the back-swimmer), the red Vv'ater

motor, and larvae of various insects, including the mosquito,
which were all fully dealt with by the leader.

Excursion, September 17, 1921.—In the absence of Mr. Lea,
Mr. E. H. Ising took charge of a small party of members who
explored the sandhills at Henley Beach. The effective protec-
tion of the sandhills by various plants, more particularly by
spinifex hirsutus, was particularly noted. The party secured
a good many interesting plants in flower, including Austral
Trefoil (Lotus australis). Variable senecio (Senecio iautus).
Bower spinach (Tetragonia implexicoma), Coast Beard Heath
(Leucopogon Richei).

Excursion, October 1, 1921.—A party, under the leadership
of Mr, W. H. Selway, travelled to Kangarilla by charabanc.
The glorious panoramic views of hills, plains, and sea obtained
from various points of the road through the ranges were greatly

admired. A great many plants were taken. Two not often

seen by members were Conospermum patens and Adenanthos
terminalis. Two varieties of Boronia coerulescens, one blue,

the other white, were very much admired. Zieria veronicea,

with beautiful pink flowers, would make a fine addition to a

garden. The scrub was gay with the dense spikes of Pultenaea
densifolia, with Tetratheca, Hibbertias, Caesia, and Helichry-

sum. A pleasant time was spent in examining the unusual flora

of the sandy soil of Kangarilla.

Excursion to National Park, Belair, October 22, 1921.—

A

botanical excursion was conducted in the National Park, Belair,

by Mr. E. H. Ising, who dealt more particularly with the

orchids that were found during the afternoon. About a dozen

different species were taken, and the characteristics of each

were referred to by the leader. The Caladenias were most
numerous, the long tentacular labellum of C. dilatata being

greatly admired. A white variety of this species was found,

the usual colour being purple, white and green. The "slender-

lipped" spider, C. leptoehila, was found, and its peculiar up-

right petals noted. One which is often called "rabbits' ears,'"

C. Menziesii, was also taken. Several of the Ixia-like orchids

were seen, the largest, Thelya^itra grajicliflora, having a spike of
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flowers nearl}^ a foot long and of a delicate blue shade. The
others, T. pauciflora (few-flo^vered) and T. antennifera, a beau-
tiful yellow, sweet-scented flower, were also observed. Only
one of the Greenhood family was seen, Pterostylis barbata, the

bearded variety, which has a tongue which, by its constant

movement, attracts insects, so ensuring the fertilisation of its

flowers. The Greenhoods are winter flowering plants. The
common leek orchid, Prasophyllurn patens, with its pretty white
pink and green flowers, all turned upside down, was sparingly

distributed. An all-green flowered orchid. Microtis porrifolia,

with very small flowers in a dense spike, was seen in plenty.

The beautiful and common tongue orchid, Glossodia major,
from white to dark purple, was seen to advantage where it grew
in the shelter of teatree bushes. Two tiny plants were seen in

flower, and vrere a surprise to the party. The plants were only

one inch high, and each had one flower. One of them, Stylidium
despectum, belongs to the trigger plant family, and has white
flowers. The other, Leewenhoekia dubia, is a close relation

to the trigger plant species, but the "trigger" in this flower

does not spring.

Excursion, November 5, 1921.—A large party of members
travelled to Burnside, and were shown over the beautiful gar-

den of Mr. P. Ifould. The trees were planted by the late Dr.

W. Wyatt at about the same time as our Botanic Gardens were
first -aid out, from seed sent by the late Mr. F. M. Bailey from
Queensland. At this time of the year the trees present a charm-

ing appearance. Late as the season was, a number of wattles

were then in b'oom. and Mr. Ifou-d stated that he has wattles

flowerino- the whole year round. The members enjoyed their

visit and great-y appreciated the kindness of Mr. Ifould in

entertaining the party at afternoon tea.

Lecture, August 16, 1921.—Captain S. A. White, CM.,
B.O.U., gav"^ an instructive lecture on "The Economic Value of
Native Birdr." The lecturer kept his aurlience interested while
he spoke of the many birds which were of immense value in the
economic life of the community. Among these he instanced
the crow, which kept in check the grasshoppers and blowflies,

the latter a most serious pest, causing an annual loss in the
pastoral industry alone of over three millions of pounds ster-

ling ! The eagle was also praised as a carrion eater, and hence
helping to keep the blowfly pest in check. Swallows, that
lived on flies, mosquitoes, and other troublesome insects, as
well as the barn owl, living as it did on mice, rats, and
sparrows, were , also jnstanced a^. the friends of man. The
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cormorant, preying on destructive crabs, was the friend of the
fisherman. The pallid cuckoo, the blue wren, the wood swallow
and the quail were all most useful and valuable birds which
were in danger of extermination, and all of which should be
allowed a measure of protection in return for their most valu-

able services.

Corresponding" Members.—At a meeting of the General
Committee, held on November 8, it was resolved that the

members be asked to try to secure suitable persons as corres-

ponding members in country centres. Will members please

note this, and get into communication with suitable persons?

It is probable that in this way the vrork of the Society might
be greatlv extended.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FIELD NATURALISTS' SECTION.

Presidential Address: Annual Meeting, September, 1921.

With this meeting the South Australian Field Naturalists'

Section completes the 38th year of its existence. While there

is no particular significance about the number 38, still the Club

and its members are to be congratulated on the vigorous exist-

ence that the past years have witnessed, and on the evidence of

additional activity and initiative during more recent years.

It is not proposed to give a resume of the work accom-

plished by the Club, since there are more fitting periods, such

as special anniversaries, when this may be done. Nor is it

intended to recount the work of the past year, since that is

satisfactorily recorded in detail in our quarterly journal. Let

us, however, take as our subject the functions of this Field

Naturalists' Club of ours, and after coming to an agreement

regarding such functions we may look close'y into our records,

that we may learn to what extent we have fulfilled, and where

and how we have fallen short of those ideals for which the Club

was established, or which have been added during our period

of development. These functions may be conveniently set out

under three heads, embracing our duty

:

(a) To ourselves.

(b) To the community.
(c) To the study of Natural History.

To ourselves by the provision of healthy intellectual interest

and social pastime, indoors and out-of-doors, along the lines of

Natural History.
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To the community by the provision of public lectures,
demonstrations, exhibitions, etc., for the further arousing of a
general interest in the open-air study of Nature, and by taking
a leading part in securing the protection and care of our native
plants and animals, scenic features, etc.

To the abstract study of Natural History our function lies
in the undertaking by members of special lines of study along
one or more of the many branches of natural science—either as
pure observation work on the forms and habits of plants,
animals, minerals, land forms, etc., or on the systematic collect-
ing and recording of species; and, further, by the publication
of the records of the Society, of its lectures and its excursions,
and more particularly of the research and observation work
carried out by members.

Taking these three functions in the order set down, it will

be agreed by all that the first function of the Club—that of
providing interest and pleasure for the members—^is very well
carried out indeed. To support this opinion, I need only refer
to the charming informality of our outdoor meetings, to the
friendly attitude of members towards each other and to visitors,

and to the delightful manner in which the lecturers and leaders
of excursions meet the demands made on them by the Club.
Possibly no body of people in Adelaide is more fully aware of

the natural local charms of field and forest, hill and valley,

river and seashore, than are the active members of the Field
Naturalists " Club. The outings are numerous and varied, com-
fortably and pleasantly intellectual, stripped as far as possible

of pedantry, and dealing more with the living, moving, growing
forms of life, and with the changing outlines of hill and valley,

than with the less popular dead material of collectors and
laboratory workers. Not that the latter work is less attractive,

but it is certainly less within the scope of "field naturalists."

This part of our work is done well, and whether exploring
the gorge of the Torrens in the rain, or roving among the wild

flowers in the heat, or working farther afield on sea or land
under the glorious climatic conditions of the Adelaide winter,

we may always look back on each year's outdoor work as some-
thing in Avhich pleasure and profit were well combined.

Our second function is also satisfactorily performed by the

year's series of public lectures—well illustrated by lantern,

episcope, and specimens
;
popular, well-attended, often original

(but not so often as we might wish), and frequently giving

opportunities to the younger members of doing the honours of

tie lecture-room.
j

d
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By iieAvsjui ))(>!• accounts and notes—well writtcii and ui-

foi-mative—t!io iiuMubers appeal to a. still wider public, and we

have also our ina^-aziu(^ records, for the public and for those

other societies with whom we exchano-e, and who are interested

in our Avork and welfare, as we are in theirs.

With regard to assistijig: nature lovers in the country, more

midit be dor.e alonii- the lines of

—

(a) country branches, (b)

corres})ondiuii" mendjei's, ( c ) lantern lectures in. country centres,

etc., partieulai'ly so sijice v\'e have the mag-aziue as a unifying

mediu.m. Future workers will doubtless lend tlieir elforts in

this direction.

The annual wild iiower shovr arid exhibition of objects of

natural history may be regarded as well established, though

mucii more is to be hoped for. With nun-e workers, there is n«)

limit to either the extent or the value of future tield naturalists'

exhibitions: these assist in fulfilling in an excellent way our

duty to tlie community, aiul in bringing the influence of the

Society to some extent to country centres, more particuldrly

among the young collectors.

An additional duty of this Club lies in the ])rotection of

native fauna and t-iora—long ago recoginsed by the appoint-

ment of an able and special committee. One wdio has recently

come amongst us—with a i)articularly fresh and open mind

—

has criticised the existing facts of fauna and flora protection,

saying that "there are no real reserves for native fauna and

flora in this State, ueither is there any really widespread public

feeling in favour of fauna and flora protection."* It will be

admitted by all that, unfortunately, the first part is all too true,

a.nd v.ill so continue to be until there is brought about a move

widesjU'ead kn(»wledge of. pride in, an.d care for our fauna and

flora than is at present the case. The recent slaughter of

opossums, tlie constant persecution of native birds and beasts,

the vandalism of gatherers of blossoms and wild flowers, the

ruthlessness of "burning ofr"* on a large scale, and so on—each

of Vv'hich can be to some exten.t justified—is yet so common as to

force one to the sad conclusion that m.uch remains to be done

before it can be honestly said that there is a strong, general,

public opinion in city and country, in favour of the preservation

and cai'e of our luitive ])lants and animals.

Nevertheless, we heartily recognise the great good done,

year by year, by the Native Fauiui and Flora Protection Com-

mittee, and it is only the tremendous inertia of public feeling on

such matters that has prevented that body from doing all that

is desired by true lovers of our unique native plants and
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animals. Certainly we will make little heacnvay in this matter
if we do not recognise the fact that a considerable proportion of
those who have the greatest opportunity for destroying our
plant and animal life are not in any way desirous of its pre-
servation, nor inclined to listen to those whose knowledge and
sentiment lead them to earnestly desire such preservation. We
are thankful, therefore, for the continued active existence of
the Native Fauna and Flora Protection Committee, to whom we
extend our best wishes and our enthusiastic assistance.

It would appear then that, as far as is in our power, we
are endeavouring to fulfil our duty to our members and to the

community. What about our duty to that abstract matter : the

systematic study of Field Nature, along well-selected lines^ and
the publication of the records of such work? We may put the

question in another way : How many of our members are en-

gaged in the active recording of observation work in natural
history, or in the work of collecting and naming specimens? I

have made bold to endeavour to assess these numbers, and I ask
the pardon of members if I have under-estimated. Here again
we cannot expect to progress unless we boldly face the facts.

There were 132 members in our last published list. Of these :

(a) 12 members are to a greater or less extent profession-

ally engaged in the study of natural history or general

science.

(b) 14 members are known to be carrying on private re-

search or collecting work in natural history.

(c) 12 members, while not engaged in actual research or

observation work, are known to be assisting the cause

of natural history by their writings, lectures, or other-

wise.

(d) By subtraction, 94 members are at present inactive, as

far as this type of work is concerned.

Many of them are too busy to take up such work, others

have no desire to do so, being satisfied in taking part and doing

their share of the general work of the Club, v\^hile others who
may be anxious to do work lack the means of learning just how
to set about it. However, these are the facts as they appear to

me. Is the position satisfactory? No. If this phase of our

activity is concentrated on in the future it might be hoped that

at least another dozen capable workers could surely be enrolled.

There is an abounding field for work, for in many branches of

natural science the local material is almost untouched, and in

no branch is there so much accomplished that additional workers

would not be welcomed.
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An event of very great importance in this connection, and
one that Avill be of inestimable benefit to members of this body,
is the decision b}^ the Government to publisli a series of hand-
books on various aspects of the natural history of this State.

These handbooks are being prepared by those competent to do
so, and are, moreover, being prepared purely for the love of the

work. When they are published a strong incentive will surely

be given to amateur Vv'orkers in this Club to absorb the informa-

tion therein contained, and to add thereto something that it

within their power. The best thanks of the field naturalists are

due to the British Science Guild for the work done in initiating

the publication of these handbooks.

In conclusion, we may mention with pleasure the selection

and adoption during the past year of a special badge for this

section of the Royal Society. During the past two years, also,

we have published our own magazine for the first time, and
have thus become articulate. I believe that no member would
wish to return to the old method of recording our work in a

few pages of the Royal Society's Transactions. The two
volumes of "The South Australian Naturalist" contain much
that is of value, and nothing that is not original. It has, I

believe, fully justified its existence.

For the future I would suggest that special attention be

given to attracting amateur workers, to the question of develop-

ing the work of the "popular plant names committee," already

appointed, to the extension of the annual natural history exhi-

bition, and to the publication of a "Guide Book for Collectors."

The study of natural history provides its own reward.

"Nature never did betray the heart that loved her." The

freshness and the sweet influence of outdoor nature provide

means for wiping out from the mind many cares of the work-a-

day world. Nature, the old nurse, has placed before us as

delightful a story book as is to be found elsewhere, and to those

who endeavour to read its pages,
'

' ^Mienever the way seems long,

Or the heart is beginning to fail.

She will sing a more wonderful song,

Or tell a more marvellous tale,"

not less to the humblest nature lover than to the great

naturalist of whom these lines were written.
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THE THIRTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FIELD
NATURALISTS' SECTION OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY

OF S.A., INC.

The Conmiittee jirescnts tlie t^)il()^viilg• rc})ort of the year's
work.

The membei'sJiiji is ]iuv\- 1;J2. as '.'oiiijiared Avitli 112, whieli

was ]ast year's total.

The exeursioiis liave been AveJl attended, and the leaders
have been well repaid by the keen interest shown in the stndy
of the various branehes of natural history.

Twenty excursions have been held: one on forestry, six on
botany, four on treology and minerals, two on general subjects,

one eacli on zoology ajid ]K)nd life, two oji shore life, one dredg-
ing excursion, and a visit to the Museiun and to the Botanic
Gardens.

Ten public lectures were given, seven of which Avere full

evening addresses, the other tliree being given as lecturettes,

by eight members of the section.

"The South Australian Naturalist" has been ]nd)lished

regularly, and during the year the ])ages have been increased
and illustrations introduced.

A badge has been adopted, and is being sold to meinbers at

cost ])rice. The design. Sturt Peas, has been much admired,
and a block made to use on the cover of the journal.

During the year a sub-committee was formed to (consider

''Vernacular Plant Names." The lists issued by the Victorian

Field Naturalists' Club have been obtained, and the sub-com-
mittee is now prei)ared to push on witli the Avork.

The Section's first comprehensive Wild Plower 8hov\' was
lield in October of last year, an.d ])roved very successful. The
gross takings were £60 2s. 9d., and the expeness were £33
lis. 7d., leaving a credit balance of £26 lis. 2d.

We have again to thajik the Editors of "The Register" and
"Journal" for their interest in the Section, and for the i)ubli-

cation of a series of nature ]U)tes in their j)apers. We feel that

their ]'»ubli('atioii has aron.sed g5"(>at pnbtic interest, iiot only in

this Seetioii. bnt in the general stndy of na.tural history.

Librarian's Report.

Thanks to the addition- of many interesting and valuable
volumes i)urchased by ])art of tin* ])i'dceed,> of our first Wild
Flower Exhibition, thei'e has been a keen demand for books
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during the year. At ])re.seut the Library is very eraniped for
room, and coiuniodioiis shelves for tlie proper housing of the
books are urgently needed.

Additions during 1921 are:

—

" Antliography of the Eucalypts,"' R. Grinnvade. "Life
of the Fly,"" ''Life of the Grasshopper,"' "Humbug Wasps,"
"Masoii \Vas})s," "The Sacred Beetle," "Ijife of tlu? Spider,"
"Bramble Bee and others," "The Story Book of Birds and
Beasts," "Tlie Cllow-vrorm and the Beetles," Fabre. "Curio-
sities of Natural History," Buekland. "Handbook of Zoology,"
Van der Hoeveu. "Birds of Geelong," C. F. Belcher. "Glimpses
iuto Plaiit Life," ^Irs. Brightweu. "British Fungi," E. Holmes
and^ P. Gray. "Seaweeds, Shells, and Fossils," Gray and
Woodward. "British Mosses," E. Fry. "Liverworts," E. and
A. Fry. "Butterfly and Moth Collecting." "Protected Native
Birds of S.A." "Plant Life," Chas. Hall. "Principles of

Geology,"' C. Lyell. "Animal Life by the Seashore," G. and
C. Ij. Boulenger. "Nature Studies in Australia," Gillies and
Hall. "Australian Natural History," F. G. Aflalo. "First
Studies in Lisect Life," Gillies. "First Studies in Plant Life,"
Gillies. "Outdoor Botajiist, " A. R. Horwood. "Storv of Insect

Life," Westalh "Wikl Life of the World." R. Lydekker.

Thanks are due to Mr. Champion Hackett for his gift of

"The Garden and Field."

IVY M. ROBERTS, Hon. Li))rarian.

The Retiring Chairman.
Dr. Fennel' lias done an immense amount of work during

his term of office. Li particular it is due to his initiative that

our Wild Flower Shows have been started and continued with
such success. Tliis magazine owes its existence almost entirely

to liis unselfish efforts, both in the initial stages and in doing
the work of Editor for the two years it has been in existence.

The Society has been uplifted to a higjier plane by Dr. Fenner's
efforts. It is for us to see that we continue and build upon
the foundations so well laid. The Chairman's great fund of

scientific knowledge was always at the service of every member,
while his ])ersonal ([uaHties endeared him to us all.

The Oha,irman's Address.

Our mcml)('rs should carefully ponder Dr. Fenuer's timely

address. ]\Iost of us could do something, however little in

itself, in the Avay of original observation. And original obser-

vation is the raw material of science! Nor need we wander far
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afield to find material. The park lands of our garden city offer
fine scope for raany a series of recorded observations. "We have
no Nature calendar for our own district. The weekly record of
plants and trees in flower in our park lands would become of
great help to future naturalists. What value would we attach
to a record of the introduction of the various Aveeds nov\^ estab-
lished in our parks? Carefully recorded observation of that
kind respecting the plants, birds, or insects of our immediate
environment could be compiled by a much larger proportion of

our members. We now have an organ through w^hich these
records may secure publication. It is to be hoped that many of

our members will avail themselves of the opportunity to

contribute.

Exchanges.—We are in receipt of the following :— (1) ''The
Victorian Naturalist" for October, containing an account of

aboriginal coast camps on the coast of Eastern Victoria. (2)
"The Queensland Naturalist" for October. An article on
''Land Shells of the Queensland National Park" should interest

some members. (3) "The S.A. Ornithologist'" for October.

THE NATIVE FAUNA AND FLOEA COMMITTEE OF THE
FIELD NATURALISTS' SECTION OF THE ROYAL

SOCIETY OF S.A.

Report for the Year ending 20tli September, 1921.

Four meetings have been held during the year.

Following upon much correspondence and deputations to

the Minister of Industry in reference to the protection of trees

along roadsides, it is satisfactory to report that it is the inten-

tion of the Government to introduce a Bill before Parliament
during the present session.

Matters in connection with Flinders Chase are not at all

satisfactory. The Government has so far failed to give financial

support to the Board empowered to carry on the Reserve ; with-

out monetary assistance it is impossible to carry out the pro-

gramme of improvements, tree planting, and stocking with
animals that has been drav.-n up in readiness to proceed when
funds are available.

Our Chairman (Captain S. A. White) has attended m^eetings

of the Flinders Chase Board, ..interviewed Ministers, and visited

Kangaroo Island in his endeavour to get the Government to

finance the Board, and has been acting chairman since Hon.
John Lewis' resignation.
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A report having been received re destruction of seals on
Pearson Island (a reserve), a deputation, consisting of the
informant and delegates from this committee, waited upon the
Minister of Industry on March 8, and asked that adequate
protection be given to seals on reserved areas. The Minister
promised to enquire into it, and would so far as possible prevent
a recurrence of the slaughter. The Minister has since asked
that the Committee state exactly what waters and islands they
desired as a reserve for seals.

The Chairman was instrumental in securing a conviction

against half-castes for destroying native birds at Meningie, but
unfortunately the fines were only nominal.

On August 16 a large meeting of nature lovers was held in

the Adelaide Town Hall, in which members of the Committee
took a prominent part, and the gathering was addressed by
Captain White, Messrs. E. Ashb3% and Edgar R. Waite. The
meeting was called as a result of a conference between the

Field Naturalists' Section and this Committee, with the idea of

awakening the public to the need of protection for our fauna
and flora.

Through evidence brought before them by this Committee,
the Government decided to alter the close season for kangaroos
and wallabies from the six montiis ending December 31 to the

six months ending March 31. By adopting the latter period it

is hoped that it will prevent the heavy slaughter of these

marsupials when they come in to water during the hot summer
months.

Our Chairman during the year has addressed numerous
gatherings in country and metropolitan centres on the subject

of native birds and their need of protection, and In this manner
was largely responsible for the better understanding of the

need of further necessary legislation. He had also visited the

Coorong and the nesting islands of pelicans and swans, and
found that the birds were generally unmolested. It is gratify-

ing to learn that upon an island not previously used as a breed-

ing ground at least 800 young pelicans had been successfully

reared during the season.

It is with deep regret that we have to record the death of

Mr. E. H. Lock, a valued and hard-working committeeman.
Owing to Mr. Andrew having removed from Adelaide, Mr.

J. N. McGilp was elected Hon. Secretary in his stead.

The Committee has found that gradually the public are

awakening to the necessity of preserving our fauna and flora.

In this connection mention might be made of the receipt of a
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letter from Mr. Sinclair, askiiifr that a large area on Eyre
Peninsula

—

\a\. Hundred f)f Flinders—be set apart as a reserve

for kanjjaroo and emn. As Mr. Sinclair is the largest lease-

holder in this hnndred, this Committee had no hesitation in

supporting, and has asked tiie Minister of Tndnstry to do all

])ossible to carry out Mr. Sinclair's wish.

The Committee calls the attention of all nature lovers to

the fact that Thistle Island, near Port Lincoln, is for sale. This,

it is thought, could he ]nirchased at a reasonable })rice, and as

it is an admirable spot for ])rotecting our animals, a good o]:>por-

tunity is presented for anyone interested to start a private

reservation, as is now -common in the United States of Amerit-a.

J. NETL McGTLP, Hon. Secr(^tary.

Septembei' 20, 1921.

Prizes for Pressed Flowers. Three prizes will be awarded
for the best coUectioiis of pressed native flowers, to be sent in

to the Secretary, for the next Wild Flovrer ShovN\ to be held
in September, 1922. The first and second prizes are donated
by Dr. R. H. Pidleine, and the tliird prize by Mr. ^\. rhampion
Hackett. Tlie i)rizes will be: First, £4: second, V. ; third, 10 6.

Conditions:— (1) Plants must be mounted on one side only of

paper of foolscap size. Strips of gummed i)aper will be suitable

for mountinjr. ('2) Only one kind of flower to be on each sheet,

except when very small. (3) Place where collected, date, kind
of soil and size of })lant and colour of flowers to be shovvu on a

sheet with specimens. (4) Special attention should be given
to the naming (common or native name), preferably in toj)

right-hand corner. (y>) Collectors should begin at once to p:ct

the best variety and number of plants. (6) Orchids must noi

be pulled uj), but cut off close to the ground, so as to get the

bottom leaf. (7) If small plants are abundant they may be
collected with the roots. Care should be taken not to destroy
rare plants or bushes. (8) The mounted specimens shoidd ,if

possible, have branches with leaves, buds, open flowers, and
seed pods, es])ecially wattles, gums, or mallees. (9) The prizes

will be awarded for the biggest variety of floAvers, and for their

quality, where these conditions have ])een observed. 10. Note:
The prize collections are to become the property of the Section.

Hints on Pressing and Drying Specimens :—Press the specimens
in old newspapers, between two flat boards, and place a heavy
weight 01] to}). For the first week change the paj^ers every
day, and for the next two weeks change the papers every two
days. The papers bneome damp as the i^iants dry, and if they
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are not changed into dry papers as above the specimens will

become mouldy and completely spoiled. Some very succulent
plants may need even longer drying and pressing. Note : The
prize collections are to become the property of the Section.

Prizes for Orchids. Three prizes are offered for the best

collections of native flowers, grown under cultivation. First

prize, 10s. 6d (offered by Mr. Hackett) ; second prize, 7s. 6d.

(offered by Mr. Ising) ; third prize, 5s. (offered by Mr. Ham).

"LONG-HORNED TREE LOCUSTS. '

By E. M. Brenn (Barrier Field Naturalists' Club).

(Continued from last issue.)

A glance into the cage of the black tree locusts shows the

same greedy quarrelsomeness. Carrot cut into inch lengths is

placed on the bottom of the cage. It is best to always place the

carrot with one of its cut ends uppermost, as they prefer to sit

on top and gnaw the centre piece out, and they make the hole so

deep that sometimes half the thorax is out of sight. A large

black locust takes up her position on one of the pieces of carrot.

The brightly-coloured vegetable makes quite a pretty setting

for the black shiny head, thorax, and legs of the insect. She
began to gnaw energtically, and presently another emerged
from its hiding-place in search of food ; as soon as it began to

feed on a piece of carrot some inches distant she rushed at it.

It hastened away, and waited until she began to feed again,

when it made a second attempt to get a meal. Again she

rushed threateningly at it. This happened several times, and
the other was so persistent that she began to think it too much
worry to feed and keep it off at the same time, so she ceased

feeding and kept a sharp look-out. Under her vigilant gaze the

other felt that it would be hopeless to make any further attempt.

A little later, one not quite ready for the final moult sneaked
cautiously from under the bark and hastily began to feed.

With all his care he was detected and violently assaulted, rush-

ing madly up the side of the cage. He tried several times to

continue his meal, but without success. Wanting to be kind to

him, I opened the cage and put a piece of carrot behind the

bark where he had hidden. He was so pleased to get a meal
that he brought his long antennae (4|^ inches long) forward,

but they had the misfortune to fall near his tormentor on the

carrot, and she instantly rushed at them. After that the young
creature kept them discreetly over his back. He was eventually
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crippled by having one of his front legs bitten off at the knee

joint. As they use the front legs particularly for clinging to

their support when casting the skin, he was not a success; the

wings were spoilt. Being unable to cling to the support pro-

perly, he fell down behind a piece of bark before the wings were
finished expanding.

The pink locusts are strong, thick-set creatures. The head
is very large, the hoppers are thick and strongly spined, but

the antennae are not so long as in other species. They had
finished feeding when the brown one came out to feed. She

selected an open pea-pod with peas in it, and about three inches

from a large pink locust, which sat quietly by a piece of bark.

He soon showed resentment at her feeding by patting the sand

with his feet. The one at the pea-pod was too busy with her

meal to pay any attention; he then walked steadily up to the

unsuspecting one, raised his front feet and brought them down
heavily on her head. Taken by surprise, she ran off, and he

returned to his place by the bark. After a few minutes the

brown locust, having recovered from her fright, returned to

finish her meal. The pink locust again patted the sand with his

feet to show his displeasure, but she ignored him. Again he

walked up to where she was feeding. This time, though feed-

ing greedily, she was on the alert, and as he reared up to strike

she did likewise, at the same time unfurling her wings and
holding them over her back. She was the quicker, and he got

time to recover from his surprise she reared up again, at the

same time making the rustling noise. She was too pugnacious
for his liking, so he retired to his piece of bark. It was most
amusing to see him patting the sand, turning and moving about
in a manner to show plainly that he was extremely angry.

However, he decided that it would not be wise to have another
boxing bout with such a fury. She went on with her meal, and
his ill-will did not worry her.

I put a browTi tree locust, which was jiTst ready to make its

final moult, into a small glass jar ; the glass was, of course, too

smooth for the locust to cling to. By the next morning she

had cast her skin, and the wings had dried like bits of crumpled

chiffon, quite useless for flight. As the ivings dry, so they

remain. Insects seem to be well aware of this ; locusts cling to

their support head upwards, and keep well away from anything

that might interfere with the expansion of the wings. The
large, short-winged mantis cling to their support with the

two hind feet, the head pointing downwards. They have no

long wings to worry about, their wings being too short for

flight. The skin breaks on the back of the thorax, and the
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mantis practically falls head first out of her skin. Long-

winged mantis usually cling bottom up to a horizontal support,

allowing the large, beautiful wings to hang quite free. On
both the wings of mantis and locusts I have noticed, when
they are still crumpled but expanding slowly, a few small drops

of fluid as clear as crystal, i touched it with my finger, and

when drying it Avas slightly sticky. It left the finger slightly

glazed where it had dried. I have failed to see any of this

fluid on the wings once they have fully expanded. The young

black tree locusts, before the final skin cast, are not black.

They are pale creatures, generally a dusty Y»^hite, with pale

brown wings around the abdomen. There is also a patch of

pale brown on the thighs. The ovipostor of the young females

is pale brown, and is curved back over the abdomen, like a

half-hoop, giving them quite a comical appearance. The young
broAvn tree locusts are a paler brown, and have none of the

black markings of the full-grown insects. The young females

do not have the ovipostor curved like the black species; it

stands straight up behind, or is carried horizontally, as in the

full-grown females.

The young tree locusts generally arrange something oyer

the opening place of their homes, where they remain in hiding

all day. The fixtures over the holes of their hiding-places must

be to ensure them against unw^elcome visitors ; as has already

been noticed, they have an enemy in the black wasp. Their

own species and others, being so quarrelsome, must be guarded

against. They do not hesitate to kill and eat their relatives.

The fixture built by the young black locusts, which I had under

observation, across the apertures was like small wire netting.'

Some of the apertures were two inches in length and over

half-an-inch high, behind vrhich the young locusts used to sit

and view the other surroundings. If anything is thrust in front

of the fixture they quickly move back out of sight. At night

they break the netting and come out to feed ; by morning they

have returned, and all is as neatly and securely fixed as if it

had never been broken. This goes on until they make their

final moult. Some young tree locusts place little wad-like fix-

tures over the holes of their hiding-places: they have a felted

appearance. After the final skin is cast—though for some time

later they may occupy the same hiding-places—I have never

noticed them arrange either a wad or a netting fixture over the

apertures. Instinct, that wonderful something in the insect

world, seems to make them understand v/hen the time has come
for the final skin east. A few days before this great event they

do not feed; when the time has come they creep out of their
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hiding-place, climb up the side of the cage, where there is

plenty of room for the wings to expand. I have seen them

sitting several hours in the same place without moving, except

for the contraction of the abdomen at short intervals, and thus

they patiently wait for the skin to break. Freeing the long,

sensitive antennae from the old skin rather bothers them.

They push the old skin downwards, and pull the head back as

far as possible in their efforts to get free. Between 10 and 11

p.m. I took a last look for the night at a young black tree

locust, which had been clinging since early evening to the side

of the cage waiting for the old skin to break. All was just as

when she first took up her position on the side of the cage. At
a little after 1 a.m. I paid another visit to the cage, and this

time my nocturnal wandering was rewarded. A marvellous

change had taken place : the short little wing parts had been

replaced by beautiful long wings. When fully expanded, but

not quite dry, they hang over the back like a white veil or

limp, damp muslin. When seen at this stage it is almost impos-

sible to realise that they can become stiff and strong and fit for

flight. The ovipostor, which was curved back on the top of

the abdomen, has disappeared, and a long narrow blade, slightly

curved upwards, hangs from end of abdomen. The head, legs,

thorax, and ovipostor are a yellowish colour, and the abdomen
is white marked with yellowish rings. This pale creature of the

night is indeed beautiful and graceful. The yellowish colour

becomes black in a short time, and the white wings become a

smoky colour, lined across with dark brown lines. The antennae,

which are always very long (I have measured some that were
nearly five inches in length), become dark brown or black.

The antennae of the pink species are not so long as in the

black or brown, but the head is much bigger. The body is

thicker and of a heavier build than the other two species, the

hopping legs are very stout and strong, and the part from the

big middle joint down to the foot is strongly spined and a

pretty shiny pink, as if it had been enamelled. I was not

successful in rearing any of the four which I had brought to

me to the full-grown insect ; they may have injured each other

in their nightly quarrels. When I found them dead there was
always part of them eaten.

I ahvays thought the tree locusts to be purely vegetable

feeders, but they are certainly not; they are quite keen on a

cannibal feast. All the males in the black locust cage were
killed and eaten. They seemed to be aware of their danger, for

about the time that the laying cominenced they flew and ran
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about the cage in a most uneasy and discontented manner, as

if trying to escape the large females leaping at them as they
passed closely by. Only two of the females died a natural death.

I put a blue-AA'inged locust into the cage, and that was killed

and eaten. I had a large spotted ground locust (Stropis macu-
losa) : it was two inches long and very broad. It was brought
at night, and I was unable to attend to the spreading, so I put
it in with the tree locusts until morning. I thought they would
not attempt to molest such a big creature. In the morning,
when I came to get my spotted locust, there was only part of

its corpse left ; the brain and most of the abdomen of the strong

creature had been eaten.

The brown species are not quite so large ; they are a nice

shiny brown. The top of the head between the eyes is black,

and a thick black mark continues from there to the end of the

thorax. The lower part of the face is pinkish, the black on
hopping legs extending from knees to several m.m. each side

of it; the other legs are also partly black. The wings are

much smaller than in the black species ; they are a pale smoky
colour, lightly lined with yellowish brown. The cross lines are

so fine, especially in the hind wing, that they are hardly notice-

able. The egg-laying is done at night. As the black female
moves over the sand she brings her long slender ovipostor for-

ward until it points straight to the ground ; she gently presses,

and gradually the long blade disappears. If it comes against a

small pebble the gritting can be heard as she works to one side

of it. When the ovipositor is buried up to the base the laying

begins. The eggs are a pale yellow, about 4 m.m. in length,

rounded at the ends, and about 1 m.m. across. The outer

covering is smooth and horny. Wlien she has deposited enough
eggs the abdomen (which during the laying is curved forward,

almost like a bee about to sting) is caused to tremble violently

as the long ovipositor is slowly withdrawn from the sand. This

is probably done to shake the loose sand into the hole to fill it

up, for as soon as the ovipositor has been removed from the

sand she walks away without even a glance at the place, and
quietly settles down to thoroughly clean and dust her egg-

placer. The placer looks quite solid and compact, but is really

composed of two pieces, which fit so closely together that it is

hard to detect in the living insect.

The ovipositor in the black species is very long. I have
had some measure two inches, and the eggs are not always all

laid at the one laying. The brown species has a much shorter

and thicker egg-placer, one suited more for navvying, and she
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can do some quite rough work with it. When the time comes
to arrange for her future family, she walks over the soil as if

to decide on a place suitably soft. When satisfied on that point
she goes to work with a will, and the short thick ovipositor

answers the purpose both of a pick and a shovel. When the

hole is about half or three parts of an inch deep she ceases

digging, and the ovipositor is pushed down at the bottom of

the hole into the soil up to its base. The abdomen is curled
forv/ard like a bee about to sting, and when the laying is

finished she fills in the hole carefully with the ovipositor. The
clavv'S are not once used in this all-important work. She then
dusts and cleanses herself, and turns her back on the late scene
of her labours. The ovipositor of this species is also divided
from the tip to the base.

The tree locusts' wungs are really wrapped over the

abdomen from one side to the other. In the day-flying locusts,

when the wings are folded, there is always a division line on
top where the v/ings meet. But not so in the night-flying

species ; they have no division line down the middle of the back
when the wings are folded. I should think having the wings
thus wrapped around the body would be an advantage to these

creatures, because as they spend a lot of their time hidden away
in holes, cracks in wood, or under bark, the wings v/ould be
likely to get damaged if otherwise arranged. They are not
careless about their appearance ; they attach themselves to the

wire of the cage with the hopper clav/s and hang head down-
wards. With the disengaged clav/s, the wings, first one side

and then the other, are brought forward and unfurled. The
cleaning then begins. The mouth is carefully worked over the
surface of the wings, and when finished they are folded back
into place again. The antennae are the next to receive atten-

tion : with one of the front claws one is placed in the mouth,
while the mouth moves quickly but carefully, and it is gently
drawn through right to the end^ Tiie feet also receive careful

attention.

I was not fortunate enough to learn anything about the

mating; but one night, between 11 and 12 p.m. I discovered a

huge female sitting on a piece of wood eating something un-

usual. I gripped her firmly across the back and took her out of

the cage to examine more closely. It was a soft whitish grey
mushy substance, about the size of a small pea, and had the

appearance of having been dipped in water. A little of the

same stuff was also at base of ovipositor. I tried to take it from
her, but she held on firmly and defended it with her claws. I
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could learn nothing further. I put her back on the piece of

wood, where she ate up every bit of her repulsive meal. The
only other occupant of the cage was a male locust. Whether he
was in any way responsible, I cannot say. She ate him tv/o

days later. I have mentioned this merely because some abler

observer might be able to explain.

(To be continued.)

SOME SUMMER PLANTS.

By Ernest H. Ising. .

There are a number of native plants which flower during
the hottest weather; that is, between November and February,
inclusive. They form, of course, only a very small proportion
of our native vegetation, but on account of producing their

flowers during the midsummer heat, w^hich is usually the driest

time of the year, they are of special interest.

1. Hyacinth Orchid {Dipodium punctatum, R.Br.). This is

the latest flowering orchid that we have ; its first flowers open at

the end of December, and it is several weeks before its flowering

period is over. I have known plants to be in flower as late as

March at Mount Lofty. The leaves of this orchid are reduced
to small stem scales, and the flower stems stands from one to two
feet high. It looks very much like a hyacinth, and its pink
flowers dotted with red make it attractive in the summer, when
so few other flowers are out. The stem is thick and fleshy, and
is either dark-red or green. The roots are also very thick (quite

half an inch in diameter) and fleshy; they number from eight

to ten, ranging from 6 in. to 10 in. long. These three factors

—

viz., reduced leaf surface, thick stem, and fleshy roots—enable

the plant to live and mature its flowers and fruits during the

hottest and driest season of the year. This orchid needs much
moisture during its growing period, and the three factors men-

tioned above are the means of conserving the moisture to a

wonderful degree. At Mount Lofty this plant is generallj' found
growing in dry situations.

2. Tall Lobelia {Lohelia gihhosa, Labill.). This is a hand-

some plant with deep ultramarine blue flowers, and blooms from
early December to the end of February. It is one of the most

remarkable plants that I know. The roots and the base of the

stem are dead before the first flowers open, and yet it is at least

seven weeks before the last flower fades. During this period no

moisture is or can be absorbed by the roots, as they are quite dry,

brittle, and dead. In fact, the plant takes in all its necessary

nourishment while it is still quite young, and stores it in the stem.
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The leaves also have withered before the flowers open. The
seedling makes its appearance about the end of October, and in

a few weeks the plants is several inches high, w^ith a number of

fairly thick leaves placed alternately on the stem. The stem

becomes much swollen with its store of food and sap. When
the buds begin to appear in late November the roots die. As
the flowering time advances the sap rises, and its position can be

observed in the thickened part of the stem. When the stem dies

it becomes stiff, and so keeps the plant erect. The flowers are

arranged on a long racene, with a short space between them.

The lowest flower is the first to open and the top flower last. All

the flowers turn and face the same way, although they are placed

at different positions around the stem. This adaptation for our

dry summer is a wonderful provision of Nature. It makes no

difference to the development of the flowers if the plant is picked

in very early bud and placed on a shelf or gummed to a wall

indoors. It need not be placed in water, but will in time bring

all its flowers to maturity.

I carried out the following experiment with four plants

gummed to a wall :

—

Lobelia gihhosa.
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Excursion to Barossa, October 12, 1921.—A lai-cre party
visited the Barossa Reservoir under tlie leadership of Mr. W.
Champion Haekett. The party enjoyed the trip througph the

hills in the ideal weather. Camping' near the Barossa Weir,
the members found the serub near the old Barossa diggings a

mass of flowers and flowering shrubs. Summer orchids were
abundant, and the beautiful ))lue blossoms of cheiranthera

were especially noticeable. The leader gave the party an
account of the cost, holding capacity and catchment area of

the dam, the cement wall of which is made in the shape of a

curve, forming a very eflVctive whispering gallery.

Lectures, October 18, 1921.—Mr. A. 0, Edquist gave an
interesting lecture on "Crystals." dealing with their forma-
tion, growtli and classification. The lecture was illustrated

by specimens, models and lantern slides. Mr. J. ^[. Black
lectured on "Some Recently Introduced Weeds of K.A, " his

remarks being sjilendidly illustrated by the aid of the episcope.

The lecturer dealt very interestingly with the wild turnip,

oxalis, Convovulus arvense, stiiikwort (Inula graveolens), the

pest pear (Opuntia monocantha), the white goosefoot (Cheno-
podium album j. the prickly jack (Emex australis), the rocket
(Sisymbrium orientale), the English dandelion (Taraxacum
ofiicinale), meadow grass (Poa annua), hedge mustard (Sisym-
brium officinale), castor oil (Ricinus communis), and many
others, specimens of each being obtained that afternoon in and
around North Adelaide.

Lecture, November 15, 1921.—Mr. W. Champion Hackett
spoke on ''Plant Curiosities." With the aid of the episcope
he dealt with many of the wonders of the plaut world, such as
the ''Elephant's Foot." Rafllesia arnoldi, the gingko tree, that
relic of a dim past (some specimens of which are to be seen
in our park lands), the candle tree of Panama, the Victoria
Regia, the travellers' tree of Madagascar, the pitcher plant
of Albany (W.A.), and many others. Dr. Pulleine followed
with a talk on spiders. Admirable slides illustrated the
speaker's remarks as he dealt with the habits and defences of
various species, more particularly with the trap-door spiders,
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whose uncanny cleverness in defending themselves was well

brought out. Sonic of the slides made by the speaker himself

showed the way in which various spiders used a concealed trap-

door to circumvent their enemies.

Excursion, November 19, 1921.—A large party travelled

per charabanc through the hills to Cherryville, which was seen

at its best, the numerous cherry trees being loaded with the

glowing fruit. The winding roads, bordered with orchard trees

and stringybarks, the steep gullies, and the abundant native

flora made a charming picture. The botanical members secured

a good, many treasures from the scrublands of the hills.

Dredging Excursion, December 3, 1921.—Starting from
the Glanville dock, a party under the leadership of Messrs.

Edgar R. Waite and H. M. Hale dredged in the Port River

and in the channel at the Outer Harbor. At the latter place

several interesting hauls were made, including a variety of

species of marine life, none, however, new to science. The
water was too rough to adventure out from the Harbor.

Evening Meeting, December 13, 1921.—The members of

the Aquarium Society generously arranged an aquarium even-

ing. The President of the Aquarium Society (Mr. Edgar R.

Waite) spoke on the management of aquaria and the necessary

conditions for their success, explaining in particular the

necessity for a constant supply of air and the various methods
for assuring this. In the course of his address Mr. Waite made
the capital suggestion that the caissons at Glenelg, now re-

garded as mere debris of the abandoned breakwater, might

be used as material for erecting a marine aquarium at our

premier Avatering-place. This was only one point in a very
informative address. Mr. B. B. Beck followed with a descrip-

tion of various water plants, illustrating their different

modes of growth by living specimens, slides and episcope

views. Mr. H. M. Hale dealt with some forms of aquatic life.

His slides were fine examples of the photographic art. and his

1-ecture conveyed a great deal of information on this interest-

ing topic.

Dredging Excursion, January 21, 1922.—A large parts-

under the leadership of Mr. W. .1. Kimber were able to go
out in the Gulf, the weather proving the most perfect the

section has ever experienced on any of their dredging trips,

b.eing calm and cool. Fine hauls were made, and a varied

mass of marine life secured. Mr. Kimber dealt witli many of

tiie forms dredged, and described a fine collection of shells.
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showing examples of the best known families found in Aus-
tralian seas, including Phasianella autralis, mitras, wHeiks,

cowries, tritons, and many others.

THE WILD FLOWER SHOW, 1921.

Certilicates have been forwarded to all the schools and
to the various friends who supplied the flowers for the show.

The tinancial results of the 8how cannot yet be accurately

set out, owing to the fact that some members have not yet

forwarded money for tickets sold, but the credit balance will

probably be about £70.

The dates of this year's Show have been fixed for Friday
and Saturday, October 13 and 1-1. Will members kindly keep
these dates in mind?

THE CRATERS AND LAKES OF MOUNT GAMBIER,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

By Charles Fenner, D.Sc.

This reprint of the paper read before the parent Society
by our former Chairman contains a full description of the
Mount, with many plans, views, and graphs. Dr. Fenner has
carefully reviewed the existing literature on the subject of

Mount Gambler, has accurately mapped the region, and after
detailed examination has set forth his conclusions in a most
interesting way. The origin of the lakes is discussed, and their

variations in surface levels are shown to depend on the rainfall

of the south-east of South Australia and the neighboring parts
of Victoria. The geological period of the outburst is indicated,
and the economic effect of the volcanic action in covering a

space of 25 s.piare miles with ash deposits is fully dealt with.
The paper is bound u\) with the Proceedings of the lioyal
Society, the volumes oi which form part of the Library of the
Section. Perusal of this paper will render a visit to the Mount
much more informative and inicresling. It is to be regretted
that dist<ince renders it impossible to have an excursion to tJio

Mount under the masterly guidance of our talented Past
Chairman.
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HANDBOOKS ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA.

Our members will have seen from references in the dailj'

press that the Government has generously consented to assist

in the production, in conjunction with the local branch of the

British Science Guild, of a series of handbooks dealing with

the various branches of natural history in this State. The
series as at present ])lanned is to consist of the following :

—

1. Introduction, by Professor W. Howchin.
2. Mammals, by Professor F. Wood-Jones.
3. Fishes, by Mr. Edgar R. Waite.

4. Beetles, bv Mr. A*. M. Lea.

5. Flora of S.A., by Mr. J. M. Black.

6. The Ecology of S.A. Plants, by Professor Osborn.

In common with other societies, our section has made a

donation towards the cost of preparing the plates for the illus-

tration of the various volumes, which we understand are now
in preparation. They will undoubtedly prove of great interest

to members of our section of the Royal Society, and will be
of immense value to all students of the natural sciences. The
various authors are giving tlieii* valuable services gratuitously.

Additions to the Library of the Section since November,
1921.—''Life of a Scotch Naturalist," by Samuel Smiles; '*A
Philosopher with Nature," by Benj. Kidd; "Spiderland, '^ by
R. Thomas; ''Bird Hunting through Wild Europe,'' by R. E.

Lodge ; "Nature, Curious and Beautiful," by R. Kerr; "The
Wild Flowers of Western Australia," by (Mrs.) E. H. Pelloe.

Press Correspondent.—Through a regrettable oversight,

the name of Mr. D. J. Macuamara, our worthy press correspon-
dent, was omitted from the list of officers in the last number
of the "Naturalist." The omission is rectified in this issue.

We hope to be favored with many more of his characteristically

witty accounts of our outings.

Exchanges.—Among our exchanges are the following :—
"The Victorian Naturalist" for December, 1921, containing a

well-written account of the Gippsland Lakes country and lie

physiographieal features.

i
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NOTES ON THE FORMS AND HABITS OF AQUATIC
INSECTS.—Part H.

By Herbert M. Hale (South Australian Museum).

After watching: the gorgeously-coloured dragon-flies hawking
mosquitoes while travelling at a speed of fifty miles an hour, it is

difficult to associate these creatures with the squat larvae, lying

partially buried in mud or coated with filth, in the nearest

stagnant water. Yet so it is ! But the immature form is no less

interesting than the adult; indeed, the modifications which
enable the insect to develop in a murky pool to its final winged
state of perfection are well worthy of our consideration.

Dragon-flies insert their eggs in stems and leaves of aquatic

plants, drop them into the water, or plunge the tip of the

abdomen therein and deposit the ova below the surface ; the egg-

laying habits vary amongst different species. Towards the end
of October of last year, members of the South Australian

Aquarium Society visited Millbrook Reservoir. Many thousands
of dragon-flies were present, and it was noted that the smaller

demoiselles walked do-vsTi reeds and sticks into the water, and
descended to a couple of feet below the surface—presumably to

deposit eggs. Mr. E. Savage then remarked that he had observed
similar occurences in the River Murray, and had there seen other

species behave in this singular manner.

Larvae of several kinds of dragon-flies are found in almost
any pond, and an examination of one or other of them will show
that it is efficiently fitted for a predaeeous life. The under lip

consists of a singular jointed arm, terminating in a pair of strong
and more or less jagged pincers ; this apparatus is known as the

mask, because when retracted it covers the mouth parts and
sometimes even hides the whole face. The mask has very various

forms, and in no two species is it identical in shape. (See figs,

lb, 2a, and 3a.) Living insects, including those of its own kind,

are captured by darting forward the lower lip and seizing the
victim in the pincers ; when its struggles lessen the prisoner is

drawn back to the mandibles and devoured. If inadvertently

introduced into an aquarium containing tiny fishes, these insects

do an immense amount of damage in a short time. Fig, 1 illus-

trates the pupa of one of our commonest dragon-flies (Aeshna
hrevistyla) ; fig. la shows the underside of the head, with the

formidable lower labrum extended and the pincers open.
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Despite a lethargic habit and usually slow and sluggish

movements, the larvae of the Lihellulidae, apparently without

effort, dart quickly into concealment when disturbed in cleai-

water. liCt us try a little experiment. Grasp a larva by the

thorax and hold it beneath the water, so that the termination of

the abdomen is quite near the surface. Presently, as the insect

struggle? to escape, a jet of water will be forcibly ejected from its

vent into the air. Now the larva is equipped with internal

tracheal gills, which extract "dissolved" air from water, which

is alternately drawn into and exhaled from the abdomen. The
aperture may be completely closed by means of terminal appen-

dages (fig. la). When the expulsion is produced by a quick

contraction of the abdomen, the contained water is violently

expelled; the surrounding medium offers a resistance to this

forceful stream, which thus acts as a motive power. The larva

then ''swims" forwai-d as a result of the sudden muscular energy

developed.

In the demoiselles {Zygoptera) the larva is provided with

external, caudal respiratory appendages, which also act as

rudders and assist in swimming (fig. 3). Such larvae are, as a

rule, not more than an inch in length, and swim with a wriggling

motion; their colour is a brown or green, admirably matching

the vegetation amongst whi(di they live. The false gills consist

of three broad leaves permeated by tracheae—beautiful objects

under the microscope (fig. 3b). The finely-V)ranching air-tubes

filter the oxygen from the water through the pervious membrane
of the gills, and likewise discharge the carbonic acid gas.

The larvae of the May-flies (Ephemeridae) have external

gills; these fringed organs, which are situated along the sides

of the abdomen, also assist in swimming. As in the adult, there

are three long hairs at the hinder exti'emity of the body.

The familiar Caddis-worms are larvae of small insectR

belonging to the same group as the dragon-flies. The "worm"
protects its soft body with a case formed of small objects—tiny

bits of wood, shells, pebbles, etc.—glued together, or inserts itself

into a hollow twig (fig. 4). In our streams the last-named is

perhaps the most usual procedure, the hinder end of the tube

thus inhabited being closed by a silky cover made by the insect.

The respiratory tufts are arranged on the abdomen, the extremity

of which is provided with two hooks, with which the larva clings

Jlrmlv to the inside of its retreat.
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The Rat-tailed Maggot (fig. 5a), the aquatic larva of a fly

{Erhtalis tenax), will be found in foul water. It breathes

through a long flexible tube at the end of its bod}' ; to allow for

descent to varying depths in thi^ fluid in which the maggot lives,

this organ is telescopic, and its length is thus adjusted as occasion

demands. The tip is furnished with five little tufts of hair, which

rest on the surface film, so that the spiracles are in contact with

the air. The insect leaves the water to pupate, and while in the

chrysalis form breathes through two tubes near the front of the

eocoon (fig. 5b). After emergence, the Drone-fly hovers over

flowers, thus finally attaining to surroundings very different from
the often filthy situation of its larva.

The larva of our common Grey Mosquito ( Culex fatigans)

is yet another example of an aquatic insect which breathes

through a pipe at the posterior end of the body, aud its siphon

is a marvel of ingenuity. It has been shown that the surface

film offers a considerable resistance; how then does such a tiny

creature overcome this elastic barrier to the air, which is essential

to its existence? The orifice of the respiratory tube is only

opened when the insect comes to the surface, and is closed at will

with five or six little flaps, a mechanism which prevents water

from penetrating the air passages. When closed, the tube is

jsharp and pointed, and is thus easily pushed through the surface

film ; the flaps then open out in the form of a cup, which floats

and enables the larva to remain ^suspended head downwards.
Four tracheal gills are also present on the last abdominal seg-

ment, but as this larva almost continually breathes atmospheric

air through its respiratory siphon, such appendages are small.

Ijarvae of some mosquitoes have Avell-developed tracheal gills,

and remain completely submerged for long periods. Long hairs

protect the vent and aid in swimming.

In the chrysalis stage, which is also spent in the water, the

insect obtains air through two little funnels situated on the back

of the pupa case. Two paddles at the termination of the

abdomen enable the active pupa to dart away with a eharacteristii^

tumbling motion.

Members of the family Ckirononiidae somewhat resemble

mosquitoes, but lack a sucking proboscis. The larvae are known
as Blood-worms, owing to their brilliant red colouring. This

tppearance is due to the presence of haemoglobin, a matter

capable of absorbing oxygen. The tracheal system is rudiment-

ary, and as gas is held by the haemoglobin, the Blood-worm has

no need to frequently ascend to the surface.
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Finally, the Museum Entomoiogist has asked me to mention
some small flies which form an aberrant group of the Chirono-

midae. The extraordinary breeding-place of these insects is on
those portions of marine reefs exposed between the tides. The
larvae are aquatic, and when hatched the adult lives only long

enough to lay the eggs—that is, its existence in a mature state is

limited to the time between the tides, for when the reef is once

more submerged imagoes, which have but rudimentary wdngs^

are drowned. None of these flies has so far been recorded from
Australia, but Mr. Lea suggests that a close search may reveal

their presence.

The life histories of insects which deposit their eggs in the

water are of absorbing interest; but brief notice of metamor-
phoses has been made in this paper, which is confined to notes

upon the adaptations present during stages in which the habit is-

aquatic. Of material there is no dearth ; for instance, during a
visit of the Aquarium Society to a pond on Dr. Pulleine's

grounds at FuUarton, most of the insects mentioned above were
taken with hand-nets within an hour.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Fig. 1. Common Dragon-fly (Aeshna hrevistyla) ; la,

pupa; lb, lower labrum or "mask" (enlarged).

Fig. 2. Larva of Dragon-fly (LiheUula) ; 2a, mask (en-

larged).

Fig. 3. Larva of Demoiselle (Zygoptera) ; 3a, mask (en-

larged) ; 3b, caudal tracheal gill (enlarged).

Fig. 4. Caddis-fly (Phryganea) ; 4a, larvae.

Fig. 5. Drone-fly (EristaJis tenax) ; 5a, larvae; 5b, pupae.

Fig. 6. Grey Mosquito (C«?eic /ah'grans), immediately after

emergence ; the empty pupal case is seen on the left ; 6a, larva

;

6b, pupae (all enlarged).

Photos.—H. M. Hale.

GORGE ROAD.

During the holidays the Editor rode down the new road on
his Napier (single cylinder). The new road follows the wind-
ings of the Torrens from the Gumeracha Bridge to the Weir
near the mouth of the Gorge. The scenery is most impressive,

wooded hills rising steeply on either side, from 500 feet to over
1,000 feet. The new road opens up some of the finest scenery in

our hills.
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ORCHIDS.

Among the native fioAvers brought by Miss L. E, Page (a

valued member of the Section) from Myponga to our meeting
on November lo. were several specimens of the rare orchid,

Caleana major (R. Brown). It is pictured and described in

Dr. Rogers's ''Introduction to the Study of Soutli Australian
Orchids." The flower bears a comical resemblance to a duck,
and when touched the "head" bends slowly down and bashfully

hides itself. Few specimens of this exceedingly quaint orchid
have been taken.

TRAGEDY.

By ''Phasma.'

They mated, and were as happy as mantids could be.

Wherever she roamed in search of food, there he was to be
found. He was devotedly attentive to his partner, and fre-

quently assmued the attitude of prayer when she refused his

attentions.

They lived for the moment, and gave no thought of the

morrow, for their actions were governed by instinct, or, as

Professor McDougall would say, *'by innate tendencies to act

and to feel."

From what transpired, we may feel certain that their feel-

ings and actions were governed by instinct, and not by the

exercise of the higher governing influence—reason.

It was the afternoon, and in the privacy of a shrub they
were accepting each other's caresses, when they were rudely
shaken from their seventh heaven into a paper bag by one
of those mortals gifted with reason and all that it means, and
yet prone to destroy that which he can never hope to create.

In the "cause of science" it was decided that the newly-wed
couple should be given to the entomologist at the Museum next
morning. Owing to the fact that thoughts of trams and busi-

ness matters must always occupy one's mind to the exclusion
of others less closely connected with the getting of bread and
butter, they were forgotten. Next day they were carefully
carried to the Museum and delivered to the entomologist, who,
on opening the bag, started with horror and disappointmerit
at the spectacle which filled his gaze. Had they quarrelled
so soon after marriage, and after such prayerful protestations
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Oil his part but a few hours ago?. Had jealousy been respon-
sible for this horrible happening? No, it could not have been
that, for no rival could enter that bag. Was it reason or

instinct which had i)recipitated the tragedy? Surely not
reason: it must have been *'the noble instinct of the savage."
They were imprisoned and overtaken with hunger. He was
full-grown, and felt the pangs far less than she. Certainly she

was also full-grown, but then her sixty eggs were developing
and absorbing energy from her body. Her hunger was in-

creased, and Avith the constant thwarting of the natural desire

for food the tendenc,y to action became irrepressible, and
seizing her spouse with her front legs she, by reason of her
superior weight, bore him to the ground and fastened her jaws
into his neck; but not before he had torn from her shoulder
a gauzy wing.

Pood she must have, or she and her eggs would perish and
the continuance of her species be endangered. The dominant
instinct was to appease her hunger, and without compunction
she did so. First his head was eaten, and then the body.
Nothing w^as left but the hard wing-cases and chitinous cover-

ings to the legs. Her hunger was appeased, and the possibility

of egg ])roduction assured. Did she live to achieve her highest
purpose? Yes. The loss of one wing rendered her unsightly
in a neatly-arranged collection, and so she was set at liberty on
another hn^h—the rendezvous of flies and bees on North
Terrace.

SPIDERS IN CAPTIVITY.

By T. W. Nettelbeck.

Most entomologists engaged in making a collection pay but
scant attention to the spicier, owing to the fact that it belongs

to a different sub-kingdom in zoology. It belongs to the group
Arachmidae, and having, therefore, different anatomical con-

struction, having eight legs, head and thorax in one piece, while

the true insect never has more than six legs, and its head joins

the thorax by a supple neck. Thus the spider is very different

and passes mostly unnoticed, while the eager entomologist

searches for his true insect amongst the rocks, bark, or herbage.

I have always found the spider a most interesting creature and
a fascinating pet. To take a large spider alive requires great
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care, as one must not injure it. Previous experience lias taught

me how sensitive the creature is to pain, and if only slightly

crushed, or if a leg be damaged in the capture, one will not get

the best results from observations of the spider in captivity.

Imprisoned in a 12 x 12 box, with a gauze door covering

the whole of the front of it, I have my captive under observa-

tion. This time it is one of those large hairy spiders one
frequently discovers running up the wall of a shed or outhouse,

situated amongst the trees of the garden ; especially if at night

a light is lit suddenly near a wall in a verandah or such place.

Most people, on seeing the poor thing, strike it down with a

towel or any other convenient tl»ing, and crush it underfoot.

The same person complains bitterly of the mosquito at night,

and next day he is doing his utmost to keep the house free

from flies, while only the previous evening he has killed a

valuable ally, and one who won't spin a web to disfigure the

recesses in the mason work or rooms. This large Arthopod is

for the most part nocturnal. I have, on rare occasions, seen it

take flies in daylight, and it frequently comes out to sun itself

;

that is, of course, in its natural habitat. But in captivity it is,

so far as my observations are concerned, strietlj^ nocturnal. It

can make wonderful fasts, and more wonderful meals. A week
is rather too long to leave it without food ; but I have kept food
away from it for four days to try and induce it to take a moth
of the Cutworm family, and although it will greedily seize and
devour four small butterflies of the Lycinidae family, never
missing a particle, cramming wings and all into its mouth, it

merely killed the moth, and I can hardly perceive any evidence
of it having as much as sucked it. A large green fly. Dipterous
(I think the kind parasitical to the vine moth, Chacrocampa
celius), lived for two days and nights with the spider un-
molested, but was eaten the third night. The hive bee lived

even longer, then was killed and partly eaten. Termites were
killed only; meat flies killed and eaten. When I have intro-

duced the common house flies, Musca domestica, along with
other insects, the house flies are always taken first. Mosquitoes
are also a favourite morsel. The spider, like the owl, never
swallows what is bad for its digestion. It rejects the remains
of the insect in a tiny pellet containing the exoskeleton and
wings. So it seems from these observations this large and
awe-inspiring, but harmless, spider is a very useful creature,

roaming about the wall and fences, and even inside the house
after dark. It is an adept at catching the sleeping flies, and
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takes dozens of these unpleasant insects to make a meal for

itself, therefore it should never be ruthlessly destroyed. No
serious results arise from its bite, as I have frequently experi-

enced a nip from the species, and nothing more than a couple

of hours' irritation and a slight swelling has ensued. But let

me here state that whoever seeks knowledge of spiders' habits

must not make little of a spider's bite. Many kinds resemble

each other closely, but are not nearly the same when the bite is

experienced. If the wound be pricked with a needle and a

little strong liquid ammonia applied one can nearly always be

sure of safety.

These strong, beautiful nocturnal creatures are savage and
game to the end. When no longer able to stand, it lies on

sand at the bottom of the cage; just a touch with the finger,

and the strong jaws are instantly opened savagely, and it strikes

out with its big hopping legs. They die very slowly, lying the

whole day without moving, unless touched. Some make con-

vulsive movements, as if caused by a spasm of pain, wiien they

first lie on the sand.

The females do not live very long after they have finished

laying. The males do not get the chance of a natural death;

the females see to that. They are most plentiful from Novem-
ber to the end of December, and they seem to live only a year.

The rustling sound made by the locusts when trying to frighten

anything away is not made by shaking the body against the

wings, for the young wingless creatures can make the same
noise. The tip of the abdomen is bent forward, thereby extend-

ing the segment rings and giving the top part a rounded appear-

ance. It is really the rapid extension and pushing together of

these segment rings that causes the rustling sound.

FOB SALE.

Members are notified that a microscope, lately owned by

the Rev. D. T. Whalley, is for sale. Particulars may be ascer-

tained from the Rev. G. H, Wright, Stow Church, Adelaide.
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NOTES OF THE MONTH.

Close Season for Native Flowers.—The late Minister for

Local Government in New Sonth Wales (Mr. Mntcli) stated

recently that he proposed to establish a close season for some
varieties of native flowers growing in that State, among them
being the waratah, rock lily, gymea, and Christmas bnsh.

S.A. Handbooks of Natural History.—We learn with great

pleasnre tliat very satisfactory jn'ogress is being made with

the preparation of these volumes. It is understood that the

handbooks to the flora of South Australia, compiled by Mr.
J. M. Black, will be one of the first to be issued.

Excursion, Long Gully to Upper Sturt, February 11, 1922.—
The Secretary (]\Ir. E. H. Ising) led a large party over the steep

hills leading from Long Gully railway station to t^ie Upper
Sturt station. Mr. Ising was able to find many summer plants

about which to discourse, among others the blue Lobelia

gibbosa, which has the strange habit of flowering, sometimes for

weeks, after removal from the root, the flower obtaining

nourishment from the food supply stored in the swollen stem.

Wahlenbergia gracilis, Bursaria spinosa, and Erythrea spicata

were in full bloom. The introduced St. John's Wort (Hyperi-

cum perforatum) is flourishing along the railway line, and pro-

mises to become a pest, as it has done in Victoria. A few native

flowers found blooming after the rains included Tetratheca

ericifolia, Scaevola microcarj^a, Daviesia ulieina, and Goodenia

geniculata. The introduced French flax (Linum Gallicum) was
found to be spreading at Tapper Sturt. The party were hos-

pitably entertained by Mr. and Mrs. T. How James at their

home at Upper Sturt.

Excursion, February 25, 1922, to Mr. E. Savage's Residence,

Henley Beach.—This excursion was a combined meeting of the

Field Naturalists and the Aquarium Society, luider the leader-
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ship of Mr. E. Savage. The \mvty started at the freshwater
lake ill the 'Merusaleni" enclosure, and proceeded along the

drains near the \'iaduot. Owing to the dr}- weather, few speci-

mens of pond life were secured. The party then adjourned to

Mr. Savage's residence, where his aquaria were set out for

inspection, and Mr. Savage si)oke on the various aquatic plants,

freshwater tish, and pond life shown in the various jars. The
water hyaeinth in full bloom, various forms of Lemna, Vallis-

neria, and Chara Avere on view. The latter plant forms a living

coating on its stems which persists after the death of the plant,

and has in some instances accumulated in such quantities as to

form a limestone rock. ]\Ir. Savage showed various forms of

freshwater fish, wliich flourish in the jars, the oxygen being
sup})lied by the action of the aijuatic plants in the water.

Through the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Savage a delightful and
most instructive afternoon was spent.

Excursion on the Torrens Lake, March 11, 1922.—A trip on

the Torrens Lake was undertaken by the Field Naturalists on
Saturday afternoon, March 11, under the leadership of Messrs.

B. Beck and H. Hale, to study the aquatic plants and animals.

Before going on the lake, Mr. A. J. Morison pointed out to the

members an old gum tree behind Webb's boatshed, which was
one of the very few remaining trees of the original forest. The
river weed known as Potamogeton (Gr. "potamos," a river;

"geiton, " near) belongs to the order of plants "belonging to

rivers" (Fluviales) ; this plant was found growing in abund-
ance on the lake, and is so thick now that parts of the lake are

covered with it. It is most un])leasant, if not dangerous, for

inexperienced oarsmen to get into, and certainly it is fatal for

swimmers to become entangled in it. The plant has its roots

in the mud, and grows long and numerous stems, which reach

the surface of the water. The several kinds of water fowl were
busy among the growt'h, feeding or resting. Intermingled with

this plant was another one with much more slender stems; in

fact, the stems of the S])irogyra were decidedly threadlike.

They were very green, and appeared to be slimy. The roots

were also growing in the mud, but the stems were supported

by the Potamogeton, which is of a much more robust growth.

This plant is frequently used to demonstrate the phenomenon
of the circulation of protoplasm in the cells. The native bulrush

(Typha angustifolia) grows very profusely along the banks of

the lake, and is known by its long flat leaves and slender brown
spike of flowers. This plant is only semi-aquatic, growing on
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the moist banks Avliioh are oeeasionally submerged. Many
spiders' webs were observed, and there is no doubt the spiders

captured many flyinof insects that were attracted by the water.

The cliffs showed a series of strata, some of which were of

gravel, indicating the level of the river-bed at some former
period. A number of large bushes of tlie native rush (Scirpus

sp.) were noticed on tlie north bank, which sloped gradually to

the water. One red gum (Eucalyptus rostrata) grew in the

water several feet from the bank, and its trunk, which was
about two inches thick, was erect and strong. It is (piite com-
mon to see this species of gum growing in water on the River
Murray. Iiitroduced plants were present in some numbers

—

the so-called Bambojo (a Danubian reed), fennel, castor oil,

and what appeared to be a twining convolvulus. Not many
aquatic animals were seen, but the yabbie proved an interesting

find in the hands of Mr. W. II. Baker, who is an authority on
the Crustacea. Some boys had caught (piite a number of this

fish, whicli is called Chieraps bicarinatus. ^Ir. Baker men-
tioned that he has sometimes found a snuill leech parasitic on
the yabbie. Several species of dragon-fly were seen skimming
the water. The innovation of boating on the lake j^roved of

great interest.

Lecture, "A Public Aquarium," by Mr. Edgar R. Waite,

F.L.S., March 21, 1922.—The meeting on March 21 Avas a com-
bined meeting of the Aquarium Society and this Section. The
President of the Aquariiim Soeiety (Mr. Edgar R. Waite,
F.L.S.) delivered his presidential address on the subject of "A
Public Aquarium, " in the course of Avhich he spoke of some of

the most noted of the world's aquaria, at Monaco, in Italy, in

England, at Honolulu, and in P^lorida. His remarks were illus-

trated by beautiful lantern views. The lecturer took his audi-

ence behind the scenes and exi)lained how the public aquaria
were managed and how the inhabitants of the tanks were kept
in health. In the course of his lecture he said :^" Coming to

South Australia Avith a lifelong interest in, and practical asso-

ciation Avith the subject. 1 soon sought to establish a public

aquarium in Adelaide. The Zoological Society placed a room at

my disposal for the purpose, and plans and specification for the

fittings Avere prepared. This Avould, I belicA-e, have borne fruit,

but, like many other projects, had to be abandoned on the out-

break of the Avar. Later came the foundation of the Aquarium
Society, and Ave hope in time to move the poAvers that be to do

something better for the State in the direction of establishing
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an aquarium worthy of this, the 'Quceu City of the South.' In
my own mind there is ono jihice for such an aquarium—Glenelg.

During visits recently paid to this seaside resort 1 have been
impressed with the ])otentialities offered by those hnge dis-

carded structures of concrete, prepared for the ill-fated break-
water. I understand that these strnctnres are now to be re-

moved, doubtless at great cost. Cajinot they, in some way, be
utilised for a building for an aquarium? I have not examined
them with such object in view, but we might interest those who
have the ordering of things, aiid ascertain if the structures

could be utilised in the desired direction; if they could be allo-

cated for the purpose, and, finally, if the necessary funds could

be raised? If the money to be spent on the removal of the

blocks were to be devoted to their re-erection, in or near their

present site, little more might be necessary to complete the

building. The question of tanks and pumps would have to be

considered, but "^^•ith electricity at hand pumps could be run
much cheaper than, say, at the Melbourne Aquarium, where
expensive engines are installed. The claims of an aquarium
as an educational medium, and as a source of interest and
pleasure, should need no pressing, but I Avould advocate an
aquarium pure and simple, not an excuse for the introduction

of. a dancing saloon, variety show and other entertainments,

which have their legitimate and separate functions and patrons.

The erection of an aquarium at Glenelg would be a tremendous
asset to the place, and would provide an attraction, of which
there are not too many. The residents of Glenelg might, there-

fore, be reasonably disposed to view the matter favourably,

and give, at any rate, some moral support to any scheme that

tends to poi)ularise the resort."

* Excursion, March 25, to Glenelg".—At the special invitation

of the Mayor of Glenelg a large party of members of the Field

Naturalists' Section and Aquarium Society visited the Bay,

under the leadership of Mr. Edgar R. Waite, to examine the

caissons prepared for the breakwater there, and to investigate

their suitability for use in connection with the establishment of

an aquarium at our premier watering-place. Some time was
spent in examining the caissons and inspecting the site. It

was considered that use might be made of some of the caissons.

Mr. Waite ijointed out the desirability of establishing a sea-

water aquarium at Glenelg, providing, as it would, pleasure

and instruction for visitors. The meeting was unanimously in

favour of the project, and a motion was carried that the
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societies heartily support any action taiveii by the Town
Council of Glenelg. ]\Ir. Kiniber led a small party along the
beach. Over sixty varieties of shells were picked up in a short
time, and these were dealt with by the leader, who showed that
even the commoner species are most beautiful and most
interesting.

Excursion, April 1, 1922, to Carey's Gully.—Under the
leadership of Mr. W. H. Selway, a large party journeyed, via

Norton's Summit, Summertown, and Uraidla, to Carey's Gully,

returning via Crafers and Glen Osmond. The route taken
embraces some of the finest scenery in the Mount Lofty Range.
The only scrubland which could be explored was that in close

proximity to the road, and few specimens were taken at this

time of the year. The white immortelle (Ixodia achilleoides)

was the most notable flower seen. Its generic name is derived
from the stickiness of its foliage, which resembles birdlime. A
few plants of native heath, Epacris impressa, were in flower.

Blackberr}^ bushes were plentiful, and the berries were duly
sampled and appreciated. A large brown si)ider proved of

interest to the entomologists of the party. At this time of the

year the white trunks of the gums, which had recently shed
their old coating of bark, make a conspicuous feature in the

landscape.

Lecture, "The Artesian Areas of Australia," April 11,

1922.—The Chairman of the Section, Mr. W. Ham, lectured on
the subject of artesian water to a large audience. By means of

slides (kindly lent by the Government Geologist, Mr. Keith
AVard) the lecturer showed the artesian areas of Australia.

The Great Australian Basin occupies an area of 569,000 square

miles, and many other basins occur of great importance in the

development of Australia. The source of the water was given

as meteoric ; that is, derived from the rain falling on the

uplands of Queensland and New South Wales, and also from
Central Australia, and thence slowly percolating through to the

sea to the north, and to mound springs hi the loAv-lying Lake
Eyre basin of Central Australia. The evidence for this theory

Avas dealt with and the various artesian areas described. One of

the most important to South Australia is the Murray- Basin,

covering the Murray Plains, the water being derived from the

Victoriaii Grami)ians. The (luality of the water varies according

to its distance from the intake beds, but is generally too

mineralised to be used for irrigation. The bores in the north-
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east of South Australia were pointed out and their importance
as enabling stock to be travelled down from Queensland. Views
were shown of the mound springs formed where the artesian

waters came out at the edge of the basin in South Australia.

The problem of checking the present enormous waste of Avater

is of immense importance to the future of Australia. Carefully

compiled statistics show that in New South Wales the outflow

and pressures are decreasing at a rapid rate, indicating that

the outflow is greater than the intake. If the bores could be

effectively sealed this waste could be minimised. Some bores

yield enormous quantities of water, the maximum yield being

4,000,000 gallons per day obtained from a bore near Perth,

W.A., at a depth of 2,097 feet. In our ovrn State, a bore at

Coonie Creek, east of Lake Frome, is estimated to yield

1,250,000 gallons per day.

Excursion via the New Road up the Torrens Gorge, April

15, 1922.—A small party travelled per charabanc to the junc-

tion of Sixth Creek with the Torrens, along the new road now
nearing completion. The scenery is very striking, the precipit-

ous rock walls of the gorge at places rising almost vertically

for hundreds of feet. The yacca (Xanthorrhoea) and sheaoak
(Casuarina) grow wherever a foothold may be obtained, while

teatree (Leptos})ermum), bottlebrush (Callistemon), and red

gum (Eucalyptus rostrata) flourish near the water. The party,

under the leadership of Mr. W. H. Sehvay, spent a pleasant

and instructive afternoon.

Excursion to Mount Lofty, April 29, 1922.—Under the

leadership of Professor J. B. Cleland, a large party travelled

up tlie Greenhill Road to the upper part of Chambers' Gully,

near the summit of Mount Lofty. On the way up the party
were able to enjoy the beautiful outlook over the Adelaide
plains, with the Gulf in the distance. The afternoon "was clear

and free from mist, and the view was consequently even more
than usually interesting. The leader drew attention to the

olive trees growing up from seed distributed by the birds, par-

ticularly the starlings. Before the introduction of the starling

it was not noticed that the olive was propagated in this way.

Since its advent the seedling olives are very plentifully distri-

buted. It was ascertained that many olives growing up in this

way have developed into the fruiting stage and proved profit-

able to their owners. Leaving the road near the summit, the

party proceeded to Chambers' Gully, where there is an area of
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about 1,000 acres of forest ground, from which the largrer trees

have been removed. The forest is now being regenerated by
the natural growth of young trees, mainly the valuable stringy-

bark (Eucalyptus obliqua). The greater part of the land is

covered with the young growth, the tre-es standing tall and
straight, suitable for use as poles in building constructioJi. etc.

The party viewed with great interest the land on which a vine-

yard had been planted and tended u}) to tAventy-six years ago.

Since that time the vines have totally disai)i)eared, and a thick
gro~\vth of stringybarks has grown up to such valuable sizes that

just recently the whole of this part was cleared, the trees being
of considerable value in building operations, etc. The leader
drew attention to the suitability of this area as a State forest,

the natural regeneration ])roving most remunerative. After a

few years a continuous revenue would be received from the

firewood and timber, which would give a handsome return on
the investment. Added to this, the scenic beauty of the valley

and the magnificent view it affords, as well as its accessibility

and nearness to the city (less than seven miles) make it of
unique value as a State tourist resort. The party were given
to understand that the land is available for purchase at a very
reasonable ])rice per acre. It is to be hoped that in view, not
only of our special study of natural history, but in the

interests of the future of tlie State, that the matter of purchas-
ing an area sufficient for forestry and as a tourist resort may be
pushed on to a successful issue.

EXCHANGES.

"The S.A. Ornithologist" for January.—To the ordinary
reader the i)a])er by Dr. Morgan on "A Trip to North-West
Australia," a readable and interesting study by an observant
naturalist, will probably claim first attention. Captain White
and Mr. J. Niel McGilp contribute valuable articles on the

Yellow-rumped Tits, and there are other articles of interesl:,

especially to ornithologists.

"The Victorian Naturalist" for February.—The principal

article deals fully with "The Flora of the Victorian Ali)s.

"

"The Victorian Naturalist" for March.—An article of

special interest to South Australians is on "The Geology of the
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Mallee," by F. Chapman, A.L.S. A paper which will appeal

to our botanical members deals with "Ooldea Plants," by
J. A. Kershaw, F.E.8.

"The Scientific Australian" for January 15, 1922.—This
number contains a special article on ''The Sugar Industry in

Australia." Other articles, written from an Australian stand-

point, are: ''The Grasshopper Pest," "Essential Oils," "A
Self-contained Australia," and "Basic Facts About Soil."

"The Victorian Naturalist" for April contains an apprecia-

tive notice of the paper recently compiled by Dr. Fenner on

"The Craters aiid Lakes of Mount Gambier."

"The Queensland Naturalist" for February has an inter-

esting article on the Orchids of a part of Queensland.

Our readers may be interested in the following lines, which
appear on the programme of a Field Naturalists' Club in Eng-
land. They were written out from memory by Mr. A. Marshall

for "The S.A. Field Naturalist":—

The Naturalist.

There are thousands who walk over this beautiful earth

From cradle to grave without knowing its worth;
They see things around them, yet coldly pass by
Without ever asking the wherefore or Avhy.

The silent observer is never alone,

A companion to him is a leaf or a stone
;

He wonders, examines, and studies to find

Their value, their use, their nature, their kind.

OUR MEETINGS.

The evening meetings of the Section are fairly attended.

Perhaps more of our members could induce friends interested

in the study of Nature to attend occasionally. The meetings

themselves could be made of more general interest if members
Avould bring along exhibits. At times in the past exhibitors

have been known to trench unduly upon the time of the lecturer

for the evening, but tliis can be checked in accordance with our

rules.
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THE STUDY OF NATURE.

It is exeeecling-ly gratifying to every lover of Naturp to

note the increasing interest that is being taken in the subject
of recent years. One has only to look at the Saturday "Jour-
nal'' or "Express" to see what a hold the study of our native

fauna and flora has taken ou the popular mind. Not only so,

but the provision of means to extend the study is being urged
and advocated in so many directions. At the present time there

are several ways in which the members of this Section may do
a great deal of good in helping to mould and guide public

opinion.

The members of the Flinders Chase Board propose to make
an appeal to the public to assist in making the Chase a reality

and not a mere name on the map of Kangaroo Island. In this

connection something should be done to render available the

valuable work of Mr. Bellchambers. It might be possible to

establish a sanctuary for the native fauna in the Humbug Scrub.

Then our members should do what they can to jDopularise

the idea of the establishment of a Public Aquarium at Glenelg.

Whether any part of the material from tihe unfortunate break-

water can or should be utilised, the establishment of an
Aquarium at our leading watering-place would be of great

scientific value, as well as proving a great attraction to the Bay.

The proposal put forward to ask the Government to buy
part of the land near Mount Lofty now covered with young
stringy barks should commend itself to every member of the

Section. Tlie financial returns make it an excellent investment.

The position of the land and the beauty of its outlook, as well as

its nearness to the city, should make it an ideal area to add to

those already under the control of the Government. Each
member can do something to bring these proposals before the

public and to disseminate information regarding them. The
Section as a body will co-operate with other bodies in pushing

on these matters, but the most effective work will be done by
the enlightenment of public opinion by individual members.
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A HOLIDAY AT MINLACOWIE.

Tiirough the kindness of Messrs. J. and C. Bomidy, a small
])arty of naturalists spent a most enjoyable holiday at Minla-
cowie, on the west side of Yorke Peninsula. The beach is noted
for the great number of shells found on it, and it is estimated
that about 300 distinct species could be obtained there. The
late Professor Tate considered it one of the richest in the world.
Some species are there in millions, and in turning these over
one is rewarded by finding uncommon and very rare species,

so that the time spent was full of interest. Tlie tides were not
very low, but the party, having- gone prepared with old boots
and clothes, indulged in wading out on the reefs, and thus
obtained shells which are rarely found on the beach, except
after violent storms. They were also able to watch and admire
crabs, starfish, and echinoderms of many forms and colours.

A small octopus, ornamented with circular blue spots, was cap-

tured, and closely observed in a glass jar, moving forward by
means of tentacles attached to its head, thus admirably illus-

trating the meaning of Cephalopoda (''head footed"), the

class of Mollusca to which it belongs. It would dart backward
very quickly by ejecting water from its siphon into the water.

A "cuttlefish" (Sepia apama) seen swimming slowly along

showed that, unlike the octopus, it possessed membranous fin-

like appendages, with which it moved forward and backward.
It is a Decapod, having ten tentacles, two being longer than the

remainder. These are ever ready to dart out and catch its

food, which consists of fish and crustaceans. If in danger from
enemies, it ejects the contents of its inkbag and tries to escape

in the dirty water. The pearly nautilus is the only Cephalopod
which does not possess an inkbag. Fine specimens of Scutus

anatinus were taken alive. This is a mollusc which makes a

limpet-shaped shell about three inches long. The animal is

black, and almost hides the whole of its shell, into which it

cannot withdraw its body. We also got a Pheline angasi

("bubble shell") which makes a very fragile glassy shell to

cover its vital organs, but the shell seems to us a very poor

protection when it is firmly attached to the back of a much
larger white animal. Beautiful specimens of Cyprae angastata

(var. bicolor) were obtained. Among the rare shells got on the

beach Avere Typhis yatesi, Daphnella fragilis, Akera soluta,

Voluta fulgetrum, Cyprae thersites, Spondylus tenellus, Anatina

angasi, Solen vaginoides, Cytherea disjecta, and Chione galli-
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nula. In the sandhills close to the sea there is a verv remark-
able raised beach. Separated from the present beach by sand-
hills 20 feet high is a hollow about one and a half acres in
extent. Here was found a well-defined deposit of cuttle bones
about a foot thick, mixed with bivalve shells, and an immense
number of a small univalve, Truncatella scalarina. Not a single
specimen of this shell was found on the beach. It was noticed
that the great majority of bivalves had been bored by car-
nivorous Gasteropods, while very few on the present beach
were. This place Avould well repay further examination.

Our kind friends took the party to Levens beach, about
twenty miles south of Minlacowie. Here again amazing num-
bers of shells of a few species were seen. ^>ry large specimens
of Cardium tenuicostatum were taken. Occasionally the beau-
tiful Paper Nautilus (Arg'onauta ozyrata)is cast up, but we
obtained not even a fragment. We visited the Point Turton
flux quarries. There is a huge deposit of polyzoal limestone,
which is very easily quarried, carted to the jetty, and shipped
to Port Pirie for use in the smelters. -Unfortunately none has
heen shipped for several years. Some beautiful specmiens were
secured, including a cast of a large cowry. This place would be
of great interest to a palaeontologist, the cliffs being a mass of
polyzoa, corals, shells, s]unes of echinoderms, etc. An intro-
duced weed, known locally as ''Sandy rocket," gives the
farmers an immense amount of extra work, adding, it is said,
about 10s. per acre to the cost of preparing land for seeding!
We were grieved to note that hardly any tree planting is being
done to replace the 'fast disappearing niallee and sheaoak. At
Minlaton we were shown a few red gums, quite a noveltv on
the Peninsula. They are hoary with age, but no young Ojies
are coming on to take their place.

FIELD NATURALISTS IN THE SOUTH.

On Monday, May 8, a party of members of the Field
Naturalists' Section of the Royal Society journeyed to Myponga
by charabanc. The vicAvs from the top of Willunga Range,
after the difficult rise at Sellick's Hill had been surmounted,
were very beautiful. From the top of Sellick's Hill the view
extends to the noi'th over the cultivated plains at the foot of
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the scarp of the Willunga Range, while to the south the eye
sees the forest-clad ranges stretching into the distance. A few
miles' run took the party past Myponga to the fortieth mile
post, where members of the Section, Mr. and Mrs. Page, had
kindly made provision for their reception. Later the party
wandered through the scrub, under the direction of Mr. and
Mrs. Page^ both of whom are ardent lovers of wild nature.
The party secured bunches of the native heath, Epacris im-

pressa, which was growing profusely through the scrub. The
orchids were, of course, scarce at this time of the year, but
Eriochilus fimbriatus, with its feather-edged tongue, and
Eriochilus autumnal is (known as ''parson's bands") were
taken. The former is rather rare, and the fcAv specimens seenr

were eagerly examined. Native honeysuckles (the handsome
Banksia ornata and B. marginata) were common, the flower

spikes of the former species bein^- particularly fine. Correa
speciosa was in bloom, its long tube flowers of contrasting red
and yellow being very conspicuous; its more retiring relative,

Correa aemula, with its green flowers, was found growing, as it

usually does, near the creek bed. Conospermum patens, Caly-
^j

thrix tetragona, and a Spyridium were also taken. Owing to I

the absence of the selected leaders, the Chairman of the Section

(Mr. W. Ham) addressed the members, pointing out some of

the most interesting features of the trip. The scenic beauty of

the steep scarp of the Willunga Range was contrasted with the

Avide valley to the north-west, through which the Onkaparinga
flowed in ancient times, before it changed its course to cut a

deep gorge through the Noarlunga Hills. Then came the

Archaeocyathinae limestone reef, forming such a prominent

feature in the Sellick's Hill, having been built up in the dawn

of the world's geological history by organisms somewhat resem-

bling the corals of modern tropic seas. Reference was also

made to the botanical Avealth of the Myponga scrub and to the

schemes put forth for the utilisation of the water supply of the

district. A most enjoyable time was spent by the members,

who were enthusiastic in their praises of the beauty of the scrub.

A discovery of interest to the geologists of the party was

that of an outcrop of tertiary fossil rock containing polyzoa

corals, etc., occurring close to the road on the property of

Mr. Pa^e.
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BOTANICAL NOTES.

By E. H. Ising.

Candlebark Gnm (Eiicalijptus riihida, H. D. et J. H. M.)

The bark is shed from these trees at Mount Lofty in flakes

or larg'e strips. It is a light grey in eolonr when shed, leaving

the trnnk a very beantil'nl ]iale eream. This decortieation takes:

plaee here in the middle of Febrnary.
Manna Gnm (Eucalyptus viminaUs, Labill.)

This gum was in flower at Long Gidly on February 12, 1922,

and bloomed for over three weeks.

BLIND SNAKES.

By Edgar R. Waite, F.L.S.

Most people in Australia are interested in snakes, but it is

the kind of interest they have in dangerous sharks and the

Red-baeked spider : eonsequently all snakes are usually given a

wide berth, but not beeause they are neeessarily dangerous.

There is unfortunately no instantly reeognisable eharacter

by which the dangerous and innocuous snakes can be identified,

so it is well that they should be generally avoided. There are no
venomous lizards in Australia, but certain of the legless lizards

are very snake-like and are popularly regarded as snakes. Many
of these are however striped, that is the.y have colour lines run-

ning from head to tail. Some of our snakes are ringed or banded,

but none is striped.

When once seen and identified as such, there can be little

hesitation about the recognition of blind snakes, the subject of

this article.
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Blind snakes are usually small, averaging about a foot in

length, but some species attain to more than twice that size; they

have cylindrical bodies of fairly uniform thickness throughout
or somewhat thickened toAvards the tail, the diameter of which
may be greater than that of any other part. The tail terminates

A'ery 'abruptly, the scales rapidly converging to, and ending in a

point which is inclined dowuAvards; during progression this

point is pressed against the ground and acts as a fulcrum. The
resistance thus obtained is apparently necessary, for the scales

are highly ]M)lished and offer little resistance to the passage of

the snake through the soil. The majority of snakes have broad
belly scales, the free edges of which may catch in some irregu-

larity in the ground ; blind snakes have no such scales, those on
the belly being as closely adpressed, and polished as elsewhere on
the bod}^ and, in size and conformation, indistinguishable from
them. The rows of body scales are so uniformly disposed that

their number forms an excellent character, in conjunction with
other features, for specific identification. Owing to their small

size, and polished surface (which reflects the light to a dazzling

degree), their uniformity and the roundness of the body, it is

sometimes difficult to count in how many rows the scales are

placed. I have spent many hours at this somew^hat passive

amusement ! and found the process facilitated by sticking into

the body, at different parts of the circumference, two or three

small entomological pins and counting from pin to pin, when the

body may be rotated to include the next pin ; even this is not so

easy as might be inferred, for the liquid preservative oozes

through the pin hole and floods the small scales, the edges of

which cannot then be seen. A watchmaker's glass used in the
eye not only enlarges the apparent size of the scales, but allows

both hands free for turning the body of the snake. The head is

covered with similar scales, broken only at the mouth, for there
is neither external eye nor ear. The eyes are rudimentary, but
show with greater or less clearness through the covering scales;

it is probable that the" visual sensations of blind snakes are little

more than a p^erception of the difference between darkness and
light ; the scientific name of the genus is Typhlops, a word
meaning "blind." The diameter of the head is usually less

than that of the body into M'hich it merges without indication of
a neck. The scales on the head are larger than those of the body
and are arranged in definite order, but differ in shape and relative

size in the several species; it is by means of the character of

these scales or plates, in conjunction with the number of rows of
body scales, that the snakes are determined. The mouth is small,
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crescent-shaped and, placed wholly on the underside of the head,
much as is the mouth of a typical shark. Here however the

simile ends, for the teeth of blind snakes are few in number,
small in size and confined to the upper jaw; the tongue is forked
and white or pink in colour. It may be mentioned in passing
that, contrary to popular l)elief, the venom of a poisonous snake
is in no way connected with the tongue, which is used largely as

an investigating organ ; the poison is conveyed by means of

teeth or fangs which are perforated or grooved for the purpose.

Colour is of little guide to the species of blind snakes, all

being very similar and of purplish-grey tint above and flesh

colour below. Some of our northern species have one or both
extremities black.

Blind snakes live underground, in the mounds of white ants,

beneath rotting logs and m old sawdust heaps, the product of
bush timber mills. They should not be classed with harmful
snakes for they may be distinctly beneficial to man, feeding as

they do, largely upon white ants (Termites), eggs, larvae and
pupae of other insects. They often emit an objectionable odour
when disturbed, possibly as a protection against enemies, or it

may provide the means whereby the sexes find each other.

When placed on sand or loose soil a blind snake quickly
burrows and disappears from sight. If held in the hand the
pressure of the snout as the snake tries to drive itself through the
Ush, is surprising, and when applied to the fissure between the
closed fingers its efforts can scarcely be resisted ; at the same time
the application of the thorn at the end of the tail against the
skin is quite pronounced.

Blind snakes are found in warm countries, occurring in
southern Europe and Asia, Africa, Tropical America, Malaysia,
New Guinea and Australia. They probably occur throughout
Australia, but most species are known from settled areas. Nine-
teen are recognised, of which five occur in ^outh Australia ; they
are :

—

Tijphlops Huguiro.stris, T. piuguis, T. hituherculatus, T.
australis and T. endotcnis, the last-named being known only from
Central Australia.

The names of the head shields are indicated in the accom-
panying diagram of the head of TijphJops ping ids. Permission
to use the figure is kindly granted by the Board of Governors of
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tii^ Public Library, it having been originally prepared in illus-

tration of the author's ])aper, published in the "Records of the

^South Australian Museum,'' vol. i, pt, 1, 1918, to which readers

desirinor more technical and detailed information are referred.

prefrontal..

I

supraocular

frontal

interparietafj

nostril

nasal cleft

4 upper labials

To the same source we owe the privilege of using the illus-

trations of the living example of Typhlops bituherculatus, like-

wise reproduced. It should be noted that the striped appearance
of the body is due to reflection of light from the highly-polished

rows of scales.

E. R. W.

SOME GUM TREES.

By E. H. Ising.

Everybody visituig ]Mount Lofty has, I think, admired the

g^im trees growing by tlie Stirling Institute. There they stand,

i&!], straight, and beautiful, with their trunks buttressed at the

base aiid raising their highest branch 50 or 60 feet from the

ground, their branches bearing masses of long pendulous

dark-green leaves. How big and solid they appear, giving one

the impression of great strength and endurance. These six

trees, staiiding like sentinels along the road, were planted thirty

yeai's ago by an old Mount Lofty resident, who must be

gratified to see now what noble specimens his seedlings have

become. But one need not wait thirty years before enjoying
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the beauty a]i(l synnuetry of a tree. From the very first there

is always somethiuji' of interest in a tree plant, and its increase

in size year after year' is, I think, a cause for wonder and
admiration.

Jnst across the road from these big six, a seedling has come
up and is now four or five years old and about ten feet high.

The young foliage is a beautiful grey, caused by a 'bloom' on

the surface not present on the older leaves. The lower

branches stand out horizontally from the trunk, while the to]i

ones are fairly erect, and form a delicate tracery of young
growth. It is a remarkable thing how the young leaves of a

sapling are different in shape and size from the mature foliage.

With this species, the juvenile leaves are broad and short, and

when about three years old change into long, nafrow, sickle-

shaped blades, sometimes ji foot long.

It was rather tragic to witness how this particular sapling

supplanted a specimen of the beautiful red-flowering gum
(Eucalyptus ficifolia) of West Australia. The seedling came

up within six inches of the other gum, which had been estab-

lished for some years and was eight feet high. The sapling

blue gum sent up its main stem rapidly and outgrew its neigh-

bour a little while ago. When the blue gum was about a foot

higher than the other one, I mentioned to the owner of the trees

that it would be a pity to have to destroy the former, as both

trees would not grow well together. The owner decided that

the interloper would have to come out, but it seems that it had

been gradually spreading its roots and robbing the red gum
of its nourishment. About two weeks after, when I next had

occasion to pass the two trees, I was surprised to notice that the

red gum was dead. The blue gum had taken charge, and had

decided matters for itself. The owner had to bow to the victor,

and removed the victim. The sapling looks beautiful at pre-

sent, and promises to become as fine a specimen as its relations

opposite.

Now to go back to our big specimens. At blossom-time

there are many birds, mostly parakeets, enjoying the honey

which the flowers give ; bees, too, find a wonderful supply of

nectar in the flower cups. The tree is most beautiful at the

flowering period, bearing as it does large white flowers, sweetly

scented, and the buds are light grey and have a peculiar lid.

This lid is thought to be the calyx parts joined together in one

piece, which falls off for the flowers to open.
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There is a mystery about the flowering time of these gums.
Five out of the six flower in spring and summer, from Septem-
ber to December, while one of them comes out in the winter,

during May. I know of one other tree of this species at Enfield

which also flowers in May. At Stirling they were all planted

at the same time, and appear to be similar to one another, but

why they bloom at opposite seasons of the year is, as yet,

Nature's secret. •

The above species is the Tasmanian Blue Gum (E. globu-

lus), although it grows naturally in Victoria, as well as in

the Island State.

Another gum tree of exceptional beauty growing around
Mount Lofty is the Candlebark Gum (E. rubida). This tree

prefers the damp gullies in which to grow. In this situation

it does Avell, and attains a height of 50 or 60 feet. What is

most admired about this one is its beautiful smooth whitish

candle-like bark. The trunk is straight and clean, and to see

a number of these along a gully among the darker stringybarks

one has to stand and exclaim at the glorious picture presented.

I know another gully not far away where this tree abounds,

some af them about 18 inches in diameter, 60 feet high,

and with lovely clean boles. When this species is ready to

shed its bark the trunk becomes creamy-brown in colour, and
when it is shed the new bark is almost white.

One specimen in this gully has a peculiar swelling on the

trunk about 12 feet from the ground, which is thought to be

the work of insects.

These are some of the gums to be seen around this dis-

trict, but they must be seen to be thoroughly appreciated and

admired.

SPIDERS IN CAPTIVITY.
(Continued.)

By T. W. Nettelbeck.

That the spider kills merely for ,the sake of killing is a very

popular belief. It would take an unlimited amount of persuasion

to induce most people to befriend a spider, much more to see any
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beauty in it. The average person would stand in admiration

before a beautiful web, glistening with dew, in the early morn-
ing ; but if the weaver of this wonderful work should come into

view it is given a wide berth, shunned, and looked upon as a

repulsive and dangerous ereature—something to do with snakes

or what not. To the unobservant, who go through life with no
time even to glanee at the wonders of Nature, there is one large

family, eontaining everything that bites or stings—spiders, be^^s,

wasps, centipedes, snakes, scorpions, etc., etc. I have even known
of an instance of a small tree frog being killed because it was not

where other frogs were and might bite.

A hunting spider in captivity needs its daily sunbath. I

never fail to give my captive an hour or so facing the sunlight

before the heat of the day becomes too intense, and ^yhen it has

recovered from the .shock of being moved (for any little disturb-

ance of the cage upsets it and makes it shy) it comes out into a

position where it can enjoy the warmth. Now I net a few flies

for its meal. One by one I insert them through a small door in

the side of the cage. They buzz round in wild excitement,

bumping here, then there, until one bumps into the spider. The
apparently startled spider moves off a few paces, then another
fly bumps it, when off it crawls again. I have seen several

instances of a fly pitching right in front of the spider, within an
inch of its terrible jaws. Still the spider takes no notice what-
ever of it, and even as the fly prudently spends the time brushing
itself up with its forelegs, the spider, heedless of all this, moves
off to its shelter in the matchbox which I have also provided for

its comfort. This is, of course, in broad daylight, but as the sun
sets the spider wakes up, and when dusk is fading into darkness
our captive begins to bestir itself. Moving forward a couple of

steps, it surveys the situation. It is not hard to Avatch its move-
ments, as the inside of the cage is painted pure white, and its

movements can easily be seen in the waning light. It takes but
a few seconds for the spider f coming out now to feed) to see

what is on the menu for the evening. Cautiously it moves round,
and then a fly ventures to move just a few steps, and, like a

flash, it is seized and immediately crammed away between the
jaws of the hungry spider.

Easy as it is for the spider to snatch a fly from its resting-

place, or even as it passes on the wing, we have seen that it

refrains from killing the flies except for food, even though thej'

annoyed it so when it wanted to rest in the sunlight. Assured
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that our observations have shown us that the creature is a very
necessary factor in the working of Nature's ways, we now
liberate it, hoping that it will still live for some time to continue
its useful work.

(Concluded.)

LONG-HORNED TREE LOCUSTS.

By E. M. Breen (Barrier Field Naturalists' Club)

These strong, beautiful nocturnal creatures are savage and
game to the end. When no longer able to stand, it lies on
sand at the bottom of the cage

;
just a touch w^ith the finger,

and the strong jaws are instantly opened savagely, and it strikes

out with its big hopping legs. They die very slowly, lying the

whole day without moving, unless touched. Some make con-

vulsive movements, as if caused by a spasm of pain, w^hen they
first lie on the sand.

The females do not live very long after they have finished

laying. The males do not get the chance of a natural death

;

the females see to that. They are most plentiful from Novem-
ber to the end of December, and they seem to live only a year.

The rustling sound made by the locusts when trying to frighten
anything away is not made by shaking the body against the

wings, for the young wingless creatures can make the same
noise. The tip of the abdomen is bent forward, thereby extend-
ing the segment rings and giving the top part a rounded appear-
ance. It is really the rapid extension and pushing together of

these segment rings that causes the rustling sound.

(Concluded.)
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EXCURSIONS.

August 19.—Glenelg to Henley. Shore Life. Leader, Mr. W. J. Kimber.
Train to Glenelg, 1.45 p.m.

September 2.—Mount Lofty Station. Leader, Mr. A. J. Morison. Train

to Mount Lofty, 2.3 p.m. Walk to Summit.
September 16.—Hermitage. Plant Life. Leader, Mr. Wm. Ham. Char-

a-bane, 1.30 p.m. (Seats should be booked.)

September 23.—Morialta. Native Plants, etc. Leader, Mr. J. A. Hogan,
Tram, 2 p.m.

September 30.—Longwood. Native Plants. Leader, Miss A. Martin.
Train, Mount Lofty, 2.3 p.m.

October 11.—Kuitpo. Timber. Leader, Mr. H. H. Corbin, B.Sc. Char-a-

banc, 8 a.m. (Seats should be booked.)

October 21.—Hawthorndene. Gums and Birds. Leader, Mr. E. A. S.

Thomas. Train to Belair, 2.3 p.m.

October 28.—Millbrook. Aquatic Life. Leader, Mr. B. B. Beck. Char-
a-banc, 1.30 p.m. (Seats should be booked.)

November 11.—Mount Bold Road. Scenery and Plant Life. Leader,
Mr. Wm. Ham. Char-a-banc, 1.30 p.m. (Seats should be
booked.)

November 25.—Bridgewater. Plant Life. Leader, Mr. W. H. Selway.
Train to Bridgev/ater, 2.3 p.m.

LECTURES, Etc.

August 15.—Professor J. B. Cle^niid. M.T). "Mushrooms, Toadstools, and
other large Fungi. '

' Exhibits.

August 18.—Captain S. A, White lectures in the Town Hall on his recent

trip through Central and Northern Australia.

September 12.—Messrs. A. M. Lea, F.E.S., and Mr. A. H. Elston, F.E.S.

"Some Common Inserts." Exhibits.
September 26.—Annual Meeting. Chairman's Address. Exhibits.

October 24.—Messrs. J. M. Black and W. Champion Hackett, F.R.H.S.
"Botany for Beginners." Exhibits.

November 7.—Messrs. H. M. Hale, E. Savage, and B. B. Beck.
"Aquatic Life." Exhibits.

November 21.—Dr. C. Fenner, F.G.S. "The Story of the Pocks."
Exhibits.

FLOWER SHOW.

October 13 (Friday).—Opening, and Evening Show.
October 14 (Saturday).—All Day and Evening.

(Members are cordially invited to assist the Committee at any
reasonable time they may find convenient between 7 p.m. on
October 13, to 11 p.m. on October 14.)
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FIELD NATURALISTS' EXHIBITION IN MELBOURNE.

The Field Naturalists of Melbourne held a very successful

show on June 20th. So far as one may gather from press

notices, the exhibits covered a wide range, including shells,

beetles, fossils, native implements, orchids and other native
flowers, ferns, and miscroscopic exhibits. The flowers included
a very interesting number (from the Melbourne Botanic Gar-
den) of native flowers now under cultivation, and described as

at present in transition between wild and (botanically) tame.
The improvement in form and colour was stated as being very
noticeable. Some experiments in the same direction should be
tried in our State and (preferably) by our own members. A
popular ballot w^as taken to decide which were the six wild-

flowers most suitable for garden cultivation. The ballot re-

resulted as follows:—1, Bendigo wax flower (Eriostemon
obovalis) ; 2, AVaratah (Telopea speciosissima) ; equal: pink-

flowered yellow gum (Eucalyptus le-ucoxylon, var. rosea), blue

bell orchid (Glossodia major), Grampian myrtle (Thrypo-
mene MitckeliantJ, pink eyes (Tetratheca ciliata).

A parcel of flowers was forwarded by the Secretary, which
consisted of the following :—The Bundled Ground Berry
(Acrotriche fasciculiflora), which is remarkable in that it

bears its flowers in a dense mass at the base of the stem at

ground level, and the only place in the world in which it

grows is our State (S.A.). The Silver Banksia (B. marginata),

an autumn and winter flowering shrub. Sprays of the Var-

nished Wattle (Acacia verniciflua) in bud, grown by the

Secretary from seed obtained from Bridgewater. This plant

has a drooping habit and makes a delightful shrub.
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A PUBLIC AQUARIUM.

A joint meeting of representatives of the Glenelg Council,
the South Australian Aquarium Society, and the Field
Naturalists' Section of the Royal Society of South Australia
was held in the Royal Society's room at the Institute,

North Terrace, on Wednesday evening, June 28. The
Mayor of Glenelg (W. Patterson, Esq.) occupied the chair, and
announced that the initial difficulty in the matter of a suitable
site for the suggested aquarium would be met by the Glenelg
Council dedicating a block of land on the foreshore for this

purpose. The President of the Aquarium Society (Mr. Edgar
R. Waite, F.L.S.) detailed the steps that had led up to the
meeting, and briefly outlined the nature and requirements of

the suggested building. He moved a resolution to the effect

that: "This meeting strongly advocates that active steps be
taken to erect and fit out a building at Glenelg for the purpose
of a Marine and Fresh-Avater Aquarium, on a site to be dedi-

cated by the Glenelg Council." This was seconded by Mr. W.
Ham, F.R.E.S. (President of the Field Naturalists' Section),

and carried unanimously. On the motion of Alderman Lawton,
seconded by Alderman Chaffer, a sub-committee, consisting of

the Mayor and three aldermen of Glenelg, and Messrs. Waite,
Beck, and Ham, was formed to further advance the project.

Mr. H. M. Hale (South Australian Museum) was appointed
honorary secretary. Further meetings of the committee have
been held, and the project bids fair to become an accomplished
fact.

Excursion to Myponga, May 8, 1922.—A large party
travelled by char-a-banc to Myponga, where Mr. and Mrs.
Page, who are both nature lovers, received the members and
acted as leaders for the day. The trip over Sellick's Hill was
a striking one, the ancient reef built by the cup-corals of

Cambrian times (Archaeocyathinae) being an interesting fea-

ture. Climbing the scarp face, we reach the plateau on which
Myponga is situated. Here big gum trees of many species

occur. The cabbage gum (Eucalyptus cosmophylla) grows in

little clumps like mallee, also the pink gum, with its hard, durable
timber, and the well-known stringybark of our hills (E. obli-

qua). Two banksias were in flower: the one with the more
ornamental and larger brown flower heads is Banksia ornata,
the other, with creamy blooms, B. marginata. Only two orchids
were found here, both belonging to the same family—Eriochilus
autumnalis (called "parsons' bands") and E. fimbriatus, a
rare orchid, having a beautiful reddish-green fringed tongue,
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from which the plant is named. Heather was orathered in

large bunches. The red Correa (C. speciosa) was a beautiful

sight with its masses of yellow and red bells. Mrs. Page also

pointed out to the party a number of the rare Correa aemula,

w^ith pale-green pendulous bell flowers.

Excursion to Aldgate, May 20, 1922.—A large company of

naturalists visited the magnficent park of Mr. W. H. Bagot at

Aldgate. The trees in the park comprise 180 varieties, mainly
conifers, and the greatest diversity of climate and soil and
other conditions was represented in the stately avenues and
along the winding paths. The Cryptomeria, or Japanese cedar,

usually found at a height of 5,000 feet, flourished in the neigh-

bourhood of the Norwegian fir ; the Himalayan spruce rubbed
branches with a native of Spain, the cedar of Lebanon and the

Oregon pine, and the New Zealand kauri found a congenial

home within a few yards, and even the palm of the tropic was
not left without a representative. Some exceptional quality

in our soil and climate seems to render them adaptable to most
varied plant forms. Late in the year as it was, there was a most
gorgeous display of autumn tints, gold, crimson, purples, and
burnished copper gleamed from the foliage of maples, liquid-

amber, and rhus. The winding paths constantly opened out
on long green vistas bounded by distant blue peaks veiled in a
filmy haze. Among the pines were noted the following :

—

The stately Pinus insignis, showing a row of remarkable even
growth ; P. canariensis, P. longifolia, P. sylvestris, P. Laricio,

P. Coulteri, P. Sabiniana, P. Jeffreyi, P. Rigida (pitch pine), P.

Strobus (Waymouth or Michigan), Italian stone pine, and our
native Australian pine (P. Callitris robusta). The firs (Abies)

included A. Excelsa, A. Pectinata, A. grandis (in the first the
cones stand erect). The Norwegian fir (A. excelsa, Christmas
tree) still maintains the habit it acquired in its northern home
of drooping branches to let the snow slide down, otherwise
the weight of the mass would cause the branches to snap.
Among the spruces (Picea) were conspicuous P. nigra and P.

pungens glauca (blue spruce). The foliage has a tinge of

cobalt, a shade almost unique among trees. An American
millionaire is said to have given an immense sum to have a
plantation transferred from the forest to his private park. In
the spruces the cones droop. The oak (Quercus) was repre-

sented by Q. Aegilops (the cups used for tanning) and Q. cerris.

The Japanese larch is a graceful tree. Among the Araucaria
were noted A. imbricata (monkey puzzle), A. Cunninghami
(hoop pine), A. Bidwilli, the Bunya Bunya of the Great Divid-
ing Range in Queensland. The Gingko biloba (the maidenhair
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tree), with its delicate fern-like foliage, was admired. Several

varieties of hemlock (Tsiiqra) were observed, and the false

hemlock, commercially known as oregon (Pseudotsuga Doug-

lasii). This tree in its jrrowth rapidly outstrips most of the

conifers, making about three feet in a year under favourable

circumstances. The Sequoias (redwoods), the gigantic trees of

California, were represented by two varieties—S. sempervirens

and S. gigantea. Among cedars the three varieties were noted,

C. Libani (the cedar of Lebanon), C. Atlantica (grow^n on

Atlas Mounts), and C. deodara (from India). The cypress

tribe comprised the following: C. sempervirens, C. Lambert-

iana, C. torrulosa (a good hedge, constantly reverting to the

common type), C. Auranti (golden tipped). The common
Juniper berries, which are used to flavour gin (so-called from

Juniper) appeared to thrive. The thuga (Arbor vitae), the

Sciadonitvs verticillata (Japanese umbrella tree), and the

Taxodium distichum (a deciduous conifer) were among the

most singular specimens.

Excursion to Kinchina, June 5, 1922.—A party of fiield

naturalists made a trip to the mallee at Kinchina, about five

miles west of Murray Bridge, under the guidance of Mr. E. H.

Ising A verv interesting dav was spent observing the botany,

bird life, insects, and geological formation. The leader pointed

out the peculiar botanical features of the mallee, and about

fiftv species of native plants were recorded, but only about a

doz'^en were in flower. The native hopbush (Dodonaea sp.)

was seen in full flower; the male and female flowers of this

plant are usuallv on different bushes. The bush with the male

flowers presented a beautiful picture with the numerous red-

cased anthers and bright-green shining leaves. The bush carry-

ing the female flowers is not showy until the fruits develop, m
about two months. Another hopbush of different habit (Dodo-

naea hexandra ; i.e., of prostrate growth) was also found in

flower (male onlv), and the leaves were shining, sticky, and

very narrow, and the flowers cream. The broom of this

district (Baeckea Behrii) is plentiful. It is a very erect

shrub of about seven feet high, and makes excellent fences.

None of the wattles were in flower, but there was much pro-

mise of a profusion of flowers in the spring. One of the mallees

was in flower, and the bees were busy among the blossoms.

Four species of this plant were observed, and seven of the

wattles. A species of bottle-brush (Callistemon coccmeus)

was found growing along the creek-ways, but its flowering

period was just over. This is a shrub of seven or eight feet

in height, and is a beautiful sight when in bloom. Two species
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of aster (Olearia lepidophylla'l were found in flower, one with
delicate pink flowers and the other with white. A large num-
ber of cypress pines (Callitris cupressiformis) were seen grow-
ing on the rocky ground. This is not such a symmetrical
species as the one growing in the Flinders Range.

Excursion to the Botanic Garden, June 17, 1922.—Con-
ducted by Mr. Bailey, a party of field naturalists spent a
pleasant and profitable afternoon. The neAv method of labelling
the plants was favourably commented upon by the visitors.

The labels are affixed in a horizontal position at about the level

of the eye, so that there is no longer any need to make an
acrobatic twist to get the information desired. The common
name is given in addition to the botanical designation, and the
danger of lockjaw thereby ob\dated. The casual visitor can
form but a slight conception of the great variety of plants from
so many different climes that are enclosed in the comparatively
small area. Queensland is especially Avell represented and
Eastern Australia generally. New Zealand supplies a few
characteristic plants. South Africa and South America have
several representatives. Our native plants, as a rule, do not
seem to flourish under cultivation. Like the aborigines and
the fauna, they seem to pine for the free, wild life and pure air
of the open spaces, and under cultivation are subject to diseases
of various kinds. Some species of eucalyptus and acacia were
observed. In rich damp soil the acacias tend to lie down. The
Melaleuca stypheliodes (teatree, so called because the surgeon
attached to Captain Cook's party made from the leaves a
villainous decoction which he called tea) is one of the hand-
somest of our native flora. The Eucalyptus calophylla of
W.A., with its beautiful white blossoms, grows well on the
Adelaide plains, as also does its pink variety, as well as the
Eucalyptus ficifolia, the handsome red-flowering gum. Two
magnificent specimens of the genus were seen in E. saligna
and E. citriodora. Many valuable timber trees grow in the
Garden, among which may be mentioned the silky oak, for-
merly much used for furniture ; the Flindersia Australis, or
Crow's ash, in texture resembling teak. A species of the genus
is called the Queensland maple. The cockspur thorn (Cudrania
Javanensis), found along the Queensland coast and as far
north as Java, is one of the most beautiful of timbers—black
in centre and yellow outside. Several species of Araucaria
thrive in the Garden : A Cookii. which was seen with cones at
the end of the branches. The A. Bidwillii. called the Bunya
Bunya, from the mountains of the same name in Queensland,
is greatly prized by the aborigines, who assemble periodically
in the Bunya forest and hold a great corroboree while they
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feast on the nuts. The so-called red cedar (Cedrela australis)

of Queensland is another valuable timber tree. The Harpe-
phyllum caffrum is one of the handsomest of South African
forest trees. Other useful plants may be enumerated : the

wine palm, from which a very palatable beverage may be

obtained; the cunjevoi, from the rhizomes of which a sort of

taro is obtained. The sisal hemp is worthy of special mention.

It is devoid of lateral spines, but the terminal thorn is used by
the Mexicans as a needle, and the fibres supply the thread, so

that they have their needle ready to hand and threaded. Tough
mats and cordage are made from the fibres of this useful plant.

The cabbage plant of Eastern Australia supplied the material

for the bushman's headgear, and the young white folded leaves

were no bad substitute for cabbage. Among ornamental trees

one of the Japanese flowering plum (Prunus mumme) is con-

spicuous for its glorious double pink blossoms and coloured
leaves. The Wheel of Fire tree has flame-coloured flowers

arranged in quaint whorls. The tree daisy (Brachylaena den-

tata) is remarkable as being one of the few Compositae that

attain to the dimension of a tree. The verbena famil}^ is also

represented by fairly large-grow4ng trees, a species of

Vitex or Lignum Vitae, and a Clerodendron. Several interest-

ing shrubs are also included ; for example, the citron-scented
3^erbena, Duranta and Vitex littoralis of New Zealand. Other
plants are remarkable for their quaint departures from the
normal type. The butcher's broom (Ruscus aculeatus) has
its flowers s})ringing from the leaves. The bottle brush (Cal-

listemon speciosus) retains for many years the fruit, which
may be observed on various parts of the main stem and of the
branches. The sandpaper tree (Picus aspera), the rough
leaves of which were used by the aborigines as sandpaper to

smooth their weapons, was duly tested.

Excursion to Eden, July 8, 1922.—On Saturday afternoon,
July 8, Mr. A. G. Edquist led a party of members to Eden to

study the remarkable physiographical features to the west of

the railway station. An outcrop of rock was pointed out, and
its general strike or the direction in which the rock appeared
in line was shown to be about north and south. The slope or
dip, the angle at which the layers of rock projected from the
ground, in this instance was almost vertical, with a dip towards
the west. The leader explained that these particular rocks,
which were about half a mile thick in this neighbourhood,
were classed with the oldest known, and their age was calcu-
lated in millions of years ; opinions vary as to whether they are
about 100 or up to 1,000 million years old. The age to which

J
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they are referred is known as Cambrian, and they are visited

by scientists from all parts of the world, because they are relics

of the ice age and are described as glacial tillite. The age of

the rocks is calculated from the time they were laid down or

in the process of formation ; that is, when the strata was being
deposited as mud to become in the course of time solid rock.

The remarkable fact about these rocks at Eden is that em-
bedded in them are quantities of various kinds of rocks that
are, on the face of it, extremely old. These "currants in the
pudding" were brought from a cold country by icebergs, and
as the ice was melted the rocks were deposited in the mud on
the sea-floor, which, many ages after, became rock and was
lifted up to become dry land by a subsequent earth movement.
This points to the fact that at one time Australia was an
antarctic continent. Geologists tell us that this is so, as these

particular evidences are proofs of glacial action. Incidentally,

the leader mentioned that our continent at one time was also

situated in the tropics, as coal, which has been found all over
Australia, was, and could only be, formed in a hot, moist
climate. Among the leader's most interestng remarks were
those that referred to the various kinds of rocks that were
seen embedded in this ancient formation. Among those men-
tioned were granite, which must have come from an ice-bound
coast; gneiss, which is granite with the mineral in layers,

caused by pressure ; flint or chert ; oxide of manganese, a
mineral from which flowers get their colour and fruits their

flavour ; and quartzite. On some of the outcrops the rocks
were covered with a green-coloured lichen, which proved a
very interesting object. The leader explained that this rock-

loving plant was the combination of two plants, the one a
fungus and the other an alga. The alga lives in the pores of

the fungus, and being green is able to carry on the work of

sugar and starch production by using the carbonic acid gas in

the atmosphere. The fungus clings to the rock by inserting

thread-like processes into the small holes of the rock, and
through these processes, which are known as mycelia, obtains

the necessary moisture and mineral foods. It reproduces by
means of spores, which are scattered from little cup-like

growths observable on the surface. There are a great many
varieties of lichens, which are variously coloured. One lichen

is used to make the colouring matter of litmus paper. These
plants act as soil-formers by disentegrating the rocks. Among
the trees noted were the red gum (Eucalyptus rostrata), which
was chiefly found growing in the creek beds. The smooth
white and greenish grey trunks of these gums make them a
beautiful sight. The box gum or peppermint (E. odorata)
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was seen on the hillsides, but never near the water. One of the
native hops CDodonaea viscosa) was found as large shrubs,
the shiny-green leaves, which are characteristic of most of the
species, giving them a varnished appearance. Another plant
with very stocky and glossy leaves is Myoporum viscosum, a
rare plant in our hills now. A number of plants of the weep-
ing pittosporum (P. phillyraeoides) were seen. Two small
plants were in flower—early Nancy (Anguillaria dioica) and
Stackhousia linarifolia, with cream flowers and resembling a
mignonette.

Lecture, "A Trip to Ooldea," by Dr. R. H. Pulleine, July
20, 1922.—The monthly meeting was held on July 18. The fol-

lowing exhibits were tabled : By Mr. A. M. Lea, various insects
showing remarkable difl'erences in the sexes, the male almost
invariably being the more showy and beautiful. By Mr. J. A.
Hogan, seedlings of native lilac (Hardenbergia monophylla),
grown from seed obtained from the Morialta Reserve. This
plant is easily raised, and is well worth garden cultivation.
By Mr. W. Ham, a fossil sea urchin, or echinoderm, from Port
Noarlunga, and a native flint knife from Fowler's Bay. By Mr.
J. F. Bailey, fourteen species of native plants in flower at
the Botanic Garden, Adelaide. By Mr. W. H. Selway,
the Queensland Silver wattle (Acacia podalyraefolia) and
a large and fortunately rare grasshopper from near
the city. By Mr. E. H. Ising, a number of native
flowers collected near Perth last month by Mr. A. Pasquill,
chiefly flowers belonging to the pea family ; and a rare shell
(Mitra glabra j from the Semaphore beach, found by Geoffrey
Ising. The lecture for the evening was given by Dr. R. H. Pul-
leine on ''A Trip to Ooldea on the East-West Line." The
doctor gave a mass of interesting information, and showed a

large number of slides and photos, of the district, besides
exhibiting a large collection of flints exhibiting the work of
the natives. Ooldea is 427 miles from Port Augusta, and is

on the edge of the great NuUarbor Plain. It is famous for its

wonderful supply of fresh water, which has been known to the
natives apparently for centuries, as the country around is

strewn with numberless flints bearing evidence of native craft.

Explorers have known of Ooldea water, and now the Common-
wealth railways make use of the apparently cxhaustless supply.
The water is obtained from Ooldea Soak, about three miles north
of the line. The "Soak" is situated between high sandhills,
where there are about thirty wells about twelve feet deep, into
which the water soaks. Pumping is carried on by several
engines, and the water is conveyed across the sandhills in a
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double line of |)i])i]iir. A well holds about 1,000 gallons, and
wheii pumped dry will fill ajraiu in twenty-four hours. The
lecturer spoke at length of the natives seen, and their customs.
Two kinds of wurlie were ))uilt, one for Avet weather, made of

branches of trees, and one for summer of a more primitive

character. In Avinter two fires were made, between which the

natives slept minus clothes, Avhich would probably get burnt
otherwise. This refers, of course, to the natives living near

the line and in contact with white people, who had supplied

the wardrobe. Some natives of fine physique were seen at

Ooldea, and out of a large number examined by the doctor only

two decayed teeth were seen. The men Avere adepts at the use

of the spear, and could, apparently Avithout taking aim, hit

their object Avith ease. Dr. Pulleine explained some of the

native dances and the method of adorning themselves Avhen so

engaged. Their ornaments, such as nose bones or sticks, shells,

and the chignon for the hair, Avere portrayed. Numbers of

vieAvs of native animals Avere shoAvn, among them being the

moloch, or mountain devil, cave oavIs, marsupial mice, bilby, or

hair-ear bandicoot, rat AA-ith bushy tail, and others.

Excursion to Port Noarlunga, June 26, 1922.—A party

visited Pt. Xoarlunga under the leadership of Mr. \V. J. Kimber.

The first inspection Avsa made at the fossil cliffs on the north

of the jetty, and in the afternoon the party Avent along the

south side of the river. Several interesting finds Avere made

in the fossil-bearing rocks in this locality, the leader chipping

out a fine fossil echinoderm, the other excursionists securing

several lamp shells, Avhich Avere plentiful in tertiary times,

but have left very fcAv descendants in the Avaters of modern

seas. The party were able, Avith the guidance of the leader,

to identify many of the numerous shells, Avhich are found as

fossils in the rocks bordering the mouth of the River Onka-

paringa. The geologically recent raised plain, through Avhich

the LoAver Oonkapariuga meanders, proved of great interest to

the visitors.

Lecture, "Shell Study Simplified," June 20, 1922.—The

first of a series of lectures, arranged by the Committee, to deal

with various branches of natural history in an elementary way
was given by Mr. W. J. Kimber on June 20. He said that

Molluscs Avere soft-bodied animals, usually protected by a

univalve, bivalve, or multivalve (chiton) shell, and Avere the

most highly organised of the Invertebrates. They are divded

into four classes, viz.: Cephalopoda (Nautilus, Octopus, etc.),

Gasteropoda (Snails, Winkles, etc.), Pelecypoda (Oysters,
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Mussels, etc.), and Scaphopoda (Tooth Shells). The lecturer

stated that the science which treats of shells is called Conch-
ology, and that which treats of the animal which makes the

shell. Malacology. Members were urged to collect and study
shells, as they were easily obtained and kept, as moth, rust and
other plagues did not attack shells, many of which were so

beautiful in colour and shape. Some are quite four feet across,

and others no larger than a pinhead ; many simple in form
(as the limpet), others most complicated (nautilus) ; some
could be gathered in drayloads, some were, from their rarity,

worth more than their weight in gold. They are found all over
the world, in sea, river and lake, and many thousand species

of land shells are known. Nearly 1,000 species have been taken
in South Australia, and about 300 could be got on the beach
between Brighton and the Outer Harbour. The composition of

shells makes them most suitable for petrifaction, hence we
know that Molluscs were among the first creatures which lived

on the earth, as even in the Cambrian rocks nearly 400 fossil

shells have been found. In the Tertiary rocks of South Aus-
tralia many fossils are to be got, and members of the Society
could do valuable work in collecting them.

The lecturer gave useful hints on collecting shells, and
asked members to avail themselves of every opportunity of

watching live Molluscs in rock pools, on reefs, and in glass

jars, and let others know of what they observe. Get on reefs

at low tide, and there get perfect specimens, under rocks, on
weed, in sponges, on echinoderms, or boring in the mud, sand,
or rock. Examine drift wood for the Teredo, or "Ship Worm,*'
which is really a species of Mollusc which, with a bivalve shell,

bores into timber and destroys the piles of jetties and wharfs,
also wooden ships unless sheathed with copper.

By means of the episcope, shells, and pictures of shells with
animals which make them, were shown, and proved interesting

and instructive. Cephalopods were dealt with first. The name
means ''head-footed," and refers to the tentacles attached to

the head, by which they progress along the bottom of the sea.

They are the most highly-organised of the Mollusca, most of

them being very active, with the senses of seeing, hearing, and
smelling w^ell developed. Many species have finlike append-
ages by which they swim, and others progress by inflating the

body with water, which they can eject forcibly through a
siphon on the underside of the body. The tentacles are fur-

nished with wonderful suckers (acetabula), varying in number
and shape in different species, but all perfectly under control.

All except the pearly nautilus have an inkbag, which is con-
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nected with a funnel ; when pursued the animal ejects ink into

the water, and this baffles the enemy. This ink has been used
by artists for many centuries, and is still used. The naturalist
Cuvier drew his illustrations of the structure of many cuttles

with the ink obtained from the animals themselves. The
mouth has a parrot-like beak, only the lower mandible is the
larger of the two, and the toneue (radula) is covered with
hundreds of tiny teeth, which help to grind up food. The
pearly nautilus (Nautilus pompilius) was shown, also a pic-

ture of the animal in its shell, and a section of the shell showing
the wonderful internal chambered structure. The fact that
the nautilus is the sole survivor of the Cephalopods, which
lived in ancient times, and made external shells of strange and
varied shape, adds additional interest to it. As the animal
grows it vacates one pearly chamber and makes one a little

larger, and when full grown has more than thirty empty rooms,
pierced by a tube (siphuncle), the purpose of which is not
clearly understood. It has nineteen tentacles, which have no
suckers, and as the thick shell is protection for the soft body
an ink bag is not needed. It lives in the warm seas. When
one was found on Yorke Peninsula recently much interest was
evinced at such a remarkable occurrence. Several species of

fossil Nautilus shell have been taken from the clffs at Port
Willunga. The "Paper nautilus'' (Argonauta ozyrata) be-

longs to the sub-order Octopoda, or eight-footed Cephalopods,
and is very unlike the pearly nautilus. The fragile shell is not
chambered, and is made by the female as a ''cradle" for her
young, which stay in it until able to start life on their own
account. Two of the eight arms secrete the shell and hold the
animal in it. This power is so unlike any possessed by other
Molluscs that for many years it was thought that the animal
found in this shell was not the maker of it, but, like the hermit
crab, one which used a shell as a temporary home. It lives on
Crustacea, and does not, as poets have said, come to the surface
and "spread to the wafting breeze a twofold sail." The male
argonaut is very small and has no shell of any kind.

A picture of an octopus was shown, and the various parts
were pointed out and described. They have no shell and no
fins, but frequent holes in rocks, crawling by tentacles and
changing colour to match the rock or weed. Each tentacle

has over 200 suckers. Several species are found in South
Australia, and members were asked to look for them on reefs

and place one when caught in clear water, and they would be
ampl}^ repaid for their trouble when watching it. The female
lays about 40,000 eggs, and has been seen guarding and clean-

ing them. In Italy they are used for food, quite 150 tons

having been caught at one place.
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The Decapods have ei^ht short and two lonof tentacles,

all well furnished with suckers. The ''Cuttle bone'' cast up
on our beaches is the internal shell of Sepia apama, and often

bears the imprint of the teeth of the fish w^hich ate the animal.

This creature is the source from which the artists' sepia is

obtained, and in rocks perhaps millions of years old deposits

of this "ink" have been found. Sometimes on the beach after

a storm the bead-like egga can be found and the young seen

moving in them ! Another small bone or shell is frequently

found, which has been named Sepia Braggii, but the anmial
which makes it has never been seen. Members were asked to

keep a look out for it ! The common squid is well known, but
its shell, being very thin, is rarely seen on the beach. Its

flesh is greatly prized as fish bait, and many millions are used
for this purpose all over the world, especially in cod fisheries.

An enormous "squid" is found in the North Atlantic, and is

the principal food of the sperm whale, as it has often been
stated by whalers that when a whale is harpooned it "vomits
portions of a Cephalopod of great size." They are not often

seen, but specimens with a body twenty feet long, having
tentacles of thirty-five feet, have been measured. The most
interesting of the Decapods is Spirula Peronii, which is of

world-wide distribution, but although great numbers of the

shells are cast up the animal has ver^' rarely been taken. It is

very small, and inside the lower part of its body it makes a
pearly, chambered shell, which rivals that of the pearly nauti-

lus in structure, nad yet which only acts as a support, as it is

not occupied by the animal in any stage of its existence, so far

as is known.

There was not time to deal with the Gasteropoda, or

"stomach-footed" Molluscs, but a few specimens of shells

were shown, and a species of Haliotis from Florida, lent by
Mr. Walton, was greatly admired, its changing iridescence, as

viewed in the episcope, being really beautiful.

Lecture, August 15, 1922.—Professor J. B. Cleland spoke
on "Mushrooms, Toadstools, and other large Fungi." The
lecturer began by referring to the various forms of fungi,

bacteria, then fungi formed of mere shreads, and lastly fungi

having definite structures. The latter are divided into two
main classes, those having their spores contained in various
sac-like bodies, and those in which the spores are raised on
typhae. By means of the episcope the lecturer showed a
number of typical fungi illustrative of the various classes. In

the Basidiomycetes many of the parasitic fungi were shown,
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as well as specimens of the higher Basidiomycetes, comprising

mushrooms, puff balls, and their allies. The peculiar shapes

and glowing: colours of many of the specimens were well

brought out. The poisonous nature of many of the fungi was
dealt with, and the lecturer stated that in general the follow-

ing points distinguished the safe mushrooms, viz.: First, the

skin peels off ; second, the gills have a rosy tint from the first,

and this becomes darker with age; third, the stem has a ring

found it ; fourth, it has no cup or swelling at the base of the

stem. These four points distinguish the safe mushrooms,
though there are some others which are knoAvn to be non-
poisonous. Any with white gills are to be avoided. Some
forms when eaten cause delirium., and in less quantity
hysterical laughter.

BOTANICAL NOTES.

By Ernest H. Ising.

Loranthus Exocarpi, Behr.—I have noted some of this

mistletoe growing on the weeping pittosporum (P. philly-

raeoides, D.C.) at Islington for several years. This species

flowers in midsummer, about January, and the berries, or,

more strictly, the drupes, are ripe in April. The drupes are
first green, changing to orange and red and finally to purple,
and are nearly half-an-inch long. The flowers are very pretty,

being mostly scarlet with green tips. The leaves are about two
inches long, oblong in shape, dark green and fairly stiff, and
always in pairs. The plant grows to a good size, and is para-
sitic on different native trees.

The germination of the fruit is very interesting. The
seed will germinate whether the outer skin is removed or not,

but I have noticed that growth takes place more quickly when
the seed is released from its outer covering. The drupe con-

tains one seed about a quarter of an inch long and ovoid in

shape. It is pale coloured, and has six or seven green stripes

near the top. The first growth appears in several days at the
top end, and this root (?) in seventeen days grew three-

quarters of an inch long. It consists of a cylindrical portion
about 2 mm. thick, whitish, sticky, and tuberculate, with an
enlarged ball-like tip with a fringe around it.

I have several seeds growing on dead twigs indoors, and
in no instance has the root turned towards the wood on which
it is placed.

The continuation of this experiment should reveal further
movements of the root and the development of the first shoot.
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THE GRASS TREE.

A picture of a bush scene in our country would be incom-
plete if the artist omitted to include in it one or two grass

trees, for they seem to be more necessary than even gum trees

to make the scenery look truly Australian. As they are found
only in Australia, Tasmania, and New Guinea, they may be

claimed as the typical Commonwealth plant.

GRASS TREES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

(Note the flower-spikes.)

Grass trees are found in most parts of Australia. Even in

the hilly country of Central Australia they are common. There

are over fourteen different kinds known to botanists, of which
four are found within the boundaries of South Australia.
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In the eastern States they are usually referred to as grass
trees, probably because the early settlers thought that the tuft
of rush-like leaves crowning the top of the thick stem was suit-

able fodder for stock. But horses, sheep, and cattle will not
touch this wiry kind of vegetation. Even goats, those hardy
creatures whose powers of digestion are the occasion of many
jokes among bush people, are said to leave the grass trees un-
touched. In South Australia the plant is usually called a
yacca; in Western Australia it is known as a blackboy.

The Western Australian name was probably given because
of the black appearance the trunks of these plants present after

thev have been charred bv a bush fire.

X '\ \\ '.' v y

A
A. A single flower (much enlarged) taken from a flowering spike of the

Grass Tree; (s) sepals; (p) petals; (g) tip of pistil; (st) stamens.
B. Pistil (enlarged), with transverse section of ovarv underneath.

The botanist has invented a name much longer than any of
these three, to give to this strange group of trees. This\in-
familiar name (Xan-thor-rhoea, pronounced Xan '-thor-re '-a. Zan-
thos means "yellow," and rheo "I flow.") is made up of two
words borrowed from the Greek language, and they refer to
the yellow gum or resin that flows from the trunk of the tree.

In South Australia our most common grass tree has a trunk
usually bare of leaves for several feet above the ground level.

When the trunk is sawn across, the section shows a soft core
enclosed in a hard shell. This shell is made up of the bases of
old leaves packed closely together like tiles, and cemented with
the gum or resin exuded from the trunk. At the top of the
stem is the crown of leaves, the younger leaves being green and
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erect, and the older ones lower down being broken and dry. As
they fall off, their fixed ends remain on the trunk. Frequently
a bush fire sweeps through the scrub and chars and blackens

the stem of the tree.

During the winter season a flowering spike shoots out of the

leaves and grows rapidly. In one of our grass trees this spike

attains a height of 20 ft. It grows ver}^ rapidly, and although

at first it is tender and green, when it has ceased growing it

becomes hard and brown. The upper part—about one-third of

the whole spike—is the flowering end; the remainder is the

woody stem containing pith. In spring the upper part bursts

into hundreds of tiny white flowers, each yielding abundant
nectar or honey, which attracts insects and honey-eating birds.

In a brief time the flow^ers die off, and are succeeded by stiff-

pointed seed-coverings, and the stem becomes brown. Then the

seed-coverings open and shed their flat, hard, black seeds, from
which, if they have fallen on suitable soil, will spring other grass

trees.

(A) Before and (B) after opening and shedding the seed (C).

The grass tree belongs to the lily family. It seems difficult

to connect it with those beautiful Avhite flowers that are so much

admired in the garden. But we are likewise told that the onion,

and the so-called asparagus fern, are also members of the lily

family.

The botanist, in his classification, relies mainly on the struc-

ture of the flowers. Let us examine a flower of the grass tree,

and as most of us will be unable to get one, we must use a

picture, or, rather, a diagram of the flower. The tiny flowers

are packed very closely on the flowering spike, but if we succeed

in separating one from its many companions we shall find that,

like all lilies, it has three sepals arranged outside, one being

between each of the three petals. Inside the whorl of petals

arise six stamens, and in the centre of all is the pistil, which at

its lower end swells out into the seed-box or ovary. If the ovary

be cut across it ^nll be found to contain, as is the rule w^ith most

members of the lily family, three compartments, in which the

seeds are formed.
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THE DRUMSTICK GRASS TREE.

It sometimes grows to a height of 30 feet. It is a WestcJii Australian

species.
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Grass trees grow very slowly. Grazing animals do not

injure them ; and even bush fires, unless very fierce, do not

destroy them, but leave them only with a charred stem ; so that

these trees are well prepared to fight the battle of life. Doubt-
less there are still flourishing^ in South Australia grass trees

which were growing when Captain Hindmarsh read his pro-

clamation to the first colonists under the gum tree at Glenelg.

The grass tree is not without its uses. The blackfellow ate

the tender ends or bases of the brittle leaf stems. He used a

handful of fibre as a sponge to soak up the nectar from the flower

spikes, and then he squeezed it into a rude bowl. A sweet drink

was made from the contents of the bowl. The gum he used as a

cement to cover the binding that tied the sharp-edged stones to

make a head of a spear, or, to a thick handle, to make a stone

axe. Specimens of these stone axes ma}' be seen in the Ade-
laide Museum. They are still used by the blackfellows in the

interior. They also used the slender stick that grew as the

flow^ering spike to make a light spear, which was hurled with
great force from a throwing stick.

White men also make use of the grass tree. Many tons

of yacca gum have been sent away from Kangaroo Island.

When fresh its colour is yellow, but it afterwards turns red,

and then brown. It burns freely, like sealing wax, and gives

off a pleasant odour. W^ater, which dissolves w^attle gum,
has little or no effect on yacca gum, but it is easily dissolved

by spirit, and makes a cheap furniture polish, w^iich will

change w^hite pine into a rich red colour. From the gum is

also got picric acid, which is much used in making high explo-

sives of modern warfare. It is said that before the Great War
much yacca gum was collected on Kangaroo Island and sent

aw^ay to enemy countries to make the explosives that were
afterwards used against our own men. But the truth of this is

uncertain, because it is now known that picric acid can be

made more cheaply from coal-tar.

We are indebted to ''The School Paper'' (Queensland) for thd

diagram of the flower.

We are indebted to " TJic Cliildren's Hour" for the above article, the

hloeJis being kindly lent.

1
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MALLEE GEOLOGY.

The Mallee countr}^ comprises a large and important area of

three States : Victoria, New South Wales, and South Australia.

The development of portions of this area for wheat-growing
has added a new province to Victoria and one to South Aus-

tralia ; north of the river a lower rainfall prevails, and the

country has not been similarly developed. A good introduc-

tion to the underlying geological structure may be gained on a

trip up the Murray River. About the mouth of the river we
find vast accumulations of sands and muds of recent age, car-

ried down by flood waters and there deposited. As we go up
the river we find the valley narrow and limited by limestone

cliffs, which abound in marine fossils, pointing back to the

times when a great inland sea—the ''Murray Gulf"—extended

over the area. At and below Murray Bridge we have a

glimpse of the underlying bedrock, which is here of granite.

Over the greater part of the area the ancient bedrock is found

at depths of from one to two thousand feet, but in the southern

portion it occasionally projects on the present surface.

Above Murray Bridge, and onward as far as Overland

Corner, the river is bounded on either side by high limestone

clijPs, whose varied forms and aspects, with their glorious

browns and yellows, await the brush and canvas of another

Hilder. These cliffs contain abundant oyster-shell beds, whales'

teeth, sharks' teeth, and shells in numberless variety. Beyond
Overland Corner the cliffs consist of river-borne sands, gravels,

and muds, and the colouring is even more beautiful and the

forms more varied. From Mildura to Swan Hill and onward,

the river has more the appearance of a canal, with low banks,

allowing a view of the wide enclosing plains from the

steamer's deck. Apart from the geological aspect of the sur-

face, the chief point of interest lies in the water-bearing beds,

in places artesian, which lie at depths varying mainly between

150 and 700 feet. Another feature, that is at present occupy-

ing the attention of the irrigationists of Mildura, is the ques-

tion of the possibility of utilising some of the underlying

porous beds as reservoirs into w^hich settlers might drain their

surplus surface waters when necessary.

In 1916 there was published a record of an important

series of bores put down by the Victorian Government in the

Mallee, under the direction of Mr. A. S. Kenyon, C.E. This

record was a monument of diligent and painstaking investiga-

tion of the bore materials, carried on during eight years by

Mr. Frederick Chapman, of the Melbourne National Museum.

f
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Mr. Chapman has now made some of his results available in a

more popular form in a paper on the geology of the Mallee,

published in the current number of the "Victorian Naturalist.''

Regarding the water problem, Mr. Chapman mentions that

during 1919 103 bores were put down by the Government of

Victoria, 100 of which struck fresh water at depths varying
from 150 to 700 feet ; in three bores the water was artesian,

that is, flowed out at the surface, whle in the remainder pump-
ing would, of course, be necessary. The chief water-bearing

beds are of Miocene age, and contain limestones rich in polyzoa.

From a knowledge of the fossils that occur in regular succes-

sion as we descend through the Mallee beds, it is now possible

(through the Avork of Mr. Chapman) to determine approxi-

mately the position of the water-bearing series. This is of very

great value, as instanced by the case of a New South Wales
engineer, who was recently making enquiries in Melbourne as

to the prospects of striking water in a partly-worked bore.

He had wisely brought with him a few shells from the lowest

bed reached, and these, when examined by an expert, pro-

claimed the exact position with regard to the water-bearing

beds.

The surface accumulations of the Mallee consist of reddish

loose sands, travertine limestones, freshAvater limestones, soapy
clays, and deposits of gypsum and rocksalt. A fairly constant

feature is a blue clay-band at varying depths, of shallow marine
origin, and fiom Lpwer Pliocene to Upper Miocene in age.

''This bed, probably extending through the greater part of the

Mallee, tends to hold up the brackish water, on account of its

impervious character." so that brackish water is usually met
with above the blue clays, but these beds must be penetrated

before the real freshwater beds are reached.

The varying deposits found in the bores point to quite

varied climatic conditions in the past in this area. The brown
coals of Moorlands (S.A.) and Tiega (Vic.) show that certain

portions of the country then produced a luxuriant growth of

timber. The type of animals found in other beds shows that

at one time a warmer climate prevailed than is the case at

present, while in yet other cases desert conditions are sug-

gested. During the marine period chalky limestones to a

thickness of over 2,000 ft. were deposited, but this sea slowly

became shallower, until finally the sea-bottom emerged as dry

land. Since then dune, lake, and swamp have prevailed, while

in the wetter areas arovmd Mount Gambler there is a develop-

ment of the early stages of drainage by dolines and sink-holes.

There is evidence, says Mr. Chapman, that in the past, but

subsequent to the final uplift, there was a more copious rainfall

in the Mallee areas than there is to-day.
'

' Tellurian, " in " The Augtralasian. '

'
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BIRD LIFE AT KINCHINA.

By J. Sutton.

Kinchina is a sidiiig on the Southern Railway line, 56 miles
from Adelaide, 4f miles from Monarto South, and 4^ miles
from Murray Bridg-e. Arrang-ements have to lie made with the
Passeng-er Superintendent in Adelaide in order that the train
may stop at Kinchina. The 6.45 a.m. train from Adelaide
arrives at Kinchina about 0.50 a.m., and the returning train
leaves there at 4.40 p.m. The country is typically mallee, with
outcrops of stone, and the botanical aspect is described in

another portion of this number. As this place is rarely visited

by ornithologists, I have made four trips there—on the 5th,

17th, 24th of June and on the 15th of July—to observe the
birds. The particular portion traversed may be described as
a mile square, over which I have noted 49 different species of

native birds and two species of introduced birds (goldfinches
and sparrows). The native birds were: Ground Dove
("Peaceful"), Bronzewing Pigeon, Black-breasted Plover,

White-fronted Heron ("Blue Crane"), Whistling Eagle,
Brown Hawk, Nankeen Kestrel, Lorikeet, Crimson Parrot,

Red-backed Parrot, Laughing Jack, Pallid Cuckoo, Fan-
tailed Cuckoo, Welcome Swallow, Brown Flycatcher
("Jacky Winter"), Scarlet-breasted Robin, Red-capped
Robin, Hooded Robin, AVhite-shafted Fantail, Black and
White Fantail ("Willie Wagtail"), Restless Flycatcher,
Black-faced Cuckoo Shrike, Scrub Robin, White-browed
Babbler, White-fronted Chat, Striated Tit-warbler, Chest-
nut-rumped Tit-warbler, Striated Tit-warbler. Yellow-
tailed Tit-warbler, Wood S^vallow (dusky). Harmonious
Thrush, White-backed Magpie, Australian Butcher Bird
("Derwent Jackass''), Crested Bell-Bird, Golden-breasted
Whistler, Rufous-breasted Whistler, Whiteface, Spotted Dia-
mond-Bird (Pardalote), 7 Honey Eaters—Brown-headed,
Tawm'-crowned, Singing, White-eared, Wattle-cheeked, Yel-
low-plumed, Spiny-cheeked—Wattle Bird, Spotted-sided Finch
(Diamond Sparrow), Crow, and a Blue Wren (not identified).

At the same time I have taken a census of the birds ob-

served, and the results are as follow :

—

Native Birds. Introduced Birds.

Species.

First trip 29
Second trip 33
Third trip 34
Fourth trip 36

ndividuals
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These totals would represent a minimum on each occasion,

and care was taken to avoid duplication. The most numerous
species were, in order of number :—First trip : Babblers, tit-

warblers, honey eaters, robins. Second trip : Parrots, honey
eaters, babblers, tit-warblers. Third trip : Tit-warblers,

babblers, honey eaters, robins. Fourth trip: Tit-warblers,

babblers, robins, parrots. On the fourth trip the mallee trees

had, in the main, finished flowering, and I only saw twenty
honey eaters.

The gem of the birds there is the red-capped robin, and
the next in beauty was the spiny-cheeked honey eater, which
was very combative towards the other honey eaters, though

you could get within six feet of one. There appears to be three

pairs of scrub robins in the thickest part of the stony scrub,

and it is difficult to observe them. The only occasion on which

I have seen them in a tree was on the first trip, and that was
the only time they gave their peculiar loud call. The bronze-

wing pigeons are very wary, and it is difficult to get near to

them. On three of the trips I have tried to get near to the

bell-bird, but without success, although I devoted one hour

and a half to that end on the second trip.

LICHENS.

"As in one sense the humblest, in another they are the

most honoured of the earth-children. Unfading as motionless,

the worm frets them not, and the autumn wastes not. Strong

in loveliness, they neither blanch in heat, nor pine in frost.

To them, slow-fingered, constant-hearted, is entrusted the

weaving of the dark, eternal tapestries of the hills; to them,

slow-pencilled, iris-dyed, the tender framing of their endless

imagery. Sharing the stillness of the unimpassioned rock,

they share also its endurance ; and while the wings of depart-

ing spring scatter the white hawthorn blossom like drifted

snow, and summer dims on the parched meadow the drooping

of its cowslip gold—far above, among the mountains, the silver

lichen spots rest, starlike, on the stone: and the gathering

orange stain, upon the edge of yonder western peak, reflects

the sunsets of a thousand years."
—John R-uskiu.
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A NOTABLE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN NATURALIST
ON DISTANT ISLANDS.

Mr. T. AVilkins (of Rio-bv's Ltd.) has kindly allowed the
Editor to make some extracts from the letters of his brother
that distinguished South Australian, Mr. George H. Wilkins,
who holds the position of naturalist to the Shackleton-Rowett
Antarctic Expedition. Our readers will remember the Stefan-
sson expedition to the Arctic, in which Mr. AVilkins played such
an important part.

In his last letters written on board the "Quest," Mr.
Wilkins speaks of a visit to Tristan da Cunha, an island in the

South Atlantic. Here he states about one hundred and twenty
people exist happily and simply. The settlement was started

by some soldiers, one of whom .was a guard of Napoleon while
he was on the island of St. Helena. The settlement has increased
in numbers, and the members seem quite contented. The most
remarkable characteristic of the community seems to be that

it exists without the use of any sort of money ! Passing ships

give them clothes in return for potatoes and sheep. The one

hundred and twenty people are all closely related, and have
only seven family names between the lot.

As our readers know, the "Quest" was afterwards found
to be quite unsuited for the work of Antarctic navigation. Mr.
Wilkins says that she had the most uncomfortable roll of any
boat he had ever been in.

Gough Island, Inaccessible Island, and Nightingale Island

were also explored. All these are now uninhabited, but are

full of interest to the naturalist.

Mr. Wilkins, as the naturalist, had a busy and profitable

time, collecting over 300 bird specimens, 200 marine biological

specimens, 20 entomological, and 100 botanical specimens,

besides taken 500 pictures and 12,000 feet of cinematograph
film. Parts of the islands are remarkably fertile, and sealers

have lived there for twelve months at a time, but the seals are

now gone.

Gough Island has a remarkable flora and fauna. No
animals, except field mice (introduced by the sealers) exist,

but it is the home of myriads of sea birds and of three land
birds, two of them peculiar to these islands. Its trees, of two
kinds, one a buckthorn and the other an acacia, are not found
elsewhere.

Our readers will look forward with interest to the publica-

tion of Mr. Wilkins' work.
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RULES.
1. The general management of this Section shall be con-

trolled by a Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen, a Secretary,
Assistant Secretary, a Treasurer, Librarian, Chairman and
Secretary of the Fauna and Flora Protection Committee (ex
officio), and a Committee of eight, five to form a quorum.

2. The Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, and Committee shall be
elected at the annual meeting in September.

3. The Chairman shall not be eligible for office for more
than two consecutive years, and one of the Vice-Chairmen
shall retire each year.

4. Candidates for admission not being members of the

Royal Society, must be proposed and seconded by two members
of the Section at one meeting, and be balloted for at the next
ensuing meeting : one black ball in five to exclude.

5. Evening meetings shall be held on Tuesdays, at the

discretion of the Committee of Management, for the purpose
of reading papers, dealing with the natural history of Aus-
tralia (more particularly of the neighbourhood of Adelaide),

and for the purpose of mutual instruction.

6. The evening meetings of the Section shall commence
at 8 o'clock, and papers shall be taken not later than half-past

eight. Any preliminary business or exhibits not disposed of

at that time to be postponed till after the consideration of the

papers.

7. There shall be at least eight Field Meetings during the

year; the time and place to be arranged by the Committee.

8. The financial 3'ear of the Section shall commence on
1st October, and the subscriptions shall be 7s. 6d. per annum
for ordinary members and 3s. 9d. per annum for Fellow^s and
Associates of the Ro\'al Society, including issues of "The
South Australian Naturalist.''

9. At the annual general meeting a statement of accounts
shall be submitted by the Secretary and duly certified by two
auditors appointed at the previous ordinary meeting, prepara-
tory to being handed to the Treasurer of the Royal Society.

10. The Section may from time to time elect as honorary
members those who have been proposed and seconded in the

usual way, and have been unanimously elected by ballot. This

shall also apply to corresponding members.

11. Any member owing the subscription to the Section,

and neglecting to pay the same on or before the 1st day of

January, shall be liable to have his name removed from the
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list of members of the Section
;
provided always that written

application for the same shall first have been made by or on
behalf of the Treasurer of the Royal Society; and, provided

also, that the Committee shall have power to restore the

defaulter's name at his request after payment of arrears.

12. The rules and regulations of the Section shall not be

altered unless a written notice of motion, signed by no less

than five members, be given at a meeting of the Section, and
thereupon such motion may be brought forward at the next

meeting.
13. Any resolution passed under Rule 12, altering or re-

pealing the rules of the Section, shall be in force until the

meeting held in the month of September following; and if not

then confirmed shall thereafter be held void and of no effect.

1-1. On the written requisition of twenty members
deliveied to the Secretary, an extraordinarj^ general meeting
may be called to consider and decide upon the subject men-
tioned in the requisition.

15. The Committee shall be empowered to frame rules for

the conduct of excursions arranj^ed bv them.

EXCHANGES.

''The South Australian Ornithologist" for July, 1922.

Contains many articles of interest to bird lovers.

"The Australian Naturalist," Journal and Magazine of

the Naturalists' Society of N.S.W. The principal article is

one on "The Gem Stones of the Bible."

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

"Proceedings of the S.A. Branch of the Royal Geographi-
cal Society," Session 1919-20, vol. xxi.

"The*^Early History of the South-East District of S.A."

THE FLOWER SHOW.
The Show to be held on October 13 and 14 promises to be

a great success. The various committees have been tentatively

arranged and preliminary work done. The members of the

various committees at former shows have done excellent work.
The Executive are especially anxious that the new members of

the Society shall come forward and assist. Those who have
taken part in the preparation are aware that there is plenty

to be done to make the Show a success.
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THE NATIVE FLOWER SHOW.
Our show was held this year on October 13th and 14th.

As usual, the various Committees were kept very busy during
the Thursday evening and all Friday in readiness for the
evening.

The opening ceremony was jjerformed by the Commis-
sioner of Crow^n Lands (the Hon. 0. R. Laffer), who marked
his sense of the importance of the occasion by making a public

announcement of the purchase of the Rocky River property

on Kangaroo Island, a purchase w^hich added 9.000 to 12,000

acres to Flinders Chase. It is almost needless to add that

the announcement was received w^ith cheers. The Section

ip delighted to knoAv that the Ministry are taking steps to

make the Flinders Chase a success.

The success of the Show was secured by the untiring

exertions of the members who worked so well on the various

Committees.

The General Committee consisted of Mr. Wm. Ham (Chair-

man), Professor J. B. Cleland, :Mr. E. S. Hughes, Mr. J. F.

Bailey, Dr. C. Fenner, Messrs. W. H. Selway, J. M. Black, A.

G. Edquist, W. C. Hackett, W. J. Kimber, A. M. Lea, E. S

Hughes, S. W. Jackman, A. H. Elston, J. Sutton, B. B. Beck.

J. N. McGilp, Capt. S. A. White, Dr. R. H. Pulleine. Mrs.

S. A. White, Misses I. Roberts, M. Roeger, E. Ireland, the con-

venors of all other Committees, and Mr. E. H. Ising (Hon.

Secretary).

The Scientific Classification and Arrangement were in

the hands of Mr. J. M. Black (convenor), Messrs. J. F. Bailey,

W. C. Hackett, Wm. Ham, J. Sutton, F. Bailey, A. G. Edquist,

0. Glastonbury, J. Neil McGilp, Misses M. L. Benda, M. Roeger,

Munns, and the Misses Simpson.
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The Mpssed Effect and Gerxeral Display were i rrangcd
bv Miss 1 Roberts ('convenor), Messr.^i. A. R. Lawrence, A.

H. Elstoii. R. Kemp, T. W NeVtlebeeV, C. Pearce, A. J. Mor-
rison, J. J. Alexander, R. J. Burton, F. Clark, H. Colbert, Mr.

and Mrs. W. Rosser, Mesdames J. M. Black, A. Day,
B. B. Beck, C. Pearce, H. B. Robson, Fuller, and Misses

MacGregor, D. Padman, AVatson, A. Croker, and N. Taylor.

The Decorated Tables were under the care of Mrs. Hackett
(convenor), Mrs. M. H. Law, Mrs. E. Drummond, and Misses

E. Hocking, R. Vohr, G. Vohr, and Mr. J. W. Goodale.

Exhibits from the other States were received and arranged
by a special committee consisting of Messrs. E. S. Hughes.
J. Sutton, and R. J. Burton, Miss Munns, and Miss L. Benda.

The Paintings of Wild Flowers were arranged by Mr. L.

H. Hov. ie, with Miss C. A. Benda.

The Pond Life Exhibit v>'as managed by Mr. A. G. Edquist.

The Native Bird Exhibits were in the charge of Captain
S. A. White.

Insects and Reptiles, including a live snake, were ar-

ranged bv Mr. A. M. Lea, and Messrs. Elston, Tindale, and H.
>r. Hab

Shells and Fossils were in the charge of Messrs. W. J.

Kimber, D. Looker, and Miss I. Roberts.

A fine number of microscopic slides were shown by a

Committee, consisting of Dr. R. H. Pulleine (convenor), with
Messrs. W. H. Baker, A. H. Elston, and R. Kemp.

A fine exhibit of prepared Australian timbers was shown
by Mr. S. W. Jackman, and Mr. A. S. L. Peake, and Mr. A.
Wiley showed an interesting exhibit of turnery from Austra-
lian woods.

The stage was beautifully decorated with Kentia palms by
Mr. J. F. Bailey.

Saks of flowers were made by a busy committee, consist-

ing of Misses L and M. Hackett (convenors), E. Hosking,
Legge, and Mrs. C. Pearce.

The printing and sale of tickets was in the capable hands
of Mr. S. W. Jackman, assisted by Messrs. Burton and Stokes,
and Mrs. A. Day.

The financial arrangements were supervised by Mr. J.

Sutton.

As usual, the schools sent in varied and beautiful col-

lections of wild flowers. The collections from the other

States were large and interesting. They included the Kan-
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garoo Paws of West Australia fAnigozaiithus sp.), the flannel

flower of New South Wales, and many waratahs and the spear-

lily (Doryanthes excelsa), with J^turt peas from Broken Hill.

From Tasmania came boronias, Tetrathecas, and Conos-

perma. Victoria forwarded orchids and pink boronia.

There was keen competition in the flower paintings. Tht-

judge (Mr. John White) awarded the prizes for water colors

to Miss M. RobJohns and Miss A. D. Oiiver, and in oils to

Mrs. N. Tamblyn (a daughter of Mr. T. P. Bellchambers, tht

South Australian naturalist).

The short lecturettes given were greatly appreciated.

Mr. J. F. Bailey spoke on **The Propagation of Native Plants,"

Mr. Kimber on ''Shell Study," and Mr. Tindale spoke on his

recent trip to Groote Eylandt in the Gulf of Carpentaria, Avhere

he was successful in collecting a large number of tropical

insects, many of which he showed. He also spoke on his

experiences with the natives of this interesting island, which

had been visited by very fe\^• white men previously to the visit

of his party.

Certificates have been forwarded to the various schools

who forwarded floAvers and book prizes to the schools sending

the best collections.

TRICTINA LABYRINTHICA.
When the postman handed me the box he said, "It con

tains something that moves. Probably it is one of your pets.

I listened, and sure enough a movement of the contents of the

box warned me to be careful when removing the lid. Care-

fully raising a corner of the cover and peering into the dark
interior, I was surprised to see two luminous spots glowing likf

precious carbuncles. This unusual appearance caused me tg

let in more light upon the subject, and to my surprise I dis.

covered the inmate of the box to be a male moth of the specie^

Trictina labyrinthica.

This experience was new to me, and set me thinking.

Here was a moth with luminous eyes. This moth is a night

flier. Could it be possible that self-luminous eyes make it

easier for an animal to see well in the dark and be able to movi
about swiftly without accident? Some deepsea fish have
luminous eyes, and they are able to swim, without accident to

themselves, at depths to which sunlight never descends.

Cats and dogs have luminous eyes, and they see very wel)

at night time.

Can it be possible that self-luminous eyes enable animals
to see distinctly in the dark, and that the sense of sight is ngt

entirely dependent upon light received from the sun and from
other extra terrestrial sources?

M
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THE THIRTY NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FIELD
NATURALISTS' SECTION OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY, INC.

For the year ending 26th September, 1922.

The Committee has pleasure in recording a year of pro-

gress and ^\urk well done, activities in many branches of

science being well maintained.

Last year's membership was recorded as 132, and theri^

have been 63 new members elected, and several resignations

and deaths during the twelve months, so that our present

membership totals We have every reason to be grati-

fied at this large increase, which, it is hoped, will continue.

Excursions.—On the whole the excursions have been well

attended and interesting information has been given by the

various leaders. The subjects have been as follows :

—

Forestry, Geology and Minerals, Zoology, Shore Life,

Physiography, Shells, Botany, Pond Life, Dredging, Botanic
Gardens.

Lectures.—The Lectures have been of the usual high stan-

dard, and we are much indebted to those who gave them. The
subjects have been as follows:

—

Aquaria, Artesian Waters, Native Camps, Conchology,
Mushrooms, Entomology, The Northern Territory, Crystals,

Reeeiith' Introduced Weeds. Plant Curiosities. The attend-

ances generally have been good, and large numbers of visitors

have been present.

During the year an innovation was made in that lec-

tures dealing with the elementary phases of popular science
were given.

More Lectures of this kind are needed, and the Committee
intend giving attention to this for the next programme.

Exhibits.—Numerous specimens were brought to the meet-
ings and these were ahvays interesting. It cannot be said

that this item has been given too much prominence, and it is

hoped that more members will avail themselves of the invita-

tion to bring exhibits at every meeting.
Wild Flower Show, 1921.—A very successful show was

held on the 23rd and 24th September, and the net proceedi
amounted to £60.

The "South Australian Naturalist."—Our paper has been
published quarterly, and has been the means of maintaining
interest in the work of our Section.

Vernacular Plant Names.—The Sub-Committee appointed
has not met during the year.
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It is understood that the Victorian Field Naturalists' Club

is publishing a new flora of that State, and that the common
names will be shown. It may be possible to include common
names in the new Flora of South Australia now being pre-

pared.

Flower Shows in Other States.—At our previous Flower

Shows we have been fortunate in receiving big consignments

from other States, and we have reciprocated as far as possible.

This year parcels of native flowers have been sent as follows :
—

1. To Melbourne, Victorian F.N. Club's Exhibition, 20th

June.

2. Sydney, Naturalists' Society of N.S.W. Exhibition on

7th and 8th September.

3. Broken Hill, Barrier Field Naturalists' Club, Wild
Flower Show, on 9th September.

It has also been arranged to make an exhibit of wild

flowers at the Sweet Pea Exhibition in the Adelaide Town Hall

on the 23rd September, and at the Horticultural and Floricul-

tural Society's Flower Show on 27th October.

Mrs. Page, of Myponga, has been a great help in this con-

nection.

Newspaper Reports.—We are grateful to the daily papers
for inserting our reports of excursions and lectures, and to the

"Register*' in particular for its sympathetic attitude gene-
rally toward Nature subjects.

Obituary.—It is our sad duty to record the death of seve-

ral members during the term as follows:

—

Mr. G. De Caux, a young man who was deeply interested
in nature, and who had made a special study of orchids, and
was the first to discover in South Australia the Duck Orchid,
"Caleana major." He gave promise of exceptional ability.

Mr. Jas. Aitken, who died recently at an advanced age,
was known to our Section for his extensive knowledge of

natural history. He had given a number of talks at our meet-
ings some years ago.

Mr. A. M. Drummond was a member for a number of
years, and through his genial personality was well liked.
His interests in natural history were of a general character.
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CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS.
— Field Naturalists' Section of the Royal Society.

Ladies and Gentlemen:

The various Reports presented to you this evening give

you a fairly complete \'iew of the work of the Section during

the year. Members of Field Naturalist Societies are regarded

by most people as harmless cranks, addicted to the use of

lengthy words, and in many instances fond of airing a very

useless lot of knowledge, useless that is in the sense of not

having a market value. Very few outsiders consider the

Nature-student in his true light as a pioneer of science. Yet

upon the patient observations and investigations of number-

less Nature lovers are based some of the greatest triumphs of

scientific achievement. The collection of facts must ever be

the basis of true science, not less important than the classi-

fication of those facts into ordered knowledge to be followed

by generalisation and application.

Botanical research in particular might give results of

enormous value to our great Commonwealth of Australia, as

it has already done in such countries as the United States.

In our own State of South Australia, botanical research is

capable of giving us a more varied production. There may
well be untried plants suitable to our soils which might prove
of immense economic importance. One mght instance such

a well-known example as the common "peanut.** This

humble plant in a few years has become a most valuable crop

in U.S.

A little known plant of great economic value is the

guayule, a shrub found growing wild in Mexico in arid districts

with a low rainfall and in poor limestone soils. By patient

investigation and oareful selection a most valuable variety has
been established, which is yieldinig enormous quantities of

inibber on large plantations and giving up to £600 per acre
profit.

The study of insects, "bug-hunting" as our American
friends call it, promises to give results quite as startling and
economically as valuable. One can only refer to Mr. Lea*8
studies of the life history of the wheat weevil and the conse-
quent saving of millions of bushels of wheat during the war
time as one of the outstanding instances of the importance of
such studies.

Man's triumphs over Nature are conditioned by his know-
ledge, a knowledge that may be attained only by patient
investigation.
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To defeat your enemy you must know his weak points.

The conqueBt of yellow fever has been made possible through
the minute investigation of the stomachs of certain small

mosquitoes. The lazy sickness of the tropics has been traced

to the ravages of a small hookworm. In the realm of the

study of Nature the most minute fact may ultimately prove of

immense importance to the welfare of mankind. This is

especially so where the field of the worker is as great as it is

in our unexplored continent.

Can we not add a stone to the vast cairn of Knowledge
which has been erected by the patient labors of our predeces-

sors?

Many of our members might devote some part of their

time to the collection of facts relating to the life of the

places about us. The weeds in our park lands, with the

times of their growth, flowering, and disappearance, the

appearance and spread of new weeds, such records as thes»^

patiently collected, would in time to come have great value.

The columns of the "S.A. Naturalist" are open for the

publication of any such notes of original observation, howevei-

trivial they may appear. The intensive study of such an

easily accessible area as part of our park lands, or even of our
National Park, might well occupy the leisure of enthusiastic

members. Bird life and insect life offer opportunities no less

than the study of plant life. The study of the trees of the

city alone would furnish ample scope for investigation. It

is on the ultimate results of studies such as these that seienof

builds its laws and nations advance.

FLINDERS CHASE.

In connection with Flinders Chase this Section arranged
with Captain White that his lecture should be given in the

Town Hall, and that a collection should be made on behalf of

the Flinders Chase Reserve. Other societies were asked to

join in making the meeting a success. The Town Hall was
packed, and scores had to be refused admission.

Captain White was as usual most interesting and instruc-

tive. Unfortunately other speakers took the occasion to give

the proceedings a political tone, and the original object of the

meeting was to some extent lost sight of, with the result that

the collection totalled only £40 2/3, exclusive of the donation

of £10 by our own Section.
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LECTURES AND EXCURSIONS

Lecture on "Insects," September 13, 1922.—Mr. A. M.
Lea. F.E.S.. spoke on some common insects, illustrating his

remarks hj excellent lantern slides. With the help of the slides

Mr. Lea explained the differences between flies, beetles, bugs,

ants, locusts, grasshoppers, dragon flies, thrips, and root mites.

The lecturer dealt with many of the most destructive insect

pests which do so much to destroy the fruit and vegetable

crops, such as the wheat and flour weevils and beetles, the

shothole borers, leaf-cutting bees, tomato flies, aphides, and
various scale insects.

Mr. Elston dealt with the peculiar digestive organs of

insects. By means of diagrams the lecturer showed the

various parts of the mouth, mandibles, and jaws of different

classes of insects.

Various exhibits were shown by members. Miss Roeger
showed pupa case of a cup nioth, galls, and jack-in-the-box

pupa case.

Mr. Kimber showed a piece of a bone of the extinct m<>

of New Zealand.

Mr. J. F. Bailey showed eleven species of native flowers

in bloom, including four species of wattle, guinea flower, desert

cassia, Geraldton wax. flower, and needlebush.

Mr. E. H. Ising showed varnished wattle from Mount Lofty
and a sf»pcim.en of turnery in black oak from Morgan.

Lecturettes,
'

' Botany for Beginners
'

' and ' * Our Wattles,
'

'

October 24, 1922.—At the evening meeting on October 24, in

addition to the lecture of Mr. J. M. Black, we were favored
with a lecture (illustrated by some remarkably good slides)

by Mr. A. J. Campbell, an ornithologist from Melbourne, visit-

ing Adelaide to take part in the Ornithological Camp at

Blount Remarkable.
Mr. Black illustrated his short lecture by drawings and

specimens shown by means of the episcope. The drawings
were specially prepared and colored by the lecturer, whose
artistic work is well known to botanists. Drawings showed
various parts of the bud, flower, and fruit and their develop-
ment in each plant. Mr. Black took three widely differing
families for illustration, the mallows, goodenias. and the
grasses. Taking a well-known specimen of each class the
lecturer showed the parts, their development, and the signi-

ficance of each part for classification.
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Mr. Campbell then exhibited a great many most artistic

slides, showing many varieties of our Australian wattles. The

making of these slides has been a labor of love with Mr. Camp-
bell for over ten years, the result being embodied in his beau-

tiful book on ^'Our Wattles."
Mr. Campbell was delighted with the way in which Mr.

Thomas threw up the beauties of the slides.

Beginning with those wattles flowering in the spring, Mr.

Campbell went right through the year with the various species.

Among those illustrated were the golden, silver, Cootamundra
(A. Baileyana^i, blackwood, golden rain scrub, warilda or bald,

sunshine, myall, and weeping myall. He made an eloquent

plea for an Empire wattle, and gave his choice as the Queens-

land silver wattle (Acacia podalyraefolia ^ giving three

strong reasons for this choice :

—

1. The wattle is the national flower of Australia (400

species in Australia out of 500 known).
2. In the chromological scale of colors the shade of this

wattle is known as Empire shade.

3. It blooms during Empire month (May).

Visit to the Museum, July 22, 1922.—A large party of

members was received by the Director (Mr. Edgar R. Waite)
and Mr. A. M. Lea, F.E.S. Members were shown the latest

additions to the Museum, especially in the ethnological section,

the skulls, casts, and models, under the skilful guidance of

the Director proving exceedingly interesting. The party

greatly admired the polar scene recently completed. Mr. Left

also exhibited and described a large number of the additions

to the entomological collections. Altogether the party passed

a most instructive afternoon.

Excursion to Brighton, August 5, 1922.—Owing to the ab-

sence of Captain White from the State, the excursion on
August 5th was led by ^Ir. W. J. Kimber. The party made
its way along the beach collecting various shells and many
interesting forms of shore life. The leader gave an interest-

ing talk on the shells, &(•., collected.

Excursion from Glenelg to Henley, August 19, 1922,—Mr
AY. J. Kimber led a party along the beach from Glenelg to

Henley. The party made a varied collection of specimens of

sea life, which were named and described by Mr. Kimber.
who afterAvards gave a lecturette, illustrated by prepared
drawings, to show the classes of shells and something of their
inhabitants. A stranded cuttlefish (Sepia apama) was made
the basis of an instructive talk. The tentacles were examined.
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and the vray in which the animal gets its prey, its varied ways
of locomotion, and the use of its ink bag, were explained. The
leader then dealt with other cephalapods. The various shells

gathered by the party w^ere dealt with in Mr. Kimber's lucid

and fascinating style.

A specimen of South Australia's largest shell (Pinna

inermis) was made the text of a talk on the bivalve shells in

general. Seaweeds and sponges were also dealt with in a

general way.

Excursion to Mount Lofty, September 2, 1922.—A large

party, under the leadership of Mr. A. J. Morison, climbed from
Mount Lofty Station to the Summit, and after admiring the

new, walked back to the secretary's residence at Stirling,

where the party were regaled with afternoon tea, kindly pro-

vided bv Mrs. E. H. Ising. Numbers of flowers were identi-

fied.

Excursion to Hope Valley and Hermitage, September 16,

1922.—A large party of members travelled by charabanc to

Hope Valley and Hermitage to study the flowers of the district.

Near the Hope Valley Reservoir a halt was made at a piece of

natural scrub not yet cleared. The soil, of a very sandy
nature, just suited to the native flowers which were
found in wild profusion. Among the orchids seen
were many specimens of spider orchids, Caladenia Pater-

sonii, C. reticulata, C. dilatata, C. latifolia, somew^hat rare, C.

deformis. Several wattles were in bloom, including A. myrti-
folia (scrub wattle), A. spinescens (spiny wattle), A. pycnantha

! golden). Other orchids found were Diuris maculata (leo-

pard), Diuris palustris (swamp), D. longifolia, D. Menziesii
(rabbit's ears), Thelymitra antennifera, T. luteocilium, and
Acianthus exsertus (the mosquito orchid), which has a single

leaf, green above and red below. The "blue squill"
(Chamaescilla corymbosa) made patches look a garden of blue
flowers. "Guinea flowers" (Hibbertias) abounded in this

sandy soil, H. virgata, H. sericea, and H. stricta were noted.
The pretty "cats' claws" (Grevillea lavandulacea) was plen-
tiful, as was the common "fringe myrtle" (Calythrix tetra-

gona). Two Hakeas were flowering well, the "wrinkled"
(H. rugosa) and the "furze" (H. ulicina). Amongst the
white flowers were some Pimeleas. Several species of sundews
were found, including one with pink flowers (Drosera glan-
duligera). The "banded blue lily" (Caesia vittata) was
^^rowing freely.
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At Hermitage there were much the same species of flowers,

including, however, the ''spade tongue orchid" (Diuris pala-

chila). The teacher at Hermitage (Miss Crougey) kindly

provided facilities for afternoon tea, and several of the scho-

lars acted as guides to the party.

Excursion to Morialta, September 23, 1922.—The party

were under the guidance of Mr. J. A. Hogan, to whose enthu-

siasm and skill the Gorge owes a great deal of its beauty and
accessibility. The members were led along one of the most

picturesque of the many mountain paths which have been laid

out to give climbers the most extensive views of the gorge,

the plains, and the city, with the blue waters of the Gulf in

the background. The hills were ablaze with flowers, The
yellow and brown of the ''longleaved bush pea" (F^iltenaea

daphnoides) being the most conspicuous. The scarlet flowers

purple of the "Dusky coral pea" (Hardenbergia monophylla)
gave bright touches of color in many places. The creamy
flowers of the '"Needlebush" (Hakea rostrata) and native

mignonette (Pimelea glauca), the yellow guinea flower (BUb-

bertia sericea), the pink, red, and white native heath (Epacris

impressa), the red ''Drumsticks" (Lsopogan ceratophyllus),

and many others made the scene a delight to the botanical

members of the party.

The wattles seen in flower included the prickly wattle
(Acacia verticillata), the golden wattle (A. pycnantha), the
myrtle-leaved wattle (A. myrtifolia), and the sallow wattle
(A. longifolia). These, with a sprinkling of Casuarinas,
teatrees, and yaccas, gave a characteristically Australian ap-
pearance to the landscape. The party were delighted to find

that the planting is confined to native species. In the opinion
of the members the introduced trees, especially the poplars,
should be replaced before they spoil the character of the scene.
The trees planted in the hills in numbers are making good pro-
gress. Every year sees additions to their number and variety,
and the Gorge, under the care of Mr. Hogan and his assistants,
is becoming more and more a thing of beauty and a joy for
ever for the city folks and visitors. Many fine gums were
noted, including our own redgum (Eucalyptus rostrata), the
blue gum of Tasmania (E. globulus), E. fasciculpsa^^and
others. ^^^^^4-' :'^ ^ir^r#it

Excursion to the Zoo, September 30, 19^—The afternoon
proi-ing very wet, the party decided to visit the Zoo. The
path taken led along the northern bank of the Torrens. The
city gardens were greatly admired, most members expressing
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their surprise at the improvements effected in this part of

the city domains. Notwithstanding the inclement weather

the party passed a pleasant and instructive afternoon.

Excursion to Kuitpo Forest Reserve, October 11, 1922.—
By the invitation of Mr. H. H. Corbin, B.Sc, the members were

able to visit the Forest Reserve at Kuitpo. Mr. W. Champion
Hackett acted as leader. The party were met by Mr. Corbin,

who conducted them over some of the blocks, explaining the

aims and methods of forestry, and showing the practical re-

sults obtained on the ground devoted to trees. A plantation

of pines (Pinus insignis), five years old, was an object lesson

to the party in the economic value of tree planting. A visit

to the mills of S.A. Hardwoods, Limited, showed that the

hardwood timbers of the State, formerly neglected, are prov-

ing of great value. The party were greatly interested in

their visit.

Excursion to Belair and Hawthomdene, October 21,

1922.—Mr. E. A. S. Thomas and Mr. W. H. Selway led an ex-

cursion to the National Park and through the picturesque

grounds of Hawthorndene to the Blackwood Station. The
beautiful foliage of the Park was seen at its best, and the

party were delighted to find so many of our beautiful orchids,

as well as a great many other native flowers in full bloom.

A specimen of the big "sun" orchid (Thelymitra
grandiflora) in full bloom, was one of the most beautiful

sights a botanist could wish to see. A notice was put up
giving its name, and asking visitors not to pick it. It was
pleasing to find that it was still unmolested five days after our
visit. In other parts of the Park we found large numbers
of several varieties of orchids in full bloom. Members re-

clined in the shade of the trees while the leader read a short
paper dealing with the bird life of the Adelaide plains forty
years previously.

Mr. Thomas said that it might be of interest to compare
the conditions as they affected bird life as existing near Ade-
laide about forty to forty-five years ago. The localities he
was conversant with then covered all the suburbs south of
Adelaide to Glen Osmond and Fullarton, and the nearer parts
of the hills. There were no buildings in Malvern, nor in
Highgate, and very few in Fullarton. Malvern and the land
between it and Fullarton must have been denuded of its native
timber early in the history of the State. There were then
four havens where birds thrived comparatively unmolested.
These were Netherby, Urrbrae, Torrens Park, and a large tract
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extending south and west from Northgate Street, Unley Park,
part of which is now Heywood Park. Of the birds the most
numerous was the smaller green parakeet. These at some
seasons of the year existed in thousands, the peppermint gum
being their favorite tree. There was a larger variety with
a harsher note and more brilliantly colored. Both these

species are now much reduced in numbers. The blue moun-
tain lory, the shell parrot, and the rosella were occasionally

seen, but not in large numbers till one went up higher in the

hills. The rosella is remarkable for the time it takes develop-
ing its full coloration, viz., from six to eight years. It thrives

in captivity, and is one of the few birds that is increasmg in

numbers, though unfortunately it is destructive to fruit.

Some of the other birds seen in the locality and period men-
tioned were:

—

Silver Eye or White Eye.—Formerly very numerous ; at-

tacked fruit, such as figs, plums, and pears, but did far more
good than harm. Probably it had decreased in numbers.

Yeliow-rumped Tit.—Also very numerous, but now much
less common. Nested in both the trees and hedges, and built

a rather elaborate nest with a cavity at the top.

Red Wattle Bird.—This bird was always fairly numerous.
It did not appear to have increased or decreased.

New Holland Honey-eater.—This beautifully colored bird

appears to have held its own in numbers. It sometimes at-

tacks fruit, especially apricots and peaches, but he did not
thing it did any appreciable damage.

Sparrow Hawk.—This name was applied to a kestrel at

one time quite numerous. When the fields where Malvern
now is were under hay, he had seen these birds following the

hay carts as they gathered the hay, and they dealt very effec-

tively with the mice, which the forks uncovered as the stooks
were lifted.

Brown Song Lark.—This was called the " Scotch- witch-a-

wheeler" by boys in allusion to its notes. It was quite nume-
rous in the paddocks between Malvern and Fullarton and
south of those places, where it also nested, the nest being very

skilfully concealed. It was very cunning in never rising from
the immediate vicinity of the nest. One would have to go

further afield to hear many nowadays. The higher it went
the more beautifully it sung, the note resembling ** wheeler"
being expelled in a final triumph of melody.

Black Cockatoo.—At that time a few of these still re-

mained amongst the highest trees near Aldgate. They would
not be seen now much nearer than Kuitpo or Glenburn,
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Black Cap.—This name, in allusion of course, to the color

of the head, was given to several species of birds. The one

he heard it most usually applied to, and appropriately so, was
the orange-winged tree runner. He thought this bird had
decreased in numbers.

Diamond Bird.—This bird was often called the Diamond
Sparrow. It was not numerous near the suburbs of the city,

but was plentiful enough further out, and is often kept in cap-

tivity.

Pe^vter.—This name was applied by boys to a small green

bird sometimes seen amongst the lower limbs of the gum
trees. It was the smallest bird he could remember having
seen.

Tree Creeper.—This, the nearest approach to the wood-

pecker in Australia, was at one time fairly numerous in any

of the suburbs, even near the city, where some of the native

trees still remained.

Geneml.-—At the time he referred to all the tract which is

Tiow Malvern had been cleared and was annually cropped for

hay. A hedge of acacia (Acacia armata) occupied both sides

of the road from Glen Osmond to the XJnley 'RohS. and part of

the Unley Road running south from Unley to Mitcham, and
many birds nested in it. The land between Malvern and Ful-

larton, and south of Malvern, was generally only grazed over,

and any ground birds in it were seldom disturbed. He had
heard plover near where the Unley Town Hall now is. It is

to be feared this bird is suffering terribly at the hands of that

wretched pest, the fox.

The Crow and the Starling.—These were two birds about

which doctors differed. He had written to a friend near

Lyndoch, who was a life-long student of birds. At his home
they both reared lambs and had a vineyard. He said re

crows: '*I seldom go out of my way to shoot one. We have
the smaller variety here, and as a rule not in great numbers,
they live mostly as scavengers, and it is very rarely they kill

lambs, though they will attack lambs and even sheep that are

down and unable to rise, but as a rule these animals would die

in any case. They may eat a little fruit, but are easily fright-

ened and they are great destroyers of the blowfly. " As to star-

lings he said: *'I am an anti-starling man," and stated that he

had found them very destructive to almost all kinds of fruit, es-

pecially grapes. On many occasions he had seen as much as

an acre stripped of every berry.
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It was often said that by indiscriminate and excessive shoot-

ing, sportsmen were creating wanton havoc amongst bird life,

especially quail and teal. Although this might be partly true

he did not think the gun came nearer than fourth place, and
not a close fourth then, amongst the agencies of destruction.

The axe, the fox, and that unmitigated humbug, the domestic
eat, were all worse. If the blue wren—there was hardly a

more beautiful and useful bird known—disappeared, it would
probably be the work of the cat. Unfortunately it was a

confiding bird, and nested at no great height from the ground,
and this made both it and its nestlings easy victims. This
also applied to the tomtit. He was occasionally asked to pre-

scribe for '*poor tom*' when he was ill. He always advised
something obtained from a chemist (in the presence of a wit-

ness).

Mr. Thomas also exhibited specimens of eggs of some of

the varieties of birds dealt with. He also showed pieces

of native woods treated with a varnish of his own composition,
the chief ingredient being the resin of the blackboy (yacca
gum) of Kangaroo Island. The grain of the various woods
was well brought out by the treatment.

The following birds were noted during the afternoon :

—

Noisy minah, red wattle bird, harmonious thmsh, Willie wag-
tail, blue checkered wren, laughing jack, mutton bird, grey
shrike thrush, rosella, wood swallow.

Mr. Selway also spoke, reminding members that the
National Park had been established largely through the instru-

mentality of the Field Naturalists' Section of thirty years ago.
Passing through the Park the party wandered through the pic-

turesque grounds of Hawthorndene, and so reached the Black-
wood Railway Station.

Excursion to Millbrook, October 28, 1922.—A large party
travelled to Millbrook by charabanc. The day proved very
stormy, but the party enjoyed the scenery of the hills and ad-
mired the fine artificial lake which supplies part of the city and
suburbs. Mr. Oliver, who is in charge of the reservoir, met the
party, and gave them some particulars of the sheet of water.
The area covered is about eleven square miles, and the dam has
a total capacity of 3,600 million gallons.

Excursion to Mount Bold Road, November 11, 1922.—

A

large party travelled through the hills in ideal weather, under
the leadership of Mr. W. Ham. The party went via Norton's
Summit, Ashton, Summertown, Crafers, Stirling, and Long-
wood. The roads traversed were some of the most picturesque
in our beautiful hills, and were seen under the most pleasant
weather conditions. Mount Bold Road itself leads the visitor
for miles through stringy bark forest and scrub country with
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a profusion of wild flowers. Teatree (Leptospermum myrsi-
noides) was in full bloom, giving a distinct color to the land-

scape, the bloom teatree (L. scoparium) being also plentiful.

Among the many flowers noted were eucalptus cosmophylla
(cabbage gum), everlastings (Helichrysum Baxter! ), eyebright
(Euphrasia Brow^nii), a lily (Burchardia umbellata), arid seve-

ral Lueopogons. The royal blue Dampiera rosmarinifolia, the
''wedge pea" (Gompholobium minus), the "trigger plant"
(Stylidium graminifolium), the hand flower (Cheiranthera
linearis), several Hibbertias, fine specimens of the big '*sun
orchid" (Thelymitra grandiflora), a spider orchid (Caladenia
one specimen of the I'are Thelymitra fuscoluteum. Extensive
views wei'e to be seen at various points along the road which
borders the gorge of the Onkaparinga with the ^Villunga scarp
in the distance.

WILD FLOWER SHOW AT BROKEN HILL.

Our daughter society, the Barrier Field Naturalists' Club,

held their third annual Wild Flower Show on Saturday, Sep-

tember 9th, 1922. With the aid of a very strong and diligent

committee the exhibits were all in place and ready to admit
the public at one o'clock.

As an educational movement the show was a distinct suc-

cess. The whole available space of the Town Hall was fully

utilised. Over 30 parcels of flowers were received from various

parts of the Commonwealth, in addition to local material.

A section was set apart for each State, New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia, and Tasmania
being represented with a separate exhibit of local plants. The
children's competitions resulted in some very fine paintings of

flowers, and the botany and Nature study books showed careful
work.

Dr. Moulden staged a complete set of natural variations
of Chanthus Dampieri, and a fine set of paintings of single

florets of color variations by Miss Rosa Fiveash, of Adelaide.
Miss Gilling had an interesting collection of Javanese

handwork and views. The Geological Section, displayed by
Mr. Lilier, was much appreciated. The birds and butter-
flies exhibited by the President (Dr. MacGillivray) and his

son were popular as usual.

Miss Storey supplied interesting exhibits of microscopic
sections. Mr. J. Greenlees' geological prints were exceed-
ingly good, and the stereoscopic views were much sought after
by the young folk. Mr. A. Black provided interest with a
small glass hive containing bees.

Mrs. Breen exhibited two species of lizards (alive), and
Mr. L. Garriques some examples of microphotography.



THE ANNUAL MEETING.
The Annual Meeting, held on September 26, 1922, wis well at-

tended. The following reports were read and confirmed:

—

1. The General Report of the Committee, which is published
herewith, and will be also published in the Proceedings of the Royal
Society.

2. The Librarian's Report.
3. The Report of the Fauna and Flora Protection Committee.
4. The Treasurer's Statement.

The office bearers for the next year were elected as follows:--

Chairman: Mr. William Ham, F.R.E.S.
Vice-chairmen: Prof. J. B. Cleland, M.D., Mr. E. S. Hughes.

Hon. Treasurer: Mr. B. B. Beck.
Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. H. Ising, Loco. Dept., Islington.

Hon. Assistant Secretary: Miss E. Ireland.
Librarian: Miss I. Roberts.

Press Correspondent: Mr. D. J. McNamara.
Hon. Excursion Secretary: Mr. A. J. Morison, Town Hall, Adelaide.

Committee

:

Dr. C. Fenner, F.G.S., Messrs. J. F. Bailey, W. H. Selway, A. H.
Elston, F.E.S., W. J. Kimber, S. W. Jackman, Mr. W. Champion
Hackett, F.R.H.S., Miss Roeger, the Chairman, and Secretary of the

Flora and Fauna Committee.
Hon. Auditors: Messrs. W. D. Reed, F.C.P.A., and A. J. Morison.

Fauna and Flora Protection Committee:
Capt. S. A. White, C.M.B.O.U., Dr. C. Fenner, F.G.S., Prof. J. B.
Cleland, M.D., Prof. F. Wood Tones, D.Sc, Messrs. E. Ashby, W.
H. Selway, J. M. Black, J. F. Bailey, A. H. Elston, F.E.S., A. M.
Lea, F.E.S., F. Angel, W. Champion Hackett, F.R.H.S., B. B. Beck,

J. Neil McGilp, A. J. Morison, and J. Sutton, Mrs. W. Champioa
Hackett, and Miss C. A. Benda.

"The South Australian Naturalist:'*

Editor: Mr. Wm. Ham. Address: The University, Adelaide.
Business Conomittee: Miss Roeger, Mrs. Day, and Mr. J. Sutton.

Following on the election the Chairman delivered a short address,

which appears in another page.
Cordial votes of thanks were passed to the Officers for the year.

The meeting also considered arrangements for the Flower Show.

Exhibits v/ere tabled by the following members:

—

Mr. W. J. Kimber—Fossils, sponges, anH seaweeds.
Mr. J. J. Alexander—Cotton pod grown at Berri (River Murray).
Mr. E. H. Ising—Orchid, Diuris palachila, from Mount Torrens.

EXCHANGES.
I. "The Victorian Naturalist, for November, 1922. This

number contains an interesting account of the Victorian Wild
Flower Show held on Tuesday, October 3. We note that the

Society was able to show a large variety of native flowers

grown under cultivation in gardens. They included especially

everlastings and boronia. We should be glad to hear of

members of our own Section making experiments of this kind.

There is also a very readable article by Mr. J. W. Audas,
of the National Herbarium, Melbourne, entitled **A Circuit

of the Grampians.*'
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NOTE.—The Monthly Circulars will be issued only in case
of alteration or addition to the Yearly Programme. The "S.A.
Naturalist" will contain notices of excursions, lectures, &c.

FORTHCOMING EXCURSIONS.
March 17.—Mount Lofty—Stirling Flower Show. Train. 1.25.

Leader, Mr. Bailey.
April 7.—Beach Trip—Grange to Semaphore. Train to

Grange, 1.30. Leader, Mr. Ising.

Members are requested to book with Mr. B. Beck (Cole's
Book Arcade, Rundle Street) for excursions by charabanc, and
with Mr. A. Morison (Town Hall) for excursions by train or
tram.
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FORTHCOMING EXCURSIONS AND LECTURES.
The list for the year is not vet finalised. Members will

receive Proijramme shortly.

Lectures, "Aquatic Life," November 7, 1922.—The ex-

hibits were as follow:—By 'Mr. AV. Rosser, per "Mv. A. H. Elston,

larvae of cockshafer beetle and native cockroach. By Mr.
R. Carpenter, a species of Ao-onis (myrtle family), the leaves

of which ^ive off a strons: eucalyptus odor. By IMr. D. Looker,

earbones of the mullaway fish and a shore eel from Kangaroo
Island. By 'Mr. B. Beck, a large number of native plants col-

lected at Mount Remarkable, in illustration of his lecturette

on a trip to that district. By Mr. J. K. Fleming, a gorgeous

specimen of Eucalyptus macrocarpa, grown by him at FuUar-
ton. A lecturette was given by Mr. H. M. Hale, of the S.A.

Museum, on "Aquatic Life. " Mr. Hale explained how aquatic

animals breathe and their means of locomotion. In speaking

of the former the lecturer described the gills or breathing

apparatus of fish. Air is present dissolved in water, and fish

make use of it by means of their gills, which are highly spe-

cialised for this purpose. A fish dies when taken out of

water because it cannot breathe the atmospheric air, the gills

being only adapted for use in water. Other aqiiatic animals

were mentioned such as the axolotl, newt, various Crustacea,

yabbie, prawn, larvae of mosquito, dragon fly, water scorpion,

drone fly, and green beetle, also water boatmen and others.

The breathing organs of each were explained, and it M^as re-

markable to note how the various animals adapted themselves

to their various modes of living. Mr. Hale next spoke on the

modes of locomotion, and referred to fish which have the most
highly developed organs for this purpose. Fins were used

for balancing and propulsion, and some modifications were pre-

sent that acted for defence or attack. Where animals were

not entirely of aquatic habits, they developed organs suitable

for new conditions or lost them through having lost the use

of them. IMr. Hale illustrated his remarks by a fine series of
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H. Williams provided an interestino: record in a set of views

taken on various excnrsions hy the Section. The episcope was
then nsed and photo«rraphs Averc thrown on the screen as fol-

lows :—By Mr. E. A. ?>. Thomas, scenery observed on trips to

the hills and plains : by Mr. W. H. Selway, views of parties of

some of the early members; by Mr. Formby, a vicAV of Stnart's

^nm in North Australia, a cliff on the Onkaparin^a, and a robin

feedinpr from the hand ; by >Ir. W. Rosser, a view near Sydney
showino: the weatherinof of a cliff; by Mr. E. H. Isin<?, a picture

of a woolly saltbush (Enchylaena tomentosa) growing out of

a hole in a trunk of a red mallee. The innovation proved a

most interesting one, and the photographers were heartily

thanked.

Excursion to Bridgewater, November 25, 1922.—Under the

leadership of Mr. W. H. Selway, a largo party visited the pro-

perty of Mr. S. C. Wollaston, who met the visitors and showed
them over Ms beautiful grounds. ]\Ir. Wollaston is an autho-

rity on many subjects, including botany, and in particular the

study of the wattles of Australia, on which he has written a

book. Members were greatly interested in the collection of

wattles, including a? it did many unfamiliar species. The
West Australian Leschanaultia was greatly admired as a border.

Among other native plants flourishing in the garden were seve-

ral species of boronias, Waratahs, the N^w Zealand red tea-

tree (Leptospermum Nichollii), and many beautiful flowers

were in full bloom. The trees were greatly admired, including

so many beautiful examples from different parts of the world.

Firs from Norway were seen near palms from the equatorial

regions, while the ti'ees of the temperate climates were repre-

sented by cedars, oaks, aspens, birches, and many others. An
agreeable and interesting afternoon was spent.

Dredging Excursion, December 9, 1922.—The afternoon

proved exceptionally calm and pleasant, and dredging opera-

tions were carried on a good distance out in the Gulf, about

three miles beyond the lighthouse. Here successive hauls

brought up sponges, sea urchins, shrimps, and varieties of sea-

weed, with many kinds of shells, containing living animals.

A few rare specimens were secured. Among these were in-

cluded a very rare fish, Pataecus vincentii. Messrs. W. J.

Kimber and H. M. Hale acted as leaders, and answered the

questions of members relative to the different specimens
brought up from the bottom. On the trip back to Port Ade-
laide, Mr. Kimber gave an interesting talk on some of the finds

of the afternoon. One of those was a very rare crab, some-

what resembling the hermit crab, Both have to find protec-
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tion for their tender bodies. The hermit, of which many
specimens were found, does this by taking possession of the
empty shells of other animals, as it increases in size, moving to

fresh quarters. Spider ci'abs Avere also captured. These
ornament their spiny coverings with bits of seaweed and living

sponges, until the animal is quite hidden under its living gar-
den, which, however, is of little weight in the water. Living
seaweed and living sponge make an effectual screen. An in-

teresting little shell (Ulima commensalis) Avas gathered in the
spines of sea urchins. Several forms of sea urchin (echinus)
were secured, as well as the related starfish. The beautiful
Phasianella shells gave the opportunity for a talk on the man-
ner in which shells were made by the animals living in them.
The common goose barnacle (Cirriped sp.) was examined, and
described, reference being made especially to the damage it does
to shipping generally. The outing generally was enjoyable,
and valuable material was gathered for the Adelaide Museum.

Dredging Excursion, January 13, 1922.—The afternoon
proved almost perfect, the sea being calm, with light cool
breezes to mitigate the heat of the sun's rays. The party were
able to go out some distance, and secured some interesting
material, among which were a few shells, many sponges, sea-
weeds, crustaceans of many species, sea urchins, and sea worms.
Mr. Kimber dealt in an interesting manner with the life his-

tory.

Note on the Dredging Excursions.—On these trips we
always get a varied amount of material. Messrs. Kimber,
Waite, Hale, Baker, and other members give the party the
benefit of their wide knowledge of the life histories of the many
forms of animal life brought up. We always pick up a fine

assortment of fresh seaweed. Can not any of our members
find some friend who specialises in seaweeds ? There is a wide
field here for research and discovery.

A NEW SPECIES OF GUM TREE.
"Eucalyptus Isi'ngiana.

"

Members will take especial interest in the drawings made
by the discoverer to illustrate this new species, named by Mr.
Maiden, of Sydney, Australia's authority on the gums,
''Eucalyptus Isingiana." Every member will rejoice that our
hard-Avorking and enthusiastic secretary has received the
well-deserved honour of having this new species named after
him. Mr. Ising was also successful in finding a new species
ol^ Anthotroche, which Mr. Black has named A. truncata.
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A HOLIDAY NOTE.

(By ''E.R.W.")

In October last I spent a holiday in the extreme south-

east corner of the State and adjoining portion of Victoria,

namely, at the Glenelg River, Avhich is a Victorian stream, but

at one point enters South Australia.

My main object in visiting this somewhat out-of-the-way

place was to study the coastal fishes which have not there been

investigated. Continued bad weather rendered netting, rock-

pool work, and other methods out of question, and I Avas driven

to occupy my time with land collecting. During a tramp I one

day found a nestling magpie in the wet grass ; it had evidently

been blown out of the nest, driven across the river and de-

posited where found, in ignorance of its possible fate of being

chilled to death by the coming night, of providing a meal for

the prowling cat, or a bonne bouche for the first fox chancing

that way. I picked up the little bird, took it to my abode for

the time being, and fed it, and there we may leave it for the

present.

During the same jaunt I discovered a jew lizard hanging

from a rabbit fence ; it had climbed up for about eighteen

inches, put its head through a mesh, and, being unable to with-

draw it, was hanging very limply and apparently dead ; a little

investiiration suggested that life was still existent, so the lizard

was exti'icated and coaxed into some action; hunting for food

I found a small frog and a worm, and with these in its mouth,

the lizard wriggled under a log, and doubtless recovered from
its suspension of, no one knows how long, days, possibly.

As the district abounds with small, flat limestones, lying

on the surface, I, by force of habit, began to look for snakes,

and discovered that half the stones concealed burrows, ap-

parently of lizards, a supposition found to be, in part, correct;

the lizard burrows have two openings; if a stone be suddenly
lifted a lizard may be surprised, when it promptly enters by
one of the holes, and generally, a moment later, the tip of its

snout appears at the other. Two species were found burrow-
ing in this manner, both skinks, namely Egernia whitei and
Lygosoma metallicum, the former recognisable by the small

white lobules seen at the ear opening.

Occasionally other holes were found under stones or logs,

these had single openings, Avere of somewhat smaller size, and
were straight, as ascertained by probing. During this process

it became evident that at a depth of about ten inches there was
'

' something doing '

' below, so a bracken leaf was stripped and
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gently inserted into one oi the holes ; realising that the stem
had been seized, I gently drew it upwards, but when near the

mouth of the burrow the occupant released its hold; persever-

ance was rewarded, for at one essay I caught sight of a pair of

lateral jaws, undoubtedly those of a bettle. Another bracken
stem was next prepared, a little fork being left at the tip.

This was inserted and seized, and, within a short distance of

the mouth, the beetle, being unable to quickly release its jaws,

was jerked clear of the hole. It proved to be a fine fellow,

one and a half inches in length, and being unknown to me
I secured as many as might be useful. AVishing to obtain the

species in two States I resumed operations on the other side

of the dividing line. On returning to Adelaide I submitted
the beetles to Mr. A. M. Lea, our Entomologist, who identified

them as members of the Carabidac—Morphnos besti, by name.
He told me that the insect had not been previously recorded
from this State, but that the late Rev. Thomas Blackburn had
obtained it at the Glenelg River in Victoria, and published the

following note:—*'It was not rare under large stones and logs

quite near the sea, and a good deal of digging was necessary
to unearth it." I should add to my own note that not only
was the beetle obtained without digging, but sometimes for the

mere picking up, as on suddenly lifting a stone, one, and on
another occasion, two were surprised on the surface near a
burrow.

See No. 1 on plate.

I did not see a single snake, the primary object of my
quest, but the facts recorded show how a little research may
meet with quite unexpected reward.

I may conclude the note with a further reference to the

little magpie, which points a moral and shows how the kindliest

action may be misconstrued and the perpetrator stamped as a
deep-dyed villain. Two or three days after saving its life,

a lady staying at the same house, and unaware of my kind
offices, asked me if I w ould sell the bird. Being only too glad

to find someone who would take care of it,, I told her

she was quite welcome to the bird, and that I was delighted,

etc., etc. Then I got, what the boys would call '*a nasty
knock." '*I want to buy the magpie so that I can give it its

liberty," said the lady. I had to explain the circumstances

under which I had obtained the little bird, and that it would
be necessary to feed it for a week or t\vo before it was set at

liberty, and 1 added, 1 am afraid rather ungraciously, that I

was not in the habit of selling birds, or anything else, to ladies.
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A LARGE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INSECT.
(By Arthur M. Lea, F.E.8.)

(Contribution from the South Australian Museum.)
Our largest South Australian insect, or at least the one

that, with legs and wings extended covers the greatest space,

is undoubtedly the female of our beautiful walking-stick, or

leaf-insect, Tropidoderes childreni; it sometimes measures nine

inches in length, and the same in width, but the average is

about eight inches. In bulk of body and in weight, however,
it is exceeded by females of our large timber-moth, Zeuzera
affinis, and in other parts of Australia there are still larger

insects.

Witli wings folded it appears of a uniform pale green, and
harmonises perfectly ^vith the eucalyptus foliage, amongst
which it moves, and upon which it feeds. The front wings are

rather small, green above, tinged with red below, and almost
of an even consistency; but each of the hind wings appears to

be in two parts, a front part like the front ones in thickness,

and a hind part that is much larger, thinner, and of a very
pale, shining green; the thicker part has a conspicuous red
patch near the base, and its under-surface is mostly red; there

is also a purple patch where the wing joins the body; the red
and purple are entirely concealed when the wings are folded.

The middle and hind legs, and the sides of the mesothorax (the

part of the body to which the front wings are attached) are
closely set Avith short spines or teeth, giving them a saw-like
appearance.

The male differs from the female in being much smaller,

with longer and much thinner legs, longer antennae and
smaller wings, the front pair usually Avith a narrow whitish
stripe ; the tip of its abdomen is also without a canoe-shaped
appendage, that is very conspicuous in the female.

Egg-laying begins soon after mating, and is continuous
during the life of the female, the eggs being simply allowed
to drop to the ground when ready; each egg is about the size

of a grain of wheat, and has a curious cap-like attachment at
one end ; the newly-hatched larva is of a very pale green, with
thin, spidery-looking legs; when nearing maturity four bud-
ding wings become evident, and later these change to the full

wings of maturity.

The species can fly, but as with others of the family, sel-

dom does so, the female even less readily than the male.
It occurs in Victoria and Western Australia, as well as in

our own State, and is eaten by magpies, crows, and other fairly
large birds; but the great reduction in its numbers as com-
j.Mi-ed with former years, is supposed to be due to the sparrow.
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ECOLOGY OF THE COAST OF KANGAROO ISLAND.
(E.H.L and W.H.)

Here, where few introduced plants have come in to mar
the arrangement worked out through long ages of mutual
rivalry and suppression, it is easy to see the way in which the

various plants have adapted themselves to particular situa-

tions. Different genera occur in fairly regular zones from the

water's edge. AVhere the highest tides reach there is a zone

composed of dry ''seaweed," mainly seawrack (Zostera). Just

out of reach of the highest tides, yet Avithin reach of the blown
salt sea spray grows a thick hedge of the ashy salt bush (Atri-

plex cinereum), holding its own here where but a bare supply
of fresh water reaches its sand-searching roots. We associate

the salt bushes with the hot, dry, semi-desert plains of the arid

interior. Its presence here reminds us that not heat nor cold,

but the supply of moisture is the principal factor in controlling

plant life in general.

Next comes the deep green shapely bushes of Myoporum
insulare, ''Boobyalla" as our Victorian friends call it, now
crowded with its fruits slowly ripening to a rich purple colour.

The berries are reputed poisonous here, though eaten else-

where. Here the "Bower spinach" (Tetragonia implexicoma)
covers the sandy soil Avith its twining stems, giving place here

and there to the pig face, or fig-marigold (Mesembrianthemum
trianguhmi). Some fruits are just ripening. Tasting a few
we get the impression of a soft pulp Avith a trace of fig and
more than a trace of salt ! ShipAvrecked mariners suffering

the pangs of hunger may haA^e found it delicious. The islan-

ders say that no man need starA^e in the island scrubs. The
white stems at the ''heart" of the yacca giA^e a pleasant tasting

food, Avhile the craAvling roots of some mallees, Avhen pulled up
and cut into lengths, Avill drip quite a quantity of fluid, tasting

of "gum," but quite drinkable. The "pig face" Avill giA'e a

dessert. (There are no Avild peaches on the island.)

Next the pig face Ave find an abundance of the coastal

berry bushes (Rhagodia) with A^ery small inedible fruits of

different colours.

On this part of the coast the next line of plants is made up
of a new arrival, called

'

' fire bush,
'

' from the notion that it

springs up after fires, and "sulphur bush," from the yelloAv of

its abundant floAvers. It is a Senecio, a member of the Com-
posite order.
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Then we have two or three rows of scattered wattles, the
bald wattle (Acacia retinodes). Trailiiic: hero and there over
the hoobyallas are the feathery plnmes of a clematis (micro-
phylla), soon to be scattered by the rough winds of autumn.
Small berry bushes (Echylaena tomentosa) dot the ground here
and there.

Further inland begins the ''scrub" itself, often with the
fresh water teatree on the border of the niallee and broombush.
"Where fires have burned clear spaces there are lovely white
eA:erl a stings, but elsewhere the bushes are so close that there
are very few small flowering plants. Where the fires have
run through in successive years burning the larger mallee, the
ground is often carpeted thickly with Tsopogon plants with
their stiff prickly foliage. Here and there the yaccas are scat-

tered thinly, their tall 'Svaddies" resembling in the distance
dilapidated telegraph poles.

SOME FIELD NATURALISTS ON KANGAROO ISLAND.
(By E.H.I, and W. H.)

A party of Nature students spent a profitable time on Kan-
garoo Island during the holidays. Adverse weather condi-

tions prevented the ''Karatta" from sailing on the 26th Decem-
ber, but the trip on the 28th proved calm and pleasant. On
arrival at Kingscote the party proceeded by motor to Mr. D. R.

Lade's, ''Stantons, " MacGillivray, where they met with a cor-

dial welcome and enjoyed that warm hospitality for which the

island is famous. The party spent a great deal of their time
in collecting specimens of the flowers, plants, and insects of

the locality. Three freshwater lagoons, quite near the house,

proved rich sources of botanical material. Many of these

lagoons are roughly circular in form, their beds being a few
feet below the level of the surrounding country, and are bor-

dered by a high bank of sand upon which usually occurs a
profuse growth of teatree, mallee, Banksia (ornata), Dodonaea,
and many smaller plants.

After spending some days here the party were driven to

the coast at D'Estree Bay, where they ''batched" for some
days, and learned to eat the flesh of the "fiddler." The cook

succeeded in making quite a tasteful dish of the tail of these

fish. The party caught a spiny anteater (the so-called por-

cupine), and carefully examined it before releasing it to go on

with its beneficent work. They saw a few lizards, but only

two snakes, neither of which was caught.
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Eucalyptus Isingiana, J. IT. Maiden.

A branch showing mature leaves and fruits ; half natural size.
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The scenery of this part of the coast is most interesting.
Long sandy beaches alternate with high rocky points, with
long reefs reaching out into the Southern Ocean. The rocky
headlands have been cut into many fantastic shapes by the
waves, in some places forming cares in Avhich the ocean swell
breaks with immense force. One of the most interesting of
these openings runs right through the rocky point. Some of
the sandy beaches are lined with debris from passing vessels,
and among this a iew shells of the paper nautilus were picked
up.

Returning to Kingscote some members of the party drove
to Rocky River, returning the same day, a round trip of 120
miles. Thanks to the skill of the driver, the car got through
without a hitch. The road, though overgrown with bushes,
is quite practicable. On the way the party were entertained
at Karatta Station. Here Mr. Ed^vards showed the members
a number of wild pig he had snared. These are descendants
of pigs released about 20 years since. In that time they have
developed long legs, long snouts, high backs, and slab sides,

in fact, become typical wild pigs. The flesh is quite good, but
it does not seem possible to fatten them up.

Sixteen miles further saw the party at Rocky River, where
they were received by the Curator (Mr. May). Quite near
the house, Mr. May had been digging up a number of fossil

bones, including those of the diprotodon. A parcel of these
had been forwarded to Professor AVood Jones that morning.
The ^asitors were able to dig up a fe^v additional fragments.

Communication with the outside world is maintained by
connection with the telephone running from Cape De Coudie
Lighthouse in the south, to Cape Borda, and thence to Kings-

cote. In the early days Mr. May held the Rocky River land
for about 15 years, returning to it now as Curator after an
absence of another 15 years. His stories of the wrecks in the

early days, and especially that of the Loch Sloy, are most in-

teresting. The party did not see any animals on the Chase.

Careful enquiry at Rocky River and elsewhere led the visitors

to the conclusion that parts of the Chase may prove very suit-

a])le for growing timber, the various bridges showing the size

of the trees formerly growing in the locality. The picturesque

coast scenery, the mild climate, the absence of fox, wild dog,

and rabbit, as well as the plentiful supplies of fresh water, all

combine to make the Chase an ideal reserve for the preserva-

tion of the native fauna of Australia. Some day a vermin-
proof fence will be necessary to reassure the islanders that the
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wallabies and kangaroos will not become a menace to the

grass and crops. On the return journey ViA'onne Bay was
visited. Here the Government has built a fine jetty with the

idea of opening up the south of the island. Some yacca gum
is shipped from this part, and as yet but little else. Most of

the country seen by the party Avas wild bush, so far untouched
except by the yacca gum chopper. The prevalence of the

yacca or grass tree (Xanthorrhoea Tatcana), with blackened
stem, its waving plumes, and its long, flowering stalk (or

^'waddy") standing high above the surrounding scrub, gives

a strange and characteristic appearance to the island land-

scape.

The botanists of the party were surprised and delighted
to find so many plants in full flower at this season of the year.

On the other hand, very few insects were taken. Many com-
mon flowers, abundant on the mainland, Avere conspicuously
absent. Perhaps the commonest flower was a little yellow
^'golden pennant" (Loudonia aurea and L. Behrii). All over
the island the party saw its little yellow banners turning red
with age. A conspicuous plant is the ^'Tomato bush" (f)idy-

motheca pleiococca), bearing little tomato-like fruits. The
prevailing colours of the scrub are subdued greens, browns,
and dull greys, but here and there the young irrowths of malice
shoots light up the scene with brilliant yellow, brown, and
glowing red tints. An occasional patch of the glorious crim-
son flowered bottle brush (Callistemon rugulosus-coccinea)
adds a patch of colour to the scene.

Mention should be made of the ''oil mallee of the island."
This is a narrow-leaved mallee (Eucalyptus cneorifolia). The
trees are pollarded in the warm weather, the leafy branches
l)eing cut off to a lensgrth of about 2 ft. 6in. These leaves are
packed into large stills with water. The steam and oil, con-
densed by passing through a long pipe immersed in cold water,
run out as a mixture of oil and water, Avhich rapidly separate.
The oil is then dipped up and put through a second distillation,
the final result being a crystal clear oil containing a very large
percentage of the valuable eucalyptol. Many other trees in
Victoria and South Australia yield oil, but it' is claimed that
the Kangaroo Island product is superior, as containing a
greater percentage of the valuable eucalyptol and a lower per-
centage of the less valuable phellandrene. The oil mallee is

not found all over the island, but seems to grow mainly within
a. radius of about 25 miles from Kingscote.
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A NEW SOUTH AUSTRALIAN EUCALYPTUS (E. Isingiana,
J. H. Maiden).

By Ernest H. Ising.

NOTES.—This mallee Avas found by me at Imuiarna (407
miles from Port Augusta) on the East-West line, in September,
1920. Specimens were forwarded to Mr. J. H. Maiden, I.S.O.,

F.R.S., &c., Director of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, who
named the plant as above.

DESCRIPTIOX.—Mr. Maiden's description appears in his

monumental work, ''A Critical Revision of the Genus Eucalyp-
tus," Part 57, p. 353, 1922, including drawings on Plate 235,
Figs, la, lb, and 2.

A small shrubby mallee about 6 feet in height, branching
from the base and spreading out to 8 feet, branches round.

Leaves large, about 3 inches long and 2 inches wide, ovate,

thick, pale glaucous green on both sides. Intramarginal
vein well removed from the edge, lateral veins spreading at an
angle of about 40 degrees from the midrib. Inflorescence

axillary, umbels with up to 7 floAvers. Style long, anthers
large, broad, opening in parallel slits, gland at back. Buds
not seen. Fruits pear-shaped, large, about J inch long and
i inch wide, drooping and distinctly ribbed, valves deeply
sunk.

AFFINITIES.—In part 57 quoted above, p. 354, Mr.

Maiden mentions E. Pimpiniana, Maiden and E. Woodwardi,
Maiden, as affinities of the new species, but complete compari-

sons cannot be made until full botanical material is obtained

of these species.

LIST OF NATIVE PLANTS IN FLOWER COLLECTED
ON KANGAROO ISLAND FROM DECEMBER 28, 1922, TO

JANUARY 9, 1923.

Polypodiaceae—Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn. (''Brac-

kenfern") ; Typhaceae—Typha angustifolia, L. C'Bullrush")

;

Gramineae—Spinifex hirsutus, Labill. (''The hairy Spini-

fex") ; Liliaceae—Dianella revoluta, R.Br.; Thysanotus tube-

rosus, R. Br. ("Fringe lily") ; Xanthorrhoea Tateana, F.v.M.,

in fruit ("Yacca") ; Iridaceae—Patersonia glauca, R.Br.

("Short Purple Flag"); Casuarinaceae—Casuarina distyla,

Vent, in fruit only ("Scrub Sheaoak") : Proteaceae—
Petrophila multisecta, F.v.M. ; Adenanthos sericea,

Labill. ("Ilair-bush") ; A. terminalis, R.Br.,; Conosper-

mum patens, Schlect. ; Grevillea ilicifolia, R.Br. ("Cats*

Claws"); Grevillea, sp. ; Hakea rugosa, R.Br., H. uli-
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cina, K.Br., H. rosti'ata, F.v.M., in fruit only; Bank-
sia marginata, Cav. (''Silver bottlebrush") ; B. ornata, F.v.M.

(''Desert bottlebrush") ; Loranthaceae—Loranthus, sp. ("Mis-

tletoe"); Chenopodiaceae—Atriplex cinereum, Poir. ("Ashy
Saltbush") ; Rhagodia crassit'olia, R.Br. ("Fleshy Saltbush")

;

Enchylaena tomentosa, R.Br. ("Ruby Berrybush") ; Threlkel-

dia diffusa, R.Br. ("Wallaby Saltbush") ; Salicornia australis,

Banks & Sol. ("Sea Glasswurt") ; Suaeda maritima, Dumor;
Phytolaccaceae—Didymotheca pleiococca, F.v.M. ("Tomato
bush" of K.I.) ; Aizoaceae—Mesembryanthemum aequilaterale,

Haw. ; M. australe, Sol. ("Pig face") ; Tetragonia implexicoma,

Hook. ("Bower Spinach"); Ranunculaceae—Clematis micro-

phylla, D.C. (in fruit only) ; Lauraceae—Cassytha melantha,

R.Br. ("Brush twine"); Cruciferae—Cakile maritima, Scop.

("Sea Rocket") ; Droseraceae—Drosera pygmaea, DC. ("Tiny
Sundew"); Pittosporaceae—Billardiera scandens. Smith
("Solid appleberry") ; B. cymosa, F.v.M. ("Sweet apple

berry"); Leguminosae—Gompholobium minus. Smith, flowers

red ("Dwarf wedgepea") ; Daviesia horrida, Meiss. ("Prickly
bitterpea"), in fruit only; Pultenaea, sp. ("Bush pea");
Eutaxia empetrifolia, Schlect ; Swainsona, sp. ; Goodia lotifolia,

Salisb. ("Golden Goodia"), in fruit only; Kennedya prostrata,

R.Br. ("Scarlet Runner"), not in flower; Acacia spinescens,

Benth. ("Spiny Wattle"), not in flower; A. armata, R.Br.

("Kangaroo Wattle"), not in flower; A. retinodes, Schlect.

("Bald Wattle") ; A. pycnantha, Benth., in bud only ("Golden
Wattle"); A. myrtifolia, Willd. ("Myrtle-leaved Wattle"),
not in flower; A. longifolia, Willd. ("Long-leaved Wattle"),
in fruit only; A. farinosa, Lindl. ("Mealy Acacia"); Rosa-
ceae—Acaena Sanguisorbae, Vahl. ; Zygophyllaceae—Zygo-
phyllum Billardieri, DC. ("Coastal Twin-leaf"), var. ammo-
philum, J. M. Black; Nitraria Schoeberi, L. ("Nitre-bush"), in

bud and fruit; Rutaceae—Correa speciosa, Andr. ("Red
Correa") ; Boronia fllifolia, F.v.M. ("Thread Boronia") ; Gei-

jera parviflora, Lindl. ; Polygalaceae—Comesperma volubile,

Labill. ("Twining Lovecreeper") ; Euphorbiaceae—Poran-
thera ericoides, Klotzsch ("Heath Poranthera") ; Adriana
quadripartita, Gaud. (" Common bitterbush") ; Stackhousiaceae
—Stackhousia linariifolia, Cunn. ("Creamy Stackhousia")

;

Sapindaceae^Dodonaea Baueri ("Crinkled Hopbush") ; D.

humilis, Endl. ("Dwarf Hopbush"); D. attenuata Cunn.
(

'

' Thin Hopbush "
) ; Rhanmaceae—Spyridium vexilliferum,

Reiss ; S. halmaturina ; Sterculiaceae—Lasiopetalum Baueri,

Steetz (''White Velvetbush") ; L. Schulzenii, F.v.M. ("Droop-
ing Velvetbush") ; Dilleniaceae—Hibbertia stricta, R.Br.
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(''Erect Guinea Flower"); Frankeniaceae—Frankenia, sp.;
Thymelaeaceae—Pimelea octophylla, R.Br. (''Downy Rice
Flower")

; Oenotheraceae—Epilobium glabelliim, Forst.
("Smith Willow Kerb"); Myrtaceae—Darwinia micro-
petala, Benth.; Calythrix tetragona, Labill. ("Fringed
Myrtle"); Leptospermum scopariiim, Forst ("Manuka");
Callisteinon rugulosus, DC. (C. coccineus) ; Melaleuca
gibbosa, Labill. ("Slender honey Myrtle"); M. unci-
nata, R.Br. ("Broom Bush"); Eucalyptus diversifolia,
Bonpl.

; E. encorifolia, DC. ("Narrow-leaved Mallee" of
K.L) ; E. cladocalyx, F.v.M. ("Sugar gum") ; E. cosmophylla,
F.v.M. ("Cabbage gum") ; E. incrassata, Labill. var. ("White
mallee"); Halorrhagidaceae—Loudonia aurea, Lindl. ("Gol-
den pennants") ; L. Behrii, Schlect. ; Umbelliferae—Eryngium
vesiculosum, Labill. ("Sea holly") ; Xanthosia dissecta, Hook.

;

Apium prostratum, Labill. ; Epacridaceae—Acrotriche depressa,
Leucopogon; Primulaceae—Samolus repens, Persoon. ; Loga-
niaceae—Logania linifolia, Schlect. ; Logania ; Gentianaceae—
Limnanthemum reniformis, R.Br., not in flower; Erythraea
australis, R.Br.

; Apocynaceae—Alyxia buxifolia, R.Br. ; Sola-
DAceae—Solanum opacum, A.Br. ; S. simile, F.v.M. ; Scrophula-
riaceae—Mimulus repens, R.Br.; Myoporaceae—Mvoporum
insulare, R.Br. ("Boobyalla")

; M. humile, R.Br.; Eremophila
glabra (R.Br.), Ostenf. ; Lentibulariaceae—Utricularia dicho-
boma, Labill. ("Bladderwort") ; Labiatae—Prostanthora chlo-
pantha, F.v.M. ("Green mintbush") ; Campanulaceae—Lobelia
?ibbosa, Labill. ; L. aneeps, Thunb. : Goodeniaceae—Dampiera
lanceolata, Cunn. ; Scaevola crassifolia, Labill; Scaevola

;

Groodenia ovata, Smith ; G. geniculata, R.Br. ; Stylidiaceae—
Stylidium graminifolium, Swartz ("Trigger flower")

; Compo-
sitae—Olearia ; Senecio

; Cotula coronopifolia, L. ; Centipeda
Cunninghamii, F.v.M. ; Ixodia achilleoides, R.Br. ; Cassinia acu-
eata, R.Br. ; Calocephalus Brownii, F.v.M. ; Ixiolaena supina,
P.v.M.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

1. "Illustrated Catalogue of Fishes of South Australia."

Thi^ is a reprint from the "Records of the South Australian

Museum." The author, Edgar R. AVaite, Esq., F.L.S., Direc-

tor of the S.A. Museum, is to be heartily congratulated on the

completion of such an inclusive work. It is admirably

illustrated by a coloured plate, and no less than 293 black and

white figures, executed by the author himself. Every mem-

ber interested in our fishes should provide himself with this

book, as he will then find identification very easy.

2. "Ecological Notes on South Australian Plants."

Part i. By Ernest H. Ising. This reprint from the Transac-

tions of the Royal Society, contains notes of a trip between

Hughes and Kingoonya, on the East-West line. Mr. Ising suc-

ceeded in finding at least tAvo new species, Eucalyptus Isin-

geana, and Athotroche truncata. The paper includes a short

description of the physiography of the Nullabor Plain as well

as descriptions and lists of the plants found in different parts of

the area.

3. (a) Notes on Australian Polyacophora, with descrip-

tions of three new species.

(b) Notes on the Australian representatives of the genus

Acanthopleura.
(c) Types of species of Australasian Polyplacophora.

These papers by Edwin Ashby, Esq., F.L.S., M.O.U., have

been contributed to the Royal Society of Western Australia.

4. "Animals of the Sea." F. Martin Duncan. Well

illustrated and interestingly written.

5. "Descriptions of a New Victorian Helichrysum. " By

H. B. Williamson, F.L.S.

6. A Revision of the Genus Pultenaea. Part III. By

H. B. Williamson, F.L.S.

Excursion to Blackwood Experimental Orchard, February

10, 1923.—A party of members visited the Orchard under the

leadership of Mr. Kimber. The manager, Mr. Fowler, showed

members round the orchard, and the afternoon was profitably

spent in inspecting the many kinds of fruit trees, of which

there are over 4,000 varieties in the orchard. The insect and

other pests which afflict the orchard were discussed, and the

manager gave the members an informative talk on the aims

and methods of the experimental orchard.
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Protection of Native Birds.—We are pleased to see that an
Inspector has been appointed for the Cooronj?. This is a step
in the ri^ht direction.

Ecology of South Australian Plants.—On the motion of
Professor Cleland, a small Committee has been appointed to

draw np a scheme nnder which this Section may be able to

do more than it has hitherto done to define the rano^e of bota-
nical species in onr State, both with respect to particular
localities and times of flowering, &c.

Memorials of Our Early Days.—Mr. G. F. Hussey, M.P.,
a foundation member, who has continued his connection with
the Section ever since its inception, has handed over a collec-

tion of the circulars, postcards, programmes, &c., of the Society
from the very earliest times, when Mv. W. E. Pickels was Hon.
Sec. These records are of great and increasing interest, and
our thanks are due for the thoughtfulness shown by Mr.
Hussey.

Death of Mr. Tepper.—The death of Mr. J. G. 0. Tepper,
F.L.S., at the age of 82 years, removes a valued worker in the
field of the natural sciences. Originally a schoolmaster, Mr.
Tepper was selected for the position of entomologist at the

Adelaide Museum, a position which he ably filled for many
years. The deceased gentleman's knowledge covered a wide
field. He was a foundation member of our Section, and was
Chairman for some years. He contributed many valuable

papers, both to the Royal Society and to our own Section. His
ability was recognisecl in foreign lands, and he was a member
or fellow of no less than thirty learned societies! To con-

spicuous ability and unwearied industry he added a kindly

manner and a helpful disposition, which endeared him to all

those—and they were many—who sought his advice on things

scientific or agricultural, and in many other directions. Upon
his retirement from the Museum he was the recipient of many
grateful tokens of regard. His fellow- officers presented him
with a Morris chair, and it was while reclining comfortably in

this that the end came,
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EXCHANGES.

1. "The Victorian Naturalist" for December, 1922. An
article on ''Some Autumn Orchids" will be found of great
interest to our botanical members.

2. "The S.A. Ornithologist" for January, 1923. Dr.
Cieland writes notes on the Birds of Ooldea, and also between
Port Augusta and Clare.

3. "The Australian Naturalist" for January, 1923. A
very interesting number, containing several short accounts of

observations made by various members of the Naturalists*

Society of N.S.W. One describing the manner in which the

larva of the Cup Moth spins its cocoon and obtains its "lid"
is especially interesting.

4. Two Reports of the Australian Museum for the years

ending June 30, 1920, and 1922.

5. The Annual Report of the Woods and Forest Depart-

ment of S.A. for the year 1921-22.
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A FIELD NATURALISTS' SECTION HERBARIUM.
The article by our Mce-President, Prof. Cleland, calling

for helpei's in this undei'takiiig, should evoke a ready response
among our readei-s. A large proportion of our members can
do something to help in the gradual collection, mounting and
preservation of specimens of oui' native flora. Fully labelled

and duly classified, they may become the nucleus of a most
valuable collection.

The Committee has made a good start with the preliminary
work. Various members have already promised to undertake
the classification of certain divisions of the flora and prelim-

inary steps have been taken to secure the necessary labels,

boxes, and shelf accommodation. Prof. Osborn has been
good enough to offer the loan of boxes for storage purposes.

It noAv only remains for tlie members of the Section to

])egin the work of collection.

The Secretary will be delighted to receive the names of

mend3ers willing to help in collecting, mounting, or in any
other way. Mr. Elston has started the herbarium with some
beautifully mounted specimens.

REPORTS OF LECTURES AND EXCURSIONS.
Lecture, "Flora and Fauna of the Darwin Trip," Capt.

S. A. AVhite, (WLB.O.U., March 27, 1923.—(\iptain White dealt

chiefly with the birds and plants seen on the trip. His remarks
were illustrated by an extensive collection of skins and botani-

cal specimens. Tn a chatty and interesting manner he described

many of the birds and plants met with. Many of his plant speci-

mens have been forwarded to Mr. Maiden for examination and
identification. When that is completed, we may expect several

additions to the flora of the region.

Lecture, "Tasmanian Scenery," Dr. R. H. Pulleine, April

17, 1923.—With the aid of the lantern, the lecturer described
his exploitation of ancient camping places of the now extinct

natives of Tasmania. The exhibition of a unique set of stone

implements from the same source added greatly to the interest

of the lecture.
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Excursion to Ambleside, March 24, 1923.—Mr. E. H. Ising

led a party of members through the native scrub near Amble-
side i-ailway station. Through the drj^ness of the season, but

little undergrowth was to be seen, but the party were able to

study the growth of the brown and white stringybarks (Euca-
lyptus eapitellata and E. obliqua). Of the latter a few good
specimens were seen, but only stumps remained to mark the

fine trees of the past.

On the Avay up to Ambleside the party were able to dis-

tinguish many species of our S.A. Eucalypts. On the low
grounds near the creeks, the river redgum (E. rostrata)

flourished. The timber is well knoAvn for its hardness and
durability. Further up the hillsides came the scaly barked
"peppermint" (E. odorata.) Higher still the train passed
through the tall, straight, white stringybark (E. obliqua),

called ''Messmate" in Victoria. The brown stringybark (E.

*capitellata) has a more open bark, and its appearance at a

distance shows its foliage arranged in umbrella fashion. Then
too the party found the brow^n stringybark growing on the
more stony soils. The fruits show very decided differences.

The best trees have been cut out by the timber mills largely
for fruit boxes.

Other species of Eucalypts seen included the candlebark
(E. rubida), which shows out so prominently along the rail-

way line, the gleaming white boles shining through the dark
forest. Another species with white and grey bark (E. leuco-
xylon) was formerly called the '*S.A. bluegum," but is now
called "yelloAv gum." The true ''bluegum" (E. globulus) is,

of course, a native of Tasmania, largely grown on the Ade
laide plains, where its very large ridged fruits are well known.

The leaves of the various gums formed an interesting
study, from the almost circular opposite leaves of the young
plant to the very long sickle-shaped alternate leaves of the
mattire tree.

Other plants examined were the native cherry (Exocarpus
cupressiformis) and a mistletoe (Loranthus MiViuelii). The
eranberry (Astroloma humifusa) was in floA\^er. In the bed
of the River Onkaparinga the bulrush (Typha angustifolia^
and two species of Hydrocotyle (H. vulgaris and H. Asiatica)
Tverp found. A moth taken by the party has been identified by
Mr. Lea as ''Aenosanda boisduvalli," one of the ''Woolly
Bears."

Excursion to Ethelton, April 14, 1923.—The Secretary led
a party over the swampy land near the Ethelton station. In these
swampy lands, overflow-ed at very high tides, the "samphire"

=*^Maiden names this E. Blaxlandi (C.R., pt. 45, p. 150).
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(Salicornia sp.), Artlirocneiiium, and other salt-loving plants

lluurisli; nearer the Port River the mangrove (Avicennia

officinalis) covers the muddy land beween tide marks, its

"breathing pegs" (pneumatophores) shooting up in a thick

mass and holding the mud. Large tracts are covered with an
escaped garden plant, Statice sp.

Excursion to Lady Stirling's Garden at Mount Lofty,

April 21, 1923.—A party visited this beautiful garden and
admired the fine collection of trees, including as they do so

many beautiful varieties of pines, larches, firs, cryptomerias,

etc. The gingko tree of Japan interested the party greatly.

Excursion to Buckland Park, April 25, 1923.—At the invi-

tation of Mr. Brooks, the owner, a party of members paid a visit

to Buckland Park under the leadership of Captain 8. A. White
CM.B.O.U. The party camped on the banks of the River
(jawler, by one of the waterholes still remaining in the river

bed. The redgum (E. rostrata) still lines the river banks, but

the giants of former days are gone, and only their stumps
remain. The leader gave an interesting talk on the birds to

be seen about Buckland Park, and showed a specimen of the

little Aeanthiza Rosinae, a bird which has a very limited range,

in the samphire swamps near St. Kilda. This bird was one of

the first additions Captain White was able to make to the list

of South Australian birds. The list of birds seen during the

day included black duck, magpie, laughing jack, swamp hawk,
Murray magpie, galah, sulphur-crested cockatoo, cockatoo,
crested shrike tit, cuckoo shrike, white-faced heron, greenfinch,

swallow, crow, black and white fantail, purple-crowned lori-

keet and restless flycatcher.

OUR PARKS AND GARDENS.
By Alec. J. Morison.

''Our Parks and Gardens"—a simple sounding phrase, but
what does it mean ? In South Australia we are used to having
around us so many of the beauties of nature that we often fail

to appreciate them to their fullest extent. This beautiful city

of ours—founded by a man whose name will be handed down
to posterity, and named after a gracious Queen, was laid out
in 1837. The area of the city—which includes North Adelaide
—is 3,700 acres, made up of 1,042 town acres, 1,900 acres of

parklands, 530 acres of Government land, and 228 acres of

squares, streets and footways.
There is no modern city in which the distinction between

city and suburbs is so clearly marked as in Adelaide. It is as
clear as in the case of cities in old times, Avhich cities were
walled. The Adelaide ''walls" are the parklands, which are
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higlily valued, and will be more so as time goes on and popula-

tion becomes more congested. According to the familiar illus-

tration these are the ''lungs of the city." They are reserved

for the use of the people, and every effort should be made
to prevent any furtlier portion of them being filched away for

any purpose whatever. The parklands average about one-

third of a mile in width.

The city was incorporated in 1840 ; the Corporation became
ijisolvent and was sold up in 1843; from 1843 to 1849 the city

affairs Avere managed by the Government, after which time the

incorporation was revived.

The assessment in 1841 was £3,000 ; in 1921 it was £939,816.

There ai"e 64 aci-es of parks laid out as gardens, such as

Elder Gardens, Palmer Gardens, Osmond Gardens, Brougham
Gardens, North Terrace Gardens, etc., and 27 cares as squares,

viz., Victoria, Hui'tle, Light, llindmarsh, Whitmore and Wel-
lington Squai-es. Since 1901, 9,140 trees and 13,323 shrubs

have been planted out in the Municipal Gardens. The first

systematic effort to impi'ove the a])pearance of the parks seems
to have been in 1878, when 3,531 trees were planted. The
planting fi-oin 1882 onwards has been done very largely from
the plans of ^Ir. Ediiie Brown, the late Conservator of Forests.

In 1899 the Council took up in earnest the matter of the

im])roveuient of the pai-ks, and a liead gardener was appointed.

The result oi' the Council's eff'orts is seen in the beautiful

parks and gardens ol* to-day. The parklands are used exten-

sively by athletic clubs. Last 3'ear 252 permits were issued by
the Corporation.

The parks and gardens are tastefully planted and adorned
\\ ith statues and memorials, the cost of which has been borne
by public subscriptions and private citizens. Gifts of plants
have also Ix-oi made by citizens, and special mention must be
made of Ihe generosity of Cr. Dr. Angas Johnson, and Mr.
Bailey.

Tlicfe ar<' two children's playgrounds, one on South Ter-
race, the gift of Conneillor C. R. J. Glover, while towards the
other on Lefevre Ten-ace, North Adelaide, he gave £500, and
a similar aniount towards the first section of the War Drive
^Fr. Chas. Angas also gave £250 for laying out, near the City
Bridge, a gai-den, which was named Angas Park after his
illustrious grandfather. The late Mr, Barr Smith donated an
amount for the purpose of extending the Rotunda lawns. Sir
LdAvin Smith gave the refreshment kiosk, and Sir Thomas
Elder the handsome bandstand in the same park.
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Each year the Council spends a stated amount in extending
its planting operations.

On the south parklands is the AVattle Grove—a memorial
to our sailors, soldiers and nurses—where all kinds of wattle

trees are planted. This year an avenue of wattle trees was
planted in the vicinity of the Urove, and the trees, with their

golden 1)lossom, should, in a few years, make a very pretty

picture.

The Municipal Nursery, the area of which is about three

acres, is on the parklands near the Zoological Gardens. Here
all trees, shrubs and seedlings for the parks and gardens are

raised. There are over 50 varieties of trees in the nursery.

AVhen transplanted, the trees are from two to eight feet high,

and Avhen put in parks have to be guarded from damage by
cattle and small boys. The trees are planted in a proper,

systematic manner, the holes being from two feet to live feet

square, according to the nature of the soil. AVhere necessary,

fresh soil is supplied. The small number of failures speaks
Avell for the manner in which the work is carried out.

There are on the parkhinds about eighty varieties of native

trees, some of them being :—Sheoak, Silky Oak, Acacia, Ster-

culia, Ficus, Flame Ti-ee, Laguuaria, Callitris (Native Pine),

Australian Red Cedar, Moreton Bay, Chestnut, Kauri Pine,

€tc. The trees now being chiefly used for street planting are :

—

Ash, Elm, White Cedar, and White Acacia.

In the summer months band concerts, subsidised by the

Council, are given in the parks by members of the Band Asso-

ciation and the returned soldiers.

The wide streets in Adelaide lend themselves admirably
to tree planting. In AVashington, U.S.A., the street trees num-
ber some 80,000. Street trees in Paris number over 100,000,

and over £15,000 a year is expended on them. The import-

ance of the sanitary value of trees to cities is illustrated by a

resolution parsed some time ago at a meeting of the New
York County Medical Society to the effect that one of the most
effective means for mitigating the intense heat of the summer
months and diminishing the death rate among children is the

cultivation of an adequate number of trees in the streets.

The City Beautiful cannot do without trees, trees that are

graceful, strong and numerous. Let us remember what has
been done in other cities. The City Beautiful has come to

stay. Let us be up and doing—doing all we can for the

advancement and beautification of the city of which Ave should
all be so proud, so it may become ''a thing of beauty and a joy
for ever."
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN PLANTS.
Bj J. B. Clelancl, M.D.

The distribution of our South Australian plants is a

matter ol" very considerable interest. As an example, may I

quote the ease of the only Geebung we i)ossess, Persoonia
junii3erina. Scattered plants may be met with in our hills from
neai- Mount Lofty to Mylor, Kuitpo, Mount Compass, and on
to the Waitpinga scrub near Phicounter Bay. In the Adelaide
district it probably occurs in a number of other localities,

and Tate records it for District T. (the ''90-niile desert"). It

is recorded for Mctoria and for the southern high-

lands of New South Wales. It is evidently a widely-
distributed species. Is there a more or less direct con-

nection between its South Australian habitats and its

Victorian ones, and do the latter connect up with those of
New South Wales? We do not know, for as yet no one has
systematically attempted to ascertain and record its exact
distribution. Now in Victoria there are at least eleven species

of Pej'soonia. in New South Wales 32, and in Western Australia
25. Why have we only one species in this State? Is this the
only remaining member of the genus, a number of other species

having disappeared, or does it represent a specially vigorous
member which in distribution has at present outstripped its

fellows, ])ut will be followed later by other members? What
an interesting study this species will make when we know
reasonably accurately its actual distribution in the three States
as well as the areas occupied by its fellow species. So much
for an example of an interesting species, and there are un-
dou])tedly very many more of equal interest, did we only know
something of their distribution.

There has recently been propomided a new theory of plant
and animal distribution, termed the theory of **age and area,"
for which the authors claim great importance. According to
this theory the older the genus or the species, the more widely
distri])uted in area are its members, conditions being suitable.
In general, also, the older the genus the greater are the num-
ber of its species. According to this view, Persoonia juniperina
should be one of the oldest species of the genus in the Eastern
States.

The study of the distribution of our plants, therefore, not
only offers an interesting field of investigation for local pur-
poses, and one the fringe of which has l)een barely touched,
but it may also help in deciding the value to be attached to the
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theory of "age and area," as applicable to the whole realm of
living beings, and so may form a valuable contribution to gen-
eral knowledge. As an active body of field naturalists, with
many younger members probably looking for useful avenues
along which to direct their energies, cannot we do something
to ascertain this distribution of our plants? Most assuredly
and with comparative ease. Moreover, what we do will be
almost forever a living monument to the section. Each indi-

vidual mem])er can collect, pi'ess, and fully label specimens of
plants from the localities he visits ; he or she can specially jour-
ney during holiday time to places further afield than our usual
excursions take us ; we can each write to friends in country
districts asking them to collect, press, and label plants and send
them to us ; we can interest country schools and scholars in

the work and get them to assist. Let us start at once and from
time to time at our meetings discuss the interesting develop-

ments that are bound to arise as group after group is revised
and tabulated.

All this means that we are going to have an herbarium,
and moreover an herbarium that will soon be very extensive
and one of the largest—and, may we hope, best—in the State.

This will require housing, and arrangements can, it is almost
certain, be made for its accommodation in the University. This
entails also co-ordination. The plants and all information
must be sorted and tabulated. Each species will require an
index card for the records of its distribution, and the specimens
believed to belong to any particular species will require careful
inspection by an expert botanist before they are ''passed.'^

To do all this, the work must be divided up, and it is proposed
to take first of all some of the "families" that are likely ta

prove of particular interest and to place in charge of each
some senior member with botanical knowledge who will be
responsible for the proper working of the family. To such
"keepers" of particular groups of plants will be allocated

two energetic and active assistants. It is for volunteers to act

as such assistants that Ave now call. The assistants, under the
direction of the keeper, will help in collecting material (as we
hope all members will do), will assist in drafting this and in

making the records on the cards and will enter into correspon-

dence with schools and persons in the country likely to render
assistance. Each assistant will, it is hoped, attach to himself
or herself one or more cadets, who under their direction will

still further extend our activities. Thus should not only be
extended a healthy knowledge of our plants, but also the mem-
bervship of the section.
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Aniungst the data collected will ?je, not oiily the actual

distribution of the plants, but also the time of floAvering and

other information such as habit, etc. Moreover, collectors will

be asked to secure whenever possible seeds as well, and these

Mr. Bailey has undertaken to grow for us, so that eventually in

the Botanic Gardens we may see plots of our native flowering

plants—and many are most beautiful—labelled as being the

result of the activities of the Field Naturalists' Section of the

Eoyal Society. Here we have an opportunity for doing useful

work, valuable work, really important work. With many
hands and division of labour it is work of relatively easy

accomplishment. It is work that will bring real credit to the

section. It is work that no one and no body in Australia has

as yet attempted to do on a large scale. Let us get to work
forthwith and each one do his share to make the undertaking

a success.

THE BREEDING HABITS OF THE "BACK-SWIMMER"
(Anisops hyj)erion).

(Herbert M. Hale, South Australian Museum).

In a previous article published in Vol. ii. p. 54 of the

"Naturalist," mention was made of the family of aquatic bugs
popularly known as "back-swimmers." The members of this?

group are all of comparatively small size, and our largest

representative is about half an inch in length. Much has beeu
writtej. of the biology of some of the species, those of Noto-

necta, the type genus, having in particular received consider-

able attention. Nevertheless, until comparatively recently,

it Avas thought that all of the Neotropical Notcnectae attached

their eggs to the surface of plants with a pad of adhesive

material, but a worker on the group has proved that at least

three of the twelve American species have a long ovipositor

and insert their eggs in plant tissues.

A revision of the Australian representatives of the famih-
together with a fuller account of the biology of Anisops
hyperjon, will be found in Vol. ii. of the "Records of the South
Australian Museum." The examination of a large amount of

material showed that Notonecta is poorly represented in Aus-
tralia

; indeed, only one of our species can be definitely assigned
to that genus, the majority of them belonging to Anisops;
the lajitnamed genus, although widely distributed, has been
neglected biologically, the life history of none of its species
liavincj been previously recorded.
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No migrations of back-swimmers have been recorded in

Australia, but migrations en masse must occur, for myriads of

adults sometimes appear in dams, etc., which a day or two
before were destitute of l)ug life. In 1847 the migration of

a tremendous host of an American species Avas observed by
Sir George Simpson. The recorder of the occurrence says that

the bugs were suddenly incapacitated through encountering

'ig. 1.—Anisops hyoerion, ventral view. Poising position as seen from
above when in the water.

TWO ciiiiinoLis iiiemuers, facii uuii a saw-iiKC eage oi sironi?
teeth, and it is with these gouging gonapophyses that a recep-
tacle for the egg is prepared. An examination of the oviposi-
tor of other Australian members of the genus shows that it
is quite safe to assume that all of our species have the same
habit.
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Amongst the data collected Avill be, not only the actual

distribution of the plants, but also the time of flowering and
other information such as habit, etc. Moreover, collectors will

be asked to secure whenever possible seeds as well, and these

Mr. Bailey has undertaken to grow for us, so that eventually in

the Botanic Gardens we may see plots of our natiA^e flowering

plants—and many are most beautiful—labelled as being the
vHsiilt of thp notivities of the Field Naturalists' Section of the

iraiia: inaeea, oniy one oi our species can oe aenniteiy assigned
to that genus, the majority of them belonging to Anisops;
the lastnamed genus, although widely distributed, has beeri
neglected biologically, the life history of none of its species
havino- been previously recorded.
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No migrations of back-swiinmers have been recorded in

Australia, but migrations en masse must occur, for myriads of

adults sometimes appear in dams, etc, which a day or two
before were destitute of bug life. In 1847 the migration of

a tremendous host of an American species was observed hy
Sir George Simpson. The recorder of the occurrence says that

the bugs were suddenly incapacitated through encountering
a freezing stratum of air, and fell to the ground in countless

numbers, covering a space 25 to 30 miles in length and of a

width unable to be determined!

The back-swimmer now dealt with is one of our common
est aquatic bugs, and in the breeding season sometimes occurs
in such very great numbers that hundreds may be captured
with a single sweep of the net. Although somewhat shy, it is

easily maintained ni aquaria ; it readily feeds upon mosquito
larvae and must therefore be considered of some economic
importance. A preliminary examination of the insect itself

will repay our interest. The first adaptation which may be
noted is that of the underside of the abdomen; as is usual with
the majority of the liack-swimmers, this has a median keel or
carina, on each side of which is a trough. Guard hairs close

over these troughs which thus form reservoirs for the storing
of air which is utilised during submergence. The legs are also
modified Tor an aciuatic habit ; the postei-ior pair are very long,
[lattened, and fringed with long hairs, and operate as paddles
or oars ; the anterior and middle legs are shorter, 'concave on
the inner sui'faces and with the edges set with long bristles

which serve for the retention of living prey. In the male the
anterior tibiae are further specialised, the base on the inner
side being expanded to form a spur on which is situated a
stridulatory comb; this comi) operates against chitinou;:

pi'ongs, which project one on each side of the beak, the friction
of the two mem])ers undei- water producing a shrill prolon^^n.^d

note. The fenmle lacks this stridulatory apparatus and difPej-s

from the male in several other minor characters. It is now
proved that the species under discussion inserts its eggs into
plants; if the ovipositor of the female is dissected out on a
mici'oscope slide, it will be seen that one of the pairs of for-

ceps or ''gonapophyses" of Avhich it is composed, consists of
two chitinous members, each with a saw-like edge of strong
teeth, and it is with these gouging gonapophyses that a recep-
tacle for the egg is prepared. An examination of the oviposi-
tor of other Australian members of the genus shows that it

is quite safe to assume that all of our species have the same
habit.
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The species of Anisups have an almost perfect poise in tho

water when the respiratory troughs are charged with air and,
excepting for the deposition of eggs, rarely cling to plant

stems as do the larger Enithares and Notonectae. In poising
the post<^M-ior legs project outwards and a little forwards;
every few seconds they are utilised to correct the slight ten-

dency to automatically ascend or sink. Excepting during
copulation, egg-deijostioii or feeding the anterior lunbs are.

folded A\ liile the insects are submerged. (Fig. 1).

For the purpose of learning the life history of Anisops
hyperion specimens were maintained in aquaria for eight

months, at the end of which time they were quite accustomed
to their somewhat unusual surroundings and mated. At the

approacli of summer, that is about the month of September^
the males begin the courtship of the females, a most fascina-

ting procedure. A male swims below and a little behind .i

female, and, stridulatiiig all the time, accompanies her every
movemejit until she responds to his blandishments. The stri-

dulation is loud, and is quite easily discerned across the width
of a room : it may be likened to the sound of a distant grind-

stone at work, and is often continued intermittently

for the Avholc of a day. The female lays only a
few eggs a (hiy, the period for oviposition occupy-
ing about a month. As mentioned above, the eggs are
inserted into plant stems and loaves, a method of concealment
which doubtless serves as a protection against predators.
Wherevei" ])ossible the bug selects a moderately thick-stemmed
plant. When ''Water Milfoil" (Myriophylluin) and ''Pond-
w^eed" iPotamogeton) are present in localities w^here Anisops
is breeding, the stems of these plants will be found to contain
ova. In the aquaria the bugs were supplied with plants of

Potamogeton ti'icarinatus, a local water-weed, and these served
admiral)] y as nidi. In ovipositing the female grasps the stem
wdth the intermediate and anterior legs, the posterior legs re-

maining extended as in the swimming or poising position.

The surface of the plant is explored with the end of the abdo-^
men, the bug walking along the stem until a suitable site is

selected. The ovipositor is then extruded and the drilling

gonapopliyses work at the stem Avith a circular, scraping
motion until a hole of sufficient size to accommodate an egg
is completed. The egg is then inserted into the prepared
cavity, heaving a small portion of the egg-shell exposed at the
mouth. J'^inally, the sensitive lip of the pygidium moves over
this exposed surface and the surrounding edges of the cavity
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as it to make stire that the operation has been sttccessfnl. The
female then swims away, vigorously cleaning the ovipositor

from particles of plant tissue with the hind legs ; the whole
operation of boring the hole and depositing the o^'um occupies

about one minute. AVhile egg-laying is in progress the males
seem greatly excited, stridulating continually, and following

the females around the aquarium.

At least two generations occur every summer ; the period
of incubation for the eggs varies according to the temperature'

of the water and the time of the year. Those we are discuss-

ing were laid in early spring, and take about three weeks to

hatch. A fortnight after dej^osition the first external indica-

tion of the enclosed embryo is apparent, tAvo smudges of red

pigineut appearing near the apex of the egg; these bodies are

the developing eyes of the little bug as seen through the semi-

ti'anspai'ent chitin of the egg-shell. The patches become more
l^rominont, and in a few days, when the nymph is almost ready
to hatcli, they have assumed a kidney-like shape and are dark
red in color. In hatching, the nymph bursts open the top end
of the egg-shell and struggles out head first ; the little fellow

resembles in general the adult, but is, of course, very tiny,

being less than 2 mm. in total length. The most striking

differences are that all the tarsi are one-jointed with much
longei- claAvs than in the imago, the venter lacks the abdomi-
nal gutters, the eyes are small and widely separated, and there

are no traces of Avings. As the nymph hatches l)elow the

surface, the guai'd hairs immediately after emergence contain
no trapped air, but are quite limp ; the nymph is therefore
not buoyant, and makes many spasmodic and unsuccessful
attempts to reach the surface film and so gain access to the

air. Several examples in this condition were isolated in a
small vessel, and for three days tumbled about awkwardly,
often sinking to the bottom dorsum uppermost—which is

''wrong side up" for a back-swimmer when it is in the water;
During this period ''dissolved" air may have been absorbed
through the skin by osmotic action, for the abdominal hairs
held no air whatever. Once, however, that the nymph has
succeeded in introducing air beneath the guard hairs, it is in

innnediate control of its movements, poising in the water as

do the adults, and at once commencing to feed. As a means
of providing food for the youngsters egg-rafts of the Common
Grey Mosquito (Culex fatigans) were placed on the surface
of the Avater; the little bugs easily mastered the tiny mosquito
larvae as they emerged. The nymphs are quite as rapacious
as the adults, and as successive stages are attained larger
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aquatic animals are captui'ed by them. On account of their

predatory liabit, it Avas found necessary to isolate each indi-

vidual in a separate jar, for otherwise the smallest example:<

were desti-oyed hy tlieir larii^er brethren.

As is well-known, bugs haA^e an ** incomplete" metamor-
phosis; the nymph of our back-swimmer moults its skin five

times before it finally attains maturity, an increase in size

and some developmental chanj^es being apparent after eacli

ecdysis. The ti-ansition, unlike that of insects Avhich undergo
a ''complete" metaiiioi-phosis, is gradual. It may be said

that when, for instance, the bug attains the second stage or

instar, the thiixl instar nymph begins to form inside the skin

of the second instar nymph ; then, when the stage is comple-
ted, the skin is split along the back and the nymph emerges,
immediately expands to the proportions of the third instar.

and so on until the fifth and final moult. The ventral carina
and respiratory gutters are present in the second instar, and
the first indications of Aving-pads appear in the next, or third

stage. The last nymphal stage is reached about a month after

hatching, and as these fifth instai- nymphs near the final moult,
the characters of the developing adult may be seen throng a
the semi-transparent integument by means of strong trans-

mitted light under the microscope. The stridulatory apparatus
of the male is thus A'isible, and other structures of both sexes
may be similarly discerned, so that it is possible to determin*^
Avith ease the sex of advanced indiA'iduals of this instar. When
the metamorphosis is completed, the integument of the adult
is at first soft, and little color is apparent on the underside
of the abdomen.

In aquaria each nymph captured on an aA^erage 200 mos-
quito larvae betAveen the second and last moults, and a laying
female consumed 70 large larvae and pupae in one month.
Food is held AA'ith the bristle-edged anterior and intermediate
legs, the victim being dexterously turned about as the beak is

applied to fresh portions.

As an experiment a laying female Avas isolated in a vessel

containing plants of Italian Ribbon-Aveed (Vallisneria spiralis),

but no other A-egetation. The thin, tape-like leaA^es of this

Avater-plant are not suited for the reception of eggs, and in a
Aveek or so many unoccupied perforations indicated abortive
attempts to prepare cavities in AAdiich to conceal the oA'a. Eggs
Avere, hoAvever, pushed into certain of the slits cut in the
leaA'es, but Avere, of course, largely exposed,



BOTANICAL NOTES.
By Ernest H. Isiiig.

Summer-flowering Plants.

The follow in.^ plants have been observed in flower at

Mount Lofty:

—

1. Native Cherry (Exocarpus cupressiformis, LabilL),

March to May. The flowers are very small, being about l-25th in.

wdde ; they are cream in colour and are very pretty when seen

under a lens. The ** cherries," w^hen ripe, are scarlet and abojit

i in. long. The family name ** Exocarpus" means fruit outside,

and at first glance this seems correct, but actually the scarlet

succulent cherry-like part is the stalk of the fruit enlarge^

to the size of the real fruit or even larger. The actual fruit

is, of course, at the end of the stalk and appears to be a seed.

This tree has the habit of a cypress (hence the name) with its

slender, dense, green branchlets, and is much sought after for

Christmas decorations. Its leaves are represented by minut':i

scales, the branchlets functioning as leaves. It is considered

by some botanists to be parasitic, but so far I have not had any
definite proof of this.

2. Oval leaf Goodenia (Goodenia ovata, Smith) has flow-

ered at Mount Lofty for many months ; it was in flower in the

spring and is still in flower, i.e,, from September to May. The
plants are growing in a small gully with the candlebark gum
(Eucalyptus rubida, J. H. Maiden) and blackwood (Acacia

melanoxylon). This is a damp situation and other plants of

this species growing on dry ground on a hillside did not flow^er

after the end of the spring.

3. Brown Stringybark* (Eucalyptus capitellata, Smith).

There is a large tree of this stringy in flower at Mount
Lofty at the present time ; - it was in flower in Ajiril also.

On collecting specimens from this tree I found young seed pods

on it, which was evidence that this particular tree had flow^-

ered several months earlier as well. November and December
are the months of flow^ering for this species at Mount Lofty, and
/I observed some in flower then, i.e., at the end of last year,

but not this actual tree. THis is very unusual for a tree to

flower twice in six months, but very likely the dry weather had
something to do with this. The tree,is a large one, about 60

feet in height and about three feet in diameter at the base.

It branches from low^ down on the trunk, and I was therefore

able to get specimens without much trouble. Another tree

close by was also in flower, and this appeared to be a w^hite

stringybark, but as I could not get specimens from it, I was
not sure of the species.

*Maiden names this E. Blaxlandi (C.R., pt. 45, p. 150).



Excision to Mount Lofty, March 17, 1923.—A party,

under the leadership of Mr. A. J. Morison, visited the Stirling

Flower Show, and afterwards admired the fine views obtained

from Sunset Rock.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

In the notes in the February number on the papers con-

tributed by Edwin Ashby, Esq., F.L.S., M.B.O.U., it should
have been stated that paper (a) was contributed to the Royal
Society of Western Australia, and papers (b) and (c) were
published by the Royal Society of South Australia.

EXCHANGES.

''The Victorian Naturalist, "" Nos. 10, 11, and 12. *'A Trip
to North and North-West from Broken Hill," by Dr. W. Mac-
Gillivray, will be found of great interest.

''The Measuring of Tall Trees," by Mr. A. D. Hardy. In
this article the writer deals with the subject of the tallest trees

in Australia, which have been measured by competent observer
and duly recorded. His investigations lead him to put tlie

highest tree on record as 375 feet. This tree, growing at

Thorpdale, in Gippsland, was measured by a licensed surveyor,
G. Cornthwaite. The second highest, at Mount Dandenong,
was measured by a civil engineer, Mr. G. W. Robertson, who
measured the tree to its 9-inch diameter top as 342, the esti-

mated total height being 360 ft. Mr. Hardy graphically de-
scribes the difficulties met with in securing accurate heights,
and ends with a plea for the preservation of these noble trees,

probably the highest in the world.

I
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B, Osborn, D.Se. Members must book at Cole's Areadi
Rundle Street, at least a week beforehand. Char-a-bani
9 a.m. Failing sufficient support, trip may be abandonei

Oct 12 and 13.—WILD FLOWER SHOW. -

.Oct. 20.—Fulham. Native Birds. Leader, Captain S. A. Whit
C.M.B.O.U. Tram, 2 p.m.

Oct. 27.—Millbrook. Aquatic Life. Leader, Mr. H. M. Hale. Char-
banc, 1.30 p.m. Members must book at least three da]

beforehand or this trip may be abandoned.
Nov. 3.—Botanic Gardens. Botany generally. Leader, Mr. J,

Bailey. Meet at entrance, 2.30 p.m.

Nov. 10.—Mount Lofty (Mr. A. K. Newbery's Garden). Leader, tl

President. Train, 1.24 p.m.

Nov. 17.—Eden to Marion. Geology (remains of Ice Age, etc.). Lead^
Mr. W. Ham. Char-a-banc, 1.30 p.m. The party will walk
down River 8turt. Members must book at least three dari
previously or trip may be abandoned.

EVENING LEOTXnftEB.

Aug. 21.—*'A Visit to Groote Eylandt, Gulf of Carpentaria." Mr. K?
Tindale. Illustrated by original slides, and collections mai
by the lecturer, the first collector on this large, uaexplori
island.

Sept. 25.—Annual Meeting. Exhibits. Election of Officers.

Oct. 16.—<* Clouds." Mr. A. G. Edquist.
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OUR NATIVE FLOWER SHOW.

This year, through the great kindness of the Lord Mayor,
Mr. Cohen, the Section is holding its Flower Show in the Town
Hall. The Committee feels that this is an ambitious step, and
one that will require whole-hearted enthusiasm and self-

sacrificing effort to bring to a successful issue. Every member
of the Society can do something to make the Show known and
to sell tickets. Many, if not most, of our number can assist in

the work of securing, receiving, arranging, and displaying the

material sent in. This entails a great deal of work on the

Thursday evening preceding the Show, as well as during the

whole of the time the Show is open. Members who can help

in any way, if only for an hour, are earnestly requested to let

members of the Committee know as early as convenient. The
Town Hall is certainly more convenient and more central, but
being so much larger will entail greater effort to make a Show
that shall prove attractive to the general public and aid them
to appreciate the beauty of our unique Flora.

The Officers and Committee confidently rely upon the

members of the Section to make the Town Hall Show a great

success.

The Show will be held under the patronage of His Excel-

lency the Governor, Sir Tom Bridges, K.C.M.G., D.S.O., and
will be formally opened by the Lord Mayor, to whom we feel

a deep sense of gratitude.

POSTER COMPETITION.

Members are reminded that the Section is offering three

substantial prizes (three guineas, two guineas, and one guinea)

for the best original posters to be used in connection with our

Wild Flower Show in October. Full particulars may be ob-

tained from Mr. W. Champion Hackett, the Secretary, or the

Treasurer.
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The Moloch Lizard.—Our members will be interested in

the short paper contributed by Mr. J. W. Hosking, appearing
on another pa'j:e of this number. Such accounts by members
of their observations in any branch of natural history would
be welcomed by the Editor, and besides being of extreme
iuterest to members. M'ould also represent a contribution, how-
ever slight, to the annals of science.

LECTURES AND EXCURSIONS.

Lecture, "A Chat on Native Stone Implements." Dr. A.
M. Morgan, May 15, 1923.—The lecturer illustrated his remarks
by a fine collection of specimens from many parts of the Com-
monwealth. These clearly showed the remarkable resemblance
in workmanship and material all over the continent. Stone
axes from Beachport, from Derby, and from Cooper's Creek
are all fashioned in the same way and from the same variety

of stone. Usually there is a double handle of acacia, fastened

with porcupine gum or bound with kangaroo tendons. These
axes were not used in cutting down trees, but in cutting

notched steps to ascend trees in search of oppossums, native

cats, etc. Very early the tribes of aborigines found a way to

secure suitable stone by barter of other materials, clays, pig-

ments, etc. Some weapons were products of tribes a thousand
miles from the place where they were used. Flint was used to

a great extent, and chipped to form boring tools, and in

skinning or shaping wooden weapons. Hammer stones were
held in the hand and were used to break the bones of animals
captured. Modern spear-heads, chipped from bottle glass,

showed the ingenuity and patience of the native. Nardoo
stones, used for grinding the nardoo, were shown. The lec-

turer also exhibited a fine collection of the pigments which
served the purposes of rouge and cosmetics. Exhibits were
shown as follows:—By Mr. Hogan : (1) A well-filled boll of

cotton grown at Morialto, of the variety ''Cocos Lightning
Express." (2) Stalactites formed by water dripping from a
tank. By Mr. Edgar R. Waite : A green globular body taken
on the beach, and since identified as an Alga of the Codium
family. By Mr. E. H. Ising: Botanical specimens mounted on

sheets to show method of drying, mounting, and labelling.

Lecture, "Univalve Molluscs." Mr. W. J. Kimber.—Mr.

Kimber spoke on the univalve molluscs, and exhibited a fine

collection, which served to illustrate his remarks.

Lecture, "The Life Histories of Some Common Parasites."

Prof. T. Harvey Johnstone, M.A., D.Sc, July 17, 1923.—The

lecturer dealt with the life histories of some species of Tape-
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worm, the Hydatids, Fluke, and various species of Flat worms.
The lecture was admirably illustrated with a number of slides,

including microscopic views specially prepared by the lec-

turer. Reference was made to Hookworm investigation in

Queensland and elsewhere.

Excursion to the Grange, May 12, 1923.—Under the leader-

ship of Mr. Edgar R. Waite, a party visited the beach, and in

the course of a long ramble picked up a good deal of interesting
material, which formed the basis of instructive talks by the
leader.

Excursion to Eden, May 26, 1923.—A party of members
visited Eden under the guidance of Messrs. J. Sutton and
E. A. S. Thomas, to observe the bird life, sheaoaks, and other
trees of the district. The most numerous birds were white-
plumed honey-eaters, attracted by the blossoms of the yellow
gums {Eucalyptus U ucoxylon) . T^^) painted quail were
flushed, and others seen or heard calling were the yellow-tailed
thornbill, the white-shafted fantail, which makes a nest like an
inverted cone with a long, fine point, the wattle bird, the
scarlet robin, the willywagtail, and the blue wren. The black-

capped tree-runner was seen on the gum trees, and the rosella

parrot was observed feeding on the ground. For about ten

minutes the party were able to observe at close range the beau-
tiful little red-tipped diamond bird. It was first seen on the
golden wattle, feeding on insects among the flower buds, then
on the ground within six feet of the party, who were able to

note the colouration with ease. Others noted were the magpie,
yellow-rumped diamond bird, silver eye, restless flycatcher,

jacky winter. white-l)earded hon(n'-eater. and purple-crowned
lorikeet (or parakeet). The trees noted included the sheaoak
iCasiiarina stricta). The male and female trees wei'c noted,

and their characteristics pointed out. The box or peppermint
gum was met with in some numbers, with the kangaroo thorn
wattle {Acacia armata) on the harder ground. On the more
sandy soil the yellow gum was found, and grass tree, or yacca,

with an abundance of other native shrubs, which flower chiefly

ill the spring. The parasite. Loranfhus Miquelii, was seen on
the peppermint gum, and its life habits were explained.

Excursion to Montacute, June 4, 1923.—Travelling to

Montaeute by char-a-banc, members walked down the Cork-

screw Road, which cuts through an old landslip of great

extent. The old Montaeute mine was visited, and some mem-
bers walked along the drive leading into the hillside. Here
they were able to obtain a few samples of the ore. This mine
was one of the first worked in Australia. Found in 1843, it

was worked from 1844 to 1851, when the miners left for the
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richer fields of Victoria and New South Wales. A little gold
was associated with the copper ore, assays showing up to 4i oz.

to the ton (vide "Mining Record," 1908). The earliest gold
mine in Australia was worked near this spot as early as 1846.

The Victoria mine, as it was called, is reported to have pro-

duced 24 oz. of gold before closing down. The party were
delighted with the beauty of the scene—the steep gorges, the

prosperous orchards, and the tree-clad ranges all combined to

make a lovely picture.

Visit to Museum, June 9, 1923.—In the absence of the

Director of the Museum, the party, under the leadership of the

Chairman of the Section, devoted itself mainly to the observa-
tion of the Australian animals and aboriginal weapons. Dis-

cussion on various points raised in this connection with these

allowed a very short time for examining the exhibits from
Antarctica, so well exhibited in a special case, the arrangement
and execution of which were greatly admired by the party.

Excursion to Grange, June 12, 1923.—About twenty mem-
bers, under the leadership of Mr. E. R. Waite, explored the

beach from the Grange Jetty north towards the Semaphore.
The leader waded into the water in search for marine life. The
first object of note was a "crab's sponge," which the creature

holds attached to its back by its hi i I legs. A piece of the skele-

ton of a cuttlefish or sepia bore distinct evidence of the

teeth of some predaceous fish, pr )bably a baracouta. Several

specimens of sea-grass, zostera, or seawrack, so common on the

beaelies, and a few specimens of Cymodocea antarciica, first

identified by Mr. J. G. 0. Tepper, were secured. The seeds ger-

minate before separating from the parent. An egg-case of the

Port Jackson shark led to a dissertation on the antiquity of this

"living fossil." The structure of the case—a double spiral

—

renders its removal from the crevice of the rock in which it is

frequently jammed a matter of difficulty, as it can only be
screwed out. A mat of ascidians afforded a striking example of

the degeneracy consequent upon **good living." Another inter-

esting creature, the Echinoderm ',sea urchin or sea egg),

abounding on the beaches, but usually found with the spines

removed, has an interesting history. It is found in millions

among the most ancient fossils, and the seas of most oceans still

teem with these representatives of a race tracing its ancestry

away beyond the mists even of geological history. They abound
in the Murray clift's, great sections of which are built up of their

remains. A velvet fish {Aplocatis Milessi) evoked admiration
for its beautiful colour markings. A porcupine fish

was seen, formidaljly equipped to meet the attacks either

of the denizens of the waters or of the sea birds, as, armed
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with its spines, it would prove a very indigestible morsel. A
bundle of Fasciolaria, white, jelly-like egg capsules, containing

five or six pink eggs, were beautiful. Among the shells found

were Mallens vulsellatus, Chione sp., Soletellina hiradita^ Stoma-
tella imhricata, and the shore plant Cakile maritima. On the

sandhills some long, winding, narrow mounds were observed.

These proved to be the work of the "mole cricket," and an

excavation at one of the ends of these mounds revealed the active

little creature, whicli accomplished the disappearing trick in

dojible quick time.

Excursion, via the Greenhill Road, June 16, 1923.—Dr.!

J. B. Cleland led a small but enthusiastic party along the Green-

hill Road in search of Fungi. The weather had been propiti-

ous, and a great number of fungi were secured, covering many
genera and species. The specimens secured were used to

illustrate Dr. Cleland 's lecture on the following Tuesday.
Lecture, "Some South Australian Fungi," Prof. J. B.

Cleland, M.D., June 19, 1923.—This lecture was illustrated by
over eighty different species of fungi, collected mainly on the

Greenhill Road during an excursion by the Section on the

previous Saturday. Some had been collected on the day of the

meeting. The various species were arranged according to their

genera and species, and plainly labelled. At the beginning of

the lecture the lights were lowered to enable the members to ap-

preciate the beautiful white glow of a strongly phosphorescent

fungus (Plenrotvs lampas (=P. nidiformis). The fungi ex-

hibited included the following species:

—

Lepiota procera, L.

cristata, Lepiota, sp., probably undescribed, growing in moss,

Tricholma, sp. ( ?) ; Mycena galericiilata, M. niemalis, M., sp.,

Orange Omphalia, white 0., species near Clitocybe nehularis,

Laccaria laccata, Pleurotus lampas (one of our largest fungi-

phosphorescent), P., sp., Volvaria gloiocephala, Pluteus cervinus,

"Moss" Pholiota, Rozites australianus, Galera tenera, Galera

ruhiginosa, Flammula sp., Crepidotus sp., Paxillus sp., unde-

scribed, with decurrent gills and large brown spores; Psalliota

arvensis, the Horse Mushroom, an edible species; Stropharia

semiglohata, Hypholoma fasciculare, Psilocyhe ceres, P. sp., Cop-

rinus inwaceus, C. sp., Boletus luteus (edible), Polyporus Pan-

cheri, P. rufescens, P. cinnaharinus, Polysticttis versicolor,

Fow.es riniosus, Poria sp., Calocera nr. cornea^ Cyathus sp.,

Stereum villerieum. S. memhranaceum, Cyathus stercorarius,

Geasters sp. (Earth stars), Tylostoma sp., Ascomycetes. The
lecturer dealt with the propagation of the fungi by spores, and
entered into the question of the edibility of certain species. All

but the few proved to be edible are to be regarded with very

grave suspicion as being possibly dangerous and even fatal.
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Excursion to Outer Harbour, July 14, 1923.—A party of

members visited the Outer Harbour beach to study '"Shells,"

under the joint leadership of Messrs. W. J. Kimber and D.
Looker. Two sections of beach were explored, one that bor-

dered the made-u]) ground at t]ie extreme north of the wharf,
and the other the natural beaeh further north. The rocks on
the former beach contained many "semi-fossilised'' shells,

examples of which could be picked up in the vicinity. This
rock was considered to be of very recent origin. A dead cuttle-

fish {SepiM apama) picked up along the second beach formed the

subject of a very interesting dissertation on the life habits of

this decapod. As this name implies, the cuttlefish has ten Teet

or tentacles, two of which are much longer than the others.

These are used in seizing its prey and bringing it to its beak-like

mouth. This fish can swim forwards or backwards, its syph(jn

being used for this purpose. When attacked it covers its retreat

by ejecting an inky matter, which darkens the water for some
distance around. As a furtlier protection, the cuttlefish can
change its colour so as t(j blend with its surroundings and escape

detection.

Mr. Kimber dealt with several varieties of shells, and by

means of large drawings showed the fish which mad^ the shells

and tlieir mode of attachment. The first one {Scutus anatinus)

develops a shell oblong in shape, which is almost covered by the

animal ; only a small part of the top was exposed. The second

one ^^'<i(j((reti(s Incrujatas) was a thickish white shell, which

is much smaller than the animal itself. The shell protects the

vital organs of the fish. The animal forming the violet shell

lives on the surface of the water, and is provided with a wonder-

ful raft, on the underside of which the eggs are laid and carried

until they are hatched. The young shells emerge from the

bottom of the egg and float to the surface to begin life on their

own account. The fourth example was the cowrie (Cypraea sp.).

Unlike the others, this fish is able to withdraw the whole of its

body into the shell. Mr. Kimber referred to the beautiful colour

of these shells, and explained that the mantle always covered

the shell when it was not withdrawn inside. The won-

derful surface and colouring of this shell was the chief reason

why it was so much sought after.

Excursion to Black Hill, July 28, 1923.—A small party of

members, under the leadership of the Secretary, Mr. E. H.

Tsing. visited Black Hill on Saturday, July 28. The chief

interest of the visit centred in the study of the plants of this

part of the foothills of the Mount Lofty Ranges. The Mount
is a striking object from Adelaide from its height, its steepness,

its dark colours, and from the prominence with which a road-

way stands out, winding up its steep western side. The party
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climbed up on this roadway, which, used as a track in early

days, has later become a gutter for the waters, which have
kept its rough, stony surface almost entirely clear of vegeta-

tion, the white surface showing up very clearly from the jetty.

The whole hill is made up of a particularly hard quartzite,

broken up near the surface into blocks of road metal of vary-

ing sizes and holding but little soil. The rain that falls is

easily absorbed, a small proportaon running down the steep

slope, and only a very minute proportion being retained by the

scanty soil. Hence the plant growth is that characteristic of

a dry region, or of desert conditions, even though the rainfall

is abundant, probably over oO inches. Every plant that has

established itself on this area must have some special adapta-

tion to fit it for suL'h conditions. Many of such plants have
dry, prickly foliage, with small leaves, or an absence of leaves.

The Hakeas are typical examples, and it is because such plants

are so abundant that the whole hill looks so dark when viewed
from the plains. The Banksias that grow here are noticeably

dark and stunted, and this applies to many, if not most, of the

species represented. The gum trees {.Eucalyptus fasciculosa,

pink gum. and E. capifeUata, or BlaxlandU) were both

stunted in habit on the quartzite. Two other characteristic

plants are the Scrub Sheaoak [Casuarina distyla) and the Yacca

(Xanthorrhoea quadrangulata). The top of the hill is a fairly

level tableland, on which the soil is deeper and more retentive.

Here the gum trees form a 'fairly thick scrub, with bushes of

pink, red, and white heath (Epa<:ris impressa) in full bloom.

Several of the party climbed to the fop, and a few went on to the

further summit, 1,.'540 feet above sea-level, and over 1,000 feet

from the point at which the party left the char-a-banc. The
descent was, if not as difficult, almost as trying as the ascent, the

stony nature of the ground and the loose boulders making it very

fatiguing. The leader, Mr. E. H. Ising, was successful in find-

ing a plant of the somewhat rare orchid, Pterostylis vittata, one

of the greenhoods, in full bloom. This orchid has a sensitive

tongue, which springs up suddenly when an insect alights upon
it, thereby dusting the insect with pollen, to be transferred to

the sticky^, receptive surface of the next flower visited. The

dainty little mosquito orchid, Acianthus exsertus, and a green-

hood, Pterostylis refiexa, were also taken. A little heath-like

plant, Astroloma conostephioides, was in full flower, as well as

the little bushes of sweet-smelling Cryptandra fomentosa. The
delicate blue flowers (somewhat resembling violets) of the honey-

bush, Ilyhanfhus florihundus, were plentiful. The grasstrees,

Xanthorrhoea qiiadrangidata, are abundant on the hillside, and

a few X. semiplana were seen. The trees were found to be
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mainly stunted specimens of the pink ^um, Eucalyptus fascicu-
Josfi, with a few brown strin^ybarks (E. capitellata, or Blax-
landii).

OUR EXCURSIONS.
The current programme includes several excursions by

char-a-banc, in addition to those by train or tram. The well-

appointed motor of Mr. Dotting enables members to visit

cheaply many beauty spots otherwise inaccessible. Unfor-
tunately, the trips this year have resulted in financial losses

to the Section of such an extent that the Committee are seri-

ously considering the advisability of entirely dropping the
char-a-banc trips and confining the excursions of the Section
solely to tram and train. The Section is compelled to shoulder
heavy responsibilities, and if members do not make use of the
facilities provided it may be necessary either to eliminate such
frips or to ask members to book and pay some time beforehand
fat least a week), in order that the Section may make arrange-
ments to carry out the programme or give due notice to cancel
the engagement.

It is evident that cancelling of our char-a-banc trips would
cut out many of the most interesting and most useful outings
of the Section, and confine our trips to a much narrower field.

Such trips as those to Millbrook and the Warren Reservoir
would be impossible.

"THE FISHES OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
By Edgar R. Waite, F.L.S., C.M.Z.S.

(Director, South Australian Museum.)

This, the third issued volume of the series of projected

handbooks of the Flora and Fauna of South Australia, is now
published. The descriptions are at once accurate and clearly

expressed. As far as possible the author has avoided merely
technical terms, and the scientific terms used are clearW
explained in an exceedingly lucid introduction. The author,

taking our common Tommy Rough as a type, explains the
methods of systematic description as applied to the bod3^ fins,

scales, etc., of fish generally. The volume is profusely illus-

trated with drawings and photo, blocks, reference to which, in

conjunction with the simplified descriptions, will enable prac-

tically any fish caught in our waters to be identified with ease.

Members who are interested in the fishes of our State should
secure the Handbook, which, like the other volumes of the
series, is a credit to both author and printer. The price is

six shillings.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FISHES.

[A new book, "The Pishes of South Australia,
'

' is noticed else-

where in this issue, and, by request, the author has kindly
supplied the following notes on some of the more interest-

ing fishes therein dealt with.—Ed.]
The sub-title of the book referred to is ''Fishes and Fish-

like Vertebrates," thereby implying that not all the forms
included are "fishes." The Lancelets and Lampreys form the
"fish-like vertebrates"; the first-named are small, slender,

worm-like animals, without a skull, the nervous system being
developed along the whole of the back, and there is no distinct

heart. Certain other forms, comprising the sea squirts, not
included in the book, have an incipient backbone (confined to

the tail region) in their young stages, but they undergo degra-
dation and cannot then be classed as vertebrates, a term imply-
ing the presence of a backbone. The Lampreys are higher in

the scale than the Lancelets, but fall short of true fishes in

having no lower jaw, the teeth in the upper jaw being opposed
by a series on the tongue. Sharks and Rays differ from the

true or bony fishes in having the skeleton formed of cartilage or

f y

w

i^«;£.S«i-^'

Bristly i^og-fish.

Note the two "fishing rods'' on the snout. Only one specimen has
been recorded from South Australia.

gristle, and if the skull is examined it will be found to be
composed of small sand-like grains cemented together, and not
of interlocking bony fibres, as in fishes proper. There are no
true scales, which are a later development, the skin is covered
with prickles, so that a sandpaper-like texture is produced;
this is known as shagreen. At one time shagreen was used by
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cabinetmakers, and it is still employed for the handles of dress
swords. The gill slits, usually five, in one species seven, in
number, are not covered, and appear as separate openings. In
foetal life the gill-filaments protrude through these openings
and also from the spiracle, which is another orifice developed,
in some forms, behind the eye. This spiracle is often large in

Rays, and forms the main channel for breathing, the gill-

openings being underneath and in contact with mud or sand.
In Sharks the gill-openings are on the sides, and this condition,
together with the circumstance that the pectoral fins are free
from the head, constitutes the obvious difference between the
two orders. Sharks are free swimmers, though some sluggish
forms, like the Rays, live on the sea bottom.

Of the bony fishes, the Herrings and Minnows are first

noticed. They are frequently confounded with the Grey
Mullets, but can be at once distinguished by the single fin on
the back. The Silverside and Smelt have an apology for a
second fin, but it is without supporting rays. The next order
comprises the Sergeant Baker and Lantern Fishes ; the last-

named bear a number of light organs disposed mainly on the
lower edge of the body ; when fully lighted they must resemble,
in miniature, an ocean liner with its ports aglow. The Cat-
fishes are so named from the ''whiskers" that surround the
mouth. Three years ago the author obtained six little speci-

mens in one of the Murray billabongs ; they have been kept
in an aquarium, and all have survived the somewhat extreme
temperatures of the Adelaide summers and winters. Four
kinds of eels are listed, and an account of their wonderful life-

history is supplied, it being now known that eels breed in deep
water, hundreds of miles from land. Of the European Conger
it is said that it forms the foundation of the aldermanic turtle

soup, to which the Turtle furnishes only the garnish and the
name. An excellent picture is supplied of the largest South
Australian Worm Eel so far known. The Pipe-fishes and Sea-
horses are among the quaintest of all our fishes, ranging from the
simple needle-like forms to the extremely angular-bodied Sea-
dragons, beset with spines which bear seaweed-like streamers.
The most interesting feature of this group of fishes, however,
concerns the breeding habits. The male takes charge of the eggs
and carries them, until they hatch, either in a brood pouch, or
attached to the under side of his body or tail. Parental
care is exercised until the young ones are able to take
care of themselves. Another order includes the Billfish,

Bellows Fishes and Pipe Fishes has already appeared in the

pages of the ''Naturalist" (vol. —
, p. —), and need not be

further referred to here. Another order includes the Billfish,

which has the habit of jumping out of the water and skimming
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aloTiof the surface, and the Flying Fishes, of which one only is

recorded, doubtless derived their more extended powers from,

initial habits of this nature. Here also belongs the Garfish,

which has the lower beak only developed, a fact which many
people, though breakfasting on the fish, are quite unaware.
Examples have been taken 20 inches in length. The order of

Codfishes is poorly represented in Australia, and an amusing
instance is transcribed in relation to the question ''How many
fins has a Cod?" Our representatives have only two fins on.

the back, the fish of Cod-liver oil fame has three. Gorgeously
coloured or remarkably armed are members of the next order,

including the Red Snapper, Swallow-tail, and Roughies, and
the long-snouted or big-eyed Dories. The great order of

Perch-like fishes follows, but its constituents will have to be

almost passed over here. The Mullets and Snook have two
short, but widely separated, fins on the back ; the more typical

Perches have them longer and connected. The statement in

the book that in the Macquarie Perch the second anal spine is

longer than the rays is an error based on an illustration re-

produced from an old and incorrect picture. Such familiar

fishes as the Murray Cod, Trumpeter, the two Whitings, Aus-

tralian Salmon, Tommy Rough, Mulloway, Snapper, Black
Bream, Sweep, Strong Fish, Blue Groper, and Barracoota enter

this order. Twenty inches is given as the maximum size of the

Spotted Whiting : since the publication of the book^ Mr. Water-
man has obtained one 21| inches in length; it weighed 2J lb.

The next order is devoted to the Flat Fishes, in some respects

the strangest of all fishes. As Flounder and Soles lie on the

fishmonger's slab, one surface is coloured, the other colourless.

These are usually regarded as upper and lower surfaces, and
this is so in relation to the way in which the fish moves through

the water; fundamentally, however, the coloured and plain

surfaces are the sides of the fish, not the back and belly. The
very young fry are not greatly dissimilar from the young of

other fishes, but they soon begin to lie over, the then lower eye

travels over the snout to what becomes the upper side, so that

both appear on the same side of the fish, which alone becomes

coloured. The Sucker Fishes have the foremost back fin modi-

fied to form a disk, by means of which they can attach them-

salves to whales, large fish, and ships. In Torres Straits they

are tethered by the tail, the cord being paid out when a Turtle

is sighted. As soon as the Sucker Fish attaches itself, it and
the Turtle are drawn in together. The ''sucker" action of the

disk has recently been denied, and experiments to test its

exact action are promised. South Australia is rich in the

families that embrace the Rock Cods, Gurnards, Flatheads, and
others. Some remarkable types appear in the order, such as
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the Saddle-head, the Velvet fishes and Pigfishes. Prow Fish is

a new name .sugg:ested for members of the Pataccidae, which
in itself, was bestowed in allusion to little standing, smiling
fi Inures placed in the prow of Phoenician vessels as emb'ems of

good luck. The Cling Fishes of another order derive their

name from the habit of attaching themselves to stones and
seaweed by means of a sucker on the under side of the body.
They live mainly in rock pools, and when a wave rushes
through their domain they quickly attach themselves, and so

are not washed out or hurt. The name of Frog-fish or Angler-
fish is bestowed on members of the next order in allusion to the
interesting method of securing food. These fishes bear, at the

extremity of the snout, a movable and flexible rod, the end of

which is furnished with a fleshy lure of attractive colour. The
fish lies quiet and concealed, but gently moves its lure on per-

ceiving a prospective victim, which, if sufficiently deceived, is

promptly engulphed in the peculiarly formed vertical mouth of

the angler. The Leather Jackets and Box Fishes form the
next order. The first-named are so familiar that further notice

miffht be passed over were it not for a peculiarity of structure

that is scarcely appreciated even by fishermen. The most
obvious character of a newly caught Leather Jacket is the large

anc^ apparently fixed spine that stands above the eye. Few are

aware that this spine can be depressed at the will of the living

fish : fewer still that it can be depressed by man against the
will of the fish. Close behind the large spine is another small
one, easily overlooked : no amount of force or coaxing will

depress the big spine from its defensive position; if, however,
the little spine be pressed the big one is unlocked and can be
moved up or down as long as the little one is held. The bodies
of Box Fishes are enclosed within a hard shell, the continuity
of which is broken only about the mouth, gill-slits, and fins, so

as to enable the fish to eat, breathe, and swim. The last order
includes the Toados, Porcupine Fishes, and the Sunfish. The
former are known to every boy at the seaside ; when drawn
from the water the fish puffs itself out with air, a process that

may be and frequently is accelerated by rolling it between the
hands. None of the Toados should be eaten; the flesh is

poisonous. The Porcupine Fishes differ from the Toados
mainly in having only a single plate-like tooth in each jaw ; in

the latter the plate is divided in the middle, whence the name
Tetraodon, or four-tooth-bearer. The Sunfish has two great

balancing fins, one above, the other below, but practically no
propeller, its tail being just a finish to the body. The fish is,

therefore, greatly subject to the vagaries of wind and wave,
and occurs sporadically in all warm and temperate seas. It is
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an enormous and grotesquely formed Toado, reaching a weight

of nearly a ton. The alien fishes introduced into South Aus-

tralia are Gold Carp, Tench, Perch, Brown Trout, and the Cali-

fornian Rainbow Trout.

Pictures from works published in many parts of the world

have been reproduced for the illustrations in the book : quite a

number are from books and papers published in Australia.

Illustrations of the Fishing Frogs, most of the Box Fishes, and
some others are reproductions from prints of the beautiful

drawings of Mr. A. R. McCulloch, of Sydney. One of them is

here utilised, the block being kindly lent by the Public Library

Board of South Australia.

BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRABT.

1. ''An Elementary Text-Book of Australian Forest Botany."

By C. T. White, F.L.S., Government Botanist of Queens-

land. Presented by the Author. A review will appear in

our next number.

2. "Knowing Insects through Stories." By Floyd Baral-

lier.

3 "Some Minor Horrors." Dealing entertainingly with

flies, mosquitoes, cockroaches, etc.

4.
'

' Fungi, and How to Know Them. " By E. W. Swanton.

5. "The Biology of the Sea Shore." By F. W. Flatterly and

C. L. Walton.

6. The Smithsonian Institution, of Washington, D.C., U.S.A.,

sends a number of publications, the titles of which are as

follow :

—

fimithsonian Reports, Washington, U.S.A. Racial Groups and Figures

in the Natural History Building of the U.S. National Museum.

Parasitism and Symbiosis. Major Causes of Land and Sea Oscil-

lations. Local Suppression of Agricultural Peats by Birds. Vita-

mins. Soil Acidity. The Chemistry of the Earth's Crust. The

Bryozoa. The Homed Dinosaurs. Rhythm in Nature. The Occult

Senses in Birds. The Senses of Insects. Some Orchard Pests.

The Origin of Insect Societies. Daturas of the Old World and the

New. Fire Worship of the Hopi Indians. Notes of the I>'ama,

Music and Songs of Mexico. Studying the Sun's Heat. The

Habitability of Mars, Venus, and other Planets. Giant Suns.

A Bundle of Meteorological Paradoxes. The Structure of Crystals.

The Mass Spectra of the Chemical Elements. Adventures ^^ ^^^
Life of a Fiddler Crab. The Botanical Gardens of Jamaica. The

Effect! of Vaxyiag Length of Day and Night on Flowering Plants.
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ADVENTITIOUS SHOOTS OR EXTRAORDINARY
GROWTH OF SOME NATIVE PLANTS.

By Ernest H. Ising.

About two years ago a d^^v road was mar'^ through a piece
of scrub at Mount Lofty, and a cutting fo^r feet in height on
one side was the result. This cutting is almost perpendicular,
exposing a number of roots of native plants from near the sur-

face to the full depth of the cutting. Quite a number of these
exposed, broken root ends have given off branching snoots and
fresh plants of the same varieties as those which are growing
on the surface near by. The following is a list of plants growing
from the broken ends of roots actually observed. The measure-
ments given after the name of the plant refer to the depth of the
root from the surface.

1. Scaevola microcarpa, Cav., 12 inches.

2. Tetratheca ericifolia, Smith. 12 and 18 inches. Two dis-

tinct plants were seen some yards apart.

3. Daviesia ulicina. Smith. 12 inches.

4. D. corymbosa, Smith. 12, 18, 36, and 48 inches. This
species was the most plentiful.

5. Pultenaea daphnoides, Wendl. 12 inches.

6. Pimelea, sp. 15 and 24 inches.

7. Ixodia achilleoides, R. Br. 12 inches.

8. Grevillea lavandulaceay Schlect. 15 inches.

9. Hihhertia sericea, Benth. 12 inches.

10. Opercularia varia, J. Hook. 12 inches.

11. Exocarpus cupressiformis. Lab. 18 inches. On the mature
tree the leaves are minute and scale-like, but on this shoot
are some leaves quite half an inch long and one-eighth of

an inch broad. This is very likely a repetition of the

seedling stage.

12. Billarddera cymosa, F. v. M. 9 inches.

13. Goodenia geniculata, R. Br.
All the above plants are perennials, and one (Exocarpus)

is a tree of about 20 feet in height. This occurrence is in the

stringybark (Eucalyptus obliqua) forest situated on a gentle

slope of a hill.

EXCHANGES.
*'The Victorian Naturalist" for June and Julv, 1928. An

illustrated article on *'*Thrips." contributed by Mr. R. Kelly,

forms the chief feature. The author refers appreciatively to

the pioneer work done by Mr. Tepper.
"The S.A. Ornitholoffist" for April, 1923. ''A Trip to

the South-East of South Australia," by J. Sutton, is one of the
chief features of the number.
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THE MOLOCH LIZARD (Moloch horridus, Gray)

By W. J. Hosking.

Comparatively little having been written on the life his-

tory of this Australian lizard, perhaps a few notes on the

animal and the habits of captive specimens may be of interest.

The Moloch, or Mountain Devil, belongs to the family

Agamidae, a family comprising over two hundred species. In

general appearance the animal closely resembles the horned
lizard, or Californian toad, Phrynosoma cornutum; but the

latter, a native of some of the hottest and driest parts of America,

is one of the family Iguanidae, a family not represented in

Australia. The dentition of the groups mentioned is of two

distinct types, the teeth of the Agamidae being erupted on the

ridges of the jaws in an erect position, and known as the Acro-

dont type, while in the Iguanidae the pleurodont type prevails,

the teeth being attached by their sides to the outer walls of the

jaws. The moloch grows to a length of seven or eight inches,

and the body is completely covered with conical spines. The
head is comparatively small, with an extremely short snout, on

the summit of which are the two nostrils, the openings being

distinctly visible immediately in front of two tiny curved spines.

The eyes have circular pupils, as is usual in animals of diurnal

habits, and the eyelids are well developed and movable. The
body is depressed, the tail somewhat short, the powerfully built

legs terminating in feet of five toes, each armed with a sharp

claw. On each side of the head, immediately above the eye, is a

horn about 15 mm. in length, curving outwards and backwards.

Just behind this horn is another smaller spine, a third being

situated immediately in front of the ear, in which organ the

drum is exposed, there being no external canal. Two somewhat
larger spines occupy a position on the occiput. Above the neck

is a peculiar protuberance, resembling the lizard's head in form

and carrying two tliick conicjil spines. On the back the spines

form ten or more longitudinal series, of which the outermost are

the largest. The under surface of the body, legs, and tail are

covered with sharp spines of varying size. The colour of the

creature is yellowish, ornamented with symmetrical chestnut or

reddish-brown markings defined by dark slate borders. Richard

Lydekker, B.A., F.R.S., etc., in describing the moloch lizard,

mentions that this species differs from all other members of the

Agamidae in having the buccal, or cheek, teeth of the upper jaw

placed horizontally, with their summits pointing inwardly. The

two specimens I have before me, the jaws of which I have care-

fully dissected, certainly do not possess this peculiarity, the

teeth of the upper jaw in each instance being placed on the
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ridge. Is it possible that the form described by Lydekker is a
sexual distinction? Such dental peculiarities do exist, for

instance in the dugong, the male having two powerful incisors,

while in the female of this species these teeth, though present,

fail to erupt. The moloch lizard inhabits the driest parts of

central and western Australia, and is found in no other country.

Although usually slow in locomotion, the little fellow can hustle

when he pleases. On a warm, sunny day he will erect his tail in

an upward curve and get along by a series of jerks, the move-
ment of the legs reminding one of the mode of locomotion usually

adopted in mechanical toys. The principal diet of the moloch
is the common little black ant, so well known to housewives
under various unprintable names; but to entomologists, who
dearly love euphonious appellations, it is simply Iridomyrmex
rufoniger, var. domesticus. Most writers maintain that this

The Moloch ^.. .. . .>.. Eggs.
Note the protective colouration of the lizard.

insect forms the sole diet of the moloch; but I have repeatedly

witnessed the animal greedily devouring the common termite, or

white ant, as it is cominonly called. Although I have seen the

animal gently licking moisture from blades of grass, I have never

known it drink, in the usual sense of the word. The great liquor

problem does not interest this animal, and yet he might well be

termed, by vulgar people, a soaker. He will place a foot, or

even the tip of the tail, into a vessel of water, and, owing to the

hygroscopic nature of his hide, rapidly absorb the liquid until

it freely exudes from all parts of the head and body and limbs.

Mr. H. W. Davey, F.B.S., in a most interesting article (Vict.

Nat., Vol. XL., p. 60), mentions having watched a moloch con-

sume ants at the rate of forty-five per minute, and further states
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that ants carrying pupae immediately dropped their loads when
taken by the animal. I have not seen this happen ; but with all

the specimens I have kept I find that as long as the insects pass
(or attempt to pass) in single file their life insurance risk would
not be accepted as gilt-edged. If, on the other hand, the ants
pass in "twos" the lizard appears to lose count, and the insects

go unmolested. As to rapidity in feeding, I have on several

occasions watched the animal for half-an-hour at a time, and the
average number of ants consumed was between twenty-five and
thirty per minute. Returning to the scene of slaughter, perhaps
a couple of hours later, Molly is found still busy as ever, so 1

would estimate that between three and four thousand individuals
were posted missing when the evening roll was called. The
fraenum, or string, of the tongue, extends to the tip ; nevertheless

the animal can shoot it forward with lightning-like rapidity as

the ants come within reach. Evidently some sticky substance
exudes from the tongue, which never fails to secure the victim.

During the winter hibernation, the waste products remain in the
digestive tracts a long period, as is evidenced by the fact that

excrement passed by one of my lizards a few days ago is com-
posed of ant fragments, although no food had been taken since

the rainy season commenced some twelve weeks ago. The power
of adapting protective colouration of the body to its surround-
ings is largely developed in the moloch. If standing over dark
ground the colour of the animal assumes a dark slate, then if

moved on to a gravelled path the colour will, in a few minutes,
change to a decided yellow, the darker markings almost dis-

appearing. Early in November of last year I received a fine

specimen from Minippa. Prom the time the moloch arrived
until November 13 the animal refused to eat. On the evening
of that date, between 8 and 8.50, nine eggs were deposited. The
total weight of the nine eggs was 17 gm. 842 mgm. Average
length, 2 cm. 3 mm. Average breadth, 1 cm. 5 mm. These
measurements are considerably larger than those of an average
sparrow egg. Two of the specimens were sent to the Museum
for preservation, two I put in pickle; the remaining five were
placed in dry sand, in the hope they might prove fertile. Evi-
dently this was not the case, or some other necessary condition
was lacking, for the leathery shells simply shrivelled and dried.

The morning following the ordeal the lizard was extremely rest-

less and freely absorbed water which was provided for her, then,

when tethered near an ant run, she immediately '

' got busy '

' and
enjoyed a hearty meal of the dainty morsels. Although in the

natural state frequenting the hot sandy regions, the captive

specimen will not survive the intense heat of our summer sun
unless able to obtain shelter. I have lost more than one fine
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moloch from this cause. Feeding greedily, and apparently in
the best of health, the animal has been left for half an hour
without shelter, and on returning was found dead, the body
blazing hot to the touch, although in life perfectly cool. Sprink-
ling the body with cold water was tried, and although the skin
still retained its absorbent properties the animal showed no sign
of life. Placing the body in a cool spot indoors, I was hopeful
some spark of life might still be present and recovery ensue;
but the rapid process of putrefaction soon dispelled that idea.
Entirely diurnal in habit, retiring immediately the sun dis-
appears, the head of the animal being partially buried in the
sand; easy to cater for (no food being taken during the winter
months) ; perfectly harmless, although of somewhat formidable
appearance, the little moloch lizard makes a charming pet.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO THE F.N.S.

On our man\^ trips to the seaside, members have often

picked up a dark-green globular object which, on inspection,

is seen to be made up of long cells filled wdth a watery fluid.

Through Dr. Waite, Dr. Tiegs, of the University, has kindly

identified this for us as an Alga or tree seaweed belonging to

the family Codium.

Captain White is truly indefatigable in his advocacy of

bird protection. Since his return from his trip across Aus-

tralia he has delivered no less than 172 lectures.

The neighbouring State of Victoria has gazetted an area

of 16,000 acres in the extreme north-west of the State as a

National Park, in order to preserve some of the wild life of

the mallee country. Ought not something of the kind to be

done in our State before it is too late?

The moth taken at Ambleside has been indentified by Mr.

Lea as Aenomnda hoisduvalli. The little balls so often noticed

on the guinea flowers are made by the larvae from off a weevil,

Cassythicola echinata Lea, first described by Mr. Lea.

The ''Argus" of July 28, 1923, contains the statement that

another consignment of Australian birds and animals (including

about 150 kangaroos) had left Sydney recently for New York.



FIELD NATURALISTS' SECTION OF THE ROYAL
SOCIETY OF S.A., INC.

Geographical Distribution of Native Plants in S.A.

A Committee lias been formed to carry out this scheme
which will consist mainly in obtaining specimens of plants

FROM ALL PARTS OF THE STATE. It will be necessar.v

to depend almost entirely on our friends in the country to

collect specimens and forward them. The idea is to record

all the plants in the State by actually collecting them and
storing them in an herbarium with particulars as to locality,

date, collector's name, etc. The herbarium will be available

to those interested.

Will you help us in this work? If so, the hints below
will be useful to you.

HINTS TO COLLECTORS.
(1) Specimens. A perfect specimen is one which includei

not only the flowers but also buds, seed pods, ami
leaves all on the one branch (with roots in the case

of small annuals and a piece of bark in the case of

gums). "Where this is not possible separate branches
are necessary.

(2) Number and Labelling. You are asked to collect two
specimens of every plant IN FLOWER (if possible)

in your district. Fill in the information asked for

on one of the enclosed labels and attach it at the
time, so that the specimens will not get mixed.

(3) Length. Specimens collected should be as large as

possible, but, in general, not exceeding 12 inches
in length.

(4) Seed Pods. Seed pods are always required; in the

case of gums and wattles they are most important
and special attention is requested to these two classes

of plants.

(5) Orchids. Orchids should be cut off just below the
surface of the ground (not pulled up).

(6) Grasses. Grasses (when in flower) should be taken
up with the roots and folded if more than 12 inches
in length.

(7) Pressing. Press the specimens between two sheets ol:

ordinary newspaper as soon as possible after collect-

ing
;
place between tv^'o flat boards with weights on

top, such as several bricks or stones. Quite a num-
ber of sheets with specimens can be placed between
the boards. If possible, after tw^o or three days of

pressing, see that the leaves are flat (not folded) and
that the larger flowers are open, as it is impossible
to examine flowers if they are pressed closed.
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(8) Change the Pressing Papers every Two Days for ^|

Fortnight, or until quite dry. A dry specimen doesu '

feel cold when held against your cheek. This i^

most important, as the papers absorb the moisture

from the plants, and if the papers are not changed
the specimens will become mouldy and QUITE
USELESS.

(9) Forwarding. Forward parcels by post at any con-

venient time, and if possible, advise when they are

being forwarded.

(10) Postage. Postage on parcels sent will be refunded
by the Society, if notified. Present postage rates are

shown for your information :—6d. for the first lb.,

and 3d. for each additional lb.

(11) Collectors. The names of collectors will be published
every quarter in our paper, ''THE SOUTH AUSTRA-
LIAN NATURALIST," a copy of which will be sent

you.

:12) Other Helpers. If you can get other helpers in your
district we shall be very pleased. They can either

help you or we can send them a copy of this circular

if you wish.

(13) Labels. Gum labels are enclosed which you are asked
to use in sending the parcels. Please advise when
you need more labels.

(14) Correspondence is invited, and any information re*

quired will be gladly supplied by:

ERNEST H. ISING (Hon Secretary),

institute Building, North Terrace, Adelaide.

SPECIMEN LABEL. See Hint No. 2.

X Plant Survey of South Australia. ?
V V

*I*

Field Naturalists' Section.
*! No. 24. Date: Nov. 11, 1923.

> Locality: Mount Compass. V
Soil : Ironstone. >

1:1 Height: 20 to 30 feet. ^
X Collector: /. Smith. A
* t

V Common Name: JJ'hite Gion. X%*
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Errata—
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO THE 7.N.8.

On our many trips to the seaside, members have often

picked up a dark-green globular object which, on inspection,

is seen to be made up of long cells filled with a watery fluid.

Through Mr. Edgar R. Waite, Dr. Tiegs, of the University, has

Mndly identified this for us as an Alga or true seaweed belonging

to the family Codium.

Captain White is truly indefatigable in his advocacy of

bird protection. -Since his return from his trip across, Aus-
tralia he has delivered no less than 172 lectures.

The neighbouring State of Victoria has gazetted an area

of 16,000 acres in the extreme north-west of the State as a
National Park, in order to preserve some of the wild life of

the mallee country. Ought not something of the kind to be
done in our State before it is too lateT

The moth taken at Ambleside has been indentified by Mr.
Lea as Aenosanda hoisduvalU. The little balls so often noticed

on the guinea flowers are made by the larvae of a weevil,

Cassythkola echinata. Lea, first described by Mr. Lea.

The "Argus" of July 28, 1923, contains the statement that

another consignment of Australian birds and animals (including

about 150 kangaroos) had left Sydney recently for New York.
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OUR SHOW.
This 3 ear the Annual Show was held in the Town Hall,

kindly lent to the Section by the Lord Mayor (Mr. Cohen).

Fears had been expressed by our members that we should not

be able to fill the hall, but the space proved none too ample
for the wealth of exhibits.

In the absence of the Lord Mayor, Sir Frank Moulden
declared the Show open. The President, Professor Cleland, in

welcoming Sir Frank Moulden, referred to the inevitable

destruction of natural beauty entailed by the growth of the

city. It was the aim of the Section to bring some of this

beauty under the notice of citizens, and to enlist their interest

in the study and the preservation of our native flora and
fauna.

Sir Frank Moulden, in declaring the exhibition open,

referred most sympathetically to the work of the Section in the

study of natural history.

The "massed effects" were displayed on a long table in

the centre of the hall. Dinner tables were shown decorated
with native flowers, the natural effect of grace and daintiness

being enhanced by their clever arrangement. An exhibit of

"gum nuts,'' staged by the President, showed the great variety

to be found in the fruits of different species of eucalypts.

The S.A. Museum contributed a very fine exhibit of

pictures painted by the Director, Mr. Edgar R. Waite, and a

large selection of insects shown by Mr. A. M. Lea.

The exhibit of different forms of pond life, in simple
aquaria arranged by Mr. A. G. Edquist, attracted great atten-

tion, as did the extensive exhibits of Mr. W. J. Kimber, Mr.
Looker, and Mr. C. Walton, including Australian and foreign

shells and fossils.

Mr. T. P. Bellchambers showed a collection of photographs
of the mallee fowl, as well as eggs of the bird. Mr. Bell-

chambers kept a series of visitors interested in his explanations
of the wonderful habits of this bird.

The microscopic section was also very attractive, Dr.
Pulleine and Messrs. Baker, Elston, and Kemp showing a varied
assortment of living objects, as well as mounted specimens.
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Uraidla (Mr. Galle), Wood's Point (Mr. G. G. Cain), Coro-

mandel Valley (Mr. N. Opie), Mylor (Mr. M. J. O'Shaugh-
nessy), Mount Compass (Miss E. E. Uppill), Myponga (Miss

C. E. Whittingham), and Hindmarsh Tiers (Mr. R. Ryan).
The prizes offered for Posters resulted in some fine posters

being entered for competition. The first prize was gained by
Mr. W. J. Hosking, of Sydenham Road, Norwood. The second

prize was won by Miss Erica Hosking, and the third by Miss

D. Nicholls.

The various committees worked with great enthusiasm.

Everyone recognised that it was no light task to fill the Town
Hall with exhibits, and to carry out the thousand and one

details of organisation.

Where all worked so enthusiastically, it would be invidious

to particularise. The General Committee consisted of the

President (Prof. Cleland), Mr. J. F. Bailey, Dr. C. Fenner,
Dr. Pulleine, Captain White, Messrs. Selway, Black, Edquist,

Hackett, Kimber, Lea, Nettelbeck, Hughes, Jackman, Elston,

Beck, Burdett, Looker, Sutton, Glastonbury, Hogan, and Ham,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. Rosser, Mesdames A. Day,
H. P. Robson, S. A. White, and Hackett, Misses I. Roberts, M.
Roeger, E. Ireland, C. A. Benda, M. L. Benda, A. Simpson, and
Hackett, with Mr. E. H. Ising, Secretary.

The scientific classification was in the capable hands of

Messrs. J. M. Black, J. F. Bailey, W. Champion Hackett, and
A. G. Edquist, Dr. Rogers, and Prof. Osborn

The display of flowers was carried out by a Committee
including Miss I. Roberts (convener). Misses Munns, Roeger,
Robson, N. Taylor, N. Roberts, Watson, Faehse, Featherstone,
Croker, E. Simpson, E. Benda, and Hocking, Mesdames Black,
Robson, Day, N. Roberts, Law, Rosser, Elliott, and Hackett,
and Messrs. E. S. Hughes, A. J. Morison, F. Clark, Stokes,
Rosser, Pearce, and Colbert.

The paintings were arranged by Mr. L. H. Howie and Miss
C. A. Benda.

The Sales Stall was kept busy by the management and
skilful salesmanship of Mrs. C. Pearce and the Misses Isabel
Hackett, Erica Hosking, Legge, and Vohr.

Special thanks are due to Mr. A. J. Morison, and to Mr.
J. F. Bailey, who gave great assistance in preparing the
exhibition.

As in former years, Mr. S. W. Jackman managed the
printing, distribution, and sale of tickets, etc. Messrs. Hanley
and Harrington assisted in this work.

The advertising, press reports, etc., were in the hands of a
committee consisting of Messrs. D. J. McNamara, Ising, and
Ham.
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ANNUAL MEETING, SEPTEMBER 25, 1923.

The Chairman (Mr. Ham) presided over a good attend-

ance.

Minutes having been duly read and confirmed, the annual
report, the Librarian's report, and the Treasurer's report and
balance-sheet were read and confirmed.

The Chairman gave a short address on the importance of

the work of nature study in the field.

The following officers were elected : Chairman : Prof. J. B.

Clelaiid, M.D. ; Vice-Chairmen, Mr. E. S. Hughes, Prof. T.

Harvey Johnston, M.A., D.Sc. ; Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. H. Ising;

Assistant Secretary, Miss E. Ireland; Treasurer, Mr. B. B.

Beck ; Librarian, Miss L Roberts ; Press Correspondent, Mr.
D. J. McNamara ; Publicity Secretary, Miss Roeger ; Excursion
Secretary, Mr. A. J. Morison; Committee, Dr. C. Fenner,
F.G.S., Messrs. J. F. Bailev, W. Ham, F.R.E.S., W. H. Selway,
W. J. Kimber, S. W. Jackman, W. Champion Hackett, F.R.H.S.,

C. Pearce, and T. Hogan, and the Chairman and Secretary of

the Flora and Fauna Protection Committee; Hon. Auditors,
Messrs. D. Reed, F.C.P.A., and A. J. Morison; Editor. '^The
South Australian Naturalist," Mr. Wm. Ham, F.R.E.S.

Votes of thanks were passed to the retiring officers.

Exhibits included photos of the Orchid Dendrobium, shown
by Mrs. C. Catt, of Yatala.

Mr. Kimber made an exhibit of shells.

THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIVE
FAUNA AND FLORA PROTECTION COMMITTEE.

For the Year ended September 20th, 1923.

Three meetings were held during the year

A report having been sent to the Committee that shooting
was taking place on the Baroota Reservoir, a letter was
written to the Hydraulic Engineer with reference to that case,
and at the same time he was asked as to the position with
regard to other reservoirs under the supervision of the Water
and Sewers Department. His reply was that ''The shooting
of birds and other native fauna on the Reservoirs Reserves
by the public is not permitted. Shags and other birds taking
fish in some of the reservoirs are shot by the caretakers."

The proposal to form a sanctuary for kangaroos and emus
in the Flinders Range, between Wirrabara and Port Germein,
was being considered. The delay was caused by a fire having
occurred in the Wirrabara country.
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The complaint about the massacre of 80 seals on Pearson's

Isles turne(i out to refer to an old occurrence, and not a fresh

slaughter, as was at first thought.

A protest was made by the Committee to the Common-
wealth Minister of Customs against the shipment of Australian

birds by the ** Medic," and a reply was received that that

particular shipment had been allowed because it was in fufil-

ment of orders received before the 29th March last, and the

specimens were collected before that date. In answer to that,

a request was made to the Minister to prohibit the export of

Australian birds for the future.

Enquiry was made by the District Clerk of Minlaton as

to the possibility of successfully introducing kookaburras in

a reserve in that town, which has some big trees and is about

half a mile long and a street wide. The members doubted the

success of such an effort on account of the smallness of the

area.

A proposal to form a sanctuary (eight miles from Mount
Gambler) of the Forest Reserve of 8,000 acres, to which a
further 4,000 acres should be added by purchase, is still in

abeyance. The State Minister is favourable to the project, but

the purchase of the additional 4,000 acres requires to be passed

by Parliament. The whole land is of a scrubby nature, with
sheaoaks and bracken thereon.

It was reported that Messrs. Pearce Bros, and Yelland and
Bowman (of Campbell House) had made their lands on Lake
Alexandrina, which extend from Reed}^ Point to Point Sturt

and to Hindmarsh Island, in all about twenty miles, sanctuaries

as regards the bird life thereon.

In response to a request from the Customs and Excise

Office, Captain S. A. White was nominated for appointment on
the Advisory Committee for this State re the Exportation of

birds and animals, with Mr. W. Champion Hackett to act in

the nominee's absence.

Flinders Chase. The Chairman reported that the Govern-
ment had purchased the Rocky River Station and added it to

the Chase, and that Mr. May had been engaged to act as

Ranger on the Chase.

S. A. WHITE, Chairman.

J. SUTTON, Hon. Secretary.

September 19, 1923.

I
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REVIEWS.

^'An Elementary Text-hook of Australian Forest Botany/'
Vol. L, by T. C. White, P.L.S. (Government Botanist of

Queensland). Published by the New South Wales Forest

Commission, 25 O'Connell Street, Sydney. Price 7/6. To be

completed in two volumes.

A special note of this publication is the large number of

illustrations, mainly from photographs or drawings of actual

specimens of Australian forest plants. The technical terms of

botany are very fully illustrated, and the terms themselves are

clearly explained as they occur in the text, an excellent idea.

To the student of botany, or to any person interested in the

trees of Australia, this book may be strongly recommended.
The present volume forms a complete introduction to the study
of Australian forest plants.

^'A Census of the Plants of Victoria, with their Regional Dis-

tribution and the Vernacular Names as Adopted by the Plant
Names Committee of the Field Naturalists ' Club of Victoria.

*

'

Published by the Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria.

(Review held over for next number.)

EXCHANGES.
"The Queensland Naturalist" for March and September,

1923. One article deals with ''The Photographer Naturalist."

A number of reprints forwarded by the National Herb-
arium of Victoria: (1) "Timber Production and G-rowth

Curves of Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) ", R. T. Pat-

ton. (2 and 3) "Contributions from the National Herbarium
of Victoria," J. R. Tovey and P. F. Morris. (4) "A Naturalist

at Mount Rosea (Grampians) ", J. W. Audas. (5) "A Valuable
Legume," J. W. Audas.

From the Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria, "A Circuit

of the Grampians," J. W. Audas.
"The Victorian Naturalist" for September and October.

"The Bunyip, " by E. J. Dunn, F.G.S., who professes to have
seen tthe fearsome beast, and "A Trip to the Bogong Height
Plains," by H. B. Williamson, F.L.S., are two of the many
instructive articles.

"The South Australian Ornithologist" for July.

"The Australian Naturalist" (N.S.W.), for July and
October.

Journal of the Arnold Arboretum, Mass., U.S.A., Vol. iv.,

No. 3, July, 1923.
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SUMMER AND THE CICADA.

(By T. W. Nettelbeck.)

Who of us, in our ramblings through the hills on hot

summer days, has not heard the monotonous music of the

Cicada, and looked up into the lofty branches searching for the

noisy musician of the towering eucalypt ? I am sure the Nature-

lover would feel that something was missing among the trees

if he or she had not heard that busy songster during an

exploration in the hills on a summer day. One may frequently

hear a person remark, " Oh ! listen to the locusts
! '

' But our

little friend, in truth, has little in common with a locust, as he

is not a gnawing or biting insect in the adult stage, but, on the

contrary, a sucking insect, and so busy is he getting his nectar

from the tree that he does not stop to sing between drinks.

Dame Nature has pro\dded a special musical apparatus beneath

the abdomen of the male only, which is operated by a separate

set of muscles, and produces that continuous drone with which
we are all so familiar. The female, though dumb, is not less

busy; she has been provided with a chisel-like instrument,

which is fixed in the top of the abdomen. With this she can
penetrate the soft surface of the bark, and, when the incision

is made, the eggs are laid in in little batches. Soon the small

white grub emerges from the egg, and makes its way to the

ground, where it lives on roots until it changes to the pupal
stage. It is provided with strong burrowing claws and a good
horny covering to fit it for its work underground, where it

lives till spring. It usually emerges from the ground during
the early hours of the morning, while the surface of the earth

is soft from the dew. Crawling up the nearest twig or tree

trunk, it dries itself, and the outer covering splits down the

centre of the back, and through this crack the insect crawls
slowly and unsteadily until it is quite out.

Its wings have yet to spread out and dry, as they are still

wet and have a very pretty appearance like a little bundle of

tinted gossamer ; but in a couple of hours they are completely

grown and beautifully veined strong wings, and away flies the

happy cicada to join its fellows in the trees. I can never

forget an incident which occurred while I was collecting in the

scrub in New South Wales. I came across an old, care-free

swagman who, after learning that I was an insect hunter,

looked at me as though I was a kind of harmless lunatic ; the

cicadas were singing overhead, and he asked me about them.

After my simple explanation of their ways, etc., he said: "No
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wonder he sings all the time when he has all he wants to drink

and a wife who can't talk." It was not a fair remark, I

thought, as I moved on trying to recall where I had read how
the Greek poet Plato had praised the little insect's song.

The accompanying plate shows the cicada emerging from
the pupal covering.

(1) Underside of pupa.

(1) Underside of pupa, showing the strong forelegs.

(2) The insect emerging, showing the strong forelegs.

(3) Back view of insect emerging.
(4) Empty pupal case.

(5) Newly-emerged insect, with wings partly developed.
(6) Showing how wings sometimes develop one at a time.

(7) Perfect insect.

(7) Underside, showing musical apparatus and sucking tube.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NATIVE PLANTS
IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

List of Keepers, Assistants, and Orders.

1. Prof. J. B. Cleland. Miss M. L. Benda, Miss F. Watson,
Mr. A. J. Morison. Orders, Nos. 1 to 12 and 83.

2. Prof. T. G. B. Osborn. Mr. and Mrs. Elliott and Misses
E. D. Macklin and Illingworth. Orders, Nos. 13 to 22 and 41
to 47.

3. Mr. W. Ham. Miss E. Hocking, Mr. A. G. Edquist.
Orders, Nos. 23 to 31 and 33 to 40.

4. Mr. J. F. Bailey. Miss Roeger and Mr. W. H. Selway.
Orders, Nos. 48 to 60.

5. Mr. W. C. Hackett. Mr. and Mrs. Pearce, Miss L. Mack-
lin. Orders, Nos. 61 to 75.

6. Mr. J. A. Hogan. Miss C. A. Benda and Mr. Stokes.
Orders, Nos. 76 to 89 (except 83).

7. Miss D. Featherstone. Miss Isabel Hackett, and Miss
Croker. Orders, Nos. 90 to 106.

8. Mr. E. H. Ising. Misses A. and E. Simpson and Mr
Waddy. Orders, Nos. 32 and 107 to 117.

The above order numbers are taken from Mr. Black's new
''Flora of South Australia," Part L
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NATIVE PLANTS
OR PLANT SURVEY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Donations to the Herbarium.

The collection of plants presented by Mr. A. H. Elston and
the prize collections of Mount Barker High School and Yorke
Valley Public School, together with those mentioned below,

will form the nucleus of our Herbarium. The following have

made donations of plants

:

1. Mr. B. Hand (Streaky Bay).
2. Mr. William Ham (Iron Knob).
3. Prof. J. B. Cleland (various places).

4. E. H. Ising (Ooldea, etc.).

5. Miss E. Leahy, Wisanger, K.I.

Promises of collections have been received from Mount
Barker, Renmark, Yorke Valley, and Inman Valley.

E.H.I.

THE FORTIETH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FIELD
NATURALISTS' SECTION OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY

OF S.A. (INCORPORATED).
For Year ended September 24, 1923.

General.

The Committee have pleasure in presenting the fortieth

annual report.

Membership.

Last year the membership was 183, and depletion of our
ranks by death and resignations during the twelve months
amounted to 27. New members elected total 29, thus making
the present total 185.

Obituary.

We are sorry to have to record the death of Mr. J. G.

Ashton. who was one of our earliest members and who took a

keen interest in natural history subjects.

Lectures.

We are greatly indebted to the lecturers, upon whom we
depend for maintaining interest in the Section. Lectures were

given as follows :

—

''Botanv for Beginners," by Mr. J. M. Black; "Our
Wattles," bv Mr. A. J. Campbell; "Aquatic Life," by Mr.

H. M. Hale; "Rock Study," by Sir Douglas Mawson, D.Sc;
"Nature Photography," by Messrs. B. Beck, A. J. Morison,
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J. F. Bailey, H. M. Hale, P. H. Williams, E. A. S. Thomas, W. H.

Selway, W. Rosser, aiid E. H. Ising; ''Flora and Fauna of the

Trip to Darwin by Motor," by Captain S. A. White, CM.
B.O.U. ; "Tasmanian Scenery," by Dr. R. H. Pulleine; "Native
Stone Implements," by Dr. A. M. Morgan; "Univalve Mol-

luscs," by W. J. Kimber; "Fungi Specimens," by Prof. J. B.

Cleland, M.D. ; "Life History of some Parasites," by Prof. T.

Harvey Johnston, M.A., D.Sc. ; "A Trip to Groote Eylandt, Gulf

of Carpentaria," by Mr. N. B. Tindale.

Excursions.

The leaders of the excursions have done good service to

the Section, the siibjeets having been as follows:—Botany,

Gum Trees, Swamp (Tidal) Flora, Ornithology, Sheoaks,

Physiography, Fungi, Conchology, Shore Life, Entomology,
Dredging. The trips have been made by train, tram, and
char-a-banc, the latter giving opportunity for getting away
from the metropolis.

Flower Show, 1922.

The annual Flower Show was held on October 13 and 14

in the Institute Building, and proved to be a successful fixture.

The Public Schools contributed largely to its success, and
kindred societies in the other States sent splendid exhibits.

The credit balance amounted to £16 18s. 5d.

Exhibits.

A number of exhibits have been shown by members, and
the Committee hopes that this subject will receive greater

prominence in the coming year.

Geographical Distribution of Native Plants in S.A.

A sub-committee was formed recently, and it is the object
of the members to conduct a "Plant Survey of S.A." To carry
this out it will be neeessary to get plant specimens; it is

hoped that members going on holidays in the country will

collect plants, and that all who have friends in any part of
the State will enlist their help in obtaining and forwarding
specimens. By this means a Field Naturalists' Herbarium
will be formed, eight keepers and several assistants having
been appointed to take charge of it. Much assistance is being
given by Professor T. G. B. Osborn, D.Sc, and Professor J. B.
Cleland, M.D. It is proposed to amalgamate the Vernacular
Plant Names Committee with the above.
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"The South Australian Naturalist."

Our Journal has been published quarterly, as usual, and
the Editor, Mr. Wm. Ham, F.R.E.S., has maintained the quality

of articles of the standard set by the first Editor, Dr. C.

Penner, F.G^S. Original articles have been contributed by
Messrs. Edgar R. Waite, F.L.S., A. M. Lea, F.E.S., E. H.

Ising, Wm. Ham, F.R.E.S., A. J. Morison, Prof. J. B. Cleland,

M.D., H. M. Hale, and W. J. Hosking. The issue last month,
August, 1923, completed the fourth volume.

Exchanges.

"The Victorian Naturalist," "The Australian Naturalist"
(Sydney). "The Queensland Naturalist," "The Geelong Natu-
ralist,"^ "The S.A. Ornithologist," "Transactions of the Royal
Society of S.xV.," "Illustrated Catalogue of the Fishes of South
Australia," National Herbarium of Victoria, Smithsonian Insti-

tution (Washington, D.C., U.S.A.).

Newspaper Reports.

We are much indebted to the daily newspapers for the

splendid reports of our meetings and excursions.

Exportation of Native Fauna.

Professor J. B. Cleland was elected by the Section on an
Advisory Committee formed in Adelaide to consult with the
Officers of the Commonwealth Government in regard to this

matter. Mr. Edwin Ashby was appointed deputy.

WM. HAM, Chairman.
ERNEST H. ISING, Hon. Secretary.

September 25, 1923.

THE CALL OF THE WILD.

'

' A striking feature of the field naturalists is their indiffer-

ence to the weather conditions. Blustering wind and driving
rainsqualls do not suffice to quench their ardour or to detain
them indoors. On October 10 the weather provided a
reasonable excuse for default in making an appearance, and
yet more than fifty members, half being of the fair sex, plucked
up courage to face the fierce gales and the bitter hailstorms in
an expedition to one of the bleakest and wettest parts of our
hills. The exhilarating purity of the bracing air of the hills

acted as a tonic to raise the spirits of the party to a pitch of
enthusiasm, despite the extreme inclemency of the weather.
The absence of formality, the al fresco meal, the jolly good-
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fellowship, seem to arouse that elemental feeling of oneness
with the birds and flowers which, in spite of the veneer of

civilisation, lies dormant in the subconscious mind. The deli-

cate tints, the dainty forms of the wild flowers, the scent of the

ferns and of the virgin soil, the stately outline of the eucalypti,

the bright gold and faint odours of the wattle, the twittering of

the small birds, the liquid gurgle of the magpie, and the plain-

tive cry of the harmonious thrush, transported the city dwellers
into an earthly paradise. Added to this, the passion for re-

search and the joy of discovery animated the eager investi-

gators in their several departments. The entomologist enters

the dense scrub, vigorously shaking every tree and every bush,
seeking for spoil to fill his little phials ; the botanist revels in

the glory of Nature's garden, and with satchel and trowel
prepares to convey his booty to a convenient place for more
careful examination ; the geologist, from a neighbouring hill,

surveys hill and valley, and ponders on composition of the rock,

and with his hammer chips off fragments and calculates the
lay of the strata and the dip of the reef; the ornithologist

marks the flight and listens to the song bv which he identifies

the bird."

''AGAPAETUS" in ''The Saturdav Journal."

LECTURES AND EXCURSIONS.

Excursion to Slape's Gully, August 18, 1923.—Mr. W. H.
Selway led a large party of members. It was rather early for

native flowers, but two species of greenhood {Pterostylis nana
and P. rcjiexa) were notieed and one speeies oi helmet orehid

{Corysanthes fimhriata). The walk through the Gully included
some of the most charming scenery of the hills.

Lecture, "A Trip to Groote Eylandt, Gulf of Carpentaria."
Mr. Norman B. Tindale, August 21, 1923.—Mr. Tindale inter-

ested a large audience with an account of his collecting trip to

this hitherto unknown island. The lecturer's remarks were
illustrated by a fine series of slides, and by a selection of
native weapons, ornaments, fishing traps, and cases of insects
collected by the lecturer, who had been able to take no less

than 500 ethnological specimens, 150 birds and 9,600 insects,

in addition to many mammals, shells, and botanical specimens.
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Excursion to Morialta, September 1, 1923.—A party of

members, under the guidance of Mr. Hogan, visited Morialta,

and greatly enjoyed the splendid scenery of the gorge and
the beauty of the waterfalls. The well-planned planting of

nativie trees, under the guidance of Mr. Hogan, is greatly

enhancing the rugged beauty of this picturesque valley.

Excursion to the Park Lands and City Nursery, September
8, 1923.—Under the leadership of Mr. A. J. Morison and the

City Gardener, Mr. A. W. Pelzer, a large party inspected a part

of Adelaide's 2,000 acres of park lands. About 80 species of

trees are grown in the parks and city streets. The merits and
disadvantages of various trees were keenly discussed. There
was general agreement that the city and its parks had been
greatly beautified by the planting already accomplished, and
that there still remained a great scope for increase in the
numbers of the trees, both in the streets and in the parks. A
visit to the City Nursery gave members a better idea of the
work entailed in keeping up and extending the gardens, play-

grounds, and plantations so skilfully managed by the City
Gardener.

Excursion to Hope Valley, September 29, 1923.—A party
of members, under the guidance of Prof. J. B. Cleland, visited

this delightful spot, and found quite a wealth of native flowers
as yet untouched by the destroyer's hand. A very enjoyable
afternoon was spent, and the botanists of the party were able
to collect quite a large variety of specimens.

Excursion to the Grange, October 6, 1923.—A visit to the
Grange proved prolific of interesting material. The leader
was Mr. A. G. Edquist. The favourite haunts of the abor-
igines, before the advent of the white man, the sandhills still

retain many traces of their ancient occupation in the form of
burned clay (marking the old fireplaces), chipped stones, and
shaped quartzite scrapers, hammer stones, etc. Some of the
party dredged the pools for living pond animals, of which
many interesting forms were taken. The leader spoke on
pond life in general and the life history of some of the more
common forms.

Excursion to Warren Reservoir, October 10, 1923.—The
visit to Warren Reservoir on Eight Hours Day, under the

leadership of Professor T. G. B. Osborn, D.Sc, was unfortu-
nately marred by the boisterous weather. The route via Mill-

brook and Kersbrook led through some of the finest scenery
of the hills. From the time of arrival at the Reservoir the
almost constant rain prevented much collecting by the botan
ists of the party, and not many species were taken.
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Lecture on "Clouds" by Mr. A. G. Edquist, October 16,

1923.—The lecturer dealt in a chatty manner with the formation

and varieties of clouds, with special reference to South Aus-

tralian weather conditions. Experiments, blackboard sketches,

and some fine photographs served to make the speaker's re-

marks more omphic At the conclusion of rhe lecture numer-

ous ([uestions were asked and answered. Several members

also brought specimens, which were discussed.

Excursion to Fulham, October 20, 1923.—The afternoon

proved fine, and a large number availed themselves of Captain

S. A. White's kind invitation to visit his home. A great num-
ber of birds had been set out for examination in cases, and the

members inspected these as well as the curios brought by-

Captain White from Central Australia. In his remarks the

lecturer spoke on the most important of the useful birds of

Australia.

Excursion to Millbrook, October 27, 1923.—The trip to

Millbrook was taken in ideal weather, and members were
charmed with the picturesque view of Millbrook, with its

winding shores, presenting as it does the appearance rather of

a mountain lake than of an artificial reservoir. By the kind-

ness of the Waterworks Department the Section was allowed

to visit the reserve, where Mr. Oliver welcomed the

party. The flora was abundant, orchids in particular being

well represented. Various species of Thelymitra were particu-

larly numerous, especially the beautifully scented yellow

Thelymitra antennifera. Thelymitra longifolia was also found.

Other species found included Glossodia major, Caladenia lati-

folia, Diuris sp., Microtis porrifolia, Caladenia patersoni.

Tetratheca was growing in abundance, and some specimens of

the native iris, Patersonia sp., were also found. The
view from a boat in the middle of the lake was particularly

fine. The reservoir, with a capacity of over 3,650 million

gallons, was full, covering about 480 acres.

Visit to the Botanic Garden, November 3, 1923.—Under
the guidance of the Director of the Garden, Mr. J. F. Bailey, a
large party visited the Botanic Garden and Park on Satur-
day, November 3. The rockery round the Palm House was
greatly admired. The many beautiful trees from various parts
of the world show that our climate is specially favourable to
the growth of trees. Among the finest trees seen were the
Kauri pine of New Zealand, the Bunya Bunya of Queensland,
the Jacaranda of Brazil, the Kurrajong, or flame tree, the
camphor laurel of China, and many varieties of pine, palm,

and fig. The roseries were in full bloom, and about a thousand
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varieties were seen in flower. A visit to the native plant sec-

tion showed what a fine work Mr. Bailey is doing in the
cultivation of our native flora.

Visit to Mr. A. K. Newbery's garden at Mount Lofty,
November 10, 1923.—A large party travelled to Mount Lofty,
and were shown through the beautiful garden and hospitably
entertained by Mr. Newbery. In the absence of the President,
Mr. A. J. Morison acted as leader.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN AQUARIUM SOCIETY.

The sixth annual meeting of the South Australian

Aquarium Society was held on November 6 at Mr. J. W. Hos-

king's rooms, Norwood. The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President, Mr. B. B. Beck; Vice-Presi-

dent, Mr. S. S. Stokes ; Committee, Miss M. Roeger, and Messrs.

J. W. Hosking, J. Boase, and R. Carpenter ; Auditor, Mr. A. E.

Wadey; Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. H. M. Hale;
Assistant Secretary, Mr. J. W. Goodale.

It was resolved that the Field Naturalists' Section be

asked to print records of meetings of the Society and papers

by members.
Appreciation was expressed of Mr. and Mrs. Hosking 's

continued kindness in providing a room in which the meetings
of the Society are held. Mr. Reg T. Foster was also thanked
for the excellent arrangements made by him for the annual
camp at Murray Bridge, at which he has for five years acted

HERBERT M. HALE, Hon. Secretary.

HELD OVER.

Librarian's Report, and review of "A Cenfius of the Vic-

torian Flora, with Vernacular Names."
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